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River NGR !FE.- Ref. No. Section
USK ST 385950 12001 1
USK ST 387953 12002 3
USK ST 385959 12003 5
USK ST 388965 12004 7
USK ST 386974 12005 , 9
USK ST 387983 12006 11
USK ST 385986 12007 13
USK ST 389993 12008 15
USK ST 380998 12009 17
USK SO 374005 12010 19
USK SO 373016 12011 21
USK SO 368024 12012 23
USK SO 360026 12013 25
USK SO 361034 12014 27
USK SO 357042 12015 29
USK SO 349038 12016 31
USK SO 343044 12017 33
USK SO 345054 12018 35
USK SO 350063 12019 37
USK SO 351071 12020 39
USK SO 358078 12021 41
USK SO 359088 12022 43
USK SO 356093 12023 45
USK SO 348089 12024 47
USK SO 341091 12025 49
USK SO 335098 12026 51
USK SO 329096 12027 53
USK SO 318095 12028 55
USK SO 318103 12029 57
USK SO 312111 12030 59
USK SO 304112 12031 61
USK SO 298117 12032 63
USK SO 302122 12033 65
USK SO 302134 12034 67
USK SO 295137 12035 69
USK SO 285138 12036 71
USK SO 276145 12037 73
USK SO 268146 12038 75
USK SO 260150 12039 77
USK SO 257158 12040 79-
USK SO 249162 12041 81
USK SO 241160 12042 83
USK SO 241154 12043 85
USK SO 233159 12044 87
USK SO 229169 12045 89
USK SO 223176 12046 91
USK SO 214182 12047 93
USK SO 207188 12048 95
USK SO 202194 12049 97
USK SO 193199 12050 99
River NGR IFE. Ref. No. Section
USK SO 184197 12051 101
USK SO 174198 12052 103
USK SO 166198 12053 105
USK SO 157203 12054 107
USK SO 147204 12055 109
USK SO 139203 12056 111
USK SO 130202 12057 113
USK SO 127210 12058 115
USK SO 126219 12059 117
USK SO 125228 12060 119
USK SO 122234 12061 121
USK SO 118242 12062 123
USK SO 110246 12063 125
USK SO 104244 12064 127
USK SO 097253 12065 129
USK SO 089263 12066 131
USK SO 084272 12067 133
USK SO 076273 12068 135
USK SO 068275 12069 137
USK SO 061277 12070 139
USK SO 052277 12071 141
USK SO 045282 12072 143
USK SO 037288 12073 145
USK SO 029288 12074 147
USK SO 019287 12075 149
USK SO 011285 12076 151
USK SO 008292 12077 153
USK SO 001295 12078 155
USK SN 992294 12079 157
USK SN 984291 12080 159
USK SN 975288 12081 161
USK SN 965291 12082 163
USK SN 956291 12083 165
USK SN 949295 12084 167
USK SN 939297 12085 169
USK SN 933295 12086 171
USK SN 925294 12087 173
USK SN 921288 12088 175
USK SN 913285 12089 177
USK SN 907290 12090 179
USK SN 901291 12091 181
USK SN 893291 12092 183
USK SN 884287 12093 185
USK SN 876282 12094 187
USK SN 867278 12095 189
USK SN 860278 12096 191
USK SN 854283 12097 193
USK SN 846287 12098 195
USK SN 838291 12099 197
River NGR IFE. Ref. No. Section
OLWAY BROK ST 389981 12100 1
OLWAY BROK ST 391990 12101 3
OLWAY BROK ST 387998 12102 5
OLWAY BROK SO 382006 12103 7
OLWAY BROK SO 387012 12104 9
OLWAY BROK SO 395012 12105 11
OLWAY BROK SO 401017 12106 13
OLWAY BROK SO 407021 12107 15
OLWAY BROK SO 409027 12108 17
OLWAY BROK SO 416038 12109 19
HONDDU SO 044288 12110 1
HONDDU SO 049295 12111 3
HONDDU SO 048304 12112 5
HONDDU SO 044308 12113 7
HONDIDU SO 035314 12114 9
HONDDU SO 034322 12115 11
HONDDU SO 037329 12116 13
HONDDU SO 033337 12117 15
HONDDU SO 033345 12118 17
HONDDU SO 032353 12119 19
SENNI SN 927228 12120 1
SENNI SN 927236 12121 2
SENNI SN 927239 12122 3
SENNI SN 927248 12123 4
SENNI SN 930256 12124 5
SENNI SN 932264 12125 6
SENNI SN 930270 12126 7
SENNI SN 924277 12127 8
SENNI SN 922284 12128 9
RHIANGOLL SO 193201 12129 1
RHIANGOLL SO 188208 12130 3
RHIANGOLL SO 181214 12131 5
RHANGOLL SO 178222 12132 7
RHANGOLL SO 179230 12133 9
TAFF ST 169783 12134 1
TAFF ST 154784 12135 4
TAFF ST 143794 12136 7
TAFF ST 138804 12137 10
TAFF ST 132814 12138 13
TAFF ST 127824 12139 16
TAFF ST 118837 12140 19
TAFF ST 118852 12141 22
TAFF ST 108862 12142 25
TAFF ST 099873 12143 28
TAFF ST 088881 12144 31
TAFF ST 083895 12145 34
TAFF ST 073902 12146 37
TAFF ST 080913 12147 40
TAFF ST 082925 12148 43
TAFF ST 081941 12149 47
TAFF ST 087951 12150 50
TAFF ST 092961 12151 53
TAFF ST 089965 12152 56
TAFF ST 083972 12153 59
TAFF ST 078984 12154 62
TAFF ST 075997 12155 65
TAFF SO 075008 12156 68
TAFF SO 070021 12157 71
TAFF SO 062033 12158 74
TAFF SO 055045 12159 77
TAFF SO 048058 12160 80
TAFF SO 039069 12161 83
CYNON ST 083952 12162 1
CYNON ST 074963 12163 4
CYNON ST 064969 12164 7
CYNON ST 059979 12165 10
CYNON ST 049990 12166 13
CYNON ST 037996 12167 16
CYNON SO 027004 12168 19
CYNON SO 018013 12169 22
CYNON SO 009021 12170 25
CYNON SO 003033 12171 28
CYNON SN 994042 12172 31
CYNON SN 984046 12173 34
CYNON SN 973052 12174 37
CYNON SN 959056 12175 40
CYNON SN 954065 12176 43
CYNON SN 953077 12177 46
RHONNDA ST 068900 12178 1
RHONNDA ST 057906 12179 4
RHONNDA ST 044908 12180 7
RHONNDA ST 034910 12181 10
RHONNDA ST 027912 12182 13
RHONNDA ST 011918 12183 16
RHONNDA SS 999921 12184 19
RHONNDA SS 995933 12185 22
RHONNDA SS 995945 12186 25
RHONNDA SS 984951 12187 28
RHONNDA SS 961966 12188 35
RHONNDA SS 951974 12189 38
RHONNDA SS 936985 12190 42
RHONNDA SS 928991 12191 44
NANT CLYDACH ST 079927 12192 1
NANT CLYDACH ST 066928 12193 4
NANT CLYDACH ST 062942 12194 7
NANT CLYDACH ST 055949 12195 9
NANT CLYDACH ST 049966 12196 13
_1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION HS manual for defisiSsn
12001
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY( TEN SPOT CHECKS page loll uno 1
Speccheck I ic upsneam end _ downstream end X
Alotudefm) N Skin Invtm) I Ades caterry11-10) 8
1305 Solid geology code 75 EIGS Drift geology code 5 Ptanforn category 3
DiSLIII1Cefrom source(km( 1043 Significant tribuary N Narigation?
Height of saarcal SOO Water Wary elms 13 RHS Sertamo/Te 2
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please caers boa mid.. bar (winner:Su are gentled
Reference site number. 12001
Grid relance: ST 115950 River; USK I
Date: 13/11 /1997 Tune: MAO Sur/clot DC
Adverse auditions? No X Yes _
Betel riser 0153e7 No _ Pan. X Entire
Duplicate phoeograpba general character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed fres Leh X Right
SERCON Pavel is addlOo05 No N
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow me
deep see X synvenrica
Terraced valley, No Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 Um/et:tared point bat
0 Vegetated point bar
nengs ernes A, IFF, WalltIUM 21813/1998
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
i 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Mammal EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA —
Bank modilication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO PC PC PC
Bank feat:wasp SC SC SC SC SC SC SC NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel mbstrale NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type SM SM SM SM SM SM RP RP RP RP
Channel imailicatioals) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Charax1 feature(%) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA
Bank modsficaion0( NO NO NO NO NO NO NO EM EM EM
Bank reature(s) SC SC EC VS EC EC VP SC SC SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCT1JRE
IAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANKTOP IL) BE SC SC $U SU IC IG IG IG IC
LEFT BANK.TOP SS S S S CUSS S
LEFT BANK FACE SS S S S SS SS S
MGIIT BANK FACE S S BS S S S SS S
RIGHT BANK-7OP SUS UUUUUUU
LAND USE WITTIIN 5m OF BANK TUP (RI IG IC IC VG IC IC IC IG IC IG
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE
liverwortahressesdiebens















Ways (eg bog. rnanh. fea(OVL)
Open water (OW)
Suburban/orban denkmment (SU)
Reck and sow (RSI
I. R
BANK PROFILES
turatfunmodUled L 0 ArdflelaUmodIfled
VenicalAindamn / Resectioned
Venial + Ire I Reinforced - wink bank
ep >45 Reinforced - toP onlY



























Shading of Channel X
Overhanging boughs X
Reposed banish:1e mots X
Umlerarates tree moo X
Fallen tren X




_ Unvegoated mid-channel bar(s)
X Vegetated misbehamul bar(s)
Mature island(0
X Unvegetated side bads)



















LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT RANK
Baran. height(m) 2.1 Bankroll width On/ 34.0 Banklop height (nu 2.2
Rankly, • Bank I oh r7 Wawa width (5) 27.0 Banktop • Bank full ?
&stake.' &iglu (0) 0.0 Water desk (m) . • EmbaMted height (m) 0.0
If trabline tower fan break ' slope Scare height above waterim). 0.0
Bed material a lire iS: 4:0030lieleled - unconsolidated - unknown X
Lannon of measurement is: riffle _ run or glide X ocher _
hi ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water iMmunded by wciddam? No X Yes. 4356 of _ >IV% of site
N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Noe X [hedging _ Mowing Weed-coning _
Enhancement _ Other?
0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls >5m high _ AthER31"PeR Fringing real-torA _
BraiderlAide channels _ Nand epen sato Floating ma
Debris dam Water meadow Other
Leafy debris X Fen Flub _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33; oe nameof the channel choked mth begettion? NO X YES _
1:( NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Othin •satin2 • eladSeednes, 3 anneal arena Sun 5 • bramhb. nests)
None _ Giant hogweed X Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed X Other? _




Cahn significant Obstrwatlal. Slap enflsoua eater e Mite tInaly eeidaPe
so eases tombi ea NOM fA main Mang run Own mama 55 Mast
S ALDERS
A Wen? Noce - %nap X Extensive - Oseased alders, None X Present - Earelist
1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY page 1 a( -I
1BACKGROUND MAP-BASED /NFORMATION /See FM manual for defiediseel
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Page 2 of 4
Spot check I is at upstream end _ dowBstream end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES.
12002 12002
2 3 4 17 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA FA EA EA EA RR RR RR
Bunt modification(s) NO NO NO NO NO • NO 14.1 RI RI
Bark feature(s) EC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC
Maudlin° Simla ordIrn) 1 How category (1.
11125Solid geology code 75 FIGS Drift geology co* 5 Nanform category
Bounce from source(km1 1033 Significant vibuary ? N Navigation?
Height of source(m) 500 Water Quataty elms IS REIS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please deed form end ark box if any eale efli0013 are needed
Reference site number 12002
Grid reference: ST 387953 RiVCI: UKS 3
Date: 13/11 /1997 Time: 1120 Surveyor, NK 11D5
Adverse conditions? No X Yes
Bed of river risible? No X
_ Enure.
Dimlicate photographs general character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed (roar Left _ Right X Clarinet _





Terraced valley* No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLU, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 Unvegetated point bar 0
Ftmls 0 Vegetated point her
Ontpul created by DE, Wareham net 29/03/1993
	
l •E ;O. 12002 - I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY: 50Orn 'SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4
CHANNEL
Channel submak SI SI SI NV NV NV SI NV NV NV
Flaw type SM SM SM SM SM SM RP RP RP SM
Channel mcchfication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA
Bank moth/lemon(%) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature( 0 SC SC SC SC EC EC SC C P C C P
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WrITIIN 5rn OF SANKT& (1) IG IG IG 1G IG 1G 1G 1G IG IC
tin BANK-TOP UUUULIUU VU U
LEFT BANK FACE BS S USS UCS S
RIGHT BANK FACE S 5 5 UBBUBUB
RIGHT BANKTOP UUUUUUU UUU




Ernergent bmad-leand herbs / /





Submerged linear-leaved / /
Submerged fire.leaved / 1 / / / /
Filamentous algae
121102
11 IA ND L/SE WITHIN 5Orn OF BANKTOP
I. R
,adleaf/rnixe4 woodland 1RL) Rou.gh pasture (RP)
/emus plantation (CP) / ImprovedIsemi-smproned grass (1G1
orchard (OR) raited land (n)
moorlandAseath (MH1 wedand (es bog. marsh, fert)(WL)
ob (SC) / Open waler(OW
' I herbs (TH) Suburban/urban development (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Pnge 4 oil
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHM4NE1
Banktop height(m) Al Bankfutl width (m) 54$
Bmktop e Bankful/ ? V Water width On) 46.0
Embanked height (n) 0.0 Water depth (n) •
If Rashline lower than break in slope, indicate; height above water(m):
Bed matepial a) site ir •consolidated
-
unconsolidated













Reinforced - whole bank
Reinforced - only











Is water impounded by weirldam? No X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Dredging
_ Mowing

















EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES O FEATURES ()ESPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls u5n, high _ Andical open water Bog - Fringing reed k
Braided/side cFannels _ Natural open Valet Floating mat
Debris dam Water meadow Marsh _ Other
Leafy debris X Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X
4/ NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS 10therell•aealeu I a thedmeadteraju bream.. amend ddenS bramble. • mom)











Shading of channel X
Over(tanging boughs X




















Unvegetated Foul-channel bar(s) X -
Vegetated mid-channel bar(s)
Mature tsland(s)
Unvegmated sale harts 1 X _
Vegetated side balls/ X
Discrete oh dePosalq















Alders? None - Present X Ex:1min Di,eaaed alder.? None X Pre..ent - Extenstv

(Ser OHS manual for delimitani
131031. BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4
AlutudOrn) 10
BGS FAO geology cam 75
Distance horn source(km) 102-5
Height sammm) 503
Geld Went ST 385959
Oar 13/11 /1997 Grim 1E15
Advent ceaMions?
Bed of river visibk?
IMplicate photographs: general characta?
Slope InsAml S Flow category 11-101
BUS Daft geology axle
•
Planfean maga, 3
Significant tribuary ? N Navegatrat?
Wan QualitY elm? 11-5 RHS Seamen; type
Rioer USE 5
Suneyor: DC /meted. cede HIM
No X Yet
Pan. X Entire
No Yes X 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SERV EV: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 7 of / 12003
	
Spot check 1 is ac upstream end X dovnaream end _
PHYSICAL ATIMBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modify's:4m4r) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO













NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
RP SM SM RP RP RP SM SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO MI MI NO NO NO
Mmerial EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modification01 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank (eaturefs) SC SC EC SC EC NV EC SC SC SC
BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
PIMP SURVEY DETAILS He a s died fano end de& bar al canny...maws are needed
Returnee me number: 12003
6
Surveyed from Left X Right
X ayneretrical




'fenced le No X Yea _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rillo 0 Unvegamed point bar





LAND USE WITHIN Sni OF BANK TOP (R)












TL EL TL 'FL EL TL EL EL TL EL
SSS SS S UUU
SS S SS SSS S
SS S S S S SS S
SS S SSS SS U
it EL 71. EL TI. EL IG IG IC IC
1 / F / / / / 1 / /
Pools 0 Vegetated pant bat
Output anted by IE. Wareham ea 2910311991
	
I1 I:
ND I 2001 1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VET:
(5 FANO USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
oadleallnted waellard IBL) Rough pasture (RP)
ailerons plantation (CP) loWtomdiaam-impored grass (1G)
Orchard(0R) Tilled land ITU
corlareWeadt 0410 Weibel (eg bot.marek. fao(wi)
rub ISC) Open wan (OW)
11herbs (110 Suburban/urban development (SU)




Vellreal Reinforted - whole tank
>45 E E Reinforced mop only















EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None
Shading of chant's! X
Overhanging boughs X
fawned Ombide nass X
Underwater tree mou _
Fallen Imes














_ 1J:overate] mad-channel bats)
X Teetotal mid-channel barfs)
_ Mature island(0
Unvegetated side bads)
_ Vegetated side Berl.)
_ Discrete silt tinsmith)
f)iscreie land de 110(S)
None Present E (>33M)
(997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m) 311 Bank full width (m) 510 Bankrop height (m)
Bank top w Bankroll 7 V Water width (m) 430 Bantam • Banklull ?
Embanked height (m) 0.11 Water depth (m) • Embanked height (m)
If treadine lower Man break in Awe -Miner height /bon interim). OA
Bed material M oire is: consolidated
-
unconsolMated Xunkrawn _
location of nwasuranent is: riffle _ mom glide X oder _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES





Is vela inWainded by weirklam? No X





Waterfalls t5m high _ Artificial open wan Bm _ Fringing teed:Mink _
BraMed/side channels _ Natural open water Cary _ Floating ma
Debris dam Water meadow Marsh _ Other
Leafy asbris X Fen Fluals _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% a more of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X TES
NOTABLE PRRSANEE PLANTS man: 1 • maim 2 • rliodoladrom, .1.ckeasIl. treal Mamba. • am0
None _ Giau bogweed X Himalayan Wham _ lapanese Waned _ Other?. _ •




Other significant observations: klanagehnd Tad. harfld eemnnmd
ALDERS






Yes. <33% M. sae _ >334 al sue
Noising Wee:Minting X
Other?
I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par I of 4
I A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (Sre RHS agnol fin &p.n.$)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page .2of 4





Altnude(m) II Slope InAml
 
"terry 0-10
EGS Solid geology code 75 BGS CMS geology code 5 Planform mien
Distance from source(km) 1014 Significant tribukY N Nahigalion?
Height of source(m) 500 Wam Quality class IS RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS. Please theca form and Sth box lay ceneethw an "Nded
%Sauce the other: 12004
Grid referee: ST 350965 River: USK 7
Dale: 11111 11997 Time: Iszs Summer DE Accred code. 1104
Adoaw conditions? No X Yea _
Bed of river visible? No _ Part X Enke






Cbansel Swine NV NV NV NV •
Flow type SM SM SM SM SM
Chancel rnodificabOn(s) NO NO NO NO NO
Chanod fattne(s) NO NO NO NO NO
RICHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modificatioa(s) NO NO NO NO NO
ank feature(s) SC SC SC SC EC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
i 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
SC VP VP VP VS SC C V VS NO NO
NV NV NV NV NV
SM SM RP SM SM
NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO
EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO
EC EC EC EC EC
&whew] 1mm: Left X Rigbi
SERCON survey in addition? No N
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ shallow wee
Terraced oall y7 No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
[Gala I unrest:mad poira bm
Pooh 0 Vegetated rim bar
Output mewed byIFE., Wareham on 29/03/1991





LAND USE %THEN Sm OF BANK TOP (R)












IG IC IC IC IC IC
UUU UU
S S S S S
SS S CS S
ULIOUU
IC IC IG IC IG IC





IC. IC IC IG





/ I I 1 / p / / / / /•
I/III /
i rE No. 12001 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page lad 4
II LA ND USE WITHIN Man OF BANKTOP
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY NW 4 ea
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT EMIR
Rattrap Might(m) LI Dogfish s'ieda(m) 473 Banktop hdgbo Ito
Rankles,5 Bankroll ? Y Water width (n0 415 11.10% o Bank full
Embanked height (m) 05 Water depth (m) Embanked heigN (m)
If =Nine lower than break in skimSkase: heigN abase water(M) 0.0
Bed matnia) at site is: ornsolidaled unoonselidaled _ unknown X
Exotica of nkrassotsrent ' . 1114 _ nor cc glide X mbar
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES





Is water impounded by weir/darn? No X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging
_ Mowing Weed-coning _
Ethancentem _ Otter?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls >5rn high _
-
Milk i41 oPen walet Fringing reed-bank _
Boidairskle channels _ Natural cpen water Floating mat
Debris darn
_ Water meadow Other
Leafy debris X Eat
CHOKED CHANNEL
	
Is DA or more of dm channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS 10tlime I nosh.," .bnetssA Vara Mina Mamble. • mum)
None _ Giant bormed X Himalayan balsam _ laponme knotweed _ Otha? • Pr.
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS




011an signiamm observations: bumplas et oda In. IN AI= MP,
ALDERS
Alders? None _ Present % Extensive - Diseased aldera7 None X Present _ Enensim _
baseatimixed wooMod.IBLI








wedang leg bog monk frXWL)
Open water (OW)
Submtwaturbm cleveloprong (SU)
Rock and tam (RS)
R
BANK PROFILES
IttralAmmodnd L a mundoumaduird
nical/undernal E E R.:sectioned
Verticai "cc E Reinforced . whole bank
>45 Reinforced - top only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E 1.3.3%)
Shading of channel
Overhanging boughs X
Exposed beau& was X
Undowma tree rom X
Fallen nem X
Cone woody delMs X
None Present E None Present E(>33/5)
Waterfall(o) Marginal deadwater X _
Cascade( sl Exposed Work
51040 (xposed bouldas
Rd Bets) X _ Unvertated mid-charmel bails)
Run(s) Vegetated mid-channel bal(s) X _
Baths) X Mature kland(s)
GlideD) Unvegetated side bk(s) X
Pool(%) X Vegetated side bags) X
Ponded reachlni X /Merck silt deposills) X
Discrete sand de a(s) - X
TREES









Yes..33% of site _ >334 of she
ll 1997 RIVER DABITAT SURVEY Petel et 4
A BACKGROUND MA PHASED INFORMATION (Fa RNS ammo/ defindine0
I
Alutude1m) 12 Slope In
FI
m0
GS SMO Prolog/ code 75
iA A: How category 11•10)
DOS Doh geology code 5 Planform category
Mame from source/km) 1003 Significant tribuso ? N Navigation?
Hethi Of souree(m) 500 Ws= Quality:class I.5 RHS Segmera type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please Meet form onel **boo el may Conga:ins ore needed
Reference site onnber: 1DX6
Odd rdaence: ST 31M974 River USK 9
ate: 15/1 I /1997 lime: 1430 Surveyor: NK Awed. code: 1105
Adresse conditions?
ed of rives visible? No X Pat _ Entire.
Doplkne photographs: general chrome No _ Yes X
Surreyed Lefi X Right _ Clannel _




_ wee S symmetneal
[Otte asymmetrical
Terraced valky7 No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffle 111 Umegetned pint bar
Pons I Vegetated pont bar
thdpul crested by IFE. Wareham on 29/03/1995
I 11.;NO. 12005 • 1997 RIVIR HABITAT SURVEY• SOOn SWEEP-LIP pate 3 of 4
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHF.CKS Me 2 of 4 12005
Spot check 1 is R1 upstream end X doom:rain end _
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
3 4 5 0 7 0 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank nextdication10 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
ata feature(s) EC SC SC SC NO VS NO NO SC SC
CHANNEL
Channel subaraw NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM
Chanel loodiTation(s) NO NO NO NO NCI NO NO NO NO NO
flume feature(s) NO NO NO NO HO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA FA FA EA EA
Bata moddiemen10 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank foturels) SC SC SC SC SC SC NO SC EC SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5n1 OF BM4ICTOP (L) IG 11- IC IC IC IG 1G 1G IC 1G
LEFT BANK-TOP CUUUUS CS S S
LEFT BANX FACE BCSCCS CCS S
RIGHT BANK FACE SS CCSS S 5 BS
RIGHT BANK:TOP BUBB ULIS UUU
LAND L1SE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TONE) TL fl. TI. T1. IC IG IC IG IC 1G
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE
LiverwortsMosse/lichens
Emergent broml.kared herbs / /









:997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 a( 4 121515
2
LI
IA ND USE WIT1IIN SOnsOF BANKTOP





I I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
R I. R
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Rough pasture (RP) Bank top heighl(m) 23 Bank full width (a) 45.0 Banktop height I In) 2.7
Improved/semi-improved gran (IO) I flardoop .. Bakfull 'I Y Water width (nt) SBA Banktop a Banlaull ^ N
IRIS land Oil Enthanked I:title1M OA Wan depth (m) • Embanked height (m) OA
Wetland tel hog. mob. fat)(WL) If trashline lower thus break in slope, isbatt height above vatamy • 0.0
/ Open mae, (OW) Bed material a ate it: CenSeliiialed
_ unconsolidated _unknown X
Subustanftattan development (SU) Location of mature:nem is: elf& _ ton a glide X other _
Rock and scree (RS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
ANK PROFILES
turallunmodified L R AnJfldnJmaadIDed L R
nicatrundam / / Itcsectimed
Leona' • 10e I I Reinforced : whole bank
.ep y45 I Reinforced - lop only
Mk I Reinfereed - tee ody
Arufacial onstage
Peaehed
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSErbarembankmenti
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left Right None Present E(2D%)
Nom Shading of clunrel
Isolatallseauend
_ X Overhanging houghs X _
Regularly spaced, singk X Exposed backside mots X
Occasimal clumps _ Under/am tree mots X _
Sani-cominuous
_ _ Fallen men
Gantineaus
_ _ Cone woody Otbeis X 







Is water iMpOlinded by weithdam? No X Yes. 433 of >13% of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Now X Dredging
_ Mowing Weed-tenting _
Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls >5m high _ Artificial open nig Fringing reed-bank




Leafy debris X Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or mme of the enamel choked fAth manna? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTs 1 swectles.1 -11.4.6emloa. tackee.41. ream awn 5 nbaban.o meol
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES • None _ Giant Nagweed X Himalayan Plum X Japanese knonvo:d _ Other? _
PrNose esent E None Present E 3391 R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comenb may have bees pop/tensed:)(,)
Wsterfall(s) X _ _ Marginal &Adana Major impacts:
Caseade(s) X _ _ &eased bedrock X
_ land Managemnr:
Rapid10 X _ _ Exposed boulden x -
Aninals,
Rondo x _ _ lInvegaated mid-channel bags) X
Other significant olmervams:Run(s) _ X _ Vegetated rnid,bannel bar(S1 X
00(0 X _ _ Mature is)and(s) X
_
Glide(s)
_ _ X Um:emoted side havls) X _




_ Docrete sill deposit(s1 X _ _ S ALDERS
Discrete sand 01:1 5 _ Alders? None - Present X Extensive - Oiseasee Rem? Now X Present - Esleallre -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 ere
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See enS marwal for del,...001)
12006
997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN sPOT CHECKS Page 2 el,









5 PIanfonn category 3
Naription?






















No X Yet _
Bed of siva visible? No _ Pat
No _ Yet X
A himdepol 12
BGE Soled geoklgy code 75
Distance Irmo sourceIkm)
Height et soircelm) 500
Reference site manta:
Grid tyferace. ST 3879E3
Date: 11(11 /1997 Time: 13.00
Adrene conatimes?
Duplicate photographs: general aracter?




EA EA CO CO
NO NO




NV NV NV NV
RP RP UW UW
Chancel erroclificationfs)
Channel featum(e)
NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modificairelal NO NO NO NO NO
Baal kill e(s) SC SC P S SC SC





EA EA EA FA FA
NO NO NO NO NO
VP V• NO NO NO
LAND USE WITHIN 3m OF BANKTOP (L) Ell TH IG
LEFT BM4K-1OP S S U
LEFT BANK FACE S S B
RIGHT BMIK FACE S C S
RIONT BANK-TOP S S S
LAND USE WIT/UN 5m OF BANK TOP (RI TL TL BL









Submerged linear.kared / I /
Submerged Inc-keyed
Edematous algae
Surveyed (raw Left X Rite




Terraced valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Unvegetated poiM bet
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output emoted by IFE Wareham on 29103/1998
1G IC IG IG IC TL
5
It TL TL TE TL TL
Iry NIL 11006 1 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP ptt 3.14 1100a
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY amit • Or4 11:00/.














/ Rough Pasha (RP)
ImprovedEembimpoved grin OGI.
Tiled land cro
Wetland (es bog. marsh. fenEWL)
Open water (OW)
/ Suburbanhoban developmen (S(J)
Rca MO Sala CRS)
R AnIllebl/modIfled
Reactioned
lb:inroad - whole beak
Reinfoited Pap only
















EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Now Pnment E(,33%)
Huang of channel X
Overhanging booths X _
Exposed Maki& roma X _
Underwater tree mots X _ _
Fallen trees
_

























LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m) 4.11 Rankly!! width (M) 45.0 Banktop height (m) 4.1
anktop Bankfull 7 Y Water width (m) 37.0 Bmktop • Banklull
Embanked height Ind OA Water depth (m) • Embanked hetght(m) 0,0
If traddine lower Man brut in slope. indicate: height above ratet(m). 0.0
Bed material as site is: consolidated unconsolidated _unknown X
Lecation of measurement1e rime run or glide X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water imp:winded by waddarn7 No X Yes. <33% of sire .13% or sire
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None _ Dredging Mowing _ Weed-cuffing -
Enhancemem X Other? X




Artificial men WON Fringing reed-bank _
Braided/side channels
•
Nablai opea man CaT _ Floating mat
Debris don War meadow Mash _ Other
Leafy debris X Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
33%. more de dame! choked with regetationt NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Cant l• poo no meelsaadowt. Imeekea,1• greyed Sara beset*. • morel
Nooe Gam Bogeyed X Himalayan balsam _ Japanese kootweed _ Other? _




Other significant observations: name um ester is se deep awl Mad bas
martetlaes eiesel want. am loyweethis to we es saw get dints.
ALDERS
Alden? Noce _ Plata X EatkaTt Massed elders? None X Present _ Enemy< _
997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page I of 12007 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page .2of 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual for defrnnons Sere check 1 psat: upsirearn end X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTESAlniudelml IS Slope OnArn/
 
How category (l -IN
I 2 7 4 5 6 7 g 9 10BGS Solid geology code 75 BOS Drift geology ode 5 Planform category
LEFT BANK
Distance Moe scame(kml Significant mbuazy N Navigation? Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA
Height of soune(m) SOO Water Quality class IS MIS Segment type Bank modificatiordo EM EM EM RI • - PC NO NO NO NO
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Pecan awe/ form and sick boa gay corrections are needed
Bank featurels) EC SC . SC SC NO SC, VP VP NO NO
Reference site namiber 12010 CHANNEL
<Mame( babstran NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
.Flove type SM SM RP RP SM SM SM RP SM SMGrid Embrace( ST 3115956 ki USK 13
Channel modifation01 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Date( 1211 /1997 Time: 1230 Surveyor DC HIM flannel leitige0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Adverse condition? No X Yes
Material EA EA EA GS EA EA EA EA BW EA
Bed of rine visible? No X Pa• _ Entire. _ Bank nuldifIcation(s1 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO EM RI NO
Duplicate photographs: gernal character? No _ Ya X Bank feature(11 SC SC VP PB PB PH NO SC NO EC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed from: Left Right
_ channel







Tomb nlky? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles I Thwegetated poird bar
Pools 0 Vegetated ON bar
Output created by IFE, Wareham an 29/03/1990


















IG 10 IG IG IG IG TT TL TL 11.
U S B S U S
S S C S S B
S SSS S S
S S SS S U
IL BL BL TH BE, TH BL TL TT IG
/ / / E
/
/ 1 /
IL E NO. MOM 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY( s EEP-Ur page 3 •I• now







/ Rough pasture (RP)
INPRRnelheRidnhPrOved grass (M)
Tilled land (IL/
Wetland Pegbog marsh. fenIV4L)
/ Open water (OW)
/ Suburban/urban development (SU)





oral/unmodified L R Artificial/modified
canal/undercut Resectimat
Vemcal • toe I Reinfirced whok bank



















EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Noe Present E
Waist/as)














None Present E (>339)
Shading of channel X _ _
Overhanging toughs X _
Exposed hankside roots X _
Underwater tree mots _ X
alien Um N
Coarse wooly debris _ X _










alserge sand de Ids)
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bannon height(m) • Bankfut1 width (m/ 26.0 Banktop height (my IS
Banton. Banklut ? NI Water width M) 21.0 Bankroll a Barnhill ? r
Embanked height KM 43 Water depth 010 • Embanked height BM 0.0
If trashline lower Nan break W slope 'ndicau- height above water(n0 • 0.0
Bed material at site is( consolidated_ unconsolidated
_ unknown X
Location of measurement is: rime _ run ce glide X bet _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is cater impounded by weiddaml No X Yes. e33% of site 33% of si
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Now X Pledging ow Weed-caning _
Erdlancement _
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls wSm high _ Anificial open water _ Bog _ Ringing teed-bank _
Braided/side channels _ Natural open water _ CRT _ Floating mat





Is 33% or more of dm thamiel choked with mgetatMn NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Macre( nettles. • disbands... braelkmA - mend eldet.5 • !arable,. reel
NOW _ Giant hogweed X Himalayan balsam X lapimese ktagneed _ Other?' 2 -




Other significant observations: where carom am begat the aftected banks
were rtinraveL Very deepond habld riven
S ALDERS
Alders, None _ Present _ Extensive X Dinned ellen? None X Posen( _ Extensive _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY page I of 4 120011 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Pate 2 id 4 12008
Altitudc(m) 15 Slope (m/km)
-0 Hew category (1-101 8
BGS Solid geology code 75 I3GS Drift geology CO& A Manform category 2
Distance horn source(km1 975 Significant tibuary 7 N Navigation? N
Height o( source4m) 500 Water Quality class 15 RHS Segment type 2
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check fon. and tick boxi f any conecions areneeded 0
Reference site number 12005
Grid inference, ST 359993 Rivet: USK 15
Date: 12111 /1997 Time: 1030 Surveyor: NE 1105
Adrene conditions.? No X
Bed of riser visible? No X Part _ Entire
Duplicate photographs:general character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from: Left X Right _ Channel
Spot check I is at, upstream end X downstream end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank moddication(s) 17.1 RI RI RI RJ RI RI RI RI RI
ank testato(s) SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC
CHANNEL
Channel substrate NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM
Llunuel modification()) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel Innards) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank mochlicatioNs) EM EM EM EM EM EM EM EM EM NO
Bank feature(s) SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC EC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual for defimeton, I
SERCON survey in addition. No N






Terraced valley? No X Yet _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
RifTles I Unvegetated point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output created by IFE. Wareham on 29.83/19913
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANE-TOP S S SS S SS SSS
LEFT BANK FACE S S CCS S CCCC
RIGHT BANK FACE S S USSS S SS B
RIGHT BANKTOP UUUS UUU UUU











Submerged fine.leaved 1 /
Filamentous algae
I EI NO, 12008 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY SWEEP-UP page 3 or 4 1200.11
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY PAM ol4
i I LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
l im. fermis plantation (EP)
ndleathmixed woodland OIL/ / Rough pasture (RP)
Improved/send-improved grass (IC) Banktop a Bankfull ?
2.8 Bankfull width On)
Water width (m)
MA Banklop height (m) 2.8
R L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Ba.nktop height(m)
14.0 Banktop • Bankroll 7 N
Orchard (OR) , Tilled land (IL) Embanked Might (m) 0.0 Water depth (m) • Embanked height (nO• 0.0
and/heath (MID Wetland leg bag. mirth. (enXWL) If trathline lower than break in slope, indicate: height above walm(m) w 0.0
ub (SC) Open wan (OW) Bed material at site is: consolidated
_ unconsolidated _unknown X
Location of measurement iv riffle _ am or gfide X other1herbs (110 / Suburban/urban development (SU)
Rock and SC= (RS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES




turoVunmedIfled L R ArtlficIalfrnedilled L R
Sluices Outfalls I/ Rectioned6 erticaVundercut s
Culver/ Fords
Vertical 6 toe / Reinforced - whole bank
Bridges Deflectors
p >45 Reinfeeced - top only
Other
nde Reinforced - toe only Is water impounded by weir/dam3 No X Ym.c33% of site _ )33% o( she _
ComPositrArtificial wro-slage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Poached None X (hedging
_ Mowing
1.11 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSE:





Waterfalls Arn high _ Artificial tmen water _ Bog _ Fringing teed-bank _
I TREES ASSOCIAIEI) FEATURES Braided/sideChannels _ Natural Open VOWDebris  darn  Cm _ Floating MO None  _ Overhanging boughs X _ Leafy debris  _ Water meadowX Fen __ Marsh _Flush Gther  -Isolated/scattered  Lefl  Right
	
X 
Shading of channel X _ _
None Preseill  E 0.3396)
Regularly spaced, tingle X _ Exposed bankside roots X _ P CHOKED CHANNEL
OccasMnal clumps _ _ Undo:maw tree rods X _ _








Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (001en: 1 a maw, a Modedendrea,3 - breekmA •gramd elder. 5 • limait46. newe)
None _ Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam, X Japanese knotweed X Other? - _ ,
_
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Eemments may have been paraphrased!)
Major impacts: ROAD .
Land Management'
Animals:
Other Significant obserVatiOnS: IUD embsahmeal Is. A reL0Dely in Dona.
ALDERS
Continuous
EXIENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES










None hment E NORA Wesent B >33%)
X Marginal deadwata
X _ _ Exposed bedrock X _ _
X _ Exposed boulders X _ _
X _ Unvegetated in3dchannel har(s) X _
X Vegetated mid-channel bails) X _
X Mature island()) X _
_ X Unseptialol side halls) X
_ X _ Vegetated side har(s) X
X
_ Discrete silt deposit) X
Discrete sand deposals/ X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of I
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (See NI manual for clefinamoN
199) RIVER HABITAT SURVEY, TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4




















Bank katurealNo _ Ya
Right _ Channel _
Yes _
Althadelm1 IS Hole (mAm)
IIGS Solid geology code 75 BGS 13nli geology code
Distance trom seurceflonl 96.5 Signslicad rathary
Height oflourecOn) 970 Ws= Quality class
Dare 1U11 /1997 Thre: 15.00
Adverse conditions?
Bed cd river visible? No X
NA kat Fametnper strew date°
Surveyed haw X





Tensed valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES,POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rill,. 1 Dame:bated point bar
2 3 4 5 b 7 a 9 10
EA FA EA EA EA EA FA EA FA EA
EM EM EM EM
SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC
NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
RP SM SM SM SM RP SM SM SM SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO DA NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO RO NO NO NO
EA EA FA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA
EM EM F.M EM EM EM NO NO NO NO
SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC
IC IG IC IC IG IG IC IC IG IC
UULICIIICUUU
S SS SSS SS S
SSS SSCCSS
CCU 111.1UUUU









LAND USE ATININSm OF BANK TOP 00












FIELD SURVEY DETAIlS Moue thertioson and ski box ipiny torcortoon are ernied
Rearerce site number 12009
GM Saws: ST 330990 Riven USK 17
Surveyor DC
No X Yes _
Pools VeNtflocl pans bar
Output treated by WE, Wareham cm 2950311998
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCIURE
I
- -- —
1E NO. in..; I NW RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 930m SWEEP-UP par 3 of 4 (2909
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Few I el I
II IAND USE WITHIN My OF BANKTOP
L
Wleathniced woodland (MI Roo pasture(RP)
Mlemus plantabon (CP) Improved/semi-improved grass (IG)
orchard (OR1 THIS land (11-1
land/avb IM111 Wetland Ng bog mar* NeXWL)
ub (SC) Open water 10W1
I herbs MO SuburbanAdban development (SIB
Rock and vrte (55)
BANK PROFILES
nwaYsnamodMed L P MIllIda/Miedltled
kV/madam. Resectioned
venicai • ice Reinforced - Male bank
ep ›45 fteirebned aap only















EXTENT OE CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Prow E1133%)
Shading of cMilnel X
Ovanneng boen X _
&posed bolsi* mon X _
Underwata one vas X _
Fsdkn Wes X _




























Hanka" Withal 3.2 Bankfull width1ml 50.0
anktop a Banklull V Water width (m1 43.0
Embanked height (m1 0.0 Watt: demb •
If umbline lower than break in slope. indicate: beteg ahem water(m).
Bed material asWe a consolidated unconsolidated
Location of measurement is, riffle _ run or glide X other
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impose:led by weadmII No X Yes. <33% of she _ >33% of sae




FEATURES OE SPECIAL INIEREST
Nom X
Waterfall. bSm high _ Artificial open no Fringing reeWhank
Braided/aide chasuals _ Natural open ewer Floating mai
Debris darn
-
Water meadow 1411121 _ Other
Lealy this Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or tore of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (00,„„ nada 2 n*udndmden. stoned Seeable
Norm X Giant bowed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese tooted _ Other?




Other significant observations: Very dem sod turbid dmr. kebab
mow, RS with whoa adonewons.
ALDERS







I 1997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY page 1 ot 4
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RI1S nasal for defins..F)
12010 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of • 12410 I
Spot check 1 is an unmeant end X downstream end _
PHYSICAL ATIRIBUTES
SloPe (Wan)




EGS Solid Polon Conk 74
Dissect from source(knO 953
Heght of soace(M) 500
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS
Relate= use omen:
Cirad reference: SO 374005
13/11 /1997 Time: us
II How category 0 -101
5 %edam emery
N Nat. igation?













2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I
CC BO EA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA —
RI RS EM B EM EM EM FAI
SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC
NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
RP RP SM RP RE RP RP RP RP RP
RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO




Ekon An* fin and ski be if any warrectioar on swaged
12010
Achim coodirions? No X Yes _
Material CC • EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bed of COO tin*? No X Pan Bank modiftstior0) RI EM R EM EM EM FA
Nowa penopapha genaal chain! No _ Ye X
Bank leaturehl SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
laft Right X Channel
X asymmetrical
SFRCON survey In Maim? No N Yes _
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
Tented talky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF IUFFLES,POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffle 0 Unversed point bar






















SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
Petsh Vegetated poim bar
Output created by DT, Wareham era 19/03/1998
SU SU SU
su SD su
/ 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1
/iLE NO. 12611 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: U2CP me 309 12010
1997 RIVER HABITAYSURVEY page 4 or 4 12010












method (ea bog. mana. BOWL)
/ Opea rata (OW)
Sobiabehtrban development (SU)
Reck aid scree (P3)
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banking height(m) • Bankroll width (m) 47.0 Banklop height (m)
Banktop Bankroll ? N Water width (m) 423 Rankly,. Bankroll 7
Embanked height (m) 4.0 Water depth (m) 0 Embanked height On)
If outdate lower than break ' loge 'macaw bash shove woalril) • 24
Red materiel at site is: consolidated uoconsolidased _ unknown X











Reinforced • whole tank
Reinforced - top only

















Is water Oil:corded by weirldare No X Yen CD% of site _ .339f of sire











Regale) spaced. tingle _ X




EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None
Shading of channel X
Overhanging boughs X
Fanned bankside roes X
Undone tree roes X
Fallen tree X













_ Unregetsted midwbannel bans)




_ Discrete silt deposals)





Waterfall, wim high _ Artificial open water
Braided/side channels Nsannl °Pen water
Denis dam Wain meadow
Lean debris
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is la% or men of Ow dame choked with mention? NO X YES
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS MAY= 1• aeon, 3 eheiledeminsa, benckeraA .gnmitehla.5 ekonk¼ nano
None _ GiantInEweed _ Hithalaymbalsam _ lapeese km:tweed




Oder significant obs.enatia US leened se% re!ovelmed reilerred
anlaket.
ALDERS
Alden? None - Present X Extensive - Diseased skiers? None X Pre
E

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS























N Material EA FA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA
.2 Bank modification(s) RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO



















Clorox! subarate NV CO NV NV NV NV BE NV NV NV


Flow type SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM


Channel modifinstion(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO













Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA- EA EA


Bank mothfication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO


Bank feature(s) SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC
BANK"TOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
1997 RIVER HABITAT SUIPIEV Page I M a 12011
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION ISee RHS mom. Ijo• *Prato. 1
Alumni:MI. 17 SIM. (rodtml -8 Fla. Category ( I-10)
005 Solid geology code 74 Bos thrth geology code 5 Plantain category
Distance from, sourcakm) 94.5 Significant tribuary 7 N Navigation?
Height of source(m) 500 Water Quality elms IS RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Pkase Merl f arm dud tick brae V thy coencaiaas are needed
Referencesite number 12011
Grid reference( SO 373016 Riser: USK 21
Date: 12/12. 11997 Time: 8.25 Surveyor DC Acaed. code: 11134
Advene coalitions? No X Yes _
Bed of river visiNe? No _ Pan- X Emin, _
Duplicate photograpla: gene& cbaracta? No _ Yes X
Surveyed frOnt Left X Right _ Channel _
SERCON survey in addition? No N
C PREDOMINANT VAII.EY FORM
X shallow nee
_ dap wee
Terraced valley? No X Yes
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 Unsegetatal point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output crested by IFE. Wareham ea 291011998
symmancal
asymmetrical
LAND USE WTHLIN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) SV SU SU SU IG 1G 10 SU SU SU
LEFT BANETOP S S US SS S SS
LEFT BANK FACE S S CCS S S SS C
RIGHT BANK FACE C C CS S CS CC S
RIGHT BM4K.TOP S S SS SS CSS S
LAND USE WTHEIN 5m OF BANK TOP (R) TH TH BL CP BL BL EL TL TL TL
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES











12011NO.I 1997 RIVE14 HA BITAT SURVEY SWEEP.UP page 3 of 4 12011
II. LAND USE WITHIN Men OF BANKTOP
1 L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
adleallmind woodland IBL1 / Rough pasture (RP) / Banktep height(ml 33 BRIM!! Width (m) 45.0 Bastion height On) 3.0
Moan plantation (0") / Inmroved/semi-improved am ODI / Banktisp a Bankfull / V Water width (m/ 35.0 Baramp • Bankfull 7 1
Orchard (OM Tilled land ITL) Embanked height On) 0.0 Water depth (m) • Embanked height (in) 0.0
land/heath (411) Wetland (et bog. marsh. WWI) If trashline lower than Mak in slope indicate: height above water(m) e 0.0
b (SC) Open water (OW) Bed material as site is: consolidated X unconsolidated _ unknown _
herbs (111) Suburban/urban development (SU) Location of theaSUretheth if: riffle _ run ceglide X Other _
Rock and scree (RS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intermediate Minor Major Internediate MinorBANK PROFILES





Vertical • me Reinforced - whole bank
Deflectors
p s45 / Reintorced - top only Other
tle Reinforced - toe only Is water impounded by weir/darn? No X Yes, <334 of sin _ >33% of site
Artificia trin-Sagetoth0e lpSe N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Poached Nom X Dredging _ Mowing _ Weed-couing _
I EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURSErba:jernbanknseinc
Enhancement _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls s5m high _ Artificial (pen water Bog _ Fringing reed.bank _
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES




Left Right None Present E (>33K)
Shading of channel X _ _









Regularly spaced. single X Exposed hankside roots _ X _ P CHOKED CHANNEL
	
mots X _Underwear tree__Oceareocaldunes






EXTENT OF CHANNEL. FEATURES
Felker nem X _
Coarse woody debris X _ i Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Others I • Nadal • dweedentlreo, 3 e beakmA e awned elett3S. bramble. • weal










None Present E None Present E (>33%)
S. _ _ Marginal deadwater
X _ _ Exposed bedrock
X _ Exposed boulders
X _ Unvegetated mid.cluunnel har(s) X _
X Vegetated mid-channel har(s1 X _
X _ _ Nature island(s) X -
X Unvegetated side harts) X _
Vegetated side bads) X _
X _ _ Oncrete sill dePOsills, X _
Discrete sand deposit/ X




Other significant observations: Recreation pressers ON/0M alma asajadoy et
sin me Nadas Samna
ALDERS
Alders, None _ Present _ Etheththe X Diseased alderei None X Present _ Ea!reeve _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pam 4 of 4 12011
1997 RIVER HABITA T SUR YET page I of 4
BACKGROUND MAPHASED INFORMATION (See RflSeanoual be definilionsl
121112 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12012
Stan check lisanaysneameod X downstream end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Altitude(ml





74 BGS Drift geology code
935 Significant urinary 7
500 Water Quality class
DC
Flow category 0-101 8
5 Flanform CalegOry
Nav ninon,
IS RHS Segment type
Accred. code: 1104Date: 11/11 /1997 Time 15.15 Surveya:
Adverse conchtions? No X Yes _
Bed of 'IVO' visrblel No X Pan. _ Endre
Duplicate photographs: general chancier?
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please (*Ago/mad tick boa Vasty correction( ar e needed
Refereem site 'wither: 12012
&id lefetence: SO 365024 River USK 23
6
No _ Yes X
Left X Right _ Channel _
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IU
LEFT BANK
Maiena: EA EA RR CL EA a a FA EA EA
Bank mcdification(s) NO NO RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) SC SC NO EC SC SC SC, SC SC SC
CHANNEL
flannel substrate NV NV BO NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type SM SM C11 RP RP RP RP RP RP SM
Channel modification(s) NO NO DA RS NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feature( s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material NV CC BR EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modificatico0) NO RI 1U NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank leature(s) SC NO NO SC SC SC SC SC SC SC



























/ / f I / / / E
Output anted by ITE. Wareham on 29103/1995
:POP page 3 of 4 12012


















SERCON survey in addition? No N
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow wee
Terraced valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OE RIFFLES,POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Unvegaged poim bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
1 I NO 11012I: 7 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY:500m S
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12012











Wetland leg bog. manA. tenXWL)
Open water (OW)
Suburban/uthan development (S1.1)





X _ Onnanging boo&
Eaposed beinkside roots _
Underwater wee roots X
Fallen trees X









Reinforced - whole bank
/ / Reinforced - top Only













EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RICHT BANK
Banktop heighn(m) 35 Bankfull width (m) 59.0 Banloop height (n)
anktopo Bankfull 7 Y Wow yawn or) 12.0 Banktop a Bank/Lill1
Embanked height (m) BO Water dePth (my • Embanked height (m)
If venni= lower than break in slope indicate: height above water(m)
Bed material at site is: consolidated
-
unconsolidated _unknown X
Location of measurement is: riffle _ nin or glide X other _
PA ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by weir/ctam? No _ 3 of sue X >33% ocnine _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Doedging _ Mowing _ Weed-Hating _
ENtancemem _ Other? X
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nom X
Waterfalls >5rn high _ Artificial open water Fringing med-hank
BraideePside channels Natural open maiee Floating mat
Deals dam _ Water meadow Other
Leafy debris _ Fen
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more of driechannel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Other.: I - Neale. nhodadesidete.3.bratheal vend deb 5 a ha...1e, maw
None _ Giant horned X Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ Other? _
INDUSTRY FISHERIES MANAGEMENT
















Other nignificant observations: Palble nnterndu and Natal' aa It/B.
ALDERS
Alderss None - Present X Extensive - Diseahed alders? None X Premm - E
(Comments may have been paraphrased!)
ve _
None Present E
X _ _ Marginal deadwater
X _ Exposed bedrock




_ X Vegetated mid-channel har(s)
X _ _ Manure isillId(o)
_ N Unvegelated side bas)s)
_ Vege)ated side WO)
_ Discrete ult depositifsl
Discrete sand de . Ins)
61997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4 12013
BACKGROUND MAPDASEL7 INFORMATION RHs mammal I thfi.,10.0
mesode(m) IS Slope linhml cater17 11-101
1105 SoHJ geoloo ecdt 74 BGS Drift geology code S Planform category
Distal. Bon sorce(Itml 913 SignifIcam ottAdty N Naviptian?
Height of smarter./ SOO War: Quay ola IS ENS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Plass e /heti Sam an d lid box Cas/ EwN11/0n aye needed
Refereme she number 12011
Grid nittreace SO 360020 River LISIC ZS
	
UM /1977 lime: 14.10 Surveyor: NK Aced& cede: HOS
Adverse eondidom? No X Yes _
Bed of rim visible?
Duplkate photographicm.9ml chaser? 14° X Pri Ya X
Surveyed from: Left X Righi _ Channel _ 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 ag 12013
Spa check ii. ac upstream end X dowestrearn end
PHYS1CA I. ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA CS CS GS EA EA EA EA EA FA
Bank roadificatioe471 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank !ease(s) PB NO NO no NO NO NO NO SC SC
CHANNEL
Channel sobstrate CO NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type UW SM SM RP RP RP SM SM SM SM
flannel ardification01 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feature(s) NO NO NO NO VS NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material CO BE BE SE EA BE EA EA EA EA
Bank modificatiog sl NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank reamed) EC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
IAND USE variaN 5rnOFBANKTO9(L) SC SC BL IG IG IG IL IL Tl. TI.SERCON stoney in addition? No N Yes _
_ shAlow wee .
RIGHT BANK FACE BS S S SS S Ss SI RIGHT BANICTOP
	
SS S S SSS SS S
sI
_






Eatergem brcad-leaved habs / / /
,
/ /
Tenon] dile ^ No X Yes _ Emergent reedshedgalrusbes / / 1111
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS Floatingleared (Noted)
FreeDoleingRiffles 1 Unregetned poles bat a
Arophibion
Pods 0 Vegetated Point ha, Submerged &oaf-Hared / / / / / / /
I




IE NO. 12013 I 1997 RI VEX HABITAT SURVEY SWEEP.UP past 3 nfl 1201.1
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page .1 of 4 12013
LEFT BANKTOP SS SUSSS SS SC PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
LEFT BANK FACE SS SISSSSS SconeavdboM
11 I AND USE WITHIN 511mOF IIANKTOP
	
L I L R
udleafidined woodland1131.1 / Rough pasiure (RP)
. demos pi/Nation (CPI Irrproved/semi.irnproved pass 11G)
Orchard (OR) row land (11.)
(MN) Wetland (eg tog. manly fenlOVLI
(SC) Open war (OW)
i herbs (TH) Suburban/urban development (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
uradasumallfied L R A 11.111.7141/mcdffied
erticaltonlercut F Reseetioned
voneal • We Reinfoitod wink bank
p >45 Reinforced - top only
Reinfecced - toe onlyle
onvosid Adficiakworlage
Poached
EXTENT OE TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESErel-bicrembankninls
TREM ASSOCIATED FEATURES
LED ROA None Present E(>33%)
None Shading of chart! X _ _
Isolatedhattend X Overhanging houghs X _ _
ReIshrly Went: single _ &posed bankaide roots _ X _
Occasional cIUMPs - Undennter tree rotas X _ _
SemIcoutimacen Fallen Ina X _
Cocain X Cone woody debris _ X _

CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m) 33 Bankfull width (rin/ 44.0 Banktop height (n) 33
unton n Bankroll 7 V Water vikth 011 31.0 Banktop • Bank full?
Embanked height OM ILO Water dere' (m/ Embanked height (m) 0.0
If Saddam lower don break in slow. indkaec Mien above waSaInD • 0.0
ed material ai the is, oanolidated wicornolidaied
_ unknown X
Location of nwasuremeni is: riffle _ SOOcc glide X oder _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is NH. imPainded by weiddam? No X Yes. s33% of site _ >33% of she
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nor X Dredging
_ Mewing Weei-cumng _
Enhancement - Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalb >5m high _ Artificial open waxer Bog _ Eliot* reed-bank
BraidaVskle ebaneels - Natural agenda Cnr _ Minim mat_





Is 33% or more of the charnel choke.d. with nerutinn? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Meng 1noted S • thwil5adda.3. bradeal • nee der.f• Marna • MatI
Nos _ Giant horned X Himalayan Slum _ Japanese Mammal Othet? - _EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may bne Mot PdPhoursIG
	
None Preseni E NOM Piesent E (>33S)
Waterfall(s) X Marginal *Myron Major impacts, FISHERIES MANAGEMESIT
Cana° X
	
_ EapaO traria X _ _ Land Managemar
R.P4s) X
	
_ Eaposee bouts X _ _
Animals: UNGFISIIFil DUCKR 11E140
_ X _ Cover:tam:I mid-channel WO X _
Oda signikan obsenatiom Mimi. sai les aid oath tee atlen.Runts/ _ X ve(etated mid-channel bar(s) X _
Bea(s) X
	
_ Mature islarntls / X _ _ Canoga.. Csannaden saw aanat.
Cilide(s) X Unsegetaied side harts) X _




_ Oiscreie sill deposig al X _ _ S ALDERS
Oiscrese sand nisl X _ _ Amen? Nene _ Pmere _ Eatemive X Diseased Naas? None X Present .. Emanive _
120141997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY pattI rd
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See mormal pedaling/OM)
AltaudefrO le Slom OnAmI A Flo...terry 11-10)
DOS Solid geology code 74 IIGS Dolt geology code 5 Planform category
Distance from snurce(km) 913 Significant tribuary 7 N Navigation?
woe. a ...coo.) soo Ware Quality cies 13 RHS Seinen tyge
FIELD SERVE,' DETAILS Plea:tan-A form and rid box fl wty conwttioni are needed
Refemace lie nurnber 12014
Grid reference, SO 341034 River USK 27
Dart 11/11 /1997 lime: 1345 Surveyor. DC Acme& code: 1104
Adverse conditions! No _ Yes X
Bed of river risibk?
13.0lica PteoltoPM. flee Mere? No _ Yea X
Surveyed hew Left X Right Channel
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2014
 
Spot check I is at, upstream end X Monstream end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 II Y
LEFT BANK
Mauna/ EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Hank mixli(catica(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI
Bank leature(s) SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC EC
CHANNEL
Oat entente NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NY NV NV
Flow type RP SM RP RP RP RP RP so. sot uw
flannel modificatanD) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Oran& kneads) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO MI
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank madification0) BM BM BM NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feamels1 NO NO NO SC SC SC SC SC MI VS
BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE


















It TT. 'EL T1 it T1, EL lc
u us s ss ss s
s s s s s ssss s
s s s s s s s ss s
uu us s uuu s









Taraced valley No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BAPS
Riffles Ummuned point bat 0
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output created by WE, Wareham an 19503/19911
IIE NO. 12915 ' 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY, MIMI Sw 12014
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12014
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop height)m) 33 Bankfull width Intl SBA Banklop beiphl
Banktop • flankfull 7 V Water width Ina 47.0 Bankrop • Bankfull ?
Erntaked &iglu (m)
°A Wan &Fel(a) • Embanked height1ml
If trashline lower dm tweak in slope Skate: height ahem rater(m). 0.0
Bed material as site is. consolidated
-
unconsolidated _unknown X
Location of Immurement ir. riffle X run Of glide _ °the
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Lswater isreamnded by weir/dant? No X Yes. e.3305 of site _ 0135E of me
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None _ Dredging Mowing Weed-Caning -
Enhancement _ Other? X
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfarls slrn high _ Artificial open water Fringing real-bank _
Braided/side channels _ Natal open earx Floating real
Debris darn Wam nolow Other
Leafy debris
_ Fen Flesh _
P CHOKED CI1ANNEL































wetland on bog. manh. leaXWL)
/ Open water (OW)
Suburban/urban development (SID
Reck ate scree (RS)
L R Artificial/modified
Resectimed
Rein/on:al . Mole bank
Reinforced - bap only






Right None Present ED.33/61
SIsading of channel X _
Overhanging taigas X _
Eaposed bedside mots _ _ X
Underwater Me tom _ X
Fallen tree
Coarse weedy debris -
Japanese knotweed _ Other? _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES












Present X Ettensave - Diseased alders? None X Present - Extensive -





Other significant obseratiew SPN Arta II- treta ort frm Sam so











13sem h tlepos ( )
Discrete sand de n(s)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Pa, 2 el 12015
Spot cFeck 1 at: upstrearn end X downstream end
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 roir7 15 9 71:1
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
2 Rank modificatiora) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI
0 Bank kowels1 NO NO NO SC SC SC SC SC SC NO
CHANNEL
Gunnel taboo* NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Row Ope SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM
Chanel modireati0003 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI
Channel (enamels) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
MateDal EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Hank modtheation0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank featuse(s/ NO NO SC SC SC SC SC SC SC NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
1-1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY Par I of 4 !MI5
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION ISee /tin avowal /or definitions)
AlutodeDn1 20 Slope Instep 1.2 Flow calegay11-100
BLS Solid geology code 73 005 Dnft geology code 5 Plartfam categay
Durance from sourceaml 903 Significant tribuary ? N Navigation?
HeightM searce(m) 500 warm Quality class IS EMS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Pima Meth PIP. adage& box if sny co/radon: annealed
Reference aim manger
SO 357042 River USK 29
Dor 11/11 /1997 Tune: 1130 Surveyor: NE HD5
Advent emalitions? No X Yes _
Bed of riva visible? No X Enke.
Duplicate photographs, gereral chances? Yes X
LAND USE WITHIN 5rn OF BANICEOP (1-) TI. Tt TI. TI. BE ILL Bt. BL BL BL
LEFT BANK-TOP S SS S SSSSS S
IEFT BM9K FACE SS BSS 5 5 5 5 S
RIGHT BANK FACE SS S S SSSSS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP S SS UUUUULIS
LAND USE WITHIN 5rn OF BANK TOP (R) TE TE T1. TI. IL IL IL IC IL BL
L CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES











Surveyed Been Left X Rte.





Terraced valley? No X Yet
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 Umeganed Pam boo
Pools 0 Vegetated Para bar 0
Osstpu1 evened by !FF. Wareham on 29913/199/1
IIE. NO. 12015 ler RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWE-EP-UP page 3 eg 4 12015




LEFT BANX CHANNEL RIGHT BANKoalleaffnmed troodland1BLI I Rough pasture HIFI
Rankle, heightOM 11.0 Bankfull width Hal 52.0 Banks. height (m) 25Npfacan planation ICP) I Improved/semi-improved pass 11G1
Rollmop • Bank full ? N Water width 1m) 45.0 Bulldog • Booklet!? VOrcluad (OR/ Tilled land (TL)
Embanked heighl On) 0.11 Water depth on) • Embanked height (n) 0.0oorlandfineath f MID wetlaw1 (eg bog. marsh. fenRWLI
If rraddine knver than break . law Sae height above waterOns • 0.0
rub (SC) 01%n water (OW) Bed material ai site is consolidased
_ uneonsolittued
_unknown X
11lerbs ON) Suburbanfurban development (SU) Erratical of meantremem is: riffle _ run a glide X oda _
Reek and scree(RS)
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILES None Major Intermediate Minar Major Intermediate Minor
turalhinnsodlfled L R ANITIchltertedIfled L R
- Weirs I Revetments
Sluices Ovtfallsicathanderon / I Resection.'
Culverts FordsVertical s tOe I Reinforced - whole bank
Bridges Deflectors>45 Reinforced - top only
OtherIc Reinfomed - toe only
Is wata imp:waded by weir/don? No _ Yea 43% of site X >33% of site -
C111p3SIIC Allafifill omssuge
Poached




_ Mowing Weed-cuning _
I EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURE7Sthbwk en'hankrnen“
0 FEATURES OE SPECIAL INTEREST
Enharcement _ Other?
Nom X








Shading of channel X _ _
Ovedanging !might X _ -
None Present E(>33%)
Leafy debris










Regularly spaced, single _ X Exposed bankside roots X _ _ P CHOKED CHANNEL
Occasional dumps_ Underwater tree roots _ X _
IISempeontinuotisContinuousEXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES_X 1 Corse woody debris X _ _Fallen trees 13 NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (omens 1 . nodal • ramirdewirm.X ea.4Is 33% or more of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _Giant horned X Himalayan !ahem _ Japanese knotweed _ Other? _
	














_ Unvegetated midehanrel hails/ X _
















s ALDEnuistireWald SITA.MS nnUr Meet, river tit Rth released Ish a mi.. weir she Is •ssst
rms. MIX
Pookd reacNml X _ _ Discrete silt &Feuds, X _
Discrete nalld de n1s) X
A Men? None _ Present X Exiensive _ Diseased alders? None X PreSent Ellensire _





Reinforced - top only





Unixed wodlan4IRLI / Rough pasture (RN
em lupus plantation (CP/ Impeaserthemi.immoved grass (10)
Orchard (0R1 Tilled land (IL)
0(H) yimund (el bog. marsh. fenXWL)
b (SC) / Open water (0W)
IlhethM SuburhanAtrhen development 1SUI








1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page of
Spa check 1 is at: upstream end X downstream end
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES











































Baal mothfication10 NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank frature01 SC SC SC SC SC SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
CHANNEL
Chanel substrate NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flew type BW RP RP RP RP RP RP SM SM SM
Channel mothlication00 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel fethmals1 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA FA EA EA EA EA
/ 1 /






















LEFT RANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
heightlml 2_5 Bankfull width1ml 56.0 Banktep height Un) 20.0
Banktop • Bankfull Water width1ml 43.0 [Mahlon • BankfuII ?
Embanked height 1ml 0.0 Water depth1ml • Embanked height (m) 0.0
If trashline lower than break in slope, indicate: height above ivatex(m/ w 0.0




Location of measurement is: riffle _ run or glide X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Make Intermedime Minor Meier Intemediate Miter
X Wein
eala impounded by worklarn? No X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None _ Dredging _ Mowing
EnhAnceracril _ Oda?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nme X
Waterfalls >5.m high _ Artificial open water Fringing reed-bank _
Braided/side channels _ Natural Open wow Carr _ Floating mat
Debris dam
_ Water =slow Other
Leafy debeis
_ Fen Hush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
	
Is 3396th nave of the damed choked with remora? NO X YES _





























120161997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4
BACKGROUND mAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RI/S nomad fer definition°
Grid refennec SO 349035 River. USK 31
Yes X
Adverse cordRions?
Red of rim ble? No X
Duplicae ptiotograptot amen' chancier?
Surveyedlrom Left X Right
SERCON mosey in alditios? No N
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow the cen.vertiowl
Date: II/II /1997 Tune: 10.00 &tricot DC Accred. codc 11204
Significant rehear/ ?
2
Nara that tem mad Oct bead'any formai°na ore needed
Alutudelm)
BO) Solid geology emir
Oman. (men source1km) 119-5
Height of sourcelm)
FIELD SUR VEY DETAILS
Refereace sim number 12016
22 SloPe DnAml Flow caters" 11-101
75 BGS Drift geology code 5 Planform cautreY
Navigation?
500 Water Quality class IS RIIS Segment type
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present EOM)
Shading deism.' X _ _
Ovetanging boughs X _
Exposed bankside non X -
UndernEet tree roam X _
Fallen/en X _
Comae woody debris S
-
Present EWA)
LAND USE WITTEN 5rn OF BAN/CITIP ILI IC TT, TL 71. TI. TT, IC
I-MBANK-TOP SSSUSUU
LEFT BANK FACE SSSSSSS
RIGHT BANK FACE CCCCCCS
RIGHT BANK-TOP S SS S S SS
LAND USE VillIDN Sm OF BANK TOP IR) NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4
E
12016
None - Giant Sorted X Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotwood _ Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS
ALDERS
Alders? Nene - Present X Extensive -
(COMMEND may have been PanPbrased1)
Diseased alders? None X Present - Esteneice -




Tamed valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFTLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Ompulensted4M.Wmhamm29/011991
aryntrneraical
/TE NO. 11016 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPUP page 3 a 4
TREES







Umegerated side bar( s1
vegetated side 1.01
Decent stit neonatal.
Deserve sand de JOH
12016
None
- 11997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pace 1 of4 12017 1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS pact 2014 12017
upstrBACKGROUND MAP MBASED INFORMATION (See F manual for defingions) Spry check 1 h au eam end X downstream end
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTESAltaudelenI U Slope Inihm) 1.2 Flow category (1-10s
Z I 3 I 4 [ 5 6 7 tl 9 WBCS Sold geology code 73 BOS Dish pomp wale 5 Melons category
LEIT BANK
Oman. Dan snurcerakm/ ItS Significant BiBoateyt N Navigation' Material
Hssighto( source(n0 500 Water Quality clan IS RHS Segment tHse i Bank awdificalion(s)
Rink realuteD1
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Plene check form au tith bar I any correcsian etre wend
FA EA FA EA EA FA EA EA F,A EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
SC SC NO SB NO SC SC SC SC SC
CHANNELMen= site nennbeli 12017
Channel ntlatram NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type BW RP BW VW RP RP RP RP RP SMGrid reference: SO 343044 River USK 33
Charnel modification(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Date: 11/11 /1997 limes 11.43 Surveyor NE Awned- code: 11D5 flannel feamee(s) NO NO MB NO NO VB VB VI NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Athenneonditionsl No X Yet
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA
Bed of Firer visible? No X Pan_ Bank nmelification40 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 140 NO NO
Nu* (cannel,/ SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SCDuplicate gOotopaphss WWII thane& No _ Yes X
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed fmny Leh X Right _ Charism!
SERCON sarvey in acklitice No N Yes _ IAND USE WET-UN 5m OF BANKTOP ILI TI. EL TL TE SC U. TI. fl. TI. TI-
LEFT BANETTIP S SSS SS S SCCPREXIONINANT VALLEY FORM
LEFT BANK FACE S SOS S S S SC.0_ Mallow me
RIGIIT BANK FACE S SSS SSSSS S
RIGHT BANKTOP UUSUIJUUUULI
_ deep vee symmetrical LAM) USE WILTON 5rn OF BANK TOP (RI BL BL TL IC IG IC IC IC BL IC




Terraced valley? No X Yes _ Emergent reedthedgmAushm / / //// IIIIE
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS Floating-leaved Domed)
Free.oatingRiffles 2 Umegmated win! har ll0
ArimIsibious / / E
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
roans errerierred
output teemed by WE. Wareham on 1W03/1991 Submerged lineawkared I / /
Submerged fine-leaned
Fllamentoin algae
I E NO, 12017 r 1997 RIVER 11AMTAT SURVEY: "W. Pete 3 MI 12017
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pace 4 MC 12017
It LAND USE WITHIN 511mOF BA NETOP
	
L B L
eaf/mised *wetland OILS / Rough pasture MP)
t oniferous plantation (CPI Improved/semi niproved gran1101
Diehard10R/ iris um au
	
1ro0 Weimi or rex
"sr* ImEWLi
b (SC) / Open water (OW)
herbs nE) SubwhanArban development (SU)
Rock and scree IRS)
BANK PROFILES
	
uraYuamadifled L. R ArtIllelallmedilled L R
VertmalAmlacut 1 Resectinoed
Vertical • tor / Reinter:0d - %VWe beet
p i45 I Reingarced - top only
le Reinkreced - toe coly
rmiposite Artificial ISO elle
Poached
111Errrmr OF TREES AND AC‘OrIATED FEATURESSE:bankS4Wknnbu'thrit
I TREESNmeholaveVscattaed left Right_ __ _ ASSOCIATED FEATURESSh.klig ofchannel Nr _Pincti _”3391')theabanging toughs X _ _
Retolarly "mai single X Emceed bankside roots X _
Occasional clumps _
-














None Present E None Reuel E (>33%)
Waterfall(s) X Marginal tidy/wet
Catude(s) X Exposed hedruck x _ _




_ X Unser:toed nucl<bannel bar(s) X _
Run(s) _ X Vegetated mid-channel had's) _ X
BO1101 X Maitre island0) X _ _
GOON) X Umegetated side bads) X
Pecillil
	
_ _ VC:mated side harts) X
Ponied iewhle,I X fliscnee WI deposiWO X _
()nude sand de 111151 X _ _

CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT RANK CHANNIiL RICHT BANK
Bankom height(m) 23 Bankroll width Os) 50.0 Buildup height Oil 4,5
Banktop a Bankfull Wales width (m) 29.0 Bank
 up Britten
Embanked Feigns OM OA Warm depth (m) • Embanked brigN Im)
If mull ine lona thus break inapt. intiCale.: height above wea(.) • OA
Bed material* site is: consolidated
-
unconsolidated %unknown _
Location of measurement is: riffle X run et slide _ other _
M ARTIFIaAL FEATURES






It wan thwreerded by weirldsm? No X Yes. 03% of sine _ >33% ohne
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nene _ Diedging _ Mowing Weed-timing X
Enhancement _ Odsm7
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls w5m high _ Artificial tun ram Fringing reed-bank _
Braianl/side church _ Natwal oWis wean Fluting nws
ebris dam
_ Water. meadow Ocher
Leafy debris
_ Fen Hush -
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 13% or mow of Re channel whited with vegemsion? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS 10Mere la maim I • rlhulalewave. Oneltryll e pad death • Inside. • En&
None _ Giant hogweed X Himalayan balsam _ Japaneoe knotweal - Odell _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may have been MoPhemedll
Major impacts; FISHouro MANAGEMENT
Land Management: AGRICULTURE
Animals:
Olhee significant observatioin: tbackmirm IS prim. RAS/ progeny.
°Seer Ate Ina* Samna
5 ALDERS
Alders? None _ Present X Extensi....e _ Diseased alders? None X Preseni _ Estensive _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY page I of 4
BACKGROUND MAPRASED INFORMATION a(e RHS manual for deframons)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of A 12018
Spot check I is at: upstream end X downsiream end
F: PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
12018
Alneurlebn) 24 Slope Owlm) Flow category ( I-10)
1305 Solid geology code 73 eGS 000fi geolog, rode 5 Plmform category
Distartte from sourottkm) t73 Significant tributtY N Navigation?
Height*, soured.) 500 Water Quality class 13 RHS Segment tYM
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please Meek Jona cuedtick box any cotTer Or
Reference site number. 12011
Cnid enure: SO 345054 pjver: USK 35
Date: 11111 /1997 lime: 10410 Surveyor JP Accred. cede: NINO
Adverse conditions?
Bed of river visible?
Duplicate photographs: general character?
Sunyed front Left X
SERCON survey in addition? No _
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM






Terraord valley? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 Ungetated pant bar
Pools 0 Vegetated poinl bar 0
Output treated by IFE. Wareham on 2910N19911
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA FA FA EA EA EA EA
Bank medifttation(s) IRS RS RS RS NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feanste(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Omni nine NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type RP RP RP SM SM SM 5104 SM SM SM
Channelinediticatina NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chamel featunAs) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank niOdillealtan(s) PS RS RS NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO SC NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE





LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP OD IG IC IC IC IG IC IG IG IC IC
CHANNEL VECETAIION TYPES
NONE NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Liverneu/nxisseattichens
Emergent broad-leared herbs








ar NO. 12018 1997 INVER HABITAT SURVEY SWEF.P.UP page 3 of 4 12018
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 el 4











Wetland fag bog. marsh. fenXWL)
Open water (OW)
Subtehanhoban development (SU)
Reck an0 scree (FLS)
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CFIANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bailee heightttn) 3.6 Rankle!! width (m) 26.0 Banktop berth. MO
Banktop e Dania-all 7 N Water "kids len) 24.0 Banktop e Bankfull
Embanked Might (m) OA Water depth fm) • Embanked height (m)
If trashline Ion than Ink hn skim, indicate: height above wale(.). 03
Bed material at site is: °emendated mttomol)dated _ unknown X









Is water impounded by weirklam? No X
F.VIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT








Yes, <334 of site _ >33% of site
BANK PROFILES
turaVumoedilled L R ArtIfIclanodIlled
onkel/undercut Raecliened
Vertical toe Reinforced - whole bank
p >45 E E Reinforced • top only










Shading of channel X
Iso(atedIscattcred X Overliangmg [onto _
Regularly span n.gtt _ Exposed bankstde roots X
Occasional clUmPS - X Underwater tree roots X
Sanimotinuem _ _ Fan trees
Calcines _ _ Coarse wooly debris _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Present E
WaterNIXO X Marginal deadwater
Cascade(s) X _ _ Exposed bedrock
XsPid(s) X _ _ ExpOSed boulders
MOO X _ _ Unvegetated wad-channel barb)
Roofs) _ X _ Vegmated mid-channel bar(s)
Boil( X Mature islimMO
lide(s) _, X Unsegelated bar(s)
ool(s) X vegetated side bu(s)
Petaled reachIes1 X Disarm stit &poems)
Discrete Sand de ids) 

None _ Dredging Mowing Weedttutling X
Enhancement _ Other7
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls t•Sm high _ Artificial open water Bog _ Fringing reed.bank _
Braided/side channels _ Natural open watt Car Reuling Mat
Debris dam Water meadow Musk Other
Leafy debris Fen Flush
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or men of Me °tunnel clanked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (nem I settle.2 • Madonna. Imam. grad bruble.• meel
None _ Giant bogweed X Himalayan balsam X 1apanese hemmed X Other?. P3















1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4 12019
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See ItHS manual for definen..”
Altitude.) zs Slope On/lol 1.2 Flow category (I-10)
BGS Solid geology code 74 BCE Drift geology. code 5 Planform catego7
Distance from souregant) 863 Significant nibuary N Navigation'
Height of sorce(m) SOO Water Quality class IS RHS Segment OPe
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please (*cc! form and oict bag i any corrnaiont art needed
Reference site flambe. 12019
Grid refaence: SO 350063 Rive, USE 37
Date: 11111 11997 gum: 12.20 Surveyor JP frond. code: MN6I
Ado...conditions? No X Yes
Bed of nor visiNe7 No X Entire.
Duplica photographs: genem1 character? No _ Yea X
Surveyed from: Len Right X Channel _





Termed milky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 1 • Unvegamed point bar
Pols 0 Vegetated prAnt bar
Outpui created by 1105,Wareham cm 294111991 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY( TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12019
Spot check lis at upstream end downStrealn end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 ( 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modifitaBon(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Omoml substrate
' NV CO CO NV CO NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type LIW UW OW RP SM SM SM SM SM SM
Channel tooth Tscation(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feature(s)
_ NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA FA
Bank modificnion(s) NO NO NO NO NO RI RI NO NO RI
Bank featute(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SC NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BM(K1OP IL) BL IG 1G IG IG IG IG 1G 1G 1G
LEFT BANK-TOP
•
u u, u u u
LEFT BANK FACE SS S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE SS S SS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP UUUSS S
LAND USE WITHIN 5rnOF BANK TOP (R) 1G 1G TL It Tt XL TH TH 1G
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES






























Waum (es hog. oanb. rwKWL)
Open water (OW)
/ Suborbanharban devdomnent (SU)
Reck and scree (RS)
R
Resectioned
Reinforced - whole bank
E Reinforted - top only













Regularly spaced. Singe _





None Present E (>M)
Shading of channel X _
Oraloging boughs _ X
Exposed bankside toots _ X
Undenvater bee roots X _
Folks tors X
Coarse woody debris
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12019
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHMSNEL RIGHT BANK
ankiw beight(m) 35 FROND width (m) 25.0 Banking Might (m)
anktop Bankfull 7 V Water width (n.) 11.0 Bmktop a Bankroll ?
Embanked height (mu) 0.0 Water depth (m) 1.0 Embanked height (m)
If hold ine lower dun break in slope. indicate: height shave water(m) 1.7
Bed material at site is: consolidated Loonsolidated %unknown _
Location of measurement is: riffle X run cc glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by weer/dam? No X Yes. <33% of sae _ >33% of she
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nom X Dredging
- Mowing Weedwutung _
Ethancement _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Noe
Waterfalls >5rn high _ Anificial Open wider Fringing reed k
braidedhide channels _ Natural open water Floating mat
Debris dam
_ Water meadow Other
Leafy debris _ Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or men of the channel choked with vegetation/ NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Others( 1 Nolo. In osomoo. 3' Madeo4 tn..1.1d.. On bnnbk,•
	
I I ENO 12019 I 097 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: SOOmSW EP.UP page 3 of 4 12019
	
II LAND USE WITHIN Om OF BANKTOP
EXTENT OF CHA EL FEATURES
Noe. Present E
Walerfalgs) _





Run(sI _ x _
Bogs) X _ _
Glide(s) X
Wol(s) N _ _










Discrete sand de it(s)
None _ Giant hogNeed X Himalayan balsam X Japanese knotweed _ Other? • P3
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (COmmenla may hare beam paraphrmed!)
Major impacts: FISIEERIFS MANAGEMENT
Land Moagement
Animals, SWAN
Other significant observations: Flamm ama poems
A LDERS
Alders? None _ Present _ EnIensive X Diseased alders? None X Present - Extensive -













I _i 997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4
BACKGROUND MAPBASED INFORMATION
2020 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY.: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2.14 	 12020
cs,” tplan.al fr. clefinniorul SpX check 1 is upsocani end _ downstream end X
Altitude( ml 15 (rnAml 1.2. Mow caleRDY (1.10)
005 Solid geology code 74 SOS Drift geology code 5 Plan)orrn emery
Distaste from samseOuni £5.5 Significant tribuary ? N Navigation?
Banta olsouregml 500 Wang OnnitY CD" RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Mena check kn. and ank box Vaoycorrtclions, weleaded
Referees site number 12020
Grid reference: SO 351071
I
. PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
Date: 1.2/11 /1997 Time: 14.02
Adresse canditions1
Bed of river visible?
Duplicate photographs: general Hutment?
Sanerd front Leh





No X Yes _
No _ Part. X Entire.
Yes X






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bat modification10 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank Hatureirl NO NO EC sc sc No szc sc No EC
CHANNEL
Channel sebum< NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type RP RP SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM
Oland malificationts) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chime I fa.Ostel NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA sA EA EA EA EA LA LA iA LA
Bank nmelificationts) NO NO NO RI RI NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feeturas) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OP BAI4KTOP EL TI IG PG 1G 1G 1G IG IG IG
LEFT BANK-10P LIUUUU U. U
LEFT BANK FACE SSSEIS
RIGHT BANK FACE S S S S S
RIGHT 13M4K-10P S SSUU
LAND USE WITHIN fro OF BANK TOP (R) 151. BL BE 1G IG IG EL It 11.
gar X asymmetrical
Terraced valley' No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 Unvegetated point bar
!Was a Vegetated pant bar 0













NV NV NV NV NV NV NA_ NV NV NV
/ /
E NO. 12020 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY:500m SWEEPUP page Sill 12020
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY PaIelocl 1.20211
















Wetland (el baa. thmsb. IcIpea-)
Open water (OW)
SetburbmArrban derelOPMeet (SU)
Rack and mice (RS)
R Artlfidallmodilled
Re:sectioned
Reinforced - wink bank















Retard), *Paced. unk - -











Exposed bankaide mots _



























LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bishop heightlml 3.0 fluidal width (m) 23.0 Banking height (ml
BEIM" Bankftd1^ V Water width (ml 21.0 Banktop 5 Rankle)) ^
Embanked neigh, (no
" Wan acrA I.) • Embanked height Onl
II trahline lower than Inerab. Dom indicate. height above wata(m). 2.75
Bed material at site it consolidated umonsolidated )(unknown _
Incation of measuirmart is: riffle _ nan argil& X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by weir/dam? No X Yes. c333 of site _ >33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT




FEATURES OE SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls >5m high _ Aatificial awn water Fringing rad-benk
Braidebside channels _ Natural open piaci Carr _ Floating mu
Debris dam Wm. =Woo Mrth Other
Leafy debris Fen Huth _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is THE cc awe of the channel stoked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Oben: I • mean.I a rawlmeadrea Sn brulaw.4 • gramelelons.S. Sable, m•DI
None _ Giant hogweed E Himalayan balsam X Ivrea trained _ -






Alden? None _ Present X Et tensive - Diseased a)ders' Nom X Present - Extensive -
•--
1997 RIVER HABITAT S-URVEY, TEN SPOT CHECKS page le( 4
Spa Oak 1 n a: upstream ad X Osamu= end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
12011I997 RIVER HA B1TAT SURVEY page I ol 4
BACKCROIJND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See MIS mammalNI del inaiom
12011
2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 II
LEFT BANK
Mauna' EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
aru malifietion(s) NO NO PC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Beni fended') NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SC NO NO
CHANNEL
Clannel subsume NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM
amid moddleatica(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Cannel leasure(s1 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RICHT RANK
Material EA EA EA EA FA vA EA EA EA EA
Bank modirimunds) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO. NO
ank franau(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VECETAlION STRUCTURE
Altilude(ml 18 Mope ENT in) now category (1-100
1305 Solid gedogy rode 71 EGS Dusli ran, Cede 5. !Inform category
Brume from 'flotsam) .13 Significant tribal" ? N Naintiont
Hard% of sonce(m) 500 WaaaQalydax 13 IHIS Sgmenum
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Pleat, oini Jona gni oth bot gaol' conenion on "SS
Relative tile Nat 12021
Grid name: SO MOH Rim USK 41
Daly 11/11 11997 Tim; 1534 Surveyor IP Accred. orde MM.!
Adrate conditions? No _ Yes X
Bed of nver risible? No X Pan. _ Entire. _
Duplicate padograpleg general chancey? No _ Ea X
Surveyed from, Left X Rigls
LANE/ USE. WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP IC IC IC IC IC IC IC IC BL IL
LEFT BANK-TOP UBUUUSUUBS
LEFT BANK FACE S S SS SSS SS S
REGFIT BANK FACE 5 5 SSSSCSS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP UCSUCCUUULI
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OE BANE TOP (R) SC SU BL IC IC IC IC IC IC IC
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES











SERCON gamy in addition? Yes It
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ Adm. Wm concaveMowl
_ deep wee gnomical
_ PIP
Tamed alky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 Unvegetated Point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated Pan Mr
Ordpor awned by 1FE. Wareham on 18101/199/1
I t: NO. 11021 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEDUP page S oda 12021
1907RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 d 4 12011
II 1AND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
II
	
/ / Rough pasture 1RP)
Improved/san-improved pass(*)
Tilled land (ILI
Welland (et hog. inwnb. fraXWL)
Opea ma (OW)
SuburbarAwban derdopmeril (511)




Vertical • tot ' Reinforced - whok beak
.p w45 E E Reinforced - top only
de Reinfoirwd me only
Lonwosite Artificial Iwo-stage
Poached









Shading deb/met X - _
Ovatmging boo& X
Nord Pram E 1,33%)
_ _
Regularly spaced, single _ Exposed hankside roots X _ _




EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
X Fallen. me
Coarse woody debris _ X _
- X _
None Pram E None Present E (>33%1
I
Wonall(s) x ar de
Ecadas) x _ _ Exposed bedrock
Rapids) X _ _ Exposed Hinders
Mginal adwesar
as X _ _
X _ _
MHO X _ _ Unreserved midehannel haqs) X _
RuNg X _ _ vegetated midwhannel har(s) X _
Elm11sl X _ _ Mature islands) X _•
Cilidets)







Ponded rueMes) X _ (Needle sill dep011ed K _
-
Dwane sand de n(s) x - 

CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHMNNEL RIGHT BANK
Banklop height(m) 33 Bankfull widh (m) ILO Balaton height 1m) 33
Ilmbrop • Bantfull ^ V Warer width (m) 22.0 Barak, • Bankfull
Embanked heigN (m) 011 W ger depth On) • Embanked beiglo (m) OA
If trashline Iowa Mart break in slop indicate Mips abort water(m) • 13
Bed manila sr rite is: conolidamd unconsolidated
_urancrms X
Lanka of mummer+ is: jOse _ ran or glide X other _
1•1 ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by weiddam? No X Yes. <33% uf _ >33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT




FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None




Bog _ Fringing reed-had _
Brakled/Wde channels _ Natural open water
_ Floating nu
ebris dam
_ Water meadow Marsh _ Other
Leafy debris X Fel Flash _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Lt 33% a more of the channel choked with reptatim? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Maim 1 • marra.2 • andallewarmo s brackarl • emnal W.W.I. bramble. • nam)
None _ Gina hogweed X Himalayan balsam X Japanese inflamed _ Other? _




cher significani observation berme ...Mien • ledi flew aeon modunit
twcal non U Mal
ALDERS
Alden? None _ Present X Ex Omani agas? Nom - Present X Extensive -
t





I bubs an I
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par I of I 12022
BACKGROUND MA NBASEI) INFORMATION (See RI(S manual
Abatde(m) 30 Slope (ram) Flow maw). (111))
MS Solid geology code 74 DOS Drift goalogy code 5 Planam category
Distance1mm nava m) 133 Sipa/Mot Clammy ? N Navigation?
Height of source(m) 500 Water Quaky class 13 RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Plgate <lira lona and ski Am e.g....V*14,ln "SS
Rearms sir number: 12012
Grid 'Masse: SO 361= River USK 43
Date: 11/11 0997 Ma: 13.20 Surveyor: JP Accred code: MN41
Adam amlition? No _ Yes X
tied of river visible? Pat X Entire. _
Duplicate pbamgespa: general canna? Yes X
Surveyed ham tell X Right _ Drama _
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes V
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
*arrow vee
_ deep wee arnnilriCal
X nymmerrical
Terraced alley No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles Snvegelited point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar































1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS am 2 of 4 12022
Spot deck I is a upstream end X down50:0001CM
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
SC V NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SC
NV NV NV NV NV NV P NV NV NV
UW VW UW SM RP RP SM RP RP SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO













IG IG IG BL









/ I - I I /
Baril moddicaion(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank fearine(s) SC SC NO SC EC EC SC
F BANK"FOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
I f ENO, IBM 1997 RI VER I1A RITAT SURVEY: Sam SWF.EP-UP page 3 of 4
997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Per old 12022
II LAND USE WITUIN Wm OF BANKTOP
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
IEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Rankle. beisson) 10 Bankhdl width (m) ILO Bona, height (m)
antle, • Bankfull 7 V Water width (m) 21.0 Ilanktop • Bankfull ?
Embanked height (In) CO WWI &NOM) 025 Embroiled height (m)
If aslant lova than bat in slope. Skate: height above abrade L9
Boamaterial at site psi ccosolidated tmanalidated Xuanown _













Wedand (eg hog monis fra(WL)
OPen war 10W1
Subtabararbe develop:rat (SU)




erricalundereut / / Resectioned
Vertical • toe / / Reinforced - mak bank
>43 E E Reinforced - aly





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
left Right Nene Present E (>336)
Norm Shading of channel X _ _
laclatedhcauttef Overhanging boughs _
Regularly mad sink _ Exposed benkside mots X _
Occasional Sas - X Under/far tree roots X _
Semisaireous X Fallen Rya X _
Continuous Corse woody abr.?, - X
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES i
None Present E None Presens E(>3394)
WaterfalKs) X _ _ Marginal andante
Caseade(s) X _ Exposed hechock X _
Rapid(s)
_ X Exposed harden X _
RiMe(s) X uosortmcd inid-charmel WE(.) X -
Rural vegetated matahatmel tar(s) X -
Ba(r) _ X Mature Mandl+) X _
Ode(s)
_ _ Unvegetated side bar(s) X _
Pool(%) X Vegetated side bads)
_ X _
Ponds manes r X _ Discrete sill deposit(s) X _
Discrete sand de h(s) 







Is wain impounded by weirAlam? No X Tem c3394 of _ >04 of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None _ Dredging _ Mowing Weed-coung X
Oda?
FEATURES OF Simon IN-relies.
None X
Weenfath aIm high A/bridal open tan Fringing reratak
Brainaskle chetah _ Natural Wen meiw Finning mat
Debris dam Woo meadow Other
Leafy debris Fen
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more a the channel raked with agetaion? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE MARIS Kant arkAl • Molerletea. 3 • banal • Meal Ado./ • WS • ant
None _ Giant hogweal E Himalayan balsam E Japanese knoamed _ Other?' _




Oda significant observations: Usk May am Nand Tn asapd had.
Amen. adloom Dm away soturba via deep an ma names into Ind donna
rerat ma Manes.o ober tree nano se IA.
A LDERS
Alden? None - Present - Extensive N Di
R A dilichlhaadllled R
1997 RIVER HABI
-
TAT SURVEY pat 1 of 4
BACKGROUND MAPRASED INFORMATION IS-a RISS nattuadfor d4rrinans 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS pen 2 or a 12023
12013 Spot check I is a: upstream tie X Ommartarn end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Altitudarn) Slopc imilm) LI Flow caugory (1-10) I 2 3 1 5 6 7 5 9 11)
LEFT BANKBOS Solid geology code 75 CGS Don Saar Code 5 Planform racial 2
Maria EA EA EA EA a a EA EA EA BRMacs from mutat.) 023 Significant tribuary 7 N N.06(.11? N Batit moddicatiaKs) PC NO NO NO B NO NO NO PJ RI
Hasa M saarce(m) 500 Water Quay Oa IS RNS Serra type I Bank feare(s) SC EC 'C V t V SC) NO SC NO NO NO
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check JOAnm Fad b. F FayFinnS...,, 1And", 0 CHANNEL
- Gunnel' substrate NV NV P P NV NV NV NV NV NVRelate st mamba: 12027
Flow ope RP SM SM RP RP RP SM SM SM RP
Channel mcdificationo) NO NO NO NO NI3 NO NO NO NO NOCad relate: SO 756093 Rita: USK 45
Chad feta( 0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Dale: lin I /1997 Tame: 1040 Surveyor, .1P Accra. cork: MN61 RIGHT BANK
Adverse maims? No _ Yes X
Bed oil rim risible? No _ Pal. X
No _ Yes XDePlicte Plaegrapto: general chase
Seamed from. tzfI X Mehl
_ Oats X
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes Y
j C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow we seitmekoad
- SOW etynlana
Tented wary? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 Unwelawed poini bar
Pools 0 versa& pant bar
aria creased by IFE, Wareham m 29/113/19911
Material EA EA F-A EA EA EA EA EA EA FA
Bank raddicatim(s) RI NO RI NO NO NO RI B NO IP
Bank feature(s) SC SC SC SC SC NO NO NO VP
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WTHEN 5rn OF PANETTA, IL) IC IC IC IG BL TEl BL M. RP RP
LEFT BANK-TOP ULILIUS S S S,US
LEFT BANK FACE S FISUS S S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE S SSSSS $ BUB
RIGHT BANK-TOP S SSS UUUUUU
LAND USE MT/a a OF BANK TOP (R) $U IC IC IC IG IC IC IG IC IG
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV NV NV NV NV I F NV NV
Uvenworanandicheris
Fineman brood-leared herbs








111 %II 1203.1 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP pate 7 of 11023
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par 4 a 4 1200II LAND USE WI Oa 511.1OE PANKTOP
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
RI. R
Orcluirce(OR) 'Palled bad (TL)
acmes plantalion (CP) ImprorecVserni.improved grass JIM E E
tiadlealerused woodland WU Rough pasture (RP)
Banktop heignfrali a CBHanANkfuNIIIlan (m) MA Banklop heighl Ine
LEFT BANK RIGHT BANK
Banktop e Bankfull 7 N Wan Mdth(m)
23
Embanked heigha OM ILO Water depth (m) • Embanked teigh1 On)
V173 Banktop • Bendel) ?
0.0Iceland/heath (MH) Wetland (eg bog, mat fenKW1.)If nashline Iowa dun bank in slope. haat height above team) e 03
b (SC) Opal oar (091)
Bed materie) is site is: consolidated
_ unconasitlated
_unknown X
II herbs fa/ Suburbaarban dewelopenan HU) I Location of measuranen is: ark run or glide X ode' _
Rock and sate IRS)
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILES Net Major Initamediate Mira
Revelments
Major Intennalia MAW
tundhunnotaled L R AnIllelaroodaed L R Weil, 1
Cuorerts FatSB
Gala. aticaVundeas / Reseelicad
Venal 4.toe / Reinforced . whole bank
Bridges Deflecascp s15 E E Reinacal - top only
Other In de Reinforced . us only
Is wafts impaneled by weiram? No X Yes e_33%of a _ >339) o( ea
MIKIS" twoWsgecare:0We






Waal:nine _II EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURaSE:b:bilkked'r".1"1"13 0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Now X
Waterfalls >5111high _ Artificial open water _ Fringing teed.bank _ASSOCIATED FEATURES
I
TREES
None Presau EOM%) Braided/side channels _ Nanal open Vila
_














Oealunimg laths X _ _ - Fen
-
Regularly aPtecana - _ appal banklek IONA _ X _ P CHOKED CHANNEL
Occasional elona X X Underwater free fOrts X _ _
i
Seni-cominum 15 7396 a Roe tale channel choked ..ith ermanticm? NO X YES -Fallm nes _ X _-
Cortina% Coarse woady delxis _ X Q NOTABLE NUISANCE P1ANTS (Oat 1 • meta_ Is Madan.) - brataA salad !Hers!. table. • ma
t K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES Now _ Giant boated X Himalayan balsa X Japanese knotweed
_
R OVERALL CHARACTERISIMS (Comments may are hem PeaPhreme)
None Present E None Proem 000>334)








_ Espased Boulders _ -
AnimaW SWAN IIERON DRAGON/DAMS:1.1W IWSMarls) X _ Unw(conted mid-channel bar(s)
_
Other significant °Mentions: made aisia a nem *ma madamRuns) _ _ X Vegetated rnid-clunnel bar(s) _
MO fa dab te oastBalls) _ X _ Mature islarel(s) _
Oda%)
_ X Unergelated side bails)
_
Pool(s) S _ _ Vegetated side MR 0
_
Nailed reachle, X
_ Discrete silt deposals) S ALDERS
Iliacrete sand de it(s)
-
Alders? None - hew. X Eansire Diseased alders) Nore X Present -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VE.1 page I of 4 I 202.1
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION an MS ?Ramat /of definitional
Anitudgml 32 SloPe (MOM now ester)11-101
BOX Solid Pokily cok 75 13GS Drift geology Code 5 Pardon catege0
Distance (torn source(knO 813 Significant inbuary 7 N Navigation?
Height o( stharee(m) 500 Warr Quality clam 1.5 RHS Scram type 2
FIELD SUR VEY DETAILS Pleate eked fonn and tick bat tinny correclions ere needed
Wass Pe ramaxt: 1202.4

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS per 2 or 4 12024
Spa check 1 I. au upstream end X downstream cal -
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Lc." BANK
Material EA FA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA
Bank modificiaina0 NO NO NO NO NO I IA NO RI RI
Rank feature(s) EC SC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SC
CHANNEL
Clanrel suhstre NV CO CO CO CO CO NV NV NV NV
Flow type RP CH NP SM SM RP SM SM RP RP
Channel nthdification(s1 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel 1000se40 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO VB VP VB
RICHT BANE
Mamial EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank malificatiords) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
ank kanire(s) SC NO SC NO NO NO EC NO SC SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
GM Wass: SO 340089 Riner USK 47
Date: SIN 11997 lime: 1330 Surveyor: JP Nerd. code: MN61
Admit conditions? No _ Yes X
Bed of dyer risible?
Duplicate photopaphs: general character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from Left X Right
SERCON survey ul addition? No N
PREDOMINANT VAI-LEY FORM
;tallow vee
Tented idle No X
X tpmetrical
AND USE WIDEN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) IC IC IC IC IC IG IC IC IC IC
LEFT BANK-TOP ULISS UULIUUU
LEFT BANK FACE BS S SSS ASS C
ort BANK FACE S S Cs Ss c S S c
RIGHT BANK.TOP S US S UUUSUU
LAND USE WHIEN 5m OF BANK TOP (1) IC IC PG PG IC IC IC IC IC IC
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV tiy_ NV NV NV N
Uvenvonsimonathelms
Emergent broad-leaved Intis
Emerpm rteddsedgesirusles I / / I I I I
NUMBER OF RITELESIPOOIS AND POINT BARS Floating-leaved (mord)
RifIln 2 Uovegetafed Putot bar Free-floating
AmphIbion /
Pods 0 Vegetated pont bar 0
Submerged broad-leaved




I1E NO. 12024 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: %Om SWEEP.UP page 3 nr 4 I 2024
II LAND USE WITHIN SOrn OF BANKTOP 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY paplati 12024
I. R he L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
/ Rough pasture OM LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Improvedherminthroved grass1101 E E Rankle, beightIml 3.0 Bankfull widlh (m) 52.0 Nekton height Iml 23
Tilled land CTLI. Banking - Bank full 7 N Water width Iml 33.0 Banitop . Banifull 7 V
We:4.nd (eg tn. marsh. ImEWL) Embanked height (ml OA Water depth (m) 0.8 Enthanked beight (m) to
Open water (OW). II nthline lower thm break in slope. indithAth Might above war(m)- 2.0
/ suburboAsrlaan development15U) Bed material at sise is: consolidated _ nreonsolidated %linkmen _
Location of measurement is: riffle X no or glide _ other _ •Rock and sate IRSI
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURESBANK PROFILES
walhamodIfIed L R ArdIlcial/nodMed L R Nene Major Intermediate Minor Major Intermediate Minor
_ Wein Rene,„„p,
mai/undercut / E Resectimed
SCIW;eins
Owfalls
Vert.: • the I / Reinforted - whale bank 1 /
Fords
p >45 E / Reinfortal - top only Bridges Deicers
le Rearmed ...toe only E Other
npothe And-Will ovo-stage - I, water impounded by weir/dam? No X Yes, <333 of site _ >33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENTPoached
None X Weed.cutting _
Other?
I EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURS:ESIllkedk tinbankinenes
Dredging
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST- M oWirig






Left Right None Meson 01.33R)
None _ _ Shading of channel X
Isolated/scattered _ Ovehanging boughs _
Evened bankside roots _
Occasional dumps X X Undennter tree roots X _ _
Semicontinuan _ Fallen Pa X
_
CeleinUOLC - - Come woody debris _ X _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Note Proem E None PrItheill E (>350)
Weal/1110 Marginal deadwater X _
Caseade(s) X
_ Exposal bedrock X _
R.Nid10 X _ _ Exposed boulders X
_
RiffleI0 X _ Unvegneled mid-channel bads) X
Rano].
_ _ X Vegetated mid-channel barIO X _
AMID) X _ _ Mame island(sI X
0.401
_
_ X Unvegthaled side bade/ X
PeolDI X _ _ Vegetated ode bets) _ X
Pooled neacIdeo X Orme oh *meth/ X _
Discrele vend dc alall x 

NOM X
Waterfalls alio high _ Artificial °gen moo Fringing realbank _
Braided/side channels _ Natural open water _ floating mat -








Is 33% or mare of de ram& doled with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PIANTS Others •aeoles. 2 a SaMendnin 3 a bnaenA name saw, s•menme. nemel
Norte _ Gina forced X Himalayan balsam X lapanne traced _ Gther? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Common may Imve ban InnIthasedD
Major impacts:
Land Management:
Animals: Mann MINK WATER vntA CREW WaLTAIL DRACIINNAMSEISIAlth
Otthe significant cosenationc Mmk am nark feetheleth Attn. ...them
ALDERS
Aide& ththe Present X Extensive _ Diseased akin'? None X Neseth _ Itheartive _
120151997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY poRno1 4
BACKGROUND ;imp-BASED INFORMATION S for definitions)
Altitudefm) 32
005 Solid geology oicie 75
Mutts horn sourceikno 103
Reitle Of sounce100 500
MELD SURVEY DETAILS Maur cited fen. anted box of am correnieen s are seeded
Reference us number 12025
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Par 2 or 4
SP. check 1 is ai illmnron ere, X downy:cam end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTESShoe InvArni 1.1 Flow calegory11-110
IICS that geology code 5 Planform category
Significam intuary N Navigation?
Weser Quality etas IS RHS Serowe type
Grid refaere SO MINI Myer: USK 49
Dalt 909 11991 lime: 1210 Soneyor. DS Accra'. code: MN59
Advent omilitem? No _ Y es X






I 2 3 4 5 6 7
LEFT BANE
Mazenal EA. EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank 000liFacoiionidnl NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO








PP PP CO CO CO CO P •
RP RE RP RP SM RP RE UW RP SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
EA EA FA FA EA EA EA FA EA EA
Bank meckficalka(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Duplicate photographs: germal cluncreil No _ Yes X Bank reaure(sl EC EC SC SC SC NO SC SC EC SC
























NV NV NV NV NV NV tiy NV NV N
1





LAND USE WTIMIN 5m OF BANK TOP (RI












1 / / / 1 /





Terraced ralle No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
allo 2 Umegetated P.m Ms
enh Versate, Priim
Output created by I FE. Wareham on 2910311993
11T, NO. 12015 . MT RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 014 12025
L
Ienadkal/nuxed wcodland (IL)9niferous plantation ICP)
Orthaed 1001







1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pne 4 or 4 12025
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL. RIGHT BANK
Banktop heigleltr0 Dankly:I width MO 36.0 Banks% height Ino 2.0
Banktop • UMW!! 7 V Wake width (ml 25_5 Banktop 0 Radial ?
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Weer depth MO OS Embanked Mira On) OA
If InShline lower than break in slope. indkate: heighl thaw mner(m)• 0.0
Bed rnaterial ai site is: ennotidated _ unconsolidased %unknown _
taxation of masa/erne:a is: riffle X um. glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES





Is water impounded by weiddam7 No X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging - Mowing
EahariCemeel Othes"
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls Am high Artificial open rata'
Braided/side channels Nsmal °Pet water
Debris don
_ Wass meadow















Is 3316 cc more of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Mama 1 e.ndmui • timMilemlnia53. Medal morial mini mams.• man(
None X Giant Forced _ Himalayan balsam _ kmastese knomeed _ NKr?




Other significare observer:mai ahn
unT dem.
fr., the map mabk
ALDERS




















II LAND USE W !MN Mien OF BA NKTOP
L
1 Rough pasture (RP)
Improvednemiiirnproral gran (ICI
Tilled land (IL)
Weiland (eg tog. minis (enXWL)
Open water (OW)
/ / Suburban/labor' development (SU)












Shading of channel X _ _
onnunging bag* X - -
Exposed bankside mots X _
Undawatex gammas X _
Fallen trees S _
Coane woody debris _ X
Nore Prtsou EWA)




thwertated mid-chow] bon) X _
Vegetated mid-channel bar1s) X _
Mature Sand@ X
Unnegeialed side barOl X
Veretated side bails) X
Piscine silt deposals) X
%sues sand MO X
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
1997 RIVER HABITAi SUR VE1) page 1 al 4 12026
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION aer RFIS manual for definuivrin
33 SIM. Wm) 1.1 Flom category 0-101
75 IIGS DOI geology axle 5 Planforre category
79.5 stand-cam tritnary ^ N Navigation'
500 Wasp Quality class IS RHS Smmens type
Please rhea fomad 'kg baa Pany correcaoru en needed
River U5K SI
	
S/09 11997 nue: 11.30 Sermon IP AeCTed OXIC MN6I
Adman oonelitionl No _ To X
Bed et time. visible' Put. X Esave
DaPlicate FanamPla, Fara chat., No _ Yes X
Swayed from: Left X Right
	
No N Yes _
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ shallow me ormavertowl
SYnnabiCal
X asymerezkal
Turned ralley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS






Improvedlsemik wicked Pau 1161 E E
Tilled bud Oil
Wetland (eg bog. marsh. (eaXWL)
Open water (OW)
Sabarbanhaandendopmeal (SU)





Reinforced - top only










Shading of channel X




RegaarlY *med. singk _ Exposed banksiae tons X
Occasional clamps




Coarse woody dem. _





X Exposed boulders X
X Computed mid-channel bar(s) X
X Vegetated midehmnel baits) X
Manx islancRO X
linkage/aced side bads) X
Vegetated side bai(s) X






















I - 	SITE NO. 1207A 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY































1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Pop Intl 12026
Spot clmek I is a): upstream end X downstream mid
PHYSICAL AITRIBUTTS
1 2 3 a
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA
Bank moddicatica(s) NO NO NO NO
Bans feame(s) NO SC SC EC
CHANNEL
Clunrel substrate NV NV NV NV
Flo- OM SM SM 5M SM
Channel modifkaiien(s) NO NO NO NO
Channel Daunts) NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA
Bank moddications) NO NO NO NO
Bank feararels) NO NO NO VP
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) RP dr IC
LEFT BANK -TOP
IEFT BANK FACE 5
RIGHT BANK FACE
RIGHT BANK-TOP
LAND USE VITEN Sm OF BANK TOP (R1 IG IC 1C IC
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
lirenvortsanotanAkhan









IRV RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pap 4 or.
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banker* heightlral 23 Rankin)) width On) 47.0 Bitaktop height 1m)
Banktep • Bankroll ? l' Water width 1ral 44.0 flanktop .Bankall ?
Embanked Inighi .(m) 00 Water depth (m) • Embanked height (.1
If wasidim lover than break in slope. indicate: height above %megrim) • 7.0
Bed material as site is) comolidated_ ancomaidated
_unknown X
Location of-measurement is: riffle
_ Me exOde X Wet _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES










Friwater impouraul by weir/dunk No X Yes. <33% of dte _ >33% of sae
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nem X Dredging
_ MmAng Weed-cutting _
Enhaneena
_ Otler,
FEATURES OE SPECIAL INTEREST
d000
Waterfalls y5m high
_ Artificial men Vat(
_ aso - Ringing mod.e.k
rady:Mile chimes
_ Natural open inter
_ Cary _ srd000 dot
Debris dam
_ Warr =Wow MANX _ and
Leafy debris Fen Ruth _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% mere of tbe chased choked wish vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NULSANCE PLANTS Marc I mama • radoileadom 3 barkmA • roam mer.l.ammie... mt.)
None _ Giant /ragweed X Himalayan balsam X Japanese binned
_ Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERJSTICS (Coalmen'i may have been paraphrased!)
Major impacts;
Land Management
Animals: SAND MARTIN OMAN
Other significant obSerVatiOnS: Minn emlitia. te tle•
ALDERS
Alden? Nom _ Present X [Extensive Diseased Alden? None _ Presem X Extensive _
5 6 7 8 9 10
EA EA RR EA E4 EA
NO NO RI NO NO NO
EC EC NO EC SC EC
NV NV NV NV CO NV
SM SM SM SM SM SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO
NV NV EA NV EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO
VP PB PH PB NO PB





IC IC IC IG IC IC
12027
1
1997 RIVER HABITA T SURVEY page I of a
A BACKGROUND MATBASFA) INFORMATION (See RI(S maenad Jo, &P.A.')
Altmtle(m1 33 Slope Imam) 1-1 Flow ategorY 0 TO)
IIGS Sohd geology co& 75 HOS Dolt geology cud. F Plafoun calegooy
Distance from soace(km) 783 Significant nib.? ? N Nasipticm^
Heir mutralm) 500 Water Quality class IS R115 Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please cited fonn and de/ 6eaay cannaos an ended
Ref at= tile mamba: 12027
SO 329096 River. USX 53
Date: 4/09 /1997 Time: 1635 Surveyor: LC Acme& code: MN60
Adverse corditionsl No _ Yea X
Bed of rine visible, No X Past _ Entire.
Duplicate rhototTap1w general character? No _ Yea X
Surveyed from Left X Rohs 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 44 12027 I
Spot check Iii uporearn erd _ downstream end X ,
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1 2 3 I 5 6 7 8 9
LEFT BANK
Mamial BR BW BW EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Dana mothhcauoNal RI NO RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) NO VP VP VP NO NO NO NO NO SC
CHANNEL
Channel substrate NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type SM SM NP SM NP IIW SM SM SM SM
Channel mcdificaainnisl NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel levant) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material BR BR EA EA EA NV EA EA EA EA
Bank trodifteartion(s) RI RJ NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank kahne80 NO NO NO NO EC SC SC EC NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANKTOP (L) IG IG IG IG IG IC IG IG IG IG
LEFT BANK-TOP UUUUS UUUUU
LEFT BANK FACE C CCBS SS CS C
RIGHT BANK FACE S S S S B S S B S S
RIGHT BANK-TOP US S UUS UUUU
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANK 1T1P(R) IG IG IG 1G IC IG IG IG IG IC
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV NV NV NV NV Ny_ NV NV NV N
LiverworwthomesAlcherts
Emertern [mad leaved herbs / /













lanced valley? No X yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT OARS
Unenvied poly bat 0
Pools 2 Vegetated point bar
Output mated by IFF. Wareham on 29431199S








L R L CIIANNEL DIMENSIONS I
nadkaftnixed soodland (IR) / Rough pature (RP) LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGITT BANK Idemos plantation (CP) Improvedhernhimproved grass (IQ E E Banktop heigN(m) 2.0 Bankfull width 1m1 343 Banktop height (m) 1.75
()Muni (OR) Tilled Lind (IL) BanInop • Batkfull 7 N Water width ),u1 27.0 Bankuop a. Bank fu117 N
(MR) Waked (ea bog, mask fm)OVIT Embanked hemli1m) 0.0 Water depth 010 • 011baaked height (ml 0.0
rub (SC) Open water (OW) If troblita lower don break in skme, indiate: height above water(m) a IS
II het inn / / &thersaivre. eemornem (su) Bed material at site is: consolidated _ onomsolidated _animate X
taxation of measurernem is: fifile _ run or glide X other _Rocicand scree1RSI
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURESBANK PROFILES







Valk.' • toe / / Rainbow.] - whole bank /
Defines
Fords
8.45 / / Reinfoond .•imp only Bodges
nde Reinkecal • Ice only Other
Is num impoundol by weirldaml No X Yes. e.33% of site _ 83316 of site _Attire-inflow-stage
Pocked N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Weedvuring _
















None Present E (>33%)
Shading otaannel X _ _
Overhanging bought _











E01010 spaced. sink _ _ Emceed bathaide roots X _ _











Is 3391 or more of the channel choked with ;ration? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Odatest1 . antke I a Assommlnia, bereAsol - tellone010. e • ilmlble. • •••",















(Comments may have ban paraphrased!)
Rifilets) X _ Unwonted midehannel banI0 X -
Animals; GREY WAGTAIL SAND motor: 0 RAM IN/DA NISKELITARanh) X _ Vegetated mid•channel bar(s) X _





_ X Unregetated side hatIll
_ X _ Veguated side WOO





Disceme mod de :Os)- - S ALDERS
Alders, None _ Resent X Extensive 0sealed aldee0 Non X Present _ Ellen
110211
art RHS nnonsofló, de76".460




75 BGS Dolt geology eta'.
773 Significant tribuary ?
Althadelm)
005 Solid geology code
Distance from lource(km)
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 1 Unregetated pain bar
No X YeS -Terraced valley?
Vegetated point barPods
°apes anted by DE Wareham ea 29.03/19911










Reinforced . Hole bank
















12021Page1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHEC














EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO





NV NV NV NV NV NV P NV NV
SM SM SM RP SM SM SM UW RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO





















NV NV NV NV NV NV rty NV NV NV N


















1302/11997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pngtl ail
I CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LIST BANK CHANNEL
Banks, beight(m) 3.0 Bankroll arab (m) 35.0
Bakwp • Basking ? Y Wares situ (m) 30.0
Embenked Night (m) 03 Water depth (n) •
If inshline lomr than break is slope. indicate: height shove watertml
Bed material m site is: consolidated unconsolidated
Location of measurement is: riffle X run a glide _ other _
RI ARTIFICIAL FEMMES





FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None




(Common may bane ham PatePhneed9R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS
Major impacts. LITTER HOusING ROAD
tad Masagatent
Animals, SAND HAR11N BUZZARD
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 11 9 W












Bank molillasson(s) RI RI NO RJ NO NO RI NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO












Is 3396 a more of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NULSANCE PLANTS (0then. 1 a anola )n rhedefeedren.36 keeduanol • around we. 5 beatable, mare
None _ Giant breed X Himalayan balsam X Japanese knotweed X Oda?
Other significant obsemtlionc
ALDERS
Alden? None Presem - Extensive X Diseased alden? None X Present _ Eslensise -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pageI el
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION
RIGHT BANK
Banktop height On)










S framed code. MN59SurveyOr
No _ Yes X
Height of same0n1 500 Wad (Malay class 1.5 ENS Swum( type
Odd refavam SO 31E05
Doe; 409 /1997 lime, 1630
Adverse conditions?
Bed of rine visible?
OVUM. eta tanks: pamral &mar?
SERCON survey in addition? No N
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
Maks me





II LAND USE WITHIN Met OF BANKTOP
I. II







Isnproved/setni-impreved grass (10) E E
Tilled latel(TL)
Wetland (eg bog. marsh. fenXWL)
Open water (OW)
SuborbanNtban development (SU)
Rock and Scree (RS)
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E (6331)
Shading of channel X _ _
Ovalunging boughs _ X _








Is water impaneled by wdoMarn? No X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENE


















Unmanned thid6hannel bar(s) X
_ Vegetated mid-channel bar(s) X
_ Mature islanl(s)
X Unvellaated side bar's)
_ Vegetated side Lor(s)
Discrete naIl deposa(s)
Disuat sand de Mils)
Nom Prang E (633%)
PM RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: T
Spa check I is al upstream end X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
SPOT CHECKS page 10(4 12029
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 II)
LEFT BANK
Matenal EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA FA EA
Bank redination(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank kennel° NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel substrate NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type SM RP RP RP RP SM SM SM SM SM
Clunml modificasion(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel leature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Bask modification( s) NO NO NO NO NO NO RS NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) VS VS NO SC sc SC NO SC NV SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
aee RIIS otos.2( fa, *Pinions)
_
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pale 1 014
' A BACIWIMIJNO MAP-BASED INFORMATION
Grid nfeence. SO 3111103 River. USK 57
Date: 509 11997 lime: 9.15 Surveyed: LC Accra! code' MN60
No _ Yes X
Pan X Entire.
No _ Yes X
&nate amlitions!
Bed of river visible? No _
Duplicate plmographs: medal channel
Surveyed fren• Left X Right
a
Riffles 0 Umegaated Pee Mr







II LAND USE WITHIN 50te OF BANXTOP
11
I Rough mourt HIP)
Improved/semi-improved grass OG)
Tined land (IL)













I Reinforad whok bank
E Reinforoxl - lop only











None Precut E (>33%)
Shading a( channel X _ _
Overhanging boughs _
Exposed hankside roots _












SOS Solid geology code 73
Dissuade from tource(km) 763
Nagle of sourced's° 500 Water Qualm class 1-5 EMS Segment OW
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Plasm Cheri formes fled boo f eny.....csions are needed
Reface:es:4 nuntec 12029
SERCON survey ta iodation? No N Yes _
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow wee
_ deep see syrtmenel
asyreenetrial
Tempel valley, No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Output creased by IFE. Wareham on 2N0311990
I1 E NO,











EXTENT or CHANNEL FEATURES
Marginal desdwater
Esposed bedrock
Es posed bookies X
Unversed mid-channel bans) X





Mottle sand de ids/
Slope (mAnt)













LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (RI












1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page old
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LET BANE CHANNEL MILT BANK
Ilauktup leight(m) 10.0 Bankfut width (m) 40.0 Banktop height Olt
Benison a Bankfun ? N Water width (m) 31.0 Backsioni Bankroll ?
Embanked height On/ OA Water depth (m) • Embanked height (m)
If vendee lower Man break in slope, indicate: height above onto( ml a 2.0
Red mutual 2I1 site Lc consolidated
-
unomsolidand _unknown X
Unction of menuremeat is: riffle _ run or glide X Other
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES










Is mita impounded by weirldam? No X Ye. e3351 of sue _ .33% of sae
EVIDENCE OE RECENT MANAGEMENT
New X Dredging Messing Weed-cmcing _
Enhancement _




Artificial open water Dog - Fringing reeldnnk
Bnideclhide channels Natural open neer Carr _ Floating mat
Dads don Water meadow Marsh _ Other
Leafy debris Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
'Is 33% oc more of the channel choked Mth vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS 10Mare 1 n nettle, Ia demodatrea, can grad ekkr.3. bramble. name)
None _ Giant hogweed X Himalayan Wham E Japanese Mewed X Other? P3




Warr significant observations: Advent enabler AN* nee. Dined sena...
0.64. 4-4•P•bl. WaenOdra romp* Oftir) tee 53 Omni.. needs
ALBERS
Ablersl None - Present X tensive - Diseased alders? None - Penni X Extensiv
IG 1G IG
CCCS CS UUU
S CCS SS SS S
SS S CCCSS S
SS CSSS UUS
TL El FL IL IL TL TL EL 111- EL
NV NV NV NV NV NV kV NV NV NV
I / /
1997 RIVER HAMTA T SURVEY page I MI 12am
BACKGROUND MA PRASED INFORMATION (Ter MS mcmual fordrfi
Altitude(ml 37 Sk,çtIriVknO 1.1 Flow category 0-101
1305 Solid geology code 75 BGS Drift geology code 5 Plan/rim category 2
Distance from sourceart0 753 Significant 00mq ? N Navigation?
Height of some( nt) 503 Water Quality cl.s IS MIS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please chentfomt and tic* kar aoy cotmcnone nn waled
Riffle site numb.: 12030 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS pay .2oil 12030
Spot check 1 is at upstrwm nal X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 /I 9 10
LEFT BANK
Martha EA EA EA EA a EA EA EA EA EA
Bank moddicanon(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank leantre(s) SC NO SC NO SC SC SC NO NO NO
Gid nriettofe: SO 312111 Rive, USK 59
Dale: 909 /1997 Ilme: 9.00 Surveyor: DS Accred. at MNS9
AMease oanditions? No _ Yes X
Bed of river visit*? No _ Pan. X Entire. _










CO CO NV NV CO CO NV NV CO NV
SM SM RP SM SM SM RP SM SM SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO RO NO NO NO
EA NV NV EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO SC VP VP PS NO NO NO
Surveyed fimrn: La X Right
_ Chanrel _ F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
SIMEON =MY m Mdmoss: No N
LAND USE WMIIN Sm OF BANKTOP (L) 1G IG 1G IG RI BL BL BL BL SC
LEFT BANK-TOP UUUS S CCSCS
LEFT BANK FACE S SS SSSS SCS
RIGHT BANK FACE S S S S S S S SS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP SSSS S SSSSS
LAND USE WITHIN SenOF BMTE TOP (R) Th TE EL TL TE EL TE TE TL TI
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV NV NV NV NV N_y_ NV NV NV N
•LirerworraMimseulictess
Emergent hmad-leased Nubs












Ternced nalky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rifika I Uniegetated point bar
Pools 0 Vegnated point bat
Output noted by WT. Wareham on 29003/199;
I IT E NO. 11034 MO RIV•R HABITAT SUR VEY: 500m SWEF.P.UP page 3 of 4 owe
I BANK PROFILES
sharalhmotodIlled L R L It
11 LAND USE WITHIN Sorn OE BANKTOP
L R
madleal/mixed wecalland 1 Rough pasture:1RP)
derma plantation (CP) ImpromMernirmprored vms (10)
Olthail (OR( TRIM BM OLI
Mcalandtheadli (M11) Wetland (eg bog. mush, fenXWL)
b (SC) Open water (OW)
II herbs (Till I Suburban/urban &welcome. (SU)
Rock and scree (ES)
EH/undercut Resectioned
Venal • toe I Rein/aced - whole bank
imp i45 E E Reinforted lop only













None Presem E (>33%)
Shading of channel X _ _
Oratuaming boughs _
	
_ &mud bedside mots _ X _





Contineaus X COMO woody dans _ X _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pmgolo(4 12030
R L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Ranktop height(rn) ILO Bankfull width (m) 510 BanItop hag. (n) 31
Banktop Bantfull
•
Water width1nd 33.0 Bankiop • Bank(ull ?
Embanked height Irn) 0.0 Water dePdt
• Embanked Night (m) OS
If ins/dine lower than break in tsce. indicate: height above interim). 10
Bed mistrial m site is: consolidated uneoroolidated
_ unknown X
Location of measurmlent is: time _ tyn or glide X other _
AI ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is wain impounded by weir/darn? No X Yes. <DM of the _ >33% of she _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT




FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls b5rn high _ Artificial Open water _ Fringing loS-bank X
Braidathicle [Myth. _ Natural open woes _ Homo( nun
Debris dam Water meadow Osher
Leafy debris Fen
P CHOKED CHANNEL
3390 or more oil& channel clinked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Otherr 1 neon, yo rheidaserem besubs• • round emer.1 • tn.*. • ••••M
None _ Giant Myhre] X Himalayan balsam E Japanese knotweerl _ Other?•
	
None Present E None Ibmsent E('33%)
Waterfall(s) Marginal deadvata
_ _ x
I Cascadels)RMid0) ExRif Beth Exposed bedrockposed boulders X __ XUnvegetated mid-channel har(s) X _
RuMs1 Vegetated midebannel bar(s) X _ _
11.1() _ Mature is:1.4(s) x
I Glide(s)Pool(s)Ponded reach1.1 - - X Usregetated side Mr01:X - - Vegetated side bar(s1X . _ Discrete Illt deposit(%) XXX _
Discrete sand trial X





ONUS lignifion observations: atom madltlas - 111mdow/tarbIL Mamma
1.101block cob on lows.
ALDERS
Alders? None _ Present _ Extensive X Disemed alders? None X Presen) _ DWAIN< _
12031
!See lifts wised for Afrobloo1
I 1997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY page I of 4
3 BACKGROUND MA PBASED INFORMATION
Ma calory 11 10)
5 Planam eatery
N Navigation?
IS ENS Selorma 0pe
Store Imam/




005 Solid pology code 75
Dotance from source(km) 74-5
Halthal source(m) SOO
Grid reftanee SO 304111 mar USK 41
Date: 4109 /1997 Tam: 1310 Sarveyor JP
Duplicate "wombs: roma dancla? No _ Yea X
age d 4 12031 I
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHEC
Spcn check I is at: ups:learn and X downstream end
F. PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES










Material NV NV NV EA NV F.A EA LA NV
Bank moddicationla
, NO NO . NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank amnia NO NO NO NO NO No NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Gunnel substrate NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type sM SM SM SM SM SM
Chanel modillaticas) NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel fearre0) NO NO NO NO NO NO
RICHT BANK
Maria EA E4 EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Baal modification(s) NO RI RI NO NO NO NO B NO
Bank (eare(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANETOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE








120311997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 ot •
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
"'IMP aight1m) IS [tankful! wall (oO 30.0 Bona, height (m)
Sana),9 a Bankroll ? N Water width On) 25.0 Banta • Bankfull ?
Embanked heigla ILO War depth (m) a Embanked height (m)
If asMitte lower than break in akaIodate. heighr *owe wara(m) • OA
Bed matenal COOSOlidalod
_ unconsolidated _Unknown X
Lmation of marten is:
_ nen or glide X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES


















None Naar E 0.334)
Shading of Nana X _ _
Overharging houghs _ X
Exposed tankside rocas X _ _
l/nderwater reou X _
Falko mem X
Conte wooly debris _ X




Unregoated machannel haat) X




Crscrew 11 depth 1 II







FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Norm X






Major impacts: SEWAGE ROAD
Land Management
Animals:
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please eller* Ammo Hid box Vany con'ealan we "(SS
Reference site numba 12031
Advent modular's? No _ Yes X










Reinforced - whole bank
Reinfoted - lop only









impaumled by weiddan0 No X






Vey e3391 of sire _ >33% of tire
























1133% a more of the ducal aoked with vegetatio0 NO X YES _
NOTABIE NUISANCE PLANTS . . wan 1 and.* 1 .dordadearba, 3 • lanai • maw eke • Unable. anal •
No. - Gan tarneed X Himalayan balsam X lapanme Maned _ Othal • _
(Comments may hare hem p000Phowd0
Other sire(on) observations: Advent riseatIoni
ALDERS






















wand (as botatrak faXWL)
Ogen water (0W)
Suburban/urban denlopmeal
Reck old sate (P-S)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN sPOT CHECKS page 2 .01 12032
SFol check I is at. upstream end X dowmuzam end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par I el 4 12032
BACKGROUND MAPBASED INFORMATION (Ser Ms manna /or delimit:Ins)
Altitudelln)
las Solid ram coa.
Dolma from souroe(1.1
Height or source(m1
19 5 IV, OnAm)
75 BGS Drift geology code
733 Significant oibuary









2 3 A 5 6 7 8 9 10
NV NV NV NV NV NV Nv NV NV
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
VP VP NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NOFIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check f on. noel SI* 00.1 qnoy conTIII.0 are medal










Grid Woes= SO 298117
Date: 4/09 /1997 Tart: I135
Adverse coalitions?
Bed or rim visible?
Ouplkate photographs: general character?
Surveyed Bona Leh
River USK 0
Surveyor: OS Acme& cork: MNS9




NV CO NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
RP SM SM RP RP ILIW IJW UW RP RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
EA EA It W EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO RI NO NO NO NO RI NO NO
EC SC EC SC SC SC NO NO SC SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE




Tented .10CY^ No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffle 1 Unvegazed PaiN
Pooh 0 Vegetated point bar
Output treated by WE. Wareham on 29103/1999
concave/bowl
symmetrical
LAND USE WHIIIN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) TL it XL TL TL a TL XL TT. TL
LEFT BANK-TOP S S SS SSS SS S
LEFT BANK FACE CS CS S CCCCC
RIGHT BAI4K FACE •CSS S CCSS S
RIGHT BANKTOP U LI u s s us suu
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OE BANK TOP (121 IC le IC IG IG IC SC IG IC. IC
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES











1E NO, 11032 J 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPUP per 3 of 4 12032
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12032








/ / Rough p10110e1RP)
Improved/semlisproved grass (10)
Tilled land (I1)
vialad (et bog, mink feaXWL)
/ Open wale (OW I
I / Suburbardurban development (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
R AtdfldaVrnndlIIed
Reseda:4yd
Reinforced - whole bank
/ Reinfocced - top only


































Discrete sand de IMO
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E (3334)











LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m) 3.0 Bankroll vokith 1m/ 453 Banktop height (m) 10.0
Bulldog • Baekfolll N Wan, width (m1 303 Bantle, n Banklul)
Embanked Ittieu (m) LOWaler&PM DO • Embaaed beigh (m1 0.0
If trashline Imam than break in slope. indicate: hell& above waser(m)
Bed mater)al assite Fs: consolidated
-
unconsolidated _ unknown X
10.1i011 Or measuremcnt is: riffle X run or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water ilTipOILIVW by weiddam? No X Yes. <IA of site >3391 of sae _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Noce X Dredging _ Mowing _ Weeticuiting _
Enhancemeni _ Ma?
FEATURES OE SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls a5m high _ Artificial op= mon Fringing rted-bank _
Braidedhide CUMICIS _ Natural open water Can _ Chau ing mat
Debris dam
-
Watt, meadow Marsh _ Other
Leafy debt
_ Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% err more of the channel choked with regerdiza? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS 10thera I • mon, 2 rhododendron. brack.mA •VI•Und elder. I Want*, • mere)
None _ Giant horned _ Himalayan Slum X Japanese knotted _ Orlon?' _
R OVERALL CHARACIERISTICS (Comments may hare heels ParaPhamed”
Major Mtgacts: TIPTING
Land Manageownt:
Animals: lAND MARTIN DRADONDASNRIPLILai
Other, significant observations: Adam* eceltrans .1110, naftertie.
ALDERS
Alskral Nose - Pasta - Curative X Diseased *len? Noce X ?meat _ Exteative _
1997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY page I a! 4
BACKC.ROUND MA P.BASED INFORMATION OHS
12033 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4
Spa cheek I ix at upstream nal X downmeasn end
PHYSICAL ATFRIBUTES
12033
Almusle(m1 40 SWF. 1mrion) 1.7 Flow category 0401 g
BOS Solid geology code 75 BGS Doh geology code 5 Platform category I
Dame kw tour.(km) 715 Significant tibia.), ? N Naviption? N
Heigh of soarce(m/ 500 Water Quaky ems 1.5 RHS Sean= type Z





I 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
EA EA NV NV NV FA NV EA EA EA
PS NO RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
VS NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO. SC
Rdereact she Panther 17013
Grid !darner SO 302122 River USK SS
Dar 449 /1997 Time: 10.35 Soneyor DS MNS9
bras( moltimes? No _ Yea X
Bei a river visibk? No X Pan. _ Entire. _
Denham pliceognplw genera chancter No _ Yea X
Sunned from! Left _ Right X Channel





Terraced ralky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 7 UsTMORM ROM tar
Pools 0 Vegetated print bar




Chanel substrac NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV• NV
Plow type UW LIW RP SM SM SM SM. SM RP RP
Channel nAchlicalaata0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feattme(0 NO NO NO NO NO MI MI MI NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material FA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA
Bank modification(*) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE vermin N. of BANNTor rt.) IC IC IC BL BL IC IC BL BL BL
LEFT BANK.TOP UUUSSSS 5 CC
LEFT BMX PACE S SSSS SS SS C
RIGHT BANK PACE C CCCCCC CC C
RIGHT BANK.TOP UUCUUCUUUU
IAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (10 IC IC IC IC IG IC IC IC IC IC
C CHANNEL VEGETAIION TYPES
NONE NV NV NV NV NV NV NV. NV NV NV N
livereonamotteMiclana
Energent brood-land herbs









To NO. 12033 1997 RIVER HA MTAT SURVEY; 500m SWEEP.UP page of 4 17033
I LAND USE WITHIN Mai OF BANKTOP
L L
baleahni aid amodland1BLI E I Rough pasture (RP)
plinutian 1CP) Intprovedhemi-impmved gross (1G) E
Orchard10R/ 'Med lend Hi/
andowath (MH1 Weiland leg bog. marsk fenXWId
b (SC) Oren water 10W1
1herbs (171) / I SlaburbaMITAAR dodorrat (SU)
Rock sod scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
turahamadilled L R Ardllelabacellfled
kallvadercus Resectioned
Su-kale.= Reinforced -*tole bank
p >45 Reinforced lop only
Reinforced • be only
apostle Artificial !wastage
Poached
EXTENT OFTREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSE:rick eff".knierds
AMVICLAIED FEATURES
None Ponca E (>33%)
Shading of channel X _ _
Orealvogieg Roughs _





Coats woody debris _ X _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Pram. E Nam Pment E(,3391)
Maeda(*) X _ _ Marginal Badwater
Casco:100 X _ Exposed bedrock X _
SePidO1 X _ _ Expose:I boulders X _
Rifflef 0 X _ Unregetated mid-channel bar(s) X _
Rags) _ X Vegetated ma-channel bar(s) X _
Bcil(s) X _ Mature island(a) X
Glidelal _ X Unvegetated side bat) X
PenlIsI X _ _ Vegetated side bal./ X _ _






1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page el 4 12033
CHANNEL DLMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Nation heigh0m) 30 ILAN!! width Irel BOA Rankles! height 00 3.0
fianktop • Bastion 7 N Water widthon) SAO Banktop • Bankfull 7 N
Embanked heighl (m) OS Water depth (n) • Embanked height (n) 0.0
If trash/Me lower thin Neat in dope, indOcate: height eon water(n) • 13
Bed material a site a: oanaolidated_ unconsolidated _MAMA!' X
Location of measorenant io Mlle _ Elm or glide X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impoondal by weiddarn? No X Yes <330 of int _ >XIX of bile _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nooe X Dredging _ Musing weed-soling _
Ethartemen _ Oda?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nene X
Waleihiblo olin high _ Artificial opm nes Eol1 - Fringing mal-baek
BraidedAele duals _ Nana Man*. Floating ma
Debris darn Wax meadow Other
Leafy debris
_ Fen Melt _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS AMMec I sm5ke,1 • Owilwasera.3 • briellawA atlerrO! berm•••• • mma
None_ Goo !wooed X Himalayan balsam E Japanese Inotweed _ OfttO




Other significant observations: Erb.ebn d reenteresdase. Wel Hob
exteedo. Oarmane neln bank. Almon - canals= b ftawfmrhle.
ALDERS











1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Mr °IF 12034 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of I 12034
IA BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (Sr. R/15 nupwal for drfiwrions SPA deck I is at: upstream erid downstream end
A Madeira 43
13GSSolid geology sale 75
Distance (rom saarcearn) 713
Heiglu of source(m/ 500
Slope OnAmi






13 REIS Seance. type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please rhea/arm and ad box gamy correapu eve needed
Reference the mother: 12034
No NSERCON narswy a "Mica-
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow vee
Terraced valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Unagetated Point barRiffles I
Vegetated Poia besPools




















LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (10












1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
NV NV EA EA EA EA
NE NO NO RI NO NO
NO NO NO NO EC1 SC)
CO NV NV NV
SM RP OW RP RP
NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO
FA EA RR RR EA
NO NO RI RJ RI
NO PS NO NO NO





IC IC IC IC IC 111 IC
Gra refemose. SO 302134
Date: 409 11997 Tine: 1035
Advent conlitions?
Bed of rim risible?
Dopliune photographs: mneral chtracter?
Surveyed frosts Left
River USE 47





No _ Yes X




































II TE NO. 12034 ' 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPUP page 3 o( 4 12034










































Wetland gm bog. mash. fen XWI-(
Open water (OW)
Suburbawarban develmmera (SU)
Reck and scree (RS)
Artificial/modified
Resectroned
Reinforced . erlx4e bank
Reinforced - top only






None Present E (>33%)
Shading of channel X
- -
Overhanging boughs -
Emosal bankside moo _
Underwater tree mots _ X _
Fallen trots X
Coate woody debris _ X _





Unagetated mid-channel bats) X
vegetated nud<hannel bads) X
Mature olandIal X _
Unagetated tide bads) X
Vegetated ode 9.01 X
Discrete skill depasig.1 X _
Discrete sand de o(s) X
EXTENT OF TREES AND AsUrtalATED FEATURES
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Beaton height(m) 43 Bankroll s(m) 373 Balaton height (m) 4.0
Baran, w Bankroll ^ N Water wadi (m) 341 Banana w
Embastsd height 101 OA Wata deprb (m) Embanked height(m) 00
If trashline lowa than break in slope. Slate: height above vital./ • OA
Bed material rd site is: consolidated unconsolidaed
_unknown X
Loation of masa. is: riffle ' _ or glide X oder _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by weirAtam? No X Yes. 4334 of _ APT of site _





FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nom X
Waterfalls s5m high Artificial open warr _ Bog _ Fringing reeabank
Braided/side channels _ Nami open waar Carr _ Fklating mai
Debris dam Water rreadow
-
Marsh _ Other
Leafy debris Flmh _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS glahers I nada I reastadadrew Sw entekm.4 wawa dar.5 w besanhk tman)
None _ Giant breed _ Himalayan balsam X lapanae knotweed _ Ocher? 1_




Other significant observations: Atm. amnia - 100. thernintriP Sant PP,
omits raw-
ALDERS
Alden? None X Present - Extentive Diseased alders? None X PreSent
1997 RIVER 11ABITAT SURVEY Page I a 2 12035
BACECROUND MaP•BASED INFORMATION (See RHS Nam a I lor /*siva,. LI
Mutudarn) 45 Slope Ontlm) 13 Flmv canton 11-101 11
BGS SNid geology code 75 EIGS gm rangy code 5 Platform canny 2
Distance nom sourcatm1 703 Significant Rainey 7 N Navigation? N
Height of sourcelm) 503 Water Quality elms 1-5 RHS Segment nye 2
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please citent form and sick boo if any conectioar an needed 0
Refereenecsite amber 12035
Cad referenda SO 295137 River USK 29
Cote: MO /1997 lime: MOS Standar DS Accred. code: MN59
Adverse conditions? No X Yes _
Bed of rim visible No . X Entire
Duplicate phowgrapha Rena° dna? No _ Yea X

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 12035
Spot ctank I is a° upstream end _ downstream end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 • 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Mania EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank model-Ica/Ma° B) NO NO NO NO NO RI RI RI RI




stennee co CO CO CO CO CO NV NV NV NV
Flow type SM SM SM SM SM SM SM• RP SM SM
Osman rradificariat I NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel team& NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RICHT BANK
Mania EA EA EA EA EA EA NV EA EA FA
Bank modificatico0) NO NO NO NO RS PS NO NO NO NO
Bank hande(° NO SC SC NO NO NO NO NO NO SB
BANKTOP LAND USE A.ND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
i
1




S assses Cs I,
S CS SSSS SS S
US SS UUS SS


BL BL EL BL IC 1G EL IG IC SU
Pooh 0 vegetated Pala bat 0
nadpait cddidea by we. Wareham on 29/03/1993 















Sirbinerprd broad.kand / /
Stranerged lineaaleaved
Submerged finaleand / /
Filaments's algae /
Surveyed from: Left X Right
SERCON surrey i atIrStion. No N Yea _
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow vee conmve/howl
_ deep wee X symmarical
Terraced valley^ No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 LInngetate0 point bar 0
TE NO. I 2035 1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VET: 500as SWEEP.UP page S al 4 12035 I
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY paSoietl 12015
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R I. R
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
nalleafInsisal woodland mid I F. Weigh pasture (RP) /
Banana Might( m) 31 Bankroll width In° 701 Bank., Might on) 31
m agmas plantatice (CP) Improvedhenti-improved grass °GI E /
Eunice, • Bankroll ? N Watt width (en) 001 Banklop • Banking ? N
Orchard(0R) Tilled land (ILI
Ernbruned height (m) 10 Water depth (rn) • Embanked height1ml OA
and/heath1MM wedand (eg hog. ow* faXWL)
If trashline lower dun beg in slope. indicate: height above grata(m). 10
(SC/ Oprn water1090 Bed material a site is: consolidated
_ smoansohdaed _ unknown X
gherbs1110 / Sohortanturban &topmast ISI° Landon of measonnenda is: riffle _ run 0. glide X War _
Rock and son:A(RS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILES Noe Maim haelmoliate Minor Major Iranostliate Mir._
hardhinmodIfied L R ArtIlldalheodIfled L R _ Weirs Revetments I
Sluices
°Walls 4erticalhadann / / Resectioned / E
Culverts FordsVertical e we E I Reinforced- whole bank /
Bridges Dellecion
p b•S I Reinforced -MP My
Other
ale Reinforced - tce only I. water impcunded by weinamn No X Yes. <33% of the _ b33% of site
Longtime Artificial two-stap
N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Poached
None Dredging




0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Entancanem .. Nan?
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES None X
Waterfalls b5rn high _ A rtiFecial open waer Bog _ ronogiogrredkao•TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Braidedhide channels _ Natural open wawa Can _ FRating "Intlift Right None Pracm E (>3341
None _ _ Shading of channel X _ _ Debris darn Water meadow Marsh _ Other
_
Isolated/scanned _ _ Overlurana hos& - X - Lesfy debris' . _ Fen
Regularly spaced. Sitalt - _ Evened balaside roan _ X P CHOKED CHANNEL
Onsiontl chimps X _ Undawaser tree rods _ X
Is 33% or more of the channel chobad with vegetation? NO X YES _Semdconuancers _ X Fallen nem X
Crattioates
_ _
Cone woody debris _ X Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Wawa I • rasa • thwadmer en. brackanA -pad tion.S. tramble. to untinl
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES None _ Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam E Japanese knotweed _ . Other?, _
None Present E None Prese-nt E(>339/ R OVERALL CHARACIERISIICS (Comments may have beta praplwasedDWater(all(0 X _ _ Marginal deadwater Major Impacts:
Cascada° X _ _ Exposed bedrcek
Land Management: PARYJAND
RaPias) X _ _ Emoted boulders X
Animals: 5A10 MARTINRiffle( s) X _ _ Unvegnsted mid-channel bag° X _ _







_ Marne Mandl° X retannwe.
Glidels1
_ _ X Demeaned side ba(s)
_ X
Poolisl X _ _ Vegetated side ba(s) X _ _
bonded rescNal X
	
_ Discrete silt deposids) X _ S ALDERS
Discrete land de aim x
	
- Alden? None - Present X Extensive - Diseased alders? None X Present _ Extensive -
II LAND USE WITHIN 50an OF BANKTOP
K
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY once I of 4 12036
RACKGROUNID MAPRASED INFORMATION (dee RHS manual for deeds/Ione
Altitude:OM IS Slope ImAn0
=meg«) ( I-10r
BOS Solid geology code 75 BUS Drift geology code 5 Planform category
Distance from tource(kmI 693 Significant vilwary ? N Navigation:.
Height of source(m) 500 Water Quality class IS RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check/non and rick box e tiny mffecsiond are needed
Reference site number 12036
Cprid reference: SO 2101311 River USE 71
Date. 3109 /1997 Time: 1625 Stuveyer.
Adease °maims? No X
Bed of river visible? No _ Pam X Entire
Duplicate photographs: general cbaonl No _ Yes X
Surveyed from. Left X Right _ Gunnel
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 1. a 4 12036
Spot check 1 Is an upstream end X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10
LEFT BANK
Matedal EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modification(0. . NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO (B
mk feaftue(s) NO EC EC Vp VP PO PB . VP VP NO
CHANNEL
-
Channel subs/tale NV NV CO CO CO CO CO CO P NV
Flow type SM SM 554511 RP SM SM SM UW RP
Channel Modirmatien(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO• NO NO
Channel featum(s) o NO NO NO VB NO NO NO NO NO NO
RICHT BANK
Mania! NV NV NV NV BW BW BW EA EA NV
Bank modification® NO NO NO NO RI RI RI RS NO NO
Bank leaturns) NO VS NO NO NO NO NO SC EC VS
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCRIRE
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANKTOP (LI IG IC IC IC IC IC IG IG IC IC
LEFT BANK.TOP 1) US UUU UuS U
LEFT BANK FACE . CS SULILIUUSB
RIGHT BANK FACE US CS S S S S CS
RIGHT BANK-IXIP US S UUUUUS S




Emergent broad-leared balm / /




Submerged broad-leaved / / / /
Submerged linear-Rased
Submerged fine-leaved
Filamentous algae / / /




Terraced valley, No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES.POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rifles 2 Unvegnated point bar
Pools 0 Vegetweal poim bar
Output created by WE Wareham on 29#03/19911
17.036 1 1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEN m S P-UP Peet 3 a 4 12034
LAND USE WITHIN 50m OE BA NKTOP
I
L R
sadleaf/mixed woodland OIL) / E Rough pasture (RP)
.. demus plastics. (CPI ImPmnediserninmproved grass (IG)
Orchard (OR) Tilled Intl ITLI
naVheath (MN/ Wetland (eg WE. mu°. fauXVIL)
b (SC) Opts water (OW) •
1herbs (TH) / / Suburbanrurban dreelopment (SI)
Rock and sCrec (RS)
BANK PROFILES
aryl/unmodified L K Arlffidal/modllied L R
onicaLkindermit / / Resectioned
vemcal toe Reinforced - stole bank
p >45 / Reinforced - only
	
E / Reinforced - toe only
Lomposite Artificial tm-stage
Poached
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSE:::::embaokrneWsO
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Isolatedscanered
Left Right None Prevail E 033%)
None Shading of channel X _ _
Overhanging boughs _ X
Regularly speed. single _
-
Exposed bankaide toms _ X









Come woody &W. - X
K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES•
None Present E None Present E.0.3390
Waterfall(sl Marginal deadwater
Cascade(s) Exposed bedrock
RaPid(sI X _ _ Eaposed boulders
Effle(s)
_ X _ Unvegetated rnid-channel bads) X _
Run(0 _ Vegetated nig-channel bat) _ X
Boil(s1 _ x Mature island(0
X Unvegetated side bails)
Peons) X _ _ Vegetated side bat)
Ponded machles)
_ Discrete silt deport*/
_ X
Dwane sand be hts) _ X

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12036
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bastrop heigh0m) 1.0 Bankftall width (m) 313 Banktop height (M 3.0
Banktop - Basilan 7 r Water width (m) MA Banktop s Bank tull 7 N
Embanked height On) BO Water depth (m) 0.75 Embanked height (m)
If Ras/dine lower Man break in slope. indicate: height atom water(ml 5 0.0
Bed material ru site in consolidated unconsolidated %unknown_
Union o( measurement is: Me _ run or glide X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Ma.nre Intermediate Minor Major Imernediate Minor





Is water mtponnend by weir/dare No X Yes. <33% of site _ >33% of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None _ Dredging _ Mowing
_ Weed-cutting _
Enhancement _ Ogee X
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls >5rn high _ Aoificirl open water Bog _ hinging reed- k _
Braided/side channels _ Hamra) open water Carr _ Floating mat
Debris dam




Is 339. or mcre of dm Channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Orator Ismettle0 rhadadaalrea53 .boacke.,4 armed dans!. herable.• mer0
None _ Giant 110gweed X Himalayan balsam X Japanese km:tweed _ Othetir _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may have bete paraphrased!)
Major impacts:
Land Management;
Animals: EINGEISIIElt GREY WAGTAIL SAND MARTIN HERON
Other significant observations: Eetriamor dofmeet tomagerned- eamalee.
5 ALDERS
A)ders, None _ Present X Extensive _ Diseased aklers? None X Prese _ Estes..< _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12037 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12037
- BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS clonal for definitions) Spot check I is at. upstream end _ downstream end X
Alt.audefiril
a SRO, lsEXES 1.7 Flow category 0.10) 8 E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
BGS. Solid geology code 75 BGS Drift geology code 5 Planform category 2 2 3 4 5 7 I 9 10
Distance from source(km) 683 Significant tributary ? N Navigation? EDT BANI(
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
11eigN of source(m) SOO Water Quality class IS MIS Segment type 2 Bank modification(*) RS PS NO NO NO NO NO NO PC NO
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please cheat )6a on and tick boo Clay ronTaion nenertied 0 Bank festure(s) NO NOE NO NO NO „SC, NO NO NO., ,
r-
Reference site number 12037 CHANNEL
.1 ,  ...
. Channel whose CO NV NV CO NV NV 'CO NV CO NV
Grid refwerce: SO 276145 River: USK 73 Flow type SM SM SM SM SM SM .SM SM SM SM
Oiannel moSficatica(s) NK NE NE NO NO NK NE NE NE NKDate: 1719 /1997 lime 13.15 Surveyrx: DS Aocred. cede MN59
Cluaml feature(s) ' NO NO NO NO RO NO - NO NO NO NO
Adrene conditions? No X Yes _ Rictrr BANK
Material EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EABed ol river visible? X Enore.
Bank modification(s) RS NO NO NO NO RS ItS NO NO RI
Duplicate photographs, gencraa character? No _ Yes X Bank features) NO SC SC SC NO NO NO NO NO NO
Surveyed trona: Left X Right _ Channel _ F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
SERCON survey M addition? No _ Yea LAND USE WITHIN 5ro OF BMgElOP (L) IG IG 1G 1G IG 1G IG IG., IG IC
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM LEFT BANK-TOP U U U U ,U U
_ thallow concambowl LEFT BANK FACE UUBUS S S C S C
RIGHT BANK FACE S S CS S S USS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP UUS S SUUUUU
_ deep wee symmetrical
LAND USE WITHIN 5rn OF BMA( TOP (R) 1G IG 1G BL BL IG IC IG 1G 1G
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
X asynaneMcal
NONE NV NV NV NV NV N
Lirenvorts/mossislichem •
Emergen broad-leaved babaTenyed vAlley? No _ Yes X
Emergent reeds/ndgeskushes / / / I .
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Floating -leaved (rooted)
Riffles I Umegetated Point bar 0 Free-floating
Pools 0 Vegetated print bar






1-E NO. I2037 1997 RIVER 11ABITAT SURVEY: SlOmt S EEP-UP page 3.1 12037
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I °IA 12037
R L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
/ Banktop beight(m) 4.0 Bankfull width (m) SLO Banktop height On) 34
Blinklq).Bankfun
•
Water width fin) 37.0 Baeksoyc Banktull
Embanked height (10 0.0 Water depth On) • Embanked height (m)
If trashline lower than Peak in slope. indicate: height above waltr(rnl
Bed material at site D: Consolidated
-
unconsolidated _ unknown X
Location of measwennel is: riffle _ run or glide X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water inwounded bra-fir/dm? No X Yes, <33% of site _ 733% el site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing _ Weed-cutting _
Enhancanent _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nore
Waterfalls ,3m high _ Artificial open water Bog _ Fringing toed-bank _
Braided'side channels _ Natural open water Can _ Floating mal
Debris dein Water meadow Other
Leafy debris
_ Fen Flush _
CHOKED CIUNNEL;
Is 33% or ewe of the channel choked with vegelaticm? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE FLAMES rasa
Nwle _ Giant hopwed X Hinalayea halfain E Japanese knOtweed _ Other?n_
It LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANETOP
L R









Wetland (eg bog. manta, lenEWL1
Open wata (OW)
Subtabandurban derelopnatt (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
1 BANE PROFILES
tunliimmodilled I R Ardfldel/modbled
Meal/undercut / Resectiored
Venical toe I Reinforced - whole bank
Steep 745 E E Reinforced - top only














EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E (>33%)
Shading of channel X _ _
Overhanging boughs _ X _
Eposed hankaide EDON _ X -
Underwate r tee roots _ _ X
Fallen trees X _
Coarse woody debris X
None Present E Present E 0.33%)
Waterfall(s) X _ _ Marginal deadwala
Now
_
R OVERALL.CHARACTERISTICS , (Comments may have been paraphrased!)
Cascade(s) X _ Exposed bedrock X _ _ Major inwacts:
Rapid(s) X _ Exposed boulders Land Management,
Riffle(s) X umegetated mid-channel harts) X - - Animals: SAND MARTIN BUZZARD
Reit) X _ _ Vegetated Illid-Chalinel bads) X
Other significant ObnratIPIS. IllseliCal re-routin a resecilaslagbin tot
atilt° X _ _ Mature island(s) X
weaved"011*(0 _ _ X Unvermted side haf(s) X
Pon(s) X _ _ Vegetated side but) X _




Alders? None _ Present X Ecrcosttr _ Diseased alders"! Now _ Present N Evenswe _
Discrete sand de it(s) _ _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2,14
Spot chock I is a Wines Le%
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1103.111997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page 1 of I
BACKGROUND MAILBASED INFORMATION X doweaream endI A
I
12036




15 RHS Segment type
A hitudef ml 50 Slope (SW
SOS Solid poleax code 75 BGS Drift rangy code
isisce kora seurcells) 673 Sipificant vasty ?
Height of sesta) 500 Water Quality class
HEW SURVEY DETAILS flout cited form cod tlei box Y'arly correctiono ore needed
O'at site number ITOM
River: USK 75
Acad. cede: PANS,S
Grid Senna: SO 208I46
Ds: 509 11997 Tune. 10.15 Sumac
SERCON Say a
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORMII































Waterfalls 65m high _ Artificial °Pm ass
Braided/Se charnels _ Nasal opea water
Debris dam Waiter meadow
Leafy debris Fen
(Coasts may a.. ea. pospernee)















1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pap .4 •
Raritan -13Sfull ? V W aler width (ml 13.0 Banktop -FlankluIl 1
Embanked height DO 00 Water dell% On) 0.75 Embanked height (m)
II eashline lower than break in slope. Sims: height above SOSO • 0.0
Bed material a site is: consolidated %unknown _
Location of sass= is: riffle _ nan
-
se glit X ottat _
•
CHOKED CHANNEL
la 33% or more of the channel choked Mth aeration? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Wave la eelllea a rhadatemilma.3q brakeS grew% dem • bramble. • meal
Home _ Gun horsed _ Himalayan balsam X Japans Incase:I _ Othert. u•
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Is new impounded by weirldam7 No X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT










Wetland leg bog. marsh, fenRWL)
OPCMwater (OW)
SubuitSorban de Sass (SU)
Rock and acme (RSI
L R AellIldaVatedllied
Reactional
Reinforced • Sok Pak
Reinforced . lop only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None
Shading of charnel X
Overhanging hough. -


































































EC SC VP VP VP VP
Left X RightSurvaled Inalv









































3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO BM NO
VS VS VP VP VP PB PR NO EC
Mane meditiem,
ed of river visible7
Duplicate photographs: genera (hammer?
shallow vee
Tarsal Sky? No _ Yee X
NUMBER ormous.POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Umegetaad mint bar
Vegetattd PSI lar
()spot created by IFE. Wareham on 29023/19911
EA EA NV FA EA FA EA EA EA NV
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank featunt) SC 5C SC SC
BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE


















1997 RI% ER HABITAT SURVEY par 1 of 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION R/IS manual fo( definthmul
12039
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Par I OA 12039
Spot checY I is at. upstream end downstream end X
PHYSICA L ATTRIBUTES
Altituderml 51
KS Sobel geology cede 75
Distance from scurce(km) 66.5
Height of lancet.° 500
sere wk.)
BGS Drift geology code
Significant tritium), ?
Water Outlay elm,
1.1 Rm. cale5oOr 0-101
5 Madam =way
N Navigation?





2 3 4 3 6 7 I. 9 02
RR RR EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
RI RI NO NO NO EM EM EM NO
sr No re re VP NO NO NO NO NO
NV NV CO CO CO CO BO CO NV NV
RP RP RP RP RP RP kr RP SM SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO RO NO NO NO No NO NO NO NO
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please dux* foam and rk box i any conmeXpe4 are needed
Reran lite number. 12039
Grid refertnce SO 260150 River: USK 77
Dat, 4/12 /1997 Time: 9.40 kerma% DS Aecred code: MN99
Atherteconditkosl No X Yes
Bed of river risible? No _ Part X Entire. _







Material FA LA Lk EA LA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modification(s/ NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RS RS
Baal fermare(s) VS S SC SC SC SB VS NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed from. Left X Right
_ Channel
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANXTOP (1..) IC IG IG IG IG IC IC
LEFT BANK-TOP UUUUUS S
LEFT BANX FACE SS S SSSS
RIGHT BANK PACE SSSSSSS
RIGHT BM4K-TOP U U UUUS
























Terraced valley? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unregulated point bar
Vegmatedpoint bar
Nape created by IEE. Wareham an 29103/1995
ITE No. 12039 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP.UP page 3 of 4 12039
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Par 1.15 12039
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT IMO( CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop Witham/ 13 Bala/ sil 33 33130 303 Bardtop tel/M (m)
Banktop a Bankroll ? V Water width (ml 27.0 Banktop • Bankfull
Embanked heRlstInb no Weser depth (M) Embanked height (m)
11molding lower Boa In in slope. indicate: Wight above eratellm) 0.0
Bed material at site ir coasolibled unconsolidated
_ =known X
Local., of 111C4SMCITICAtLs; riffle _ ma or glide X otha _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






"ther imPomded by weiddam? No X
N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Yes.<33% of site >DA of site _
None X Dredging Mowing
_ Weedeutting _
Odin?
0 FEATURES OP SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls >5rn high _ Artificial open water Fringing eeed.hank _
Braided/side channels _ Natural open Water Cart _ FlOating
DtbliS dam Wit= Meade,' Cebu
Leafy debris Fen
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or once of the channel choked with vegetal:ma NO X YES _
0 NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS 333.3 I ..311.33 .334.334.3. 3 . R.-tem • Rai elea3 Ornmac, • 3.0










Weeee leg bog. mr.e. f.MWL)
Oreo water10W!
Suburban/urban development1SW








L R A ellfklallmodlned
Resectioned
Reinforced - whale bank
Reinrced - top only






EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Lett Right Nom Present Elb33%1
Noce Shading of channel X
haatechcauered Overhanging toughs _
Regularly space& singk _ Exposed bankside roots X _
Occasional clumps _ X Underwater tree mots X
Semi-motion Felten hoes X
oats.. Coarse mooly debris X
Exren OF CHANNEL FEATURES None X Giant horned _ Iftmalayaa ban _ haposse knotweed _ Other/ _





- _ Other significant observation: Lam ran rine n tarn ISTainive
- - thumping at Inn wane md earth an ut.
5 ALDERS
Alden? None _ Present X Extensive _ OneaSed Aden? None X Present _ Eoleosioe
None Present E NoneWatertallI0 Marginal deadwater
Cascade(51 Exposed bedreek
RaPidla X Exposed boulden
X Unvened mid-channel bast X
Run(0 X Vegetated mid-channel har(s) X
BoiRsI Mature island(s) X
Grale(s) Unvegetated side bads)
Rolls! Vegetased side bola)
Embed rearigal Discrete sth deposals/ X
Discrete Lath igsl X
	1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY:. TEN SPOT CHECKS lote lull 12040
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 d4 12040 Sp...cheek 1 is at amount md _ downstream end X
' BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (See RH. manual for- defint/MoU
•
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Akitud(rn) 53 Slope (mrkm) nonateMe7 (1.117i 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 • 9 10
DOS Solid geology code 75 FIGS Drift geology Code 5 Planform category 2 LEFT BANK
MatoMI EA FA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EAOillanCt hum source(km) 653 Significant tribuary ? N Navigation? N
Bank modilkatiOa(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI NO NO
Height of source(m) 500 Water <Mabry class IS PDS Segment type 1 Bask feavae(0 $C SC EC SC sc EC sc sc EC EC
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS newt chat f ono and tint box V any ammaions art needed ID CHANNEL
Reference site number: 12040 I Channel subarate NV NV CO co Nv Nv to, co co co
Flow tyge SM RP RP SM RP RP RP RP RP RP
Clmat1 namlifinetem(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NOGrid refacom SO 257111 Rim USK 79
(Mad fealangs) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Date: 4/11 /1997 lime: 10.70 Surregon DC Acand. code: HIM RIGHT BANK
Maoist EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EAAdverse conditions? No X yes _
Bask noldicaier40 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NOBed of rirer No _ Pan. X Entire_ _
Bak feme(s) SC SC EC SC EC SC EC EC EC EC
Duplicate photographs. general character? Yes X F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed huo Left X RigM
_ Channel _
LAND usEgamy MOP BANKTOP (L) IC IC IC IC IC IG IC IC. IC IG
LEFT BANX-MP IJULIUUUUUUU
LEFT BANK FACE SS S S S SS SS S
RICHT BANK FACE SS SS S 53 SS S
RICHT BMSX.10P UUCUUUUCUU
LAND USE WITHIN Ma OF BANK TOP (R) IC IG IC IC IG IC IC IC IC IC
CHANNEL VEGETAHON TYPES











SERCON survey in additim? No _ Yes




Termed silky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF R1FTLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 Unsegmed Pcita bar
Vegetated Point bar
Output created by IFE. Wa Mans ea 19173/19911
ITE NO. 17040 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY:500m SWEEPUP pap 7 of 4 17040
wn RIVER IIABITATSURVEV page 4 of 4 11040
II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
rrodkaIhnisal woodland (BL) I Rough pastureIRP) Swam Migs(m) 7.2 Bankfull width OM 40.0 Banker, height Om 3.2
°odorous plantation (CP) ImPeored/seard.irnproved mass OW E E Banton e Mb full 7 V Wane width (m) MS Banktop . Bankroll ? I*
Orchard (0R) Tilted land (TL) Embanked Might OM 0.0 WAIN depth (m) OJ Embanked height (m) 05
°Med/heath (MH1 Wetland (eg bog. marth. feal(WL) If mashline Iowa thm break in dope. inficate. height More water(m) 5 05
MI =aerial at site ir consolidood
_ unconsolidated %unknown _mb (Se Open water (OW)
Location of rneamment ir riffie run or glide X Met _d/ herbs (TH) Suburbanturban development (SU)
Ruck and sate (RS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Nom Major loterrodate Minx MajorBANK PROFILES Immediate Mira
_ Weis
atundhotmodllled L R A rtlIktalhnoilfred L R Rename
Sieges 00:.111
aticagundercut / E Resectioned
Culverts
F
Venkal a toe / Reinforced - wink bank Bridges odDerors
cep >45 E Reinforced - top mily
Riinkned - toe only Is water impounded by weirMarn? No X Yes. OP% of site _ >73% of site _role
o
edmirtg _mposue
Artificial two-stage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Poached None _ Dredging
_ Mowing
_ We
I EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES:::::dentuakmeth.
Mancement X Oder?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Zt:rfalls Mt high - Anil"i"Ral "ci -
_
	
Bog _ Fringing reed.bank
Maim eras







Regularly mace& singk _ X Exposed bankside ma _ X _






EXTENT OF CHANNEL STATURES
Fallen Ha X
Coarse woody debris _
-
_
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Calm t • mem I  rbadalleadma. 7. brackmal • Med elder. / • tmoale. • mil
None X Clam Imposed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knonweed _ Other? _



















Other significam obscraneor Mem mint *dm. song tans
IMMO X Vegetateg mid.chanrAl bar(sl X
Mature islandts)













S ALDERSPonekd tractile° X _ _ X _
Discrete sand it(s1 X _ Men? None _ Present X Easensise ... DisCesCdAlden? None X Mem _ Emigre _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4
A BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (See RHO mond Jot delm
AnitudeIn) 53 Slope Inukinl Fi'"FRIcgorY 0-101
EGS Solid geology code 75 ocs Donil rology code S Madam category
Diana from Nowee(lcm) 443 Signiom4 tribuary N Navigation?
Height of soup:e(t.) .500 Water Quality elm IS RES Segment type°
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Plain cheat Ann and sick box V any corrections ate needed .
Reference lite number 12041
I SO 249161Gild relocate:
Date: .4,11 ' 11997 Tient: 11.40 Surveyor:
River USK SI
DS Awed. code:
Adverse conditions? No X Yes _
Bed of river visible? No Part X Entire. _
1
Dttpl kale photograpls: general chaser..? Yes X
Surveyed from: Left X Right Otierinel _ 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page sal 4 12041
	




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 (0
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA
Bank modification0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
ank feaure(0 NO SC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Cbannel substrate NV NV BO NV NV NV BO BO NV NV
Flow type RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP
Omni molilicatiott) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel reanaND NO NO RO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RICHT BANK
Material El, EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank nvadificationfs) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
ank leature(s) NO NO NO NO SC NO SB PR PB B E
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCIVRE
12041




NUMBER OF PHELPS. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Unregemed P°int bar
Pools 0 Vegetated POisulati
Output anted by 1FE Wareham G. 29103/1991
LAND USE WITHIN Sni OF BANKTCIP (L) SC BL BL BE BL BL 111. BL BL BL
LEFT BANK-TOP S CC C CCCCC C
LEFT BANK FACE SS SS SSS S.S S
RIGHT BANK FACE SS S S SSS SSS
RIGHT BANK-TOP U U U II US 5 Us u
LAND USE WITHIN 5al OF BANK TOP (R) IC IG IG IG 11C. IG IC IC IG IG
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV NV NV
LivenvortalmossesAkhem I / / / / /
Emergem broad-leaned herbs








12041TE NO. 12041 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 503m SWEEP-UP Per 3 .14
11 LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
R
kaf/rniaed wOOdland (EL) E / Rough pasture (RP)
Coniferous, plargalion (CP) humored/semi- improved vam HO/
Orchard (010 TIke lard (II-)
(MID Weiland Kg bog. Marsh, (enRWL)
rub (SC) Open water (OW)
all herbs OW Suburbrutherban development (SU)
Rock and scree (RS) 

1997 RIVER HADITATSIJRVEY page 4 or 4 12041
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banks. height(m) 6,0 Bankroll width (rn1 50.0 Banktop kight (m) 3.0
Sankt.- Bankfull 1 N Water width fm) 310 Beate. -Bankfull7 V
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water depth (m) • Einbanked Night (m) 0.0
If Oashline lower than break in slope. indicate: height above watm(m) • 0.0
Bed material et sim is: consolidated_ ncuonsolidated _ unknown X
LOCati011of measurement is: Arne X run or glide _ other _
NI ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Major Iniermedim MinorBANK PROFILES None Major Intern:educe Minor
MS/unmodified L R Arlillrlal/modhled L R X Weirs Revetments




Vertkal w toe / / Reinforced - whole bank
Bridges
p s45 E / Reinforced - top only
Other
ntle Reinforced - we only'
Is water impounded by weirktun? No X Yes. <3396 of she _ >33% or site _
Composite AniTicial twomage
N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
_ Mowing _ Weed-cutung _
Poached
1111 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSE7:::::”mitit
None X Dredging
Enbannement












Left Right  
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Shading of channel XNme PresenI S (>33%)
Overhanging  houghs  -  
irabirielTd/ulaimsiside>3chamm higliels 1 NAniaturaljciocclrwun:
Leary  debris  
-
Water meadow _ 
Floating Mat
Other_ __ _
E.  Flush __ X  
-
Isolaled/seattered









EXTENT OF CHANNEL, FEATURES .
Undenvater tree mess X
Fallen trees





Is 33% or rime of the dunsl choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Others I a ottsims 2. duawlendr.A. mdamo . ground elk, 1 wins/Ca. ma)
None _ Gant hogueed X Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knots/tat _ Other? _
	













Mint HERONRiint) x _ Unvegetated mid-channel harts) X _ _

















Ponded reach(m) X - DiSCrele eh depositO) X - S ALDERS
D‘screle sand de ii(s) X
Alders? None _ Present _ Es li5 X Oireared steel" None _ Present X hislensior
I
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I egg
BACKGROUND MAPDASED INFORMATION
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of
Spa check I iso:slssreannirnd dOw ligrearn Cad X




2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material ILA EA EA EA EA CO EA EA EA FA
Bank mocidiceriot) RI NO NO NO RI RI EM EM EM EM
Bank Interns) SC SC SC SC SC NO EC EC SC EC
CHANNEL
Chenod salsa CO CO CO SI BO BO BO NV NV BO
Flow type RP RP 1/2 RP RP UW RP RP RP RP
Chinni mealicatke40 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel fonnt(s) NO NO RO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Mcrial EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA FA
Bank modilication(s) NO NO NO NO RI NO NO NO NO NO
Bank featont) PR SC SC EC EC NO SC SC VS VS
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANICTOP (L) BL SC SC TH SU 1G IG 1G IG IC
LEFT BANK-TOP S S S SBUUSUU
LEFT BANK PACE C S S SUS SSSS
RIGHT BANK FACE S S S S US U
RIGHT BANKTOP S S S 3•S S SS S




; Emerma brodnated Inns









(997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Pay el 12042
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
alkan Might(m) LB Bankfull width (m) 44.0 Basoopkigh11.7)
Desktop Bankfull ? V Water width (m) MA Desktop • Bankroll 7
Enacted height (m) 0.• Wan depth Ind 1.0 Enacted height (M)
If =nine lower than bred in XXX, indkatc height stove wan(.) • 0.0
Bel material a site it: comolidgal unconsolidated Xamknown
Location& entaseremem IT riffle _ me or gide X ashy _
M ARIIFICIAL FEATURES






Is eases Crowds( by *WM.& No X Yea <OR. of see >334 nide
EttIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing %tenoning -
Enhancement _ Other/
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INIEREST
Nes




Bog _ Fringing Ind-tank
raidogside church _ Naogal open cut Cur _ Homing mat
Debris dam Weser meadow Mash _ Other
Leafy debris X Fen Rah _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Oth or mon el the channel choked with vermin? NO X YES _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE HANES (Cann 1 e myna rhogetkeden 3 Inclin.4 • gins Cm ma)n • mere)
Nem Gun horned X licalayan balsam _ (sponse tanned _ Oda? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Gonads may ban beet paraphrased°
Major Invent: MITER ROAD
Land Managanat
Animals:
Onenignificant obsernithw Evian= el inner En
ALDERS
A Men7 None _ Present X Este Diseased alders? None X Proton _ Extensive _
Akinale(m) 55 Slope Want 1.1 Flow category 0101 11
13GS Solid geology tale 75 805 Drift ecology code 5 Manioc ninon 2
Disuses from searcetkan OS Significant Winery ? N NaviV300
Height a source(m) 500 Water Quality elan 13 MS Seinen type 2
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please SANAA. AA/ del 1/55t IA 11 /5/1777in On needed
Rdoence site nombn 12042
•
•
Gil rdtrenee SO 241160 River USK.]
Date. 4/12 /1997 Tune: 13,45 &Banyan DC
Advent °natio& No I Yes _
Bed of rim risible! No _ Psn. X Entire.
Doplicale phologschs: gnarl data? No _ Yes X
Sunned Iron Leh
-
R15o S Chamnel _




Tarifel valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 1 Unnamed paint bet
Peols 0 Vegetated On bar
Output crated by IFE. Warman es 29103/199g
Mind. code:
IITE NO. 12042 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500.1 SW EEP.UP page 3 or 4
II LAND USE WITHIN 541. OF BANKTOP
BANK PROFILES
atonVustandlIkd L R Artgldannochtled
Vaned/ender= E / Rectined
Vernal t. we Monson • whole tea



















Wobod (eg Rog. rano.. 110)(wL)
op= we (OW)
Subunnturben developMenMSLO
























Ncee Penn E (>33%)
Radom of chine, X _
Ovenanging boughs X _
&pond natant rons _ X
Underact ce roots I _
Faint trees X
Cense woody debris _ X










Discrete sand de 10s)
K
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4
BACKGROUND MA ',BASED INFORMATION ISer /NIS num.:for ddinisioRI
—
1 PM RIVER HABITAT MIR VEI : T
12043 I—




Page 2 of 4
__Altitude(m) •5 S4ope (n/km) Flow category (1-1O) X
I 2 13 14 i 5 ft 7 1 9 MDOS Solid geology code 75 BOS Dril) geology code 5 Planform category 2 LEFT BANK
MaterialOmaha horn source(km) 42-5 Significant Ohm, ? N Naviptim? N EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA EABak molification(s)
NO NO NO NO RI RI NO NO NO NOHeight of smirce(m) 5.00 Water Qumay class 1.5 RHS Segment type 2 Bank feature()
REED SUR VEY DETAILS please (Iva i fon n and rid bon/nay cortecnonsom neakel El CHANNEL
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Reference site number: 12043 Channel substrate
NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NVFier RR
RP R' RP SM SM SM SM SM SM SM
Grid reference SO 241354 River: USE 115 Mama midilication(,) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NOChannel fature(s)
Accredmode: MN59 MI MI MI MI NO NO NO NO NO NODate: 4/12 /1997 Ilmm 15.40 Surveyor: OS RIGHT BANK
Mama,Advent conditions? No X To _
SP SP SP EA EA EA Et EA EA EA
Bank maddicatioe01
Bed of fiver visible? No X Part.
_ Eatlee.
_
RI RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Sank feRRe(0
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NODeplicate pbotogrthhs: real character? yes X F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Swami flour Lefi Right X Cluitnel














L EL BE EL BL
NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV N
I / /





IAND USE WITHIN 5n1OF BANK TOP (10












SERCON wi•er in addRial? N° -
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow vet
Tenaced vaRey? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 Unagetated *mbar
Pais 0 Vegetated point bar
Output created by IFE. Wareham um 299113119911
ITE NO. 12043 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY SWEEPUP page 3 III
	
I 12043
II 1AND USE WITHIN 93m or BANK-mi.
L L R
trnadleal/mixed woodlard lOLl E Rough pasture (RP)
!macrons planotion (CP) Improved/semi-irnmoved mass HO)
Orchard(0R) Tilled land (1I)
Morlaretfteath(MH) Wetland (eg bog. marsh. fee XWL)
(SC) / Open woe, (OW)
all herbs all) Suburban/urban development (SU)
Rock and sate (RS )
BANE PROFILES
'ettleareemeelf led L R Artilkiallamallted I R
Sthicalhadana Rev:aimed
Varied dos Reinforted - whole bank
tap >45 E E Reinforced - lop only
Mak Reinfeeced - tee only
IselllgeAetiFicialPinpretne
Poached













Nme Present I. (>33%)
















EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Fallen trta X
Corse woody debris X
_











RillIel i) X _ _ Unvegetated mid-channel beefs) X - -
RunDI X
_ Vegetated rnid-.1m.m.,.1 harts) X - -
I BallaGlide(0Pon101 x _ Mature ittanas)_ X Unarmed side bank)_ _ Vegetated Mele ber0) _ X _XX -- -  Ponded remNes/ X
_






1997 RIVER HABITAT SIJI/VEV page 4 of • 12043
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNII RIGHT BANK
anloop beight(m) 1.0 Bent full width (m1 Banklop height (m) 12.0
Bankmp • lImb/oh 7 V Water w3dth (m) 3 Banktop • Bankroll ?
Esebeekei height ON 01 Water depth (.0 Embthked height (m) 01•
If traddiee lower Ran tweak in slope. indicate. height above wata(m)
Bed thatai4 n sim onalcOlded emonsolidased
_unbvawn X
location of measunathat is, riffle
_ run a glide X other
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES










Is water impounded by mirIdam? No X Yes. <3 of um - P33% of sim
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Devising



















_ Fen Rush _
F. CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more of the Mame choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE runs Mame I • seam In dimmest.. besemmt • Here nie, I • tees
Nora _ (biant hemmed E Htmakyan balsam _ Japanese knolweed _ Other? P2 PI I
R OVERALL CHARACMUSTICS (Commests may have bore .persPlarleed1)
Mean. Hemmer
Ltrid M "Ma Ora:
Animals:
Other significant observations; targe tom with PALthat Giant Hamm. RE.
ALDERS
AWE'? None _ Present X Extensive _ Diseased alders? None X Present _ Lathlike _
12044
12044
(See INN manual far defiaoloall
1997 RII ER HABITAT SURVEY gaga I ta 4
BACKGROUND MA P.BASED INFORMATION
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 200 4 
Spol check I is az: upstream ad dotassuam end X
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2
Flow category 7Skid lmikm)





1305 Solid geologY code 75
Distance frorroouroakm) 613
2Height of noacaml 500 Waler Qualay class IS RHS Segment OTe
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please eplectlana aad nak box dine7 onierg No are 'waded






SCRCON vasty itUddSket No _
Grid teference SO 23315I Rita: USK 117
Ma 5112 /1997 Tune: 10.35 Surveyor DC Mood cade. 11E14
Adverse condition? No X Yes
Bed of ricer risible?
Duplicate photography metal draper?













EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO
EC SC SC EC
FA EA EA EA EA
NO PC NO PC NO
EC NO SC NO PB
PE CO NV BO CO CO NV NV NV
RP RP UW RP RP RP RP RP RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO






























12044ITE NO. 12014 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: Men SWEEP-UP Page 3 et4




LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Ilankua beight4m) IS &aloft widau(m) 50.0 Baatop height 'Bo)
atktop Bankfull ? N Water width On) 310 &whop • Bain) ?
Embanked height (mit 11.0 Watt depth IS • Embanked height OM
If trash!ire lower than Sok in slope. indicate: height above wales(ml 0.0
Bed material at site is omaolidased unccesolidated _ unknown X
Locates of measniennet id riffle _ am or gIkle X otha
14 ARTIFICIAL FEATURES










Is water impotmdal by meirMam? No X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Ave X Dredging
Enhancement



























None PnmeN None Present (DO%)
X Marginal desiderata
X _ _ Esposed bedrock
X Exposed boulders N _
X Um/erased mid-channel ball) X _











Tomcat valley? No X Tea _
NUMBER OF RETIES, POOLS AND roar BARS















Shading of channel _
Overhanging houghs X
(sposed bankade roots X
thaeavater tree mots X
Fallen von X
Cone woody debra _
CHOKED CHANNEL
77%.or more of die chew' tusked with eeputice? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS 10there I narks 1 elalsteninsa •Iteadw.A • real eldeng • Inable. • masa
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None _ GSM boreal X Himalayan balsam X Japanese kortweed _ Other? _




Other significant observations: We pay. many Ire uld treiantai str,MX
( ,ass 71 Ab 11111printeAshy an. with Nit Ina.
S ALDERS




Discrete nand de an)
EA EA CO CO EA EA EA FA EA a
PC NO RI NO RS RS NO NO NO NO










F BARRIO? IAND USE AND VEGETATION nuns=





LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (R)












11 LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP






















Reinforced . sop only






EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
L R
NV NV
120451997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par 1 a
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (See RI'S manual for d4i....0
997 RIVER IIA BITAT SU TEN SPOT Cleft
Spot cheek 1 is at. upon.inl era dui...Beam end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Page 2 of 12015






RCS Solid Vann mile
Masse from wuralkol 603
Height of source./ 500
Please ditch f onn and lick boa onany corrections ore neededFIELD SURVEY DETAILS
Reference site nut:
Aated cock: MNIIJP
No X Yes _
_ Pan. X Entire. _




Surveyed from: Leh • X Right









1105 Das geology onde
Significant triboary ?
Water Quality dais
Grid reference. SO 229169
(Mei 13/11 /1997 Time: 1040
Adverse conditions?
Bed a rim visible?
Duplicate plwoographsi general chancier?
Rarer USK 19
asymmetrical
Tented talky? No _ Yea X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Ontpal, tweet by IFE, Wartbamon 29.03119911











Maths' a a a EA FA
Bank michfication(0 RI NO NO NO NO
Rank feature@ SC SC C V V VS
BANICTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE




LEFT BANK MCP S S S
RIGHT BANS FACE S S S
RIGHT BANX-TOP U S S
LAND USE WITHIN 5s. OF BANE TOP (R) RP RP RP
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV
LivenirmalmoneAldwria







































EA EA EA BR RR EA
NO NO NO RI RI NK
NO NO NO NO NO SC
P CO CO NV NV NV
RP OW SM SM SM SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO
NV NV NV NV NV NV N
/ /II
ASSOCIATED FEATURES




Osohanging bought _ X
Laposed bankside moo X
	





Come woody debris _ X
None Present E (>33%)Marginal deadwaler X
Exposed bedrock
Exposed houldas X
Unregetased mid-clunnel bans) X
T elle:Red mid-channel bans) X
Mature 41.40 X





11E NO. 11045 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY:
IAND USE WITHIN Rho OF BANKTOP
L R
Imadkahnxed woolly.] IMF Rough pasture CRP/
'om(nous planuaionICP) Inipahemi-imprind pas (101
Orchard (ORI Tilled land (TL)
Moandllwath (4H) Wetland (eg bog. mars), falai./
crab (SC)
open water MVO
al herbs (Of) E Subortan(urban development (SU)





Reinforted - whole beak
Stop .45 Reinforced - am oily
Ade






























Banksop a Wald! ? V
Embanked height Iml 0.0
If adding lower Ova break Mame. i
Bed enatesiAlat the is: consolidated







1.10 impounded by niMbm? No X





FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
%Attalla y5m high Artificial open ram
Braidedhide channels
Debris dun Wars sal,.





EEP-UP page 3 a 4
hinting rad-bank




Rankfull width Oh) 33.0
Warn wickhOM 210
Warm depth
Miami height above insinOn1
unconsolidated
_ run a glide X other _
InsernmAate Minor
RIGHT BANK
Banktop Mods Iml 10
Eat" • Bank full ?













Is 3316or mace of the cluemel choemi with niasio.1 NO X YES _
43, NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS lOthen 1 ...Ma 2 • sailidestreA anclusA ix mow elgebt • bramble. • merel
None _ Giant horned X Himalayan WWIC Japanese Lamed _ Oder? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may hart been paraphrased!)
Major inpactr LITIER SEWAGE
Land Management;
Animals: colmORANT
Oiler significant obseneanum: OM sense ...rt. Lat
ALDERS
Alden? None , Present - Extesuire X DISCUS Aden? Mare X Present - Extensive -
I0
1997 EWER HABITAT SURVEY par I of 12046
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMAIION ISee MS manual dallati0001
AIntude(m) 59 SkIlk (Mon(
"0" a/err/11.1W
005 Sohd gallogy code 75 DOS Dan geology code 5 Planforrn category
istake from soncelkm) 59-5 Sandicam mtmary I N Navigation?
Height of watrce(m) 500 Waite Quaky clam 1.5 RHS Serresttym
FIELD SURVEY orrAlLs Please the° I one and nil boa ylan.) conwthons are needed
Reference sire ournber 12046
Grid reform.: SO 221176 Riser: USK 91
1301 /1997 Timer 1203 Surveyor: JP MN6I
Adverse condoms? No X Yes _
Bed of rim/ risible?
_ Entire _
uplicalc pbagographr poen! chancta? No _ Yes X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY/ TEN SPOT CHECKS page I ti
Spot chalt I is at: upstream end down/Dram end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
1 3 1 5 6
CHANNEL
Channel substrate NV NV NV
Flow tyre SM SM SM
Gunnel modifkalka(S) NO NO NO
Channel feantre(s) NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA.
ank modification/0 NO NO NO
Bank featuns(s) SC SC SC




Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA Ek
Bank racclifedierD) RS NO NO NO NO NE NO NO NO RI
Bank funme01 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO EC) NO
NV NV CO CO CO CO CO
RP RP RP 94 RI. at UW
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
SC SC SC SC NO NO SC
Surveyed from Left Rigta





LAND USE WTIIIIN 500E8A:4E7OP (LI IG IC IC IC IC 1G IC IG IG IG
LEFT BANE-TOP U TIUUUULIUU LI
IEFT BANK FACE S S CS SS S S S S
RIGHT BA.NIC FACE SS S S SS S SS S
RIGHT BANVIOP SS S SSUUSS S
LAND USE VITTHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (R) RP RP RP RP RP IC IG BL BL BL
CHANNEL VEGETATIONTYPES














Tented valkyl No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Unregetated point har
Pools 0 Vegetated pnint lao
flotpui created by IFK Worsham en 29A)311996
ITE NO. 12046 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 5000 SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4 12046











Wetiam (eg bog. marsh, (MEWL)
Oro 14•67 /OW)
Subuthannthan developromt (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT IIANK
alloon heighl001 23 Bankroll width (m/ 25.0 Banknly neigh/ (0)
aaloop • Bankfull 7 N Water width (m) itO Da/awn • Bankroll ?
Embanked height (ml OA Ware:depth (m) • Embanked hop (n)
trashlite lower dun brat in dope. indica:0 height above wale(rn) • ID
Dal martial at site ir consolidated
-
encortsolidaled %unknown
location of measurement is: hm, run or glide X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILES
0ttraMsnmedified I. R Artificial/modified
ertscaVurelescui Resecriceed
Vertical • Be Reinforced - whole bank
loop 645 E Reinforced - lop only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left Right Nord Piney E:(>33%)
None Shading o( channel X _ _
1101aled/SCAP:Wed th.etansin bechs - N _
Regularly waded Expoied hankside roots _ x _
Occasional clumps Undenvater tree fool) x _
SCITI6CCatiottous X Falkn trees x _
Continuous Coarse moldy debris x
EXTENT Of CHANNEL FEATURES





k water impounard by weintlam7 No X Ye
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing
Entuncement _ Oder?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls >50 high _ Artfkill open water
Braidedraide chasm* _ Nasal open water
Debris dan
_ Water meadow
Lub debris X Fan
P CHOKED CHANNEL












NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Oman I boom. I. riatlagentset. S 9.0:04 • rwrad 11er.10 analle. non(
None _ Gan hogweed X HundOm bah= N Iamme Fantod - thInS
-












Pcoded reachlesl X _ _





Unvegented mid-channel bar(s) X















Alden ? None _ Present Extensive - Disease/Laden? None X Present _ Eamosire _
of 4 121117 I1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CH•C













RR EA FA RR
RI NO NO RI







1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Par I 54 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION sus...nsaftsddiaidosu
so SMPe OnArn 1.7
75 BCS Drift geology ClItk 5
56-5 Significant orhurY 7 N







BGS. Solid ratty sode
Distance fan souree(km/
Height of source/nil
3 1 5 6 7 8 9 10
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Pkase check form and ski box / any coneetiong chte heeded
CHANNEL
Malta% ore nuniwg 12047
Channel satrate NV CO CO CO CO CO CO NV NV CO




Channel mafiosi:anis) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chad Innare(S) MI NO NO NO NO NODme: 1}11 /1997 Dv*. 1301 Surveyor: JP Accts.cork: 9796I NO NO NO NOAccts.cork: 9796Irv y r: J
RICHT BANK
Adorn. conditions? No X Yes
Material EA EA EA EA CO EA BR EA EA EA
Bank modireatioe(s) NE NO NO NO NONOBed of river visit*? No _ Pan X Entire_ _ RI NO NO NO
Bank. fare/0 SC NO NO NO SBNO NO EC NO NO
	
No _ Yea XDuplicar pimp*. tarn' that&
 
BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Channel XSurveyed from: left X Right Channel X
TE NO. 12017 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY/ 5COnsSWEEP.UP page 3 or 4
















Nnproved/semi -trammed grass (10)
how land (TL)
wegand mg hog marsh. fen)(VIL)
/ Open water (OW)
Suburban/urban developnent (SU)
Reck arel scree (RS)
IV Ardflelel/modIlled
Resectioned
Rein(omed - whole tank
Reinforced top only

















Shading of channel X
Overhanging tougu _
Exposed bankside rows _
Under./ eta um roots _
Fallen trees




_ Carta mid-channel bads)
_ Vegetated mid-channel Mu(s)
_ Mature islawAs)
X Umegetated side barls)
_ vegented side baDsl
Ihserete sill deposa(s/










EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Present E





LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANE TOP (RI












1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY age dol t
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
BanDop heightlml 2.2 Bankfull width (m) 26.0 Ramp Fanght Onl
BasAtop s Bansfull 7 N Water width (m) LOA Bunkum 0 Bankfull ?
Embanked height On) OA Water depth (m) 0.5 Ernhanked height (m)
If trathltne lower than brea), in siege, indiage height above watet(m) • OS
Bed material site ig consolidated X uragiSthdaltd
_UnknOvin _
L.ecation of nasurertent is: riffle X ma or 'We
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impouried by weir/dam? No _ Yes.43% of site _ >1391 of site X
EVIDENCE OE RECENT MANAGEMENT
SERCON wary in aka? No _ Yes
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ shallow me concave/bowl
asyranneal
Terraced valley? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OE RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rtflles 2 Unvegalled Point Xn
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Oola emakd by lOt Wareham ea 29101/19911
ILP RP IC IC IC IC IG IC IC SU
S S U U U U
S S S S S S
S S S S S B
UUS S U U
SC IC IC IG IG RP IC IC IC 1G
NV NV NV NV
/ I / / / I / I /
Nom X Dogging Mowing Weedgutung
Enluncemai
_ Oar?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nom
Waterfalls >5m hign _ Artificial open an Bog _ Fringing reed.bank _
Braided/side chsab Natural open water Can _ Hosting MAI
Debris darn Wata meadow Mash _ Other
Leafy debth Fen Flush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
	
Ls OS or more /A a chart choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PIANTS (Mem I beaky Z. nadedmaale. lacireLA s area gas. ls bcahk. • real
None _ Giant hommed _ Himalayan baba X laymen kociweed _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may ban ben PalshmalD
Major impacts: UTTER ROAD
Land Management: PARKLAND
Animals:
Other significant observations: Canoe magas nipata ader mama sag
wan mekttpaps 0. arms edgy • iv*.
ALDERS





12048 111997 RIVER HA B1TAT SURVEY page I oil
BACKGROUND MAPRASED INFORMATION (See Ri)rmarmal far deliniticmN
1997 RIVE NARITA T SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of a
Spot check upstream end downstream end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 I 3 5 6 7 B 9 10
EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA •
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO •
NO SC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO •
Altitode(m1 63 Mtge Be/km) 2.22 Flow category (1. BR 7 I
BGS Solid geology code 75 BOS Drift geology axle 5 Plank.. category 2 I
LEFT BANK
I Material
Distance Born source(km) 573 Significant tributary ? N Navigation? N
Bank modification(s)
Height of source(m) 500 Water Quality class 13 RHS Segment type 2 Bank reatureD)
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please Check fornrand tick box ijany eor zioni are needed D CHANNEL
Reference site number. Channel substrate SA CO CO CO NV CO NV CO NV •12048
Flow type SM RP ap RP RP iv RP RP RP •
Channel modification( 0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO •Grid reference: SO 207188 1151(95
Channel Detect) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO •
Date 11'11 /1997 Time: 15.30 Surveyor. JP MN61 RICHT BANK
Material EA EA CO EA EA EA FA EA EA •Adm. conditims? No X
Bank modification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO •
Bed of river visible? No _ Part. X Entire. _
Bank leature(s) EC EC EC EC EC W EC NO EC •
Duplicate photographs: general character? me Yes X F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
SurveyedRom Left X Right _ (Imam] _
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes V
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shalbm ne concave/bowl
deep wee X syrinnetmal
Forge asymmetrical
Terraced valley? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
lines 0 Unvegetated Point bm
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output created by 1FE, Wareham on 290311991
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANKTOP (L) IC TE TE TE TL 11 BE IC PG
LEFT BANE-TOP UUUUSSSSU
URBANE FACE
.S S 5 S S.S S S S
RIGHT BANK FACE SBBBBBBUB
RIGHT BANK-TOP US UUU LI U UU
LAND USE WITTEN SonOF BANK TOP (R) IC IG IC .1C. IC PG IC IG IC
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES











If E NO. 12048 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEYt Mom EEP-UP Page 3 of
II LAND USE WITHIN Mre OF BANKTOP
I. R
troadlearknixed woodland (111.1 / Rough panure (RP)
Coniferous plantation (CP1 Improned/send.improced grass (Ip)
Orchard (OR) Tilled land (ILI
oorludTheath (M1-1) Wetland leg bog. mash. fen)(WL)
club (SC1 Open water (OW)
Tall herbs (n) Suburban/urban development (SU)
Rock and scree IRS1
BANK PROFILES
'aturalAmenedifled L R ArttlitlaIlmodIfied
vertical/undercut E Resectioned
Venical • toe E E Reinforced - whole hank
Rep 545 Reinforced - top only
;entle Reinforced . toe only
Composite Anificial two-stage
Poached11












1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY po4 nfd Una
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
R LEFT BANK CHANNEL HIGHT BANK
Banktop beight(m) Bankfull width (n0 27.0 Banklop height (ml 0,6
/ E Banktop • Bantle!! 7 N Water width1ml 24.0 Banktop • Bankroll ^ r
Embanked height (mI 0.0 Water depth OM • Embanked Might (re)
If trashline lower than break in slope. indicate height shore water(m1 w 10
Be) material al site is: consolidated X unconsolidated _unknown _
Location of measurement b: Mlle _ nan or glide X other _
M ARTIFICLAL FEATURES







Is water impounded by weiddam? No X Yes. c.33% of site _ >33% of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None _ Dredging Mowing Weedeuning X
Enhancement _ Oner?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls >5m high _ ArtificiA open wales _ Fringing reed-bank _
Braided/side channels _ Natal c.pen water _ Cart _ Floating nut
Debris darn Water meadow
-
Marsh _ Other
Leafy debris X Fen
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 339 or more of the channel choked voith vegetation? NO X YES
_
NOTABLE NUISANCE FLAKES Rehm I ..enl,l • rbobaskt..3 .braesem • need aldent abn.nbln. • nem)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E (>33%)
Shading of chamel X _ _
Orertunging boughs _ _ X
Exposed bankside mots _
Underwater tree roots _
Fallen trees
Coarse woody debris _
-
X _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Present E None Present E (>33561
Waterfall(s1 X Marginal deaclwater
Cascadels) X _ _ Exposed bedrock X _
Rapid(%) X _ _ Exposed. boulders _ X
Riffle(s1 X _ _ Unregetated midehannel bar(s) X
_
Rusin) _ _ X Vegetated mid-channel bar(s) X _
Boil(s) X _ Mature island(s) X
Glide(s) _ X _ Umegetated side bar(%) X
Pool(s) X _ Vegetated side bar(s) . X _ _
Funded reachles1 x _ _ Discrete silt deposids) X _
Discrete sand de Ws) _ X _

None_ Ginn( breed _ Him.lera• balsam E DiPtimmo kmwend - Other? -




Odra significant observatim, Case & 1M. wager& maybe Among arta. Lama
ram mat eh...marten emu absoactian tbs nt react in sums..
ALDERS
Alders? None _ Present _ Extensive X D seased None X Present _ Extensi ve
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pne 1 of 4 IMO
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual for definitions)
Altitudelm) 65 Slope 1m/km) 121 Flow category I I-10) 7
SOS Solid geology code 75 FIGS Drift geology code 5 PlanIcan calegOrY 2
Distance Imen tource(km) 543 Signal-want thtwary 7 N Naviptioo?
Height of source(MI 500 Water Quality class 13 RHS Senna lym
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check fon. end lkk boa f any nmeniannfre ^ended
Reference site numbw: 12049
Cnid rtferenee: SO 202194 Rime USK 97 '
Dale: 1491 n997 Tinw 1030 Surveyor: IP Accred. code: MNM
Advale conditional No X Yn _
Bed of rine/ visible? No _ Pm. X Eture
Duplicate photographs: general character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed Iron Left X Rip. _ Olawal _




Tanen valley? No X Y. _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 1 Unveil:tiled point bar
Pols • Vegetased pin bar
Outp crealed by IFE. Winton an 29103/19911
E NO. 120:19 997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY:500m SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4 12049
II LAND USE WITHIN 50en OF BANKTOP
L R
mdkathrined woodland IBL) E Rough pasture (RP)
in:fermi plantation ICP1 Improwelherniemprond grass (10) E /
Orchard ICR1 Tilled land 1114
	
h (MID Waked (i bog. marsh. fenXWL)
(SC) E Open water (OW)
I herbs (11O Suburban/mban develop:neat (SU)
Rock and scree IRS)
BANK PROFILES
urgnamnallfled L R ArtIfIcIaltmedIfled
/ Raectioned
vertical toe Reinforced - whole bank
ep Reinforced - top only
Ic Reinforced toe only
composite mo-wage
Poached
EXTENT OF TREES AND ANYOCIATED FTATURESSE::::"thnkmnto
	
1997 RI VER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT cHECES page loll 12049
Snot check I is at: Lipttream end X downsueam end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
I 2 3 a 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Mataul EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bans mollkatioe(s) NO NO NO NO RS NO EM EM ES1
Bank lungs) SC SC NO NO EC EC NO EC NO NO
CHANNEL
Ounnel stestrate NV NV CO CO CO CO NV CO CO BO
Flow type RP RP SM SM SM SM SM SM RP UW
awned molilkation(S) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel leaure(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RO
RIGHT BANK
Mania, EA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA
Bank modilkatioN0 RI RI RI NO NO NO NO NO RI RI
Beek feature(s) NO NO NO EC NO PB PB PB EC NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
IAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP 0.1 PG 1G PG PG IG 1G IC 1G PG IG
LEFT BANK-TOP UOUUIJUU0110
LETT BANK PACE SSSSSS CSS
RIGHT BANK FACE US $ S S SR $
PJOHT BANKTOP SLISSSSSSSS
IAND USE WHICH Sm OF DANK TOP (R) 11. it Dz. aL BL BE sc sc BE BL
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV N
Lirerwass/mcmesAkberet E I
Sunni beachleaved herbs








1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par 4 or 4 12049
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
lEFITIANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
BankinIsigia(m) 5.0 Bankful/ width Ims 27.0 Banktop height Iml
Rankin • Bankfull ? N Water width fr.) 103 Benny • Bank full ? N
Enstanked height (m) 0.15 Wata depth (m) 0.3 Embanked Night (m) BO
If truhline lower en break in don. Stink: night above walealn0 n 115
Bed material ai ene is: condidated x unowsseliehted _unknown _
Li:cation of measurernat in riffle X run a glide _ an. _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by wetr/dam? No X Yet. <3154 of site _ >339.14 site _
EVIDENCE or RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging - Mowing _ Weeds:Ming _
Enhancement _ Other?
h 135%. more of Me Channel choked th neut.:Mon? NO X YES _













Shading of channel X
Ovahanging 1/.46. -
Evened banks:de roots _
Undenvame nee mats X
Fallen ben
Coarse woody debris
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Wantalls 65m high _ Anifkial opm water _ Fringing realbsok _
Braided/zide channels _ Natural epee water _ Floating nuPresent E 33
Debris dam
	
_ Water meadow Other
leafy debris X Fee
_ X P CHOKED CHANNEL
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES 14.4 - GIN WADS - HinuleYan Oak= _ Japanese knotweed _ Other? P3
	
Nora Present E Nom Present E (>33%)
Weterfall(s) Margie:al deadwatee
Cascadoehl _ Etpased techock X . _
-
Rapids) x _ Exposed toulden
_ x _
R iffle(s) X _ Unvegeuted mid-channel bar(s) X _
-
Ruda) X _ Vegetated midwhannel bar(s) X _
-
Bodo) X _ Mature islands) x _
Glidels)
_ _ X Unvegetaled side bal0 X _
Woks) X _ _ vegend side We(s) x _
Ponded resales) X _ _ Discrete sill Aposii(s) X
Discrete sand de Ms) X 

R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Commenh may Noe been peraphenandl)
Major impacts: MIER= MANAGEMENT
Land Management: FORELAND
Animals:
Other signirwent olnervations maths, a Man Inaa. haduestmadag are.
ALDERS
Alders? None - Newel X Extensive - Diseased alders? None - Present X Enterni
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I 6E1 12050
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION ace ENS mon. aI PI, fiaok...0
Almucle1m1 67
BCE Solid geokigy cod< /5
Distance (ron soureellonl 553
Nei& of smace1m) 500
SloPeImAm1 1-22 FlonaaguirY 11-10i
EGS Dein geology axle Planfenn calegoo
Significam a-Maury ? N Navigatien?
WamOmlny elms 13 REIS Segment Dm
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please rhen1 finn Oct box if any nynewn, In. med./
Reference site number: 12030
dd Selila: SO 193199 River USK 99
Date: I3/I 1 awn Tim: 15-20 Sumeyor ZR Accred.ade: HD1
Adverse or/editions? No X Yes _
Bed of tin! visible? No _ Pan. X Eniire. _
Duplicate photograpm, papal character? Yes X
urveyed from: Left X Righi Chumel X







Termed alley No X Yet _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles I Unvegetated point bar
Pooh 0 Vegetated point bar
Output !creaked by IFE, Wareham on 2990/1998


1997 RIVER DABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS




















Maierial EA EA EA Ex EA EA EA EA EA FA


Bank nedificaina(t) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO









Chamel subante BO CO CO BO BO BO CO BO BO BO


Flow type RP RP ru/ RP UW BW 111W RP RP RP


Owned wirdiradoeds) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO













Mahmial EA EA EA FA EA EA CO EA EA FA


DAM nwarlication01 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO


Bank feature/0 EC W EC NO SC sc cc sc NO NO
BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE





LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK 1139(R)

































II TE NO. 11050 I PM RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPOP page 3 d 1 12050 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Pun 4 a 4


























Reinkeond - whole bank
E Reinkered . top only








Wedand kg hog. manh. ftmXINL)
Open weer (OW)
Subtrthatharban develop/kW (SU)
Reck and scree (RS/
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Periefll E DM/
Shading of channel X _ _
Ora/miming Mamba _ X
Exposed tankside roots _ X _
Underwarr tree reels X
Fallen trees X
_






LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGID- BANK
Banklop height00 2.0 Bankfull width (m) 30.9 Bantiop height On/ 33
Banktop n Bank full Water width (m) 18.0 Haddon a Bankroll ?
Embanked help (m) CO Water depth (m) 0.15 Embanked Might Ind 04
It mediae Wyo.than tent is Yore. jedica hetet above amer(m). 0-0
Bed mataid a see is: ccosolitheed uncecesolidated Xunk.nown
Imation of measureinent Xs: riffle _ rt,sctglide _ other X
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is /atm impounded by weirMam? No X Yea. c33% ol site _ >33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing Weed-oamim _
_ Oda?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls ›Sm high _ Artificial open water Bog _ Fringing ned-bank _
Braided/side tharmeh _ Naval open waxer Flowing mat




33% re wore d Me channel MSS with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS 10111am1 nimbi.l nmamiteMnik3 xlwakek4 • ere/ doer. 5 •brmaae. • amel







Unvegetated mid-channel bads) X _





Discrete sand it(s) X
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Cammeab may have been PaaParmedll
Major impacts:
Lard Managemmt PARKLAND
Artimatsi DIPPER GREY WAGTAIL
Other significant observations Rine ...Omagh Stamm ma. Major heage Ws.
ALDERS












1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pep 1114
(See RHS fro def iniaiond
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page / e/ 4
Spns ataock S sat apsuramald X downstream end







A Iii nide( ml














Mand co*. HD!Surveyor: a
No X Yes _
No _ Pat X Enke
No _ Tea X
Right X flannel X
NO NO NO NO NO NO NOBask neddicationCH NO NO NO
Bask leature(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SE VS NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Yes YNo _SERCON navy in nddRion?
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow vee














1G IC 1G IC IC IG
S S SS S
CCS S S S
SS SS S
SS SS S










E Reinitiated - top only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES




Wetland leg bog. marsh. fenXWL)
open rain (OW)
SuborteuVusban development1SW
Rock lard setae IASI
I 1TE NO. 12051 1 1997 ILI VFiR HABITAT SUR

















Nage Proem E (5131)
Shading of elmnrel X _
Ovatanging boughs _ X
Exposed bankside roam _ X
Underwater tree roots X _
Fallen trees N _
Crane woody debris X _




Unvegetated mid-channe( bails) X
Ran)') Vegetated mid-chamm/ bags) X
BoiRs) X Maury island(s) X
Glide(s) Unvegamed side buts(
Pea,/ Vegetated side barIsl








Yes. 03% o( site _ APRS' tier _
ir =Ohne lOrner than Wyk in 110/e. indicate: Neighsthose wmalrn) a 23
Bed manual at she is: ansolidated
-
uneormilidated Kanksiorn _
Enos or meas.uresnaa is: riffle _ run or Olde X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES





Is rasa impounded by reit/dant? No X












No* X Dredging Mowing _ Weedsoming _
Enhancement _ Other?















3.75 Bankfull riddHm) 333 Elanktop taught Iml
Warn width Im, 213 Baum, • Bankfull ?
	
0.0 Water depth (m) OA Embanked heighl
Gaid reference: SO 104197
Dare: 5112 /1997 Tine: 12.20
Adverse conditions?
Bed of rim visible?
Eloadieme ghotographs: general character?
Surveyed ER. Left
Skew OnAm/
BGS Drill geology aide
Signifeant tribuary ?
Water Qedity dna
2.22 Fier Category 11-101
5 Planforrn casegay
N Navigation?













EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO
E BE BE NV
RP RP RP RP
NO NO NO NO
RO NO NO NO
BE CO P BE CO NV
RP RP RP RP RP SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO
E FA EA FA EA CO BE EA EA EA





LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (10












NV NV NV NV
/ / / /
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 3391 or mere of the dame! choked rids vegetation? NO X YES -
CPNOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS tOrlent I asetEles, 2 risledemireea leeck/i4 .raa.dddesl •beamble.• eort
None X Giant bogeyed _ Himalayan balsam _ tapas. Deemed _ Other? _




Other significant ObSerialionsi Rine naming Unmet/ deep skied daedeaadr
bete& valley. Pheesaill Area/ tremens
Meru. theca Prop oaf nth box if any rorreedons are needed
12051
USK 101
Output <rested by IFE. Wareham an 29413119911
R
1497 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4
X deep vee




1991 RIVER IIABITAT SUR YEN TEN SPOT CHECKS pate I er 12052
SP* cheek 1 ss w- uPsVeava end X downsuetho ad
PHYSICA L ATTRIBUTES
A InunkIntl 75 Slope Onilm) 5 El" calor.) (1.101 7
1105 Solid geology code 75 HOS Drift geology code 5 Planform category 2
Distance horn souweltml 533 Signilicarn twittery ? Navigation'?
Ileitft 01 sooredml 503 Wases Quality elms IS RHS &rant type
EIELD SURVEY DETAILS /leas e check/one an I dot box (any con-en:on/ err needed [7-1
Reference site number: 12052
Grid re/eat SO 174199 Rinr: USK 103
Draw 912 11997 Ilene: 11.20 Stayer* ZR Aceved code FIDI
Adrene conditions? No X Yes _
Bed of fiver risible' No _ Pan. X Emir* _
Duplicate photo*** lonnl oluncure No _ Yes X
Surveyed Marc left _ Right X Chancel X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY one I of I 12052
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See SHE manna/ far delinoto.)
2 1 4 5 6 7 II 9 10
LEFT BANK
Manial FA EA EA BO EA EA BE EA EA EA
Ban! modificatron(i) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bmk featmete) SB SB NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CIMNNEL
amid subsume BO BE BE CO CO BO BO BE BE BE
Flow type BW IIW BVI RP RP RP SM SM SM RP
Channel solificati..(,) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel fastare(s1 RO RO NO NO NO NO NO 2413 NO RO
RICHT BANK
Material BE EA CO CO BO EA EA BO BO BE
Bard medificatines(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Hank featurths) NO NO NO PB NCI NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
concave/bowl





Tenured valley? No X Yes
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 Unsegetated Pont ho


















IG IC IC IC IL IC SU SU SU SU
SS S SS BBBB
SSSS CCC•SSSS BSS SS S
SSS SSS SS S
IG IG IG IG IC 1G IC IG IC IC
Pools 0 Vegoated PO° 9°
INA'S erethed by IFE Winton an 29/03/19911
I EC ND. 12052 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP par 3 or 4 12051 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12052
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANE
Bankmp height(m) 30.0 Banat* width (m) 41.0 Banthop height (m) di
Banks°, • Bankroll ^ • Wow width (ml 21.0 Banktop -Deafen ?
Embanked bet. (all OA *Aladepth (m) 04 Embanked height (m)
If wadding Iowa than bomb in skge. irdtatt height above watothol - 0.0
Bed material • site is: onasolidatal X unenedotideted _unknown _
Location al meanly:at is: riffle run or gfide X oda* _
M ARTIFICIAL )EATURES






Is %Ma impounded by weir/dam? No X Yew <33% of sine _ r.33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing
Enhawownem _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Wasedalls a5m high _ Ardecial open water Bog _ Fringing reed-bank _
Braided/nide channels _ Natural open water Floating mat
Debt* dam




Is 33%ot more of the clone chinked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Omen. 1 • math* 2 • dmattmetran.3. bracken,. • ground elder: arum* owe)
None X GI= hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese Loaned _ Other? _




Other significant observations; Fat now*, Nap dar el raw wi LB Phnom.
thawing* 90,
ALDERS
Alde None Prot SE /fleeced Ida • Num X Present _ Emenswe _
11 1AND USE WITHIN 5.0m IN BANKTOP










Wetland leg bog. marsh. fenXWL)
OPus yaw (OW)
&shorter/urban dereloptrent (SU)




Shading of chamml _
Overhanging boughs. _
Erposed butyl& rows _
Undenvater tree rows _
Fallen trees X






turaVunmodUled I. R Arlf/Idal/modbled
Resectioned
Reinfoced . whole bank
E E Reinforced . top only


















EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
	
Now Omens E None
X _ Marginal dealwaser
X agored bedrock
X _ Espoted bouldas
X _ Unvegerated mid-channel bar(sl X
_ X Vegetated mid-channel ho(s) X
?damn island(i) X
X _ Unvegeratal side *MO
X _ _ Veteran* side bads) X
	













DG5 Solid geology ctde




1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY p.m 1 el .1
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION 12053
ISee /INS magma Ifa, d4Misions I
SloPe Wks&
Flo. category 111171
1,105 Drift geology male 5 Platform category
Signilicam vibuary 7 N Navigation?
Water Quality class 1.5 RILE Segment type
near chat AM, and lid box slay corrections are needed
12053
Rivet: USE 105
surveyor CS Aecnxl. ODD HOS
No x Ye, _
_ X Fake
No Yes X










Onnael anima BE BE BE BE BE
Flow type RP RP RI RP RP
flannelmcdifization10 NO NO NO NO NO
Charnel feathre(s) MI MI B R MI NO
RIGHT BANK
Material BE BE BE BE BE
Bank intdifirmion(s) NO NO R/ NO NO
Bank teatun(s) NO NO NO NO NO
BANXTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WHIEN 5m OF BANKTOP (LI IG
LEFF BANE-TOP
LEFT BANK PACE
PJGHT BANE FACE 5
RIGHT BANE-TOP













1997 RIVER DA B1TAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS pane









Tented nfley? No X Tea _































/ I I I / I I I I I
I /II III / I
FA EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO












Caid reenact SO 106198
Date: 5/12 ./1997 'finw: 10.00
Advent Conditima?
BS of &a nude?
IIRPIRme PhotoMVM tenant character?
Surmyed from Len





Nom Num E 0.33561
Sbading orchaimel X
Overhanging boughs _ X
_
Exposed &Aside POW _ X
_






































1997 RIVER DA BITAT suR WV page • of I
12053 I
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
11 Baaknaomheigltlml 2.0 Bank full tit idth 1m) 310 Ilanktop hetght Del
Raoknops Banklull
•
Wan. width (nd 13.0 Banktop • Bakken!!!
E Embanked height On/ 0.0 Water depth 1m1 OS Embankedheight1ml
If vashlim !owes thanbreak in slope. indicate: height above watt m1 • IS
Bed material a: sim is, consolidated ursonsolidated Unknown _
Location of measurement is: riffle
_ run or glide _ ocher X
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






h. mates impounds by tveirldarn7 No X Yes. <33 of site _ >33% of site




CI FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls >54.1 high
_ Artafictal open water
_
runo:131de channels _ Natural opm ADD
_







h 33% or more of thechannel choked with mammon? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS °Mem I stalIn.. 2 a Macledeserwa.3.1.mekraA • Pend Ste. 0• Dab,. • DDT,
None X GIN hotweed _ Himalayan Warn _ Japara k001weed _ eY.hal _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Commetai May have been Pannimedt)
Major impacts:
Land Management
Animals: OIMER GREY WAGTAIL HERON BUZZARD
Otha signifies:a oblervalsons: mei MAAR. Deep DB IAD Dadaent Di
IG
ALDERS
Alders? None _ PM., X Diseased alders? Noce X Present _ Emensin _
SITE NO 12053 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP
LAND USE WITHIN 50. OF BANKTOP
L R
3514
nadleaftnted wood1and11511 Rough pastweIRP1
Coniferous Naeamies (CP1 Improtedherni.impromd grew OM
Kw (OK) rIled land Cl/
ecelandtheath (MN) Welland feg bog. manh. Inlet/LI
nib (SC) / Open water (0911
Tall berbs11111 S'N•b•Nurbm dekdoPmeta15111
Rea and scree IRS/
L R
Neu:atoned
Reznfoeced - whole bank
E Reinfereced - top only





I EXTENT OE TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
IBANK PROFILESturalhanmodlned
Voice/undercut
' 'meal . me
.ep >45
ode
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY per I el 4 12051
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See FAS manual Pc defrtpaiom I
500 Water Duality class 13
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Pk ase ani fors mid did Box I/any ranee-lima are ne'rdoi 6
Re...e site number: 121154
Grid refertnce: SO 157203 River
Date: 412 /1997 Time: 1520 Surveyor ER Acaed code: 111/1
Adrene curahtions? No X
Bed of river visible? No _ Pare X
Dophcate photographs pool character? No _ Yea X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECK': pot 2 011 /2054






NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
EA EA EA BE BE BE BE EA LA BE
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Ommel substrate
BE BE BE BE BE BE BE BE BE BE
Flow type
8W RP CH RP BW RP RP RP RP RP
Channel nyelificatMOD)
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Clivanna featearNs)
RO NO RO RO NO NO RO NO RO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material
BE BE BE BE FA 80 BO BE BE BE
Bank nnsdlicatioegs)
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Beni feame(s)
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Alutudel no
BUS Solid geningy code
Distance from vourcelkm)
Height of anacelm)
13 SION finAm) 5
75 BGS Drift geology axle 5








1 2 3 4 5 6 7 II 9 10
SERCON mon Le addrnee Ner -
C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow vee





LAND UMW/THIN 50 OF BANK TOP (R)












IC IC IC IC IC IC IC BL IC BL
S SSSS S SS C
S S S 55 S SCC
S SSSS S SS S
S 5555 5 5SS
IN TH IC IC TH TH RP TH TH IC
NV
I / F I I I
/ / / I





Terraced talky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 thavegetaied DAut ban
Pad s 0 Vegetated Pool bar
Output crated by NE. Merriam on 29/041993
TE NO, 12054 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SIO EX: SCOm SWEET-UP par 3ot 4 12054
11 LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANICTOP
L R
roadkafIniod murOaM (BE) Rough panne (RP)
Conileroos plantation (CPI Imprevednerni-inmenved gra. (IC)
Orchard (OR) TrIkd Land171.)
undoulfbeath (NH) Method (el Lot mani feaKWU
nth (SC) Once water(OW)
all lwrha CHO E Suburban/urban development (SU)
Reck and Lace (RS)
BANK PROFILES
aturalhumedtfled L R ArIllklavocciillet1 L R
enicaVundercut E E Raectioned
Vance! me Reinforad - whole bank
cep )45 E E Reinforce:I - top only
took Reinforced - tcc only
Comosite Artificial two-stage
Poached
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURE:InSd-b:kedembankrneeli
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left Right None Pinta E(e.3346)
ilea
_




Overlunging boughs _ x _
Regularly spaced. single _
_




Undertow Me mats X
Senakentieuats
_ X Fallen trees •X
Continuous x _ Coarse woody Mbas X
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES









_ X Mowed boulder, X _
Riffle(s) X _
_ XXIvegetated midichanrel balls) X
_ -
RunO) _ _ X Vegetated mid-chanol bails) X
_
_
Boilfs) _ X _ Maturt island(s) X
_




_ Vegetated side bails) X
_
Ponded nachos) X
_ Disatele Silldel...UN X
_
DiScrete sand ills) X

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Mt 4 of4 12054
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANE
Banktop Iteightin) 20.0 Button width 00 35.0 Banton height ( m) 3.0
Rankles, • Bankfull 5 4 Watar width (ml 214 BaktoP • Bankroll ? V
Embaakol height 010 OS Warm depth (n) OAS Embanked height Iml 04
If patine lower than break in slope. Odicate: hoes abom waboOM w 2.0
Bed material al Me is: consolidated x uroonsolidated
_unknown _
Location of measurement is: riffle _ on or ghde _ odor X
ARIIFICIAL FEATURES










Is water impounded by weiddam? No X Yea UHL of she _ >33% of site _
EVIDF.NCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None _ Deolging
_ Mowing Weed-cullang _
Enhancement
_ Odial
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nate X
Wasorfalls v5m high




_ Flow ing mat







Is 33%a mos o( the chased doted with vegetatioe7 NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Oaken: wietin4 rIMEHNedrewly batboy. a Dane ddnrOnbnwethk.o rye)
None X Gott hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ 1spanese knoorted _ Other? _
R. OVERALL au RACTERuncs (0  11101attilmay lutVe bee, Pentteatedtt
Major irnowts:
Land Management
Animals: DIPPER GREY WAGTAIL
Otbew significant obseasions: outran batten wet Seeks 2 • X twain,
ALDERS
Alden? NOM - Prewar X Extensive - D seased Nora X Relent - Extensive -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Mt I al 12055
BACKOROUND MAP-BASED INFORAIATION (See RN.V maws. IP,. deSnide. I)
Altaude(m1 95 Sim. OnAm) 6.7 Elow theltorY (TM)
1105 Solid geology code 75 BG5 Drift geology code 5 Platform category
[Nuance from sterce(km) 503 Significant thud° ? N Navigation?
Height of searearn) 500 Water Quality ems 1.5 RIZ SeDtea DT.
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Mose Meth Ion. °MSc', So .1 col.Tarred.. are ...US
Reference site number: 12055
Grid refaence. SO 147204 River USK 209
Dar: 4/12 11597 Tune. 13.30 Surveyor: CS broad- cede. 1102
MD ale ccediftel No X Yes
Bed of nrer oisibk? No _ Pan. X Entire _
Duplicate leacemPt tenni cb•°°"? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from Leh Right X Channel X





Tatted talky? No X Yet _
1 NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARSRiffles 0 Unversed point bar
Port 0 Vegetated point bat
Output crested by OT, Wsrthanote 2WRI/1998


1997 RIVER IIA BLEAT
Spot check 1 is al uptuthm end X
E PHYSICAL ATTRiBoTES


















Material EA EA EA EA EA EA BE EA EA EAN
Bak modifirancers) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO








Chant negate BO P NV CO BE BE BO BE BE BE


Flow upe RP RP RP RP BW BW RP RP RP RP


Channel modifleake(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO












Matt BO EA EA FA BE BR BE BE BE BE


Bank nedillardoels) NO NO NO NO NO RI RI NO RI NO


Bank fetwetl NO NO NO NO NO VP NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WillfiN 56t OF BANICTOP (LI IG IG IC IC BL IG IC IC PG IG
LEFT BANIC.TOP SSS S SS S S 5 5
LEFT BANK FACE S S S S S S S S
RIGHT BANK FACE S SSS &SS SS S
RIGHT BANK.TOP S S S US S S SS
LAND USE WITHIN 5en OF 13M4X1OP (E) IC BL SC SLI IC IC. IC IC PG IC
G CILANNFL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE
Livewortunsamealichats / / /MIK
Entine bnceldeted Nabs / / / / /






Submerged tine - leastil
• Filameraorn algae
TE NO. 12055 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500th SWEEP-UP page al 11055
II LAND USE WITHIN 50i. OF BANKTOP
	
L R L It
eaf/mued woodland1BL/ Rough Pate 001
edema plantation (CP) Irnproved/semi.bnpoved Dan (16) E E
Orchard (OR) . tiled Dad (IL)
orlandffeath (MH) wedand keg letTerth (eaXWL)
nth 15C1 / Opm wan (OW)
II herte(111) SuburbarnStrban &relevant IMO
Rock and scree (ES)
ANK PROFILES
lunI/unmodthed L R A rt111-4thoodilled
	
/ / Restioned
Vertical • roe I Reinforced - whisk bank
.45 E E Reinforced - top only
ntle Reinforced . roe only
mite Artificial two-stap
Poached
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESaEff'dSback enh'i"nna
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
left Right None Present E (>334)
None
_ Shading of dote! X _ _
Noltellsesmered ONTIttgint saes _ X _
RegararlY Weed. tee - &peed beta& mots _ X _
Ooessiond dimes
_ Undertrata nee mots X _
Sanictednuous X X Fallen Ina X
Cerainuous Corse woody delta X
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Rem E None Present E(>33%)Wateda00) Marginal detelwater
Cateadet)
_ X _ Exposed1**mb
_ _ X
Rapid(s) .
_ X _ Exposed hada=
_ X
-
fangs) x _ _ Unvegetated mid-channel MOM X _
Kun(s) _ _ X Vegetated mid-channel ha(t) X -
ells/ X
_ Mature island(s) X _
Glidets1 X _ _ Unrelated side WHO
_ X
rot/ X - - Tegetatid side MAO X _ _




1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par 4 o( 4 floss
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banhop beight(m) 35.0 tankful) mkt (m) 35.0 Banktop Hight DM 33
Water width (elEtanktop. tankful! ? 16.0 Bunkum Bank full ?
Embanked height (m) OR WON depth (m) 0.6 Embanked Might (m) OR
If =Nine Power than break in slope. indicate height...bore Inter(m) C IS
_ Bedmaerial a the is: consolidated X umonsolichted unknown _
eche XLocation of me/sweat ir riffle _ et glide
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Nose Major Intennediste Minor Moja huernediate Miter







Is wan impounded by weir/dam? No X Y es, e.35% of Mee _ >339, or site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging
_ Mowing Weedeutting _
Enhancement _ Ott?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls hAri biglt Artificial open water Fringing roa-bank
BraidalUde thannek _ MONS op" wain _ Floating mat







Is 33% or awe of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Other n a.autnj a rhododesente.3 tacker. a gess elew,5 ahowunt. ewe
Nem X Gt., hotted _ Himalayas than _ Jiparele knOtwweil
R OVESLAII. CHARACIERISTICS (Ceasthents may bare bees paedwaSed!)
Major invent
Land Management'
Animals: KriGnStIER DIPPER GREY WAGTAIL
Other significant obsemations: Bernpes Inor „aab„ enark a 'latently 4111
Me met Old tat bast ettb ISIS water Mere einem et ma
ALDERS
Alders? None _ Present X Ennui. _ Disease:1+14cm? None X Present _
L R
1205612056
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 4
Spot check 1 is ac upstream en] _ downstream end X
PHYSICAL ATIRIBUTES
1697 RIVER HABITAT SOP VEY page 1 of •
BACKGROUND MAPRASED INFORMATION (Ser RIM ftenual Apedefieirioes1
2.9 Bow category I I-10i
5. Platform attegoy
Navigation?
13 RHS Segnwen type
Slope On/km)




























CO BE BE BE BE BE BE BE BE
SM SM SM RP BW RP RP RP 807
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO




































IG IL SU SU BL IL BL AL
COBS S SS S
S CCCCCCS
SS SSS CCC
S.S SSS SS S




1: NO. 12056 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m EP-UP page a 4
1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR V EV parlor
11 LAND USE. WITHIN Men OE BANKTOP
/ Rough pasture (BPI
ImprovedhemIimprored gam 1101
Tilled Lind 011
wows (eg bog. marsh. fen)(WL)
Open wear (OW)
Suburbanhuhan denlOprnent (SU)































LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop beighiOn) 223 Bankfull width (m) 363 Battey height I m)
Banktop • Bankroll ? • Water wild, Iml 183 Banktop • Banktull ?
Embanked heigN (m) OA Water depth( ml 03$ Embanked height 1m)
If oath* Imam than bleak in slope. Saar: hags &owe wain°. 13
Bed material a We is: ecosolidated X unconsolidated _unknown _
Location of measomment is: Mlle _ run or glide _ other X
Major Immediate Minor
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intermediate Minor
(Canatenta may bane been PaPh.•••1”111OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS
Major impacts:
Land Managenant
Anirnals: DIPPER (HtEr WAGTAIL
Other significant observations: ehower wwwrked. Rum Omagh tweak, very
men bade - wrow LAI













Date: 4112 11997 17-00
Adrose condition?
al of dyer visible?
Duplicate phorogruths: general character?
Surveyed Iron Left _
SERCON sway in addition? No _
Rana o
Pooh 0






































Is water ingmunded by nit/darn? No X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing
Enhanetetnl Other7
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Now X
Watertalls >5m Met _ Artificial opeo water
Braidedhide channels _ Natural open water
Debris darn Water meadow
Ledy debris Fen
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% cc more of ta channel doled witb vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS lethervi 1 sretke.2 resawaserw 3 ow:44 - Fame ••••••
 • • "HS, ...HI.
NHT - ODM Ragweed - Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed X Ocher? _
AlD ERS
2 3 4 5 6 I9 I° L
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Plane check form ax: tic& box Vane car/Arlon see needal
Reference ute mambo, 12856
Gtid re(eree*. SO 139203 River USK III





Thread alky' NO X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Unregetated Ord bar 0










EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Presem (533961
Shading of channel - X -
ovextunifts beHtia
- X
&poled hankside rot X _
Um/ormar tree mou X _
Fallen nen X _



















Mserve sand de '110)
Nose Present E I•33%)
X
X
1997 RIVEle HABITAT SURVEY page I el .1
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See ENS manna( fi” defininimnol
12057
Musser ml 03
1305 Solld geoklY code 75
Distance frorn wurceaml 483
Bogle of sourcelml 500
Skape 0Am) 3 Flaw category 0.10j.
AGS Drift geology code 5 Plantain category
Significant inhuary N Navigation'
Wm Quality class IS ENS Segnme nype
7
1997 RIVER HA MEAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Page ol a 11057
Spa check I is t: upstream end X dmmureme end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3
4 [ 6 -2__LLU-1J11 ILEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA
Bank malificatioM0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank remota) PS NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NOFIELD SURVEY DET AILS Meant rhea foe, and ad bar la ay correndons are needed
CHANNELRelays site matee 12057
three mbstnee CO CO CO CO CO CO CO NV NV NV
Flow type RP RP IIW RP RP RP RE RP RE RP
reltreem SO 130201 River: USE 113
Ounnd modincalicals) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Dee: 4/13 11997 Tim 10.10 Surveyor: CS Accord. code: HI32 Channel futon:01 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Adverse coniniora? No X Yes
MateriA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA
Bed or rive visible No _ Bank medification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Duplicate phosegmlw gmaal Mater? No _ Yes X
Bank Manuel+) NO NO NO NO NO SB VS NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed from; Left
_ Right X Osannel X




Termed valley? No _ Yes X
1 NUMBER OF RIFELES.POOLS AND POINT BARS%ma I Unnamed Pee bar
Vegetated Pent Mr
Output anted by IFE. Wareham on 29/03/19911
LAND USE v.antiN Sm OF BANICTOP (L) IG IC IG 1G 1G IG IC 1G TH 711
LEFT BANKTOP S S S S SS S SS S
LEFT BANK FACE S S 5 SS 5 S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE s s s s ss s sss
RIGHT BANKTOP S S SS SSS SS S













1E NO. 12057 199.7RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPUP page 3 of 4 12057
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page of I
I /AND USE WITHIN 511rnOF BAN ETOP
L
leaf/nixed woodland URI Reogh palm (RP)
lams plmation ICE) IricraredlanLimprored 110)
land (OR) Toed WA (IL)
and/leash (MH) Wetland leg bog, marsh. WO%)
b.(SC) Opm wan (OW)
hen (TIO Submbeaturban development (SID
Rock and sane (RS)
BANK PROFILES
unOmmedilled L B AnIfidatermattled
liCal/Undenit Retaliated
ening toe Reinforced - whole bank
p >45 E E Reinforced - top only








ASSOCIATED FEATURES pr.., E (.33%)
None
- -




Regularly spaced, single _ _ Exposed backside roots _ X _
Occastonal dung* - - Underwater tree mots X
Sen•LOntin1104.• X X Wen bees
ContinUOLI - - Cane woody debris X

CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIG/IT BANK
Bantu, height(m) 24 Bankroll width (m) 30.0 BanIum Might Iml 15.0
&MU. • Bankroll 7 V Wale width (m) 20.0 Banktop a Bank full 7 N
Embanked height (m) OA Water deph frn) 1.0 Ernbankol height 0.0
If trashline lower than break in slope indicate: height above wale( m) a IS
Red material a site is: consolidated unconsolidated %unknown
Unica% of measurement is: riffle X nu%cc glide _ calm _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Nese Major Imennediase Minix Major Intennediate Mince





Is water impounded by weirldam? No _ Yes. <33% of site X >3391 of site _




FEATURES OF SPECIAl. INTEREST
None
_
Waterfalls e5m high _ AdiNcial Open Wye _ Bog _ Fringing reed.hank _
Braided/side channels _ Nasal open Wax Can Floating mat_
.
Debris Mtn Wafts meadow Marsh thher_
.
leaf y debris X Fee F
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or rime of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS ahnnz I • mtge., 1 • rmendadrea sbnclunA • Ir.nod eaSer.5• bramble. •emal
L
EXTENT OP CHANNEL FEATURES Noe. Giant botWeed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knectvmd _ Other? Fl
None Present E None Pretell E(e33%)
Waterfall(%) Marginal Madrase,
Cascade(%) Expesal bedrock X _ _
Rapids) EsPased boulders x _ _
ixnow X Unneplated Mid.thaorel tudal X _
Roi(s) _ _ X Vegetated mid-clunnel heels) X _ _
Boil(s) X _ Mature iELISIO x _
chee(nl _ X unvegetated side eato) X
Po0110 X _ _ Vegamed side bads) X _
Pmded reachlesl X _ Discrete lilt deposa(s) X
Daserete mel u(s) X




Other significant observations; old mom Waal alth mew ormelna WM padre
...tn.Piebald, Mang op
5 ALDERS .
Allen? Noce - hewn X Extensive None X Pram _ Extensive _
1997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY page I eel 1205/1
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (Sre RNS 'wenn*, defi"..)
Almuclelm) 1(3 Shee Inn) 2 Flow category (1.10 7
ICS Solid geology code 75 DOS Drift geology code 5 Planform cant.' 2
Dace from sourre(km) 473 Significant tritnary ^ N Naviption? N
Han of touree(m) 500 Water Quality clan IS RHS Segment type 1
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please eked fon. cud nick box if any correckwu are needed 0
Worse tile mar 120511
Grid reference: SO 127210 River. USK 115
Dalt; 4/12 /1997 Time 9.25 Surveyor: ZR Aca. cede: HD]
Ada= mediums? No X Yes
Bed of river visible? No _ Poet X Erne
Duplicate photographs: general cloracter? Yet X 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN sPOT CI1ECKS page 2 of 4 120511
Spa( rock 1 is av upstream end X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 I 9 II/ I
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA CO EA EA EA FA EA an
Bank modifieriono) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feanue(sl PS NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SC
CHANNEL
Channel was= NV CO CO CO P NV NV CO NV
Flow type RP SM RP RP R.P RP RP SM SM SM
Llunrel modification( s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel (ela) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA
Bin enzalifiotionls) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
ank Inture(al NO SC VP PB PB NO SC NO NO EC
BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Summed fa Left _ Riglo X Chamel X












Terraced talky? No _ Yes X
1NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARSMlles 0 Omegas= Pon bm
Poob 0 Vegeta Pan 1ms
Output rented by In, Wartime. on 29103/19911
NO. 1205.5 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP par 3 uf4 120511
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 120511
11 LA ND USE WITIIIN SOre OF BANKTOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R I. R
ILEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
/mind woodland HILI Rough =Me I RP) Rankine beighllm) Bankroll width (m) 33.0 Bankrop height Irn) 4.0
fermis planiati011 (CPI Improvellserni-improved grass11G) 1 e BaliklOp a Bank full 7 N Water wan In 19.0 Bankrup a Bank lull ? r(onchird (OR) TWO lane (TU Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water &Mtn) 0.75 Embanked Mint OM 0.0
	
(MN) wed= lel bag. elmth.fenKWI") If MINine lower than break 'n lope. ndkare- height above wan(.) • OA
b (SC) Opeat Inter (OW) Bed material Brie is: oansolidued
_ unconsolidated _mknown X
herbs ITO Suburbanturbandemlopnent (SU) Locaticm of measurement ' . riffl _ tun or glide X other _
Rack me scree IRS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILES None Major Intradiate Minor Major Internediare MRCP
	
L R ArlIfIcletlalaled I. R _ Wein Reveureau
Sluices Outtallspralbundorm / , Rationed
Culverts Fon
,Vertical • we , Reinforced - whole bank
Bridge, I Deflect.
/45 E E Reinforced - top only
Other
le ReiefOsted - toe only Is sam impounded by weiddam? No X Yes. <33% of sire _ all% of sire _
Artificial PEREETalt N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X
_ Weed-coning _Dredging _ Mowing
Ponied
1 EEXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESS:nadembintmenu 0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTERESTEnhancement _ Other?None
_
Waterfalls nm high _ Artlicial open waxer Fringing reed-bank _TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES









Shadtng of channel _HQ' PitsenX1 E (>3 ) %)








Regularly Val single - - Exposed bankside as _ X P CHOKED CHANNEL
Orannal Nunn - E Lleckam nee roots X
Is 334 or more of the charnel choked with vegetacion? NO X YES -IISeniatinurnoCowin.. X_EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES Fallen mem X _Cone woody debris _ X _ NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS lOthere 1 nurtlea I wrbendeedra3. brecken . grows emer.5 • beak. • =elNone X Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese awes _ Oder? _
None Pram E Noe Pineal ED339k)
Wetala110/ X Marginal deny=
_
Candela" - X _ _ Etposed bechtek X
Rap40) X _ Exposed ants X
knelt/ X _ _ Unmanned mid-channel barls) X _
Runts) _ X _ Vegetated mid-channel ban) X _
Bcills1 X _ Mature Maras) X _
Glade(s)
_ X Unvegetated side bads) X _
Pooks1 X _ Vegetated side bm01 X
Ponied reachles) X _ _ Discrete sill depositIO X




R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may have hem paraphrased:)
Man impacts:
Lai Manageinenl:
Animals DIPPER (MEP WAGTAIL HERON
Other significant observations Dm art bridge mid rtte mot term Memel WI
nab In effeel mesa Mkt.
ALDERSS
Alders? None _ Present X Extensive _ Diseased alders? None X Prment _ Extensive _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pig, I 0( .1
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RIG tat /or dell Wit)
Aldiude(w I'
RCS Solid geology code
Distance (rom sowce(t)
Height or scarceDri) 500 War. Quality Wan 1.5 EMS Segment tyre
Bank tett NO NO NO SCNO NO EC NO SC VSFIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please died fiv....1 ad int if ell nnectimnin nided 6
-bIANgEL .
105 kte Wand 2
75 Bcs Drift geology code 5




Flwv cary (I -10) 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ID
Ptanfornwategory 2
LEFT BANK
Navigation? N Material EA EA EA FA EA EA EA FA EA EA
Bet wedifIcalit NO , NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
12059
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS pme of 4 12059
Spas es kIna wen= end X Matt end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Re/Hence We neat 12059
Claud whet NV CO. NV NV NV NV NV NV SI CO
Flow type - RP RP RP RP SM SM SM SM RP RP
Grid refeleose: SO 126219 MAtr. USE 117 Channel tnolitscatts) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Gomel feas) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO TB NO13ste: 3/12 /1977 Tat WO Swwyor: CS Acaed. col e: tHOT
RICHT BANK
Ads ow ccatees? No X Yes _ tot EA BW EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA
Bed of river visible? No _ Pam X Entire. _ Bank wedllIcatiot NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO - NO NO
Bank lett NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NODuplicate phoVograpin: gent character? No _ Yes_ X
F BANETOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed how: Left
_ Ries X ate/ X
YSERCON sena in talon? No _ Yes
LAND USE WITNEN Ste OF BANKTOP IL) BL IC IG IG IG IC IC IC IG IC
LEFT BANKYDP S SSSSSS SS SPREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
LEFT BANE FACE
_SS S 5 SIIS SS 5Mallow vs concave/tow!
RIGHT BANK FACE
_S9555E5455
RICHT BANE-TOP S SS SSSS 5 SS
sawasit LAND USE. WIDEN 5121OF HANK TOP HU IC 1C IC IC 1G IG IC IC CP CP
C . CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV
_ WON X asynotical LIverwoetalamaGebew I
Enagarl brad-bared herbs I I
Tam esed nlky? No _ Y X Etta reedilledmatothea / / / / /
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Roaing-leaved  ooted)(r
Ree-Dcang
Riffles 1 Unseated pains bar 0
Amphibious
Pools 0 Vmetated point bar 0 Ststarerged bratleared
Ontpto erased by 1FE, Werth= ea 29411/199/1 Submerged lineartred
Staged line-leered
Flanavous algae
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Par V en ISOM
II IAND USE WITHIN SOnaOF BANKTOP L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R L R LEFT BANIC CHANNEL IUGHT BANK
stied/mixed woodland IBL) / / Rough pasta (RP)
atop - Bankroll 7
Litt height(W)
Water widiM116
27.0 Stow height (wl 5.013 Bankfull adth it
kmilets plantation (CP) / Itothet-improved pan 00) E E
Embanked laght(w)
V
0.0 . Water depth OM
20.510 Oakum • Bmankle:10?) N
Orrhard(OE) Tilled land RE)
bright dove telt -
OS
oorlanett (MR) Weiland WE MB wed,- reGWLI If trastdt ter thes Mak in dom. Mitt= ill
ed 'nada/ at she SE contelatedb MCI Om ter (OW) esscoreotted %toot _
Lotion of =matt is, wIffle X caer _ail herbs (M) Subureararbm devek.wd ISM
Venial/tact.






L R A rtlfleletecalled
	













Rep >15 / E Reinforced - soponly Other
ask / Released - 110ady Is water Impounded by talon? No X Yes, GO% of site _ >33% of site _










EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Matta* >Sw hIgh _ Aollficlal open rater -







Nom Shading &channel X _ _










Regularly Wad' WIN - _ Eaposed habit Mit _ X _
Occasical chaps X _ Undawater tree roots X _ - Is 3391 ce snoreof the chat choked with regttios7 NO X YES _ -
IRContinua;
Serni-continuous
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
i -X Fella times






Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS . Kmiec 1.eat, 2 ortweatre,3. testi . pet deraf . eta.. an,
None _ Cara Mat] .- _ Malayan bast _ lament twat X Other?
R OVIMALL CNARACIULISTI(S
Now PIZSCIII E None Plat E (>33%)
IlIajor imp=





X _ _ Marginal Atwater
X _ _ Exposed bedrock









Riffle(s) _ X _ Unvegted mid-chant bar(sl X _ Other significant obserwions.
Run(s)






_ X _ Cacti:Wed  side Et)
X _ _ Mature  Mats/









Prot wages) X _ Discrete s4t deposk(s) X _
Discrele sand Ms/ X _ _ Alden? Now _ Present X &taxi-de DiSCIS4d alders? None X Poonu _ Extensive _
OE NO. 12059 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500w SWEEP-UP p.m 3 or 12059
A1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pea 1 et 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual for *Potion+)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEX: TENSPOT CHECKS page of •








75 BOS Drift geology atle
45.5 Significant travail 7.
500 Water Quality eta'
2 Flow category (I.10)
5 Ilanfonn Mete" 2
N Navigates?






1 2 3 4 3 6 7 I 9 10
EA EA EA EA EA EA EA . EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO SC NO NO NO Sp SC NO NO
Channel !Sense CO CO CO NV CO NV 'NV CO NV CO
Flow type RP RP RP RP RP RP GP_ RP RP RP
Llama uesaricasia(a) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chanel haunt) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANE
Material EAEA EA EA EAEAEA PAPA EA
Sank molificatiooD) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
ank feante(0 VS NO EC NO SC NO SC SC NO NO
I BANKTOP IAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN Im OF BANICTOP IL) SU SU SU 511 SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANE.TOP • BEBE BB BB
un BANK PACE SSS S SS S SS
RIG/IT BANE FACE S 5 S 5 S S S S S
RIGHT BMIX2I0P S S S S SS S $S s





Elggelt ervalateedgethusbea / / / / / / /
Floating.Hared (erred)
Freanatieg
Amphibious / / F 1 1 / / 1 /
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Plena DIM foot end Oa baaany mortions an meded
Referee= she nanbre 12060
Cad refouna SO 12.5120
Data 302 /1997 Tura 1333
Moms condition?
Bed of ript visible?
Dalicate photograptar general character?
Surveyed ROM Left





No X Yes -









Tared valley? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS .
Oman:Wed point bar
Samerged blued-leaved
Pools 0 Vegetated punt bar 0
Submerged liner-lawd
(Spat cleated by IFE. Wsratms en 2993/1995 Subereged fine leaved
Filenames algae
ITS NO. 12060 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500.5 SWEEP-UP page 3 4













Weibel (al beti ear.- br"Xwi)
Open sera (OW)
Suburvanhrban develolasrvl (SW








Reinforced - whole bank

















None Present E (>33B)
Luang o( channel _
Orethangig. ban. -
Exposed banksidel001.1 _
Underwater tee !MU X
Fallen yea X
Coarse woody debris X
_

















Discrete sill depot as)
Disarte and •10
10 LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK


Banktop beigte(m) 40.0 [banal Width (.) 605 Biehee killu O.) 35
Banktop • Dank/all 7 • Hata width (n0 2135 Banktop • Baneful] 7


Embanked height (m) OS Wm depth (RI Di Embanked Hint. (m) 00
If Rasa= Iowa Dan leak in acne. lafiate: Lana aon woterOM OA


Bed material slie oxisolidaled uncomolkated xertlusae _















wata impaneled by weiddarn? No X Yes, COR of ate _ >3316 of site _
EVIDENCE OP RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Ortaleng Mowing
Gthancenwire
_ *MI








Braideaside chard:as Nasal ogee wax Car _ Floating ma











1123% or more a the cbaneel choked with regattlon7 NO X YES _


Q NOTABLE NilISANei PLANTS • Wave 1• seaS lebseeesins. 3 two:keen • rad oldola beemble.• arra
Non 7( Giant boirvited _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ Other?
R OVERALL CRAHACTEREFFICS - (Casemate may bate bees pereptireed)l
Maw Wawa's '
Land Management:
Animals: F.DGFID ER DIPPER
Other significant observations: Terracing LII, Rene estag a Lg.
ALDERS
AMers? Nat - Present - Este:mire X Diseased Leen? None X Present - Eateesin -
12060
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pipe 4 of 4 12060
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
H97 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY mme 1 et 4 12061
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (Ste NHS manna I fa( definitions)
Altaude(m) 110 SWF< (nAnt) 2 Flaw ntegorY (1-10)
BUS Solid geology code 75 tics Onft geology cede 5 Hanka category
Distance from source(km) 444 Significant tribuary ? N Navigation?
Height of someelm) 500 Water Quality Mau IS RIIS Segment type
HELDSURVEY DETAILS Please died Pe. Nid dei Mi ianyearrections are Rented
Reference a ratirater 12061
I Gra refaCCICC: .
	
so inva Rion,
Dm, 3112 11997 lime, 12.00 Surveyor: CS Acered. oade: 1102
&Nam coalitions? No X Yes _
I Bed ol Mem .ible? No _ at. X
Duplicate photoraphs, tenon Marano? No _ Yes X
Surveyed lam Left X RigAl X Channel _I SIMEON sumo in addition? No _ Yea V
1 C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ Wallow Tee
•
Terraced talky? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles I Unvegented Pant hm
Pals 0 Vegaased pais Ws
lapel nead by (FE. Wareham on 250031199$ 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VET, TEN SPOT CIIECKS page I of 4 12061
Spot check I ill at upstream end X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA FA EA EA FA a FA EA EA
Bag adamant" NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
eak fedart(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO SC SB NO NO
CHANNEL
Outtal tutentle NV NV GP NV NV CO CO NV NV CO
Flow type SM SM SM SM SM RP BW OW a EP
Chasmel modificatlan(I) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chmael resat) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RICHT BANK
Mahal EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
ag nahlization(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank fraNnas) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
IAND USE WITTEN a OF BANKTOP (L) IC IC IG IG BL IG IC IG BL SU
I..EFT BANK-TOP SS S S SS S SS 0
LEFT BANK FACE SS S 5 SES SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE SS S S S SS SS S
RICHT BANK-TOP SSS S S S 5 5 5
LAND USE WITTEN a OF BM% TONTO IG 1G 10 IC IG IC IC IG IC IC
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV 1 NV NV
LimaanskametAkhma
Enamel bmal-leal bats / / /
atria medthedgeraabee I III
Floning-leaved (mad)
Weelloaling





TE NO. 12061 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY, 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 a 4
11 LAND USE WITHIN 511mOF BANKTOP
R
madlealkwed w•oxIland IBL1 / / Rough pasta CRP)
anittous Nantition(CE) lerprovedlsemiammed grass (1G1
(*chard (0R) Mod land (IL)
noclandTheath (MID Wetland (eg hog. man>. feaDL)
tab(50 / Open waser (OW)
0 Ma MO Subudiaraten development (SU)
Reck and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
antralannodllied L R A tillIdaVniedad
enical/undatut Resecaned




ale Reinforced - moeonly
anemia ansaage
Poachad





Regularly speed. tingle _




EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
12061
1997 RIVER IIA B1TAT SURVEY' Page .44 12061
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RICHT BANK
Pmka Wigan° 31 Bankfts11 uidgt (m) 361 Banta heigN (n) 3.0
E Banktop .BarMull ? Y War Math (HI 301 Banta sr Banal!?
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water depth (m) OS Embanked height OW 01
If trash1a lower da break in slope, indkate, height Move water(m) • 01
Bed material at site Lc Immolated uncomolidated Nankin..
tocation of measurement is, riffle X run or glide _
AI ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water inipealed by weiddam? No X Tem UPS ease _ 433% Mate _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing Weedaaing _
Enhancetra _ Otha?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
WainfalIs o3ret high _ Artificial open war
	












Is 33% or ay of the Hamel choked MO vegcsatal NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (When: lapsaleaI • raMilendna. 3 boaelunA • areal Maj.bar...a • aril
None % Glans breed _ Himalayan Slum _ (venom Manned _ Oar? _
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Nene Present E(>33%)
Shading Masai X _ _
Overhanging boughs _ X
Exposed bankside mou _ X
Underwater trte mai X _
Fallen trees X
Coarse woody debris X _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS
. None Premed E None Present E (>33%)
Wooing° X Marginal deadaa _ X _ Mar koPacim ROAD DAIL
Caseade(s) X _ _ Exposed befrock x _ _ land Management,
Rand(s) X _ Emoted boulders X _ _ Anima,: IIDION
Riffle(s) X _ Unvegtuted mid-channel WOO X _ Other significant observations Larp nada' (Lama al laa spa theta Nana,.
Ran(1) _ X vegetated mid-channel bar(s) X _ _
raway Wk. at palm 5 mate 16Mei.
Boil(s) X _ _ mature island(s) - X _
Glide(s)
- X Dovetailed side hal(s) _ X
Mega X _ Velwated side oamo x _
S ALDERS
Ponca reachles) X _ _ Dianne sa &Taiga)
_ X
Diana< tad it(s) X _ Alden? Nam - Present X FALena re - Diseased alai? Nom X Present . Eden.< -
(ammeafs ono ham been paraphrased!)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY: TEN SPOT CMG




1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Par I of
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See FM manual for d47000,00.,
12062
Altitude/nil 110 SthPe eartml 1.7 Flow categtry (1.101. 7
1105 Solid geology code 75 BGS Drift geology code 5 Planform category 2
brunet Iron smacelkthl 133 Signifier'. Mbar, 7 N Navigation? N
Heirl of scaveln0 5110 Wm.' Quality class 13 RHS Segment type 6
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Plauetherk Arra an41eicl boa I/ 001 conAlia". III AnIkd 0
ReamEe site number. 12462
Grid reference SO 118212 River USK 123
Dale: NIl n997 line: 1E45 Sarverx: ZR Am.& are: 11E11
Adverse conditions? No X Yes _
Bed ol river ruble? No _ Pan. X Entire. _
Duplicate photogrmhs: gerend durractal No _ Yes X
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material BW EA EA BW EA EA EA EA EA RA
Bank moddicatioe40 RI RI RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank 41010KO NO NO NO NO NO NO SC NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Ostend nalastrate CO NV NV NV P CO NV NV NV NV
Flow type RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP
Otannel ffelficatscols) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chaired (eature(0 M NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Moral EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Barr mocklication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank lemungsl SC NO VS VS NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed /men: Leh X Right _ Clunnel X
LAND USE WIDENSinOF BA141(TOP 0-1 IC IG IG IG IC 1G IG SU SU SU
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes V LEFT BANK-ILW SS S S SS S BBB
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM LEFT BANK FACE esss Ss ssss
shallow v“ concave/bowl RIGHT BANK FACE S SSSSS S SSS
RIGHT BANKTOP 5 SS S SS S $S S
LAND USEWITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP fR1 RP TI, TI, TX, IC IC IG IG 10 IC
_ deep re DiTOiItUteII
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV /
Livenvent/robtseslicbens
- VOX X asymmetrical
&Dewed NoRI-leaved hate
Emerge. reeds/sedgernnhe / I I /
Terraced alley No X Y. _ Floating.kaved booted)
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS Free-floating
Riffles 0 Dn.:a-goad rine bar AmPbabian
Submerged broad-Raved
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Submerged lirear-kaved
Orr erased by IFF, Wareham go 2W01,1990
Submerged fireleared
Fi Lannon algae
I It ND. 12062 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500th SWEEP-UP page 344 12062
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 el 4 12062
11 LAND USE WITHIN .50m OF BANKTOP
L R I R
°Alen Urnised ee4IaIIBLI Rough pasture IRP1
coniferous planation /CP( Impronedremi.improved grus110) E E
orchard (OR) Tilled land at/
oorand/beath(M11) Wetland leg hog, marsh, fenXWL)
nth (SC) Opal water IOW)
41 herbs rrto SuberbaNurban development (SW
Rock and scree IRS1
BANK PROFILES
suralAmmodllled L R L R
VenicaVunderctu E E Resecnoned
Vertical 4 toe I I Reinlemed - whole bank
-ep 545 E E Reinforced - nth mil):
vide Reinforced - we only
Owripmne Andlcial two-sup
Ported









EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None PRIM E0,13/61
Shading ol channel X _ _
Overhanging houghs _ X _
Exposed baliklide _ X _
Underarm tree Mal s. X
Fallen hen
Coarse woody debris X
None Pesent E None Present E (>3191)
X _ _ Maiginal dead water X _
Exposed bedrock X
_
X Exposed boulder X _ _
X Unvegrated mal-channel barls1 X _ _
_ Vegetated mid.chanrel bans) X _ _
X _ Mature Island/al _
X Unvegetated side bar(%) X
X _ _ Vegetated side harts/ X
_ _ Discrete silt deposuri x _











LEFT BANK CHANNEl. RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m1 13 Bankfull width (ml 30.0 Banitop height rn) 4.0
Danktop a Banktill 7 V Wales width In0 WA Bastrop • Bank full
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water depth (MI 03 Embanked height (m). 0.0
If !ratline lower than break in akar, indicate: height above vegeta°. 0.0
Bed material at site is: consolidated unconsolidated %unknown
of measinenbattic time
-
non or glide X other _
M ARIIVICIAL FEATURES






Is wan impounded by miintlam? No X Yes. 4338 of one _ >339. of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X rndging
_ Mowing Wealcurtmg _
Enbancorent _ Ott?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nor X
Wateralls 5.5m high _ Artificial... am._ Fringing reed.bank _
raio,d/side charnelsNatural OM war Floating mai_ _




Is la% et mete of Re channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Oman i • realarbetamdre.,3 Rradua.4 • rend elder, • bramble. • wire)
Nore X Giant harmed _ Himalayan balsam _ DP:mese Inn:tweed - OM." -




Other significant Observer.. AI retort 14 benders wane dumps men lank
asrelefermeret Very anp
5 ALDERS
Alders? Nem _ Present _ Eolennioe X Diseased alden? Nom X Present _ Cuenire _
1997 RIVER HABITAT MIR VET page I of 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION ISee RYE annual for &fait
12063 I
1997 RI VER HABITAT SURVEY: T SPOT CIIECICS par I of .1





Altitutleiml 113 SloPe Onfkm)
"Urfa (1-110
1105 Soled geology code 75 WS Drift geology code 5 Planfonn category
Diva> from 6666 kml 123 Significant tribuary ? N Navigation?
Height of sourceDM 500 Wale Quality elms 13 RHS Segmem type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please eked form and Ai bra 01nnycoroecoses are needed
Refenrce site number. 12063
'Grid refereem, SO 110146 Rarer: USK 123
Date: 3/12 /1997 lime: 9.30 Surveyor: CS Accord cede: IID2
Muerte ccoditions! No X
Ben of firer risible? No _ Part X Entire.
Duplicate phempares: general chaser? No _ Yes X
2 3 a 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA
Ban/ noiditeasoat sI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
oa feature(*) EC EC EC W NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
On! substrate NV NV CO CO co NV NV • NV NV
Flow type Re RP RP RP RI SM RP RP RP RP
Charm! modi(tation(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel fatunis) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO VB
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA NV
Bank nadificatintiel NO NO NO NO NO NO ND NO NO NO
eak featmels1 PB PB PB PB NO EC NO VP SC NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE





LAND USE WTTHIN 5m OP BANE TONE)












IC IG IC IC RP RP RP BL BL SO
5 SS SS S S SS B
S S S 5 SS SS S
S S S S S S 5 S S
SS SS SSSS S
IC IG IG IG• IC IG IC IC IC IC
NV NV / NV NV PIV NV
/ 1 /
Surveyed from: Lett X Right Channel X
SERCONuuwonyi aidmon. No _ Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow vee ccocavabowl
_ deep wee symmetrical
	
X curiae:deal
Terraced valky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles I UnuelPaUted point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar




111----, ITE NO. 12063 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 50(letSWEEP-Up pne 3 of 4
II LAND USE WITHIN SOm OF BANKTOP
L R
odleal2miled woodlarld (11L) Rough pasture (RP)
Coniferom plantation (CPI Improved/semi-improved gnus 001
Orchard (OR1 Tilled lad (TL)
norborneath(MH) Wedand ( eg bag, Mat* aVOVU
-rub (SC) Open water (OW)
Tall habs (rto Suburton/urban developmeet GUI
Reck and scree (RS)
11.,BANK PROFILES
malhaameaMed L R ArvUldalheollfled
Reseetionedvolicalfurdocia
Reinforced - whole bank'coital • me






1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Par of 4
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop beight(m) 1.5 11406f011width On/ 123 Banktop height 0.0
Banktop • Bankfull ? Y Water width (m) • 113 Banktop • &anthill 7
Embanked height (00 CO Water depth (m) Embanked height (m)
If =Nam /en IMP SO& la akpe, inficate. learn about water(m) 00
Bed material a WC It consolidated
-
unconsolidased Xunknown _
Location of measurement is: riffle _ nonew glide X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is warm impounded by Witfclatn? No X Yea 03% of _ 63396 of site
EVIDENCE OF RECDIT MANAGEMENT
Nom X Dredging Mooing
Ethararera _ Othel
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
12063
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E 1,33%1
Shading of channel X _ _
Overhanging boughs - X
ExpOled Patrick r0345 _ X














Walerfalls >5m high _ Artificial open wale Fringing reed-bank
Braid:Mal& clonnela _ Neural open water Cent _ Floating mat
Debris ChM Watt meadow Other
Leafy detais Fen
P CHOKED CHANNEL
3311 or more of the channel choked with recension? NO X YES _
II NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Ittebere 1 • medal • madmienerw 3 bradwA • pea elde65•bmads6.wacce
None X Giant horned _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ Other? _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (COMMents may ban ben PanchawadD

























Discrete sand de WO
Land ManagenwL
Animist HERON
Other significant observations: large sawn se bedsSee dile dor. Veer
ALDERS
Alders? None _ Present X Ememire _ Diseased Alden? None X Present _ ra
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 12064
BACKGROUND MA P-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual for definitions)
Abitude(ml 115 SloPe Maim) 1.7 How category 0.10 i 7
BUS Mid geology cede 73 BOS Drift geolop cock 3 Platform [mpg 2
Diane from afance(km) 413 Signings. Mem ? N Nariptkol N
Height of senrce(ml Re Water Quality class IS RES Segment type 6
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Mase check form and da basil any correction s are needed • 0
Refame she numb. 120641
Grid gam: SO 104244 Rive: L)SX 127
Date: All /1997 Time. 9.13 Surveyor: CS Asstd. code: EDI
Adresse condminmsy NO X
Bed of riser risibk? No _ Part X Mks
DuNicate pbatographs: general antler? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from: Left X Right _ Cannel X
SERCON sunny in addition? No _ Pa V
concave/bowl
Tamed alley? No _ Y. X
NUMBER or RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
RM. 1 Ussegetned Dia bar
PM 0 Vegetated poet bar
Output created by 1FF, Wareham era 29/03/1991 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Par ot 17;064
Spot chea I is ad upstream ead _ downy:um ard X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 3 6 7 I 9 10
LErr BANK
Mahal FA EA EA EA EA EA co co co EA
Bank rradificatiorgs) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank leature(s) NO NO NO NO EC PB PB P11. PB NO
CHANNEL
Ommel subrathe GP GP G. GP P SA G P P GP
Flow type RP sr le RP RP RP SM RP or sm
aannel modificatig(S) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel features) 1 V MB NO NB NO NO NO NO VB NO
PJGHT BANK
Magial EA EA EA EA EA EA EA BW FA EA
Bank modifiratiorol NO NO NO NO NO NO RI RI NO NO
Bank femur.° NO PB PB SC SC NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 3m OF BM4K7OP (L) IG IC IG IG SC TM TH TH IG
LEFT BANK-TOP SS USSS S USS
LEFT BANK FACE SSUS S SS LISS
RIGHT BANK FACE SSSSSSSSSS
RIGHT BANXTOP SSS 5 SS $SSS













C PREDOMINANT VALLEY !FORM
shallow the
TB NO. 12064 997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPHP page 3 at 4
II LAND USE WITHIN 1011 OF BANKTOP
L R
roadMImixed woodland OIL) / Reuel pasture1RP)
Comm. plantation (CP) Inerovednenidnermed gran (IC)
Orchard (OR) Tilled me rru
corandshath (MEI Wedaod (et kat. marsh, (000(11-)
(SC) I 00al
all herbs MD K / Sobabaniagn development (SU)
Rock and scree IRS)
12064
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Path of4 12064
L R L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
E
Banktop heightiml IS Bankfull width OM 17.4 Bakke height (nd ISE


Banktop • Eleakfull 7 V Water width (m/ 142) Beget Bankroll ? V
Egamthed WO Ca) OA Water dap& (nd OA Embthked heigth (m) 03
If trashlith lowa than break in slope, item height gee malml OA
Bed medal the is: consolidated unconsolidated _ unknown X
Location of measurernent is: riffle _ run cc glide X other _
14 ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Nona Maki( Immediate Minor Major Imennediate Minor





Ils tram irreoweled by midden? No X Yes. m.33% a/ the _ >33% Mane
EVIDENCE OE RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing
_ Wad-cutting _
Enhancemeat _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Wagtails gm high _
-
Artificial open water Bog _ Fringing =Haag -
Braledfakle thumb _ Kauai OM water Floating nut
Dexis darn
_ Water meadow Marsh _ Oder
Leary debris X Fen
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or mat of de channel choked with netelation7 NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS ottani meg I • rhgadesdne basclas.4 efriar,S•Insaia,. meal
None _ Ciuui hogged _ Himalayan baleen _ liparese ganged X Other? _




Other significam observations: Vera dyne* tam Yu amid lerrana • astir
lake, rm. 4..0 tan la rashly On. Lae el alepaialanof and) nfaele putt paw I.
ne• area, Phened San lamas.
ALDERS
Alders? None , Present X Extensive - Diseased a None X Proem - Extensive -
BANK PROFILES
atand/nmealed L R Millichd/mDfled
Nertialkedercut I E Resection:el
Venial • roe E / Reinforced whole bank
cep >45 I I Reinforced -top only
auk E Reinforced . Ice only
Composite Artificial two-stage
Poached











EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E 033%1
Shading of channel X _ _
Overhanging boughs _ X _
Eaposed haggle _ X
Underrate Cm rims X _ _
Fallen pees X _ _
Coarse woody debris X _
alone Pasant E
Watafaths) Marginal dadwaa
Cuadra) X - - Famed be:Mack '
Rapiths) X _ _ Exposed boulthrs
Ethers/ X _ Unvegethed nrinclunnel bersl
Run(s1 _ X Vegetated mid-chanral barn)
Botha X _ _ Maim islamks1
Glides)




Ponied madder _ X _ Discrete silt deposithl
Discrete sand ids)
E 90 1
21997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12065
BACKGROUND BIAP-BASED INFORMATION (See WO ononuallor definoin.0
Abase/eat 118 55cc ('nlml categraY11-1())
FIGS Solid geology ask 75 RCS Drift geology code 5 Planfonft category
Disuse kora soimenkm1 103 Significant Iribuary ? N Navigation?
Fleigfa of weren't') 500 Wats Quality Cleo 13 RHS Seaman type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS fl.ncaMler,oad SI boa Van, corrections as needed
Relereace the numbs 12013
Grid release: SO 97253 River USK 129
Doe: 6112 /1997 Ilme, 1035 Surveyor ZR Ascred col. FIDI
Adam condidorn? No X Ves _
Bal of rima visibk? No _ Pan. X Entire
Duplicate R5eas:2E4w general chancier? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from: Left X Right




Tanned veiny? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFTLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles I Unvegetated point bar
Pools Vegetated point bar
Output created b IFE. Wareham on 29103119911

1997 RIVER 11ABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS p.ge2,rl 12063
	
Spy noel I is o: upstream end _ dotlistram cal X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEET BANK
Material EA EA CO EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modtfictlords) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank latuons) NO NO NO NO NO EC SC SC NO NO
CHANNEL
<And ustatice NV NV NV NV CO CO P NV CO NV
Flow toe RP RP NP RP RP RP RP SM RP RP
Channel enediflution(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Clonal feature/SI NO NO NO NO VB I M 1 M B MB
RIGHT BANK
EA EA EA EA EA EA EA CO CO EA
Bastk modifications) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Raab learns) NO SC EC NO EC PB PI3 Pit VP NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WHILIN Sm OF BANKTOP SC SC SC SC SC IG 1G IC 1G IC
LEST BANK-TOP BS BSSSS S B S
LEFT BANK FACE BS BS S BS S.S S
RIGHT BANK FACE S S BS BS SSSS
RIGHT BANK-TOP SSS S SS SSSS




Ernst.% tiost‘leaved herbs / /








ITE NO 13065 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPUP Par 3 of a 12063
II LAND USE WITHIN Rins OF BANKTOP
	
L B L R
media/honed wrodland 11.(L) Rough pasture (RP)
(alas. plarsatims(CP) IntrovecherniCenproved gray (10) E /
(Erhard (OR) Tilled las (TLI
Moorland/heath1MM Wedand (eg bog, mants fenXWL)
sib (SC( E E Open arm (OW)
all lotto HE) Suburban/urban &skim:lent (SU)
Reck and sate (RS)








V erfical • is ReNforeed - whoH bank
!cep >45 E F. Reinforced - top only
tole Reinforced - Ice only
°Mina Anificial oronage
Peaclod
/ EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSaEmb:k ernbaukinenlo
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left Right None Presem (3)3910
Nos %sang of channel X _ _
Isolatedhonered
_ _
Overhaging bauglat X _
Regularly spaced. mak _ Exposed bottle roots X _
Occasional clumps _ Underwater anseroots X
Semicontincon X X Folks trees X _
Continual Come weedy delpH _ _ x
nava OF CHANNEL FEATURES
. Nam Present E None Pram E (>33%1Wato/aIX) X Marginal deadtlan
Cascade(%) X Exposed bedrock X _ _
REPid1s) X _ _ Exposed !solders X _ _
Rollins) X _ ..., Unvessased mid-channel bails) _ X
Run(s) _
	
_ X Vegetated mid-channel harts) _ _ X
oil(s) X _ _ Mature island(%) X


litle(s) _ X _ Unregetated side bar(s) X _ _
Poops) X _ Vegetated side bar(s) X _ _
Pcoded reachlm/
_ X _ Discrete silt deposals)
_ _ X
Dianne sand WO_ X

1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY page WA 12065
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Baaktop height(m) Ii Bankfill width (m) 19.0 Bankap heigtu ml IS
Banktop. tankful!? V Water width OM 16.0 Flattop • Bankfull ?
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water depth Iml 035 Embanked kighi Hp) 0.0
if =Nine Qaceth. treQ, k slope. ind.casc height above waser(m). 10
Bed material at site ir oonsolidated unconsolidated XI/Aroma
Location of weasiarement is, riffle _ nal or glide X other
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is woo incounded by wartlant? No X Yes. 03% of site _ AS% of sae







Waists/Ls +51n high _
-
Artificial opetorao
_ Fringing med.-task _
BraidedMde channels _ Natural opal woo X Floating mat
Debris dans Wmet meadow Ocher
Leafy &His X Fea Ruth _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% er more of the channel stoked wilh vegetation/ NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Gass sales 2 . madedadea. heathen. -Pad 6,1939 Waal. ono.)
None X Girt horsed _ Himalayan balum _ Japanese knomeed _ Other? _




Ocher signifies/sr observations: Ham nilbonapnea a Le. Dauer/ agar De5af
monurban not annege Innen. Yea dame* rine. May Clear ad-ehaanel ani mOthpealed
anns betaetlarn a tbe bank )natuol see eaten
ALDERS
Aldcn? None _ Present K Eanneve Disease] alders? None X Presem _ atenove _
L
I11997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 or 4FA BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION
I
(See NIS annum lot &pada.)
12066
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY/ TEN SPOT CHECKS Pane ? nfl 2066
Spot check I is au upstreani end X downstream eral _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Altilude(m) 120 Slone IrnArnI 1.7 Flow category (1-10) - 7
BUS Solid geology cede 75 BUS Drift geology cook 5 Planform category 2
Distance from sourcelkad 393 Significant trihuary ? N Navigation? N
Height of source(m) 500 Water Quality class 1_5 RHS Segment type
HELD SURVEY DETAILS Please chef form and tick box Von, coloNIONN ace naNci
Refacnce tile nurnba, 12066
Grid reference, SO 89263 River: USK 131 -
Date. 3/12 /1997 Time: 15.10 Surveyor. DC Acaed.cok: HD4
Adverse conditions? No X Yes
Bed of rivet siSible? No _ Pan. X Entire.
Duplicate photograptul general character? No _ Yes X
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) EC EC SC SC VS VS VS VS NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel substrate NV NV BE BE CO CO DE BE BE BE
Flow type RP RP RP RP RP FIP SM RE SM SM
gunnel malificatiools) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
aannel leant) NO NO NO NO RO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Matelial EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank meddication(n) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(c) VS VS SC VS SC SC EC EC SC SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
surveyed front Left X Right _ Channel





Terraced valley? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OP RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles • Umegetated poisehae
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output meted by WE. Wareham nu 20913/1998
LAND USE WITIUN 5m OF BM4KTOP (L) IG IG IG IG RE 1G IG BL IG IG
LEFT BANK-TOP UUUUSUUSS
Ern. BAN% FACE GESS SS S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE SS SS SS SSS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP S S S S S LI II S 1.1 U




EmergeM Woad-Bawd hats / /








i E  NO 12066 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP.UP age 3 of 4 12066
11 LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
L
maleallmised wt.:Bland (IL) / / Rough pane. (RP)
(mamas plantation (CP) Irnproved/semiamproved gas (10) E E
Orchard (OM Tlkd DS (11)
Wrath (MH) Wetland (eg bog. marsh. fenXWL)
b (SC) / Open water (OW)
Suburbannarban development (SU)
Rock and scree IRS)
BANK PROFILES




. vertical + toe I Reinforced - whole bank Bridges Deflecices
p at? Reinfccced - top only Other
de Reinforced..toe only Is water impounded by weiddun7 No X Yes. <33% of site _ >33% of site _
Ounposite Artificial two.stage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT




kedkembankments 0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST





Overhanging houghs X _ _















Shading of channel _ X _
None Present E. (nME)I TREESNone
Regulaily spaced, Wick _ Exposed hankside roots _ X P CHOKED CHANNEL
I	
Otte:Mall]  Clutren  
_ Undenvater  tree  mots X  












' Q NOTABLE NIJISA.NCE PLANTS (met I a yea I. rboldeneran. 3 - twackaeA • grad eldw. I• bumble. • mweI
. None _ cum &waved _ Himalayan haham _ biunese kwoued - °Wen 158K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY age 4 of 4 12066
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Beaton heigla(m) 12 Bankfull width ou 40A Banktop Might (m) 23
Banktop a Bankroll ? r Water width (M) 33.0 Banktop u Bankfull 7 r
Enthmked height (m) 0.0 Water depth (n) 0.4 Embanked height (m) 0.0
If trashline lower than break in slope, indicate: hdght shave waler(rn) a 0.0
Bed Material at site is: consolidated X unconsolidated _ unknown _
Location of measurement is: riffle X run or glide _ reef _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intermtdiate Minor Major Intermediate Minor
X Weirs Rereunents
None Present E None Present E (>33%1
Waterfall(s) X _ _ Marginal deadwater X _ L'
Cascade(s) . X
_ Exposed bedrock _'
Rapid(s) x _ Exposed hookas x -
Riffle°,
_ X _ Unvegetated mid-channel har(s) X _ _
Run(s)
_ _ X Vegetated mid-channel bads) X _
BoilIs) X _ _ Mature islandOl x -
Glide(s) X _ Unvegetated side harls) X
PonI(‘) X _ _ Vegetated side hals)
_ x
Ponded reaclaes) X _ _ Discrete sill dcPosir(s) x _ _
Discrete sand a WO x _





Other signincant OtherVatiOM Powlble tetrad/4.o lasa1 welched/1 LB. IIE &
nodine In plants S It
ALDERS
A)ders° None _ Present X Eau Diseased a None X PrtSeni _ Extensive _
II 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See 1111.5nom. If or de
-
12067
Grid (erosive, SO 84272 Riser USK 133
13/11 /1997 Dor: 1530 Surveyor ZR Aocred. code, HDI
Adverse =editions? No X Yes _
1 Bed of riva visible? No _ Part. X Entire. _Duplicate photographs: general chwacter? No _ Yes X
Surveyed froth: Left Right X Channel X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12067















2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
EA EA EA EA EA EA RR EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO RI RI NO NO
NO NO NO SC NO NO NO NO PB SC
BE BE BE BE NV BE BE BE BE NV
RP RP RP RP RP RP RP BW UW
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RO RO NO
EA EA BE CO EA BE EA BE BE BE
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
SC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANETOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Alotudelml
RCS Solid geology code
Osstance from source(km)
Height of source(m)
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check form one/ ark far V any conertiom are needed


















LAND USE WMON 5m OF BM4KTOP(L) SU SU IC IG IC SU SU SU IC 1G
LEFT BANK-TOP BBS SS BS BS S
LETT BANK FACE SESS S CS S 5
RIGHT BANK FACE SSSSSSSSSS
RIO/REAM-TOP SS S S S S S SBB





Elmtnent reedusedgeskushes / / / / / / / /
Floatingdeasal (meted)
Free-floating





_ shallow see ooncave/bowl
deep see
Terraced valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Ram 1 Unregulated point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output created ISYWE. Wareham en 19/03/1998
TE NO. 12067 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY S 12067
TI No _ YesSERCON survey in additica?PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
	
1991 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12067
II LAND USE WITHIN 511mOE HANKTOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
L R L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
oadleaf/mixed woodland (EL) 1 Rough pasture (RP) Banktop height(rn) 15.0 Bank full width (m) 54.0 Battey height (m) 6.0
oedemata plantation (CP) Improved/semi,inmroved grass HO / E Banktop w Bankroll ? • Water width (m) 351 Bolton a Bank full ? •
Orchard CORI Tilled land (i1) Erthanked height (rn) 01 Wala depth (rn) as &abutted height (nr) 0.0
acklwath (ME) Wetland (eg bog, marsh. IenXWL) If trathline lower than Meek in slope. indica: Might above wail.) a OA
Bed matmial at site is: consolidated mcoreolidated Unknown
b (SC) Open water (OW)
_
_
Location ammonite= is: riffle X run or able _ Ma _II herbs cno Suburban/When devekipownt (SU)
(RS/scrReck andee M ARTIFICIAL MATURES
None Ms4or Intermediate MinorBANK PROFILES
	









p >45 E E Reinforced - try only Other
rale Reinfomed - toe only Is enter impounded by weir/darn? No X Yes, .c33% a site _ >MO site
Ommosite Artificial two-stage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURSEib:b:d"thaukurms
0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Enhancement OtaMo..“'"
Poached Dmdgiag Weal-cutting _
Majm Inteimediate Minor
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E (>339)
Shading d channel X
_
_
Overhanging boughs _ X
_
&Posed bankside roots _ X
_





Coarse weedy debris ' X
_
Wasafalls Arm Ngh _ Artificial Pm water Fringing teed-bank _
Braided/side channels _ Natural open se Floating mat
Debris dm
-
Water meadow Mash _ Other
Leafy debris X Fen
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or am of the channel choked with vegembon? NO X YES _
















EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
	






SaPid(s) X _ Lamed boulders
Riftle(s) X
_ Unvegetated midshannel har(s) X
Run(s)




_ Mature istand(s) X
_
Olidels) X




_ Vegetated side bar(s) X
Fended reaciees) X
_
_ Discrete sill deposit(s) X
_
Discrete sand de it(s) X 

None X Gm hogweed Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotwtod _ Other? _ ,




Other significant observations: Exposes karat wide ream.. maIt
ALDERS
Alders? None _ Present X Esse se _ Diseased alders? None X Present _ tennis
[A
1
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12065
BACKGROUND NIAPJASED INFORMATION (See RHS num a fi0defruneati
Altinide(m) 130 Slone IMAn) I flow category 0-10) 7
BES Solid geology code 75 BGS Drift Recta rale $ Planfeern category 2
Distance from sourceOml 373 Signi kat oibeary ? N Narigatiall N
Height of sourcelml 500 Weer Quality class 13 RHS SegAnnt tYPe
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please <Arc * lona and rid ba a 0 any Went& • an, andel 0
Refeserce site ournbes: 12068
Grid reference: 50 76273 River USK 13$
Dale: 1311 /1997 Time: 1410 Surveyor: CS Awed. oode: H02
Advent conditions? No X Yes _
Bed of fiver visible? No _ Pan_ X
Duplicate photographs: general chanetal No _ Yes X
Surveyed. (ran 126 X Right _ Chanel X
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Tea V
C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ shallot Yee coocave/bool
X deep wee urn/rice
asynonarRal
Tensed valley? No X Yet _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 1 Unregetated print bar
PoNs 0 Vegnated pint bar 0
owns anted lay liE, Wareham on 29A13/19911
	
OfTE No. 12068 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: SOshe SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4 12063











Wedand (eg bog. meth. fonOVL)
Open wrier (OW)
Suburtoderbazi dnelatancto ISUI




toralluamodllled L R A Illflehdhoodgled L R
Version/undercut Resectioned
Vertical , toe Reinforced - whole bank
p a45 E E Reinforced - top only
nub Reinforced - tee only
Ccweposite Artifacial montage
Poached
II EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSE:7
back:embankments
X
ASS001:1:boasFE:TUNcaR. ES p,...., E (>339.)I TREESIsobtadhcancrect Left Ries: Shading of enamel X _ __ _None
Regularly spaced. single _ _ Expose] banks* mos X _ _
Cade/yawns roots X _ _I Oa:blond clumps _ _ Fallen trees X _Condnuous _ XSemi-cominuon Come wom/y debis X _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
	
Noe< Present E None Present E WYE/
Wased.0110 X Marginal dendwater
Caseadef sl K - Evposed hectrock _ x _
Rapids) X _ Exposed boulders
_
x _
oiffk(s) x _ Unvegnated mid-channel bar(s) X _ _
Run(s) _ X Vegetated mid-channel bans) X _
Boil(s) X _ _ Mature islond(s) x _
Glide(s) X _ Unvegeuted side bans) x _
Po04(51 K _ _ Vegetated side to(s) X
Pooled resign) X _ _ Discrete silt deposid.0 x
Donne sand nal x

1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page I al 4 12065
Spot ctnek I DAL spare/mead X dornsatam end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFTBANK
Material EA EA EA EA Et BR BW EA EA EA
Bank modilicali06(1) RI RI NO NO NO RI RI NO NO NO
ak RADAR° NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Chad orbrate P BE BE NV BE RE NV BE BE NV
Hon tyF RP RP RP SM SNI PP RP RP RP RP
Channel madification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feature( al NO NO NO NO RO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA CO
ank artlifscalloaD) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
ank leatme(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 3m OF BANICTOP (1-) IG 1G 1G IG 1G TH OW Ttl SU 1G
LEFT BANK-THP SS S SSSS SSS
LEFT BANX FACE SS S SSSS S BS
RIGHT BANK FACE SSS5S5SS55
RIGHT BANE-1131 OOHS SSS S SS
LsilaD USE WTININ 5m OP BANK TOP (R) TI, It IT SU RP SU 1G 10. IG
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES












1997 RIVER HA B1TAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 MKS
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFTBANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banklop height(ml ILO Bankfull with (0) 451 Baahlop heigN (m) to
&atop a Baink(all7 N Water width 00 310 Rankbp • BaskiU0
Eslhankal height (m) 03 Water depth (m) 0.7 Embanked height (m) 0.0
If trashline Iowa dum break in slow indicate: beighl above water(m) • 0.0
Red material at she IE consolidated IMCOrlIelidited unknown X
Locale. ei measonsmost Is: riffle _ run a gOde X at.
M ARIIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Imermodiate Minor Major biensefuse Minor





Is water impounded by weirldam? No X Yes, 4314 el site _ >3316 of site
EVIDENCEOF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Noce X Dredging _ Mooing _ Weedoutting _
- Odin?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL wretes-r
None
Waterfalls n5m high REDREW AP= wait> X Fringing reed-builf -
Braidedtside duals Natural opts water Carr _ fleeting ins
Debris duo Wanes meadow Mesh _ Orle
Leafy debris X Fea Rash _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
	
b 33% or vete of the channel choked with regeunion? NO X YES -
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE MANI'S 100wei 1 • soden roodmendwo,3 s beseleo4 aranad alerts tweisblo • sore
None _ Gam brad _ ERmallayso blurs /apaesese knotweed X (Rter? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Coommints may Raw Woo parepOseed1)
Major iingonisi Roma
Lana Mammon:
Animals: DIPPER GREY WAGTAIL
Ocher significant obsavatiow Cans an left UAL tAR
ALDERS
Alders? New - Present X Emensine - Diseased olden? None X Presto - Emmeline -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pa gelds 12069 1997 RIVER FIABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Page 1 of 12069
BACKGROUND MAPBASED INFORMATION (See NIS maned fOr dethionn® Spot check 1 ss at upstream end X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Altitude.) 133 SloPe (rnAm) Flow categorY(1 -10) 7
c 2 3 I 5 6 7 8 9 COBUS Solid geology code 75 BOS Deft geology code 3 Planforrn category 2
LEFT BANK
Distance frorn source(km) 363 Significant triboarY N Navigation? Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA PA F.A
Height of source.) SOO Water Quality class 13 R HS Sevens type 6 Bank mothficatioes) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank features) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SC NOFIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check form and tick boa I/any corredions are needed
CHANNELReference site number 12069
Channel where. P P CO CO NV CO CO CO CO CO
Row HTe RP RP OW IJW RP RP RP OW RP RPGrid reference: SO 611275 Riser: USX lr
amine modificatioes) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Dec 13/11 /1997 Hirt: 12.20 Surveyor: ZR Acesed code' 111/1 flannel beeline® NO NO RO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Adverse conditions? No X Yes _
Mania, EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bed of river visible? NO _ Pat. X Erne. Bank modification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Duplicate photographs: general character? No _ Yes X Rank features) PB PB NO NO SB VS SC NO NO
F BANXTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
&nerd from let Rien X Channel
SERCON survey in addition? Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow see
%%Scat valley? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 levegetated point bar
Palls Vegetated point bar
Output created by ITE Wareham ea 29/0101998





LAND USE WRIIIN Sm OF BANK TOP (R)












kr RP RP IC IG IC IC IC IC IC
CCCCC CS S S
S CCC CS S S.
SS SS S SS S
S S SS S SS S
IC IC IC IG IC PG IC IC IC IC
/
// I III /I/
X symmetrical
asymmetrical
E NO. 12069 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 5011m SWEEP-UP per 3 en 12069
1997 RIVER HA B1TAT SURVEY page of 4 12069



























swabs leg bog, mesh, fereWL)
Open water (OW)
Subufbanfurban development15LO
Rock and scree IRS)
A  SOC1ATED FEATURES
None Present E 1,33%)
Shading of channel
Overhanging boughs _ X _
Exposed hankside roots _ X
LhidenVatet See MOSS X
Fallen trees X
Coarse wOOdy debris X
11 LAND USE WITHIN Slhe OF BANKTOP
R
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop hught(n) 3.0 Button width (ra) 28.0 Bankiop height (m) 33
Banktop Bankfull 7• Water width (ns) 23.0 Beak., a Banes)! ?
Embanked height De to Wax depth 03 Embanked height (n) 03
If trashline lower than break in slope. indicate: Atightaboye Wases(s).• 1.9
Bed nufelial at lite is: consolidated unconsolidated Xunknown _
Location of rressantinert is: riffle X nal or glide _ other
ht ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






wet. iingremded by weirMam7 No X Yes, <33% of site _ .33% of site _





FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls >S. high _ ANiFee Wen mate Fringing med.bank _
Braided/side channels _ Natural open water blonder mat
Debris darn Weer meadow Marsh _ Other
Leafy debris X Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% cr am of the channel choked rwith vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Other. 1 settles.2 a dradodeadma, 3. heelimA • grad eakr.5. break • ewe)
None X Giant hoped _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knomeorl _ Other? _
R Artlfidabloodilled
Resectioned
Reinforced . Mick bank
E Reinforced - top only









nvegetand red-channel bar(s) X




Discrete silt deposi( s) X
Discrete sand de sins/ X





Other signiticant observations Gauls nwsarkthic les • huge envied pee
ter Mel ape strowly usesank width et the ems. Dead suer 115 Nen dte.
ALDERS
Alders? Nene _ Present X Ex tens: re - Diseased alders? None X Present - Extensive _




















1997 RIVER HABITATSURVEY pop 1 cpe 12070
A BACKGROUND MAPRASED INFORMATION (Ste NIS mammalfor elefiannons)


Alined:Ira) 133 Slope 1m/km1 LIS Flow whrWrY(l-10) 7
BOS Solid polop thde 75 BGS D611pology code 5 Radom caelmy 2
Distance km source/WO 353 Sip:Scam estuary Narigetien?


HeigN a sande° 500 WeserQlithe/ clan 13 REISSegment type


FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please cited form antic. btu / any corer/ions are needed El




Gridtercet SO 61277 Rives: USK 139 -
Doe: 13111 /1997 Hone: 11.10 Smarr CS HD2
MoOle Conditions? No X Yes _
Bel a rivervisible? No _
DuplicatephoksgraWn:generalchancier? No _ Yes X
&greyed from: Leh Rigla X Gunnel X





Taraced valley? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OP RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 1 Unregetatedpointbar
Pods I Vegetatel poim bar
thaw creased by IFE. Wareham on 29911991
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page a 4 11070
Spo check 1 is ar upstreamerd X downstreamend
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1 2 5 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
LEFT BANK
Matthial EA EA EA EA EA EA CC LA EA FA
BankmothWation(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO RI NO NO NO
Bankfalunt) NO VS NO NO NO NO NO B NO NO
CHANNEL
Chemedsubstrate S CO P CO CO CO CO CO CO P
Flowlype SM SM SM RP IIW UW UW RP RP RP
ChannelmadificsIkm(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
unnel lonee(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Maenal EA EA EA EAFAEA EA EAEA EA
eak moldkatioNs) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO ND NO
Bad lemore(s) SC SC SC S SC SC
F BANKTOP LAND ISE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE


















TE NO. IWO 397 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPOP page 3 a 4 17970
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page lot 12070
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFTBANK CHANNEL RIGHTBANK
Banklopheight/nil 3.5 Bankfullwidth(ml 45.0 Bankropheight1m/ LI
Bantu, • Beath/117 N Waterwidth(m/ 27.0 Banktopa Banklull
Embankedheight(n) 01 Waterdepth(m1 0.41 Embankedheight(m) 0.0
II trashlinelowerthanbreakin doge, Skate: Mightgore wan:TWOa 0.0
Bed materiala she is camalidated
-
unconsolidaied Sanborn _
Lteationa measure:nem riMe X runor glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Imearediate NIP Major Idennedive Minor





Is ward ingottodedby weir/dam? No X Yes. e.3396 _ WWI of site
EVIDENCEOF RECENT MANAGEMENT






KNIT" Wen water Bog _ Frir4ingreed:bank _
Erlickdhile chaeReb
-
lideral opal water Carr _ Floatingmai
ebrisden
-
Weld meadow Marsh _ Other
Leafydebns X Fen
P CHOKED GUNNEL
h 13%meow thecharnelchoked with vepstean? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PIANTS (Odom I mime, I risedadedna. bradtenAa grail &WE • brimalia,•were)
None X GiantTopreoll _ RiThallyanSlum _ Japanesebraweed _ Other? _




OthersignificantetteenatIons: sumentee/Gbeemono wia eeryleaf mewelers.
Otterswiss
5 ALDERS
Alder0 None - PICICal X Emensive Dilated aidery? Noce X Preent - Eaternive
11 LAND USE WITHIN SthoOF BANKTOP
R L
mixedwe:Aland(111-) Woe flute (RP)
mikrous Wamation(CP1 IrmeneeePsemidInprovedgrass(10)
Orchard(OR) Tilled landCIL/





tualtaassicdUkel L R AntIflebSJboadlSled L R
Rthectiontel









EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Lat Right Nwe Present E(>13%1
Noce Shading channel X
Isoloal/scartered X Ovetanging boughs -
Regularly*Mot Wee _ Exposedbenksidemoo _
Occasionaldeep X Underwaratree coca X
Semicorainuous Fallenton
Continuous Cone wady debris X _ _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES '
None Present E None Present 3Wool:W(0 X _ _ Margina)deadwater X
Cascade/0 X _ _ Exposedbedrock X
X _ _ Exposedboulders
Riffle(s)
_ X Unreptated mid-dm/andball) X
Rods)
_ X Vegetatedmil.harniel bar(s) X
Boil(s) X _ _ MatureisIand10 X
Glide(s) X Unvepriatedside bar(s)
Pnc10) X _ _ Vegetatedside bar(s)
Porded reachleel Discretesilt deposit(s) X
Diecretesand Ws) X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY:TEN SPOT CHEC
Spa Clack I IS at. upstream es X downstream end
PII YSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pap I of
BACKGROUND hIAPBASED INFORMATIONA




DOS Solid geology ctide 75
Distance from source( km) 343
Height of total.) 500
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS PRase check form and rid bee dorownthwo err eorth4
Re:rata Mit bank.
No _
Grid refelencef SO 52277 River USK 141 -
Date: 13/11 /1997 Time: 10.10 Surseyec





2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material a a EA a FA FA EA EA EA
Bank modifkation(n) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO




Channel stgarme co co co co NV CO co co co
Flow type RP Re Re RP UW RP Re Re Re
Channel rrtaMicatior(B) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Gonne! feature(s1 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material FA EA EA a E4 EA EA EA EA EA
Bag nweldication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bag fearing° NO NO VS VS SC VS VS VS NO VP
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Yes Y
deep vee
SERCON survey in aMetion?
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow see
Surveyed (morn: Left _ Right X Channel X
X symmetrical
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) RP RP RP RP RP RP 1G IG IG IG
LEFT BANICTOP SSSS S SSSCC
LIFT BANE FACE S 555S CS SCC
RIGHT BANK FACE SSSSSSSSSS
RIGHT BANK.TOP SS SSSS SSSS
LAND USE WITON Sm OF BANK TOP (R) RP RP RP PP RP RP RP RP RP RP
ITE NO. 12071 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY SWEEPUP par 3 on 12071




Wetland (eg bog. nunsh. (eaRWL)
Open woe (OW)
SubwbanArban development (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
L L
E
/ Reinforced whole bank






EXTENT OE TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES







Noce Present E (>334)
Shading of channel X _ -
overhastint tattin - X
-














Baklea hero° 15 a/Rkeal *fifth (m)
Banktopn Bankfull ? V Water widt) (m) 273
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water depth (ml 03
trashline lower the Weak in slow, indicate: btiglu abuse water(m)
Bed material anlse is, consolidated
Location of measurement is: riffle X ran or glide _ other _
hI ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Now Major Intermediate Miro Major Immodiate Minor
_ Wein
No XIs water impourded by wildthen?
_ Weeektating _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT





FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Now





Delais dam VInzt =Sow Magi _
Leafy &dais Fen
Diseased Aden? Newt X Dont -Abets? Nene - Poem X Extensive -




























Tosaoad Talley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles Unvegetated point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output mated by DT, Waralso 21a9311998






Expmed boulders x _ _











Is 1396 or more of the channel choked with regethion? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANIS (OM= 1 • antka 7 • rhswidemfres. twaekra.4 • pa/ eked bramble. • men)
None _ Gime hOgweed _ Obi an balsam horse knobs-eel X Oda? _




Other significant Oset000111: IllakAten Idiptal. Larne A wide nOb Word



































Va. OM of site _ >3371 of site
E°eSse -
1
/ I I / / / I I I
/ / I
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12071
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See NIS manual foe delinetkmas
Altaic-MD 135 Sae (rtAm) 1-23 Flow,enetory• (1.10) 7
BGS Solid geology code 75 BOS INW geology code 5 Peden category 2
Dart 13/11 11997 Toe ILIO Sewer ZR Accra code: FbI
Adam tonditions? No X Yes _
Bed of river risibk? Pan.
Calks photographs: geed chance? No _ Yes X

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Pee 2 01. 11071
Spa cak is sr uptown erel X doanaream old _
PHYSICAL AITRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 W
LEFT BANK
Matera RR RR BR FA RR EA EA EA FA RR
Bank lealifleatiees) RI RI PJ NO RI NO NO NO NO RI
Bank fealunte) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel aerate NV CO CO NV CO NV NV NV CO CO
Flow ope RP UW RP RP RP SM SM SM SM UW
Camel nalificatioes) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Cannel fenres) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT RANK
Material RR CO EA FA RR RR RR RR RR RR
Bank modification(s) RI NO NO NO RI RI RI RI RI RI
Rink karialt) NO VS NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS
Reference site number)
ignirmant Meaty ? N Noisiest?
Wee Quay elms IA MI5 Seam type
PI.4. dint form and tid bar Van., correvions an needed
12072
DellanCe final Waloetik110 33.5
ROTA ohoumeml 500
0
GM referee SO 45212 Rivet USK 143
Surveyed from Left Righi X Channel X
_ deep we
Fee
Tamed alley No X Yes _
NUMBER OF REMO, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Unmated point bar 

Pone 0 Vegelatd point bar
Oepol owed by OE Waren on ao3/19911






















!IBS S 13S S
SU SU SU SU SU IG IG IC IC IG
NV NV NV NV
/
SERCON Davey i &lake. No _ Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORA1
shallow me
1TE NO. 12072 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY( 500m SWEEP-UP page d 12072












Weald (eg bog. marsh. WWI)
Opal yaws (OW)
Suburbanaban derekernerst (SU)
Rea and sate (RS)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None
Shading of dare X
Ovehaneng boughs X
Exposed bankede nes X
Undewees tree 10013 X
Fallen trees X
Cone woody debns X









R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop heighten) 2.5 &metal width (m) 31.0 Deena !eight MO
Bea, • Rankle) ? • Water width (m) 23.0 Bebop • Bank lull ?
Embanked Pete (m) 00 Water depth WO 0.23 Embanked heirs the
If washline Iowa than break in sloe. Sea lege above vea(.)). 0.0
Bed nuerial a site is: ortsolichee ancesolidated Leaman _
/ Locale of measure= is: riffle X no e glide isee
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is war impounded by weinern? No X Yes. <33 of site _ >33% of she
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENF




Reamed - whole ask
Reinforted . lop only













FEATURES OF SPECIAL 1NFEREST
Nore
Waterfalls yen high Meel open ate Ringing =Weak _
Enidedede channels Natal open wale Carr _ Floating mat
Debris dam Wee meadow Marsh _ Ode
Leafy deka Fe Flas _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
3391 or mom of the donee choked with vegeteion? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PIANIS (0therc 1 ante 2 • ramada. Waal -rad ele l.ltoee











Madera Oxidate _ X
Exposed bedeck X _
Exposed Belden X _
Unattested nudwhannel bads) X
Vegetated mid-channel bar(n) X
Meuse Maas) X
Unseated side had 0 X _
Vegetated side bar(s) _ X
Discrete a deposes) X _ _
DISCiele stood ilirs) X

None X Giam breed , Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ Oda? _






Aides? Now - Present X Extensive - Dllealed Alden? None X Present , Extensive -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par on 12073
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page I ed 4 12073
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RIIS manual for defiAthaul
Sp. check I n upstream end X downgsearn end _
Altitwilelin) 137 Slope (mOn0
BGI Solid geology code 75 DOS Drift geology code
Data= from soureetkm) 323 Significant wbuary
Date: 14/11 11997 nme: 1135 Surveyor CS
Adverse tandilinan? No X
Red of river (OMR?
Duplicate phnangraphs, general cheamer?
I: PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Flow category (1.10i 7
I 2 3
5 Melon! caters" 2
LEFT BANK
Nay iption.? Material BR EA EA
6 Bank mcdificatioNs) RI NE NK










F BANKTOP LAND 1JSE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE 

4 5 6 7 0 9 10
CC BR BR BR BR BR BR
RI RI RI RS R1 RI RI RI
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
soneyedfrni Lei X Right
Height of sourcOm) 500 Water Quality class 13 RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please citedform eutd /id box if any conrceans are snded
Rota= %kgnorther 12073





NV NV NV CO
SM EIW UW RP
DA NO NO NO
VS VB VB •
CO CO CO CO CO
RP RP RP UN RP
(6O NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO
RR BW EA EA EA EA RR LA EA BR
RI RI RS NO NO PS RI RI RI RI







SERCON survey in addition^ No _
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow vet
Terraced valkyl No X Yes
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rifiles 2 Unwjaated point bar
Pools • Vegetated pont bar
Gang= created by IFE. Wards= on 29413/19911





LAND USE WITHIN Ba OF BANE TOP (RI












SU SU SU SU SU SU SU MI SU SU
BBB S SS SS S
S S BS S S BBB
S S S S S S SS 3
SSS SS S SS S
IC IC IC SC IC SU SU IG SU MI
NV NV NY / NV
/ /
/ /
I IT. No. 11073 i 1997 RIVER HA B1TAT SURVEY: SCOm SWEEP.UP page 344 12/373
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 o(






















ImProvedherni. imported Was 00)
Tilled land (TL)
Wetland (eg bog, monk fellXWI.)
Open water (OW)
Subarbankrbm dereloPmem (Sti)




Rein/axed - whole bank
Reinforced - top only








limat None Present E (>3391
Shading of channel X
Cheahanging bogey
Exposed bankside moss X
Umerweer nee roots X
Fallen mos X
Coarse wcrely debris X
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED F
E E
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANE CHANNEL
Bank top beight(m) 1.2 Bank fulI width (m) 31.0
3anktop a Bankfull I V Water width (m) 19.0
Embanked !eight (m) 0.0 Water depth (rn) 035
If tras1dine lower don Oral in slope. indiciale: ha& above waler(m) •
Bed material at site is: consolidated unconsolidated
Lanion at memameent is: riffle _ run or glide X et= _
R1011EBANK
Bentley height OW
Banktop Bank full 7 N










Is water impounekd by weir/darn? No Yes. 43391 of she X >33%44 site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing Weedatting _
Enhancer= _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nom
Waterfalls o5m high _ Aelilicial open Alga X Bog _ Fringing reed-bank c.
Uraidedhide channels _ Natural open rata _ Carr _ Fleming nut
Debris dam
-
Water mead= Marsh _ Other
Leafy debris. X Fein Flash _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
	
Is 334 moon of lbe channel choked wids aeration! NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE MANES 100.= 1 meth. Ic rhaleleadra.3 brsekmat • gnat dden.In brablei • wwsl
None X Giant Immeeed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knot.= _ Other? _
None Present








Pocks) S _ _











Discrele sand de als)
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may haw been paraphrased!)
Major impacts: ROUSING
Land Management
Animals: DIPPER GREY WAGTAIL
Otha significant olnervations: Main an. ma man efrpreltIrd %Mans
innediarer Flanfena naming mays&
ALDERS





1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12074
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Page 2 al 11074 p
	
Spot check Iis at upstream end X downstream end _
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION as MIS miss( for definitions/
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Alniudeim) 137 Since (mfkm) 1.25 Flow category I I-10) 6
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
EIGS Solid geology code 75 SGS Drift geology code s Planform cweernr 2
LEFT BANK
Thslance froth source(knO 313 Significant inboard ? N Navigation? N Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank odcationisl NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NOHeight of souree(m) MO Water Quality class 13 RHS Segment type 6 mifi
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS . Skase Sea forma/ SF boa if my effect Lan., as needed
Bank reature(O SB NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel substrue BE BE BE NV BE NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type RP RP RP RP SM SM SM SM SM SM
Clurmel malikalion(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chum! feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA BE EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modilkationD) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANK"TOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed front' Leh X Right _ Channel X
SERCON survey inaddition? No _ LAND USE WHILIN Sin OF 11M4KTOP ILI IG IG IC IC EL SC IC IG IG IGY
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
LEFT BANK-TOP S S S S SS S SS S
LEFT BANK FACE SSSSSS S SS S-X shallow vs
RIGHT BANK FACE S SSSSS S SS S
RIGHT BANX-TOP S S CS SS S SS
symmehical LAND USE WMIIN 5m OF BANK TOP (tt IG IG IG IG BC IC IC IC IC IG
CHANNEL VEGETATIONTYPES
NONE NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV N
- goge LirenwortsknossesAichero
Emergent broad-Ravel hots
Terraced valley? No X YeS _ Emergent reedt/salges/ndlsea




Riffles 0 Unvegetated point har
Amphibious
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar Sabine:led broad-leased
1 Output crested by WE. Wartham en 290111998 Submerged linear-kasedSubnurgad fine-karedFilamentous algae
ITE NO. 12074 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY:500m SWEEP-11P page 3 or 4 12074
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12074II LAND USE WITHIN 511mOF BANKTOP
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
I. II L R
LEFT BANK CHANNEL, RIGHT BANK
madleaf/mixed woedland11111 Rough pasture (RP)
Barton beight(m) 43 Bank full width Iml Banktop height (m) 5.0
ma-trona plantation (CP) Improved/semi-irmwored grass (IGI E E
Banktop e Bankfull 7 . Water width (m1 200 limbo?. Bankfull 7
Orchard (OR) Tilled land (7E)
Embanked height (m1 OA Water depth(m1 OS Embanked height (n) 0.0
orwlandilmath IMH) Wetland leg bog, marsh, feriXWL) If trashline lower th. break in slopn indkate: height above water(m) a 0.0
tub (SO Open water (OW) Bed material at site is: consolidated _ unconsolidated _unknown X
II buts cm) Suburban/urban development (SU) Iwcation of measurement is: riffle
• Reck and scree IRS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILES Norte Major Intermediate Miner Major Intermediate Minor
luraVunmodilled L R ArtIllelal/modilled L R X Weirs Revetments
ertical/undercut / Reacenoned Sluices Outfalh
Culvens FordsVertical • toe / Reinforced - whole bank
Bridges Deflectors
eep >45 E E Reinforced i top only
Other
ntle Reinforced - me only Is water impounded by weiyAbun? No X
omposite Artificial two-stage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X
mowing Yes. c3391 of site _ >33% of sire _
road.]
Dredging _ Weed-mining _
I EXTENT OF EROS AND ASSOCIATED FEATUR:EtatdenthankainU
0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Enhancrunent _ Other,
None
Waterfalls >5m high _ Artificial open water
-
I NoneIsolazed/scapared Left Right
-
Overhanging WANK, _




OthernoNt:reek ___TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Braided/side clumnels Natund open water _
Regularly spaced. single _ Exposed bankside roots _ X _ P CHOKED CHANNEL
neessponal cluncs_
_ Underwater tree roots X
Is 339 or more of amchannel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _I Semi-continuousContinuousEXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES88 X Fallen treesCoarse woody debris _ X __ X _ NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANIS (Otani t - mettles, I a dinewlendene. 3 a beacketA - grand &UFO •nramble.• mem)None X Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ Otha? _
None Present E
. None Present E (>33%) R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may bane been paraphrased:1I WaterfaIRD X Marginal deadwaler Major impacts, Cascade/0
Riftle01 x
X _ _ Exposed bedrock





_ Unvegnaled mid-channel hank) X _
ske• ...d.g - Pal* reBeetionedyearsRam(s) x _ Vegetated mid-channel bar(s) X _ Other sign.if.tcani„,tohsszationsi




_ _ x m
x _ _





S  Pond&reacNes) X
_ Discrete sin deposirD) x _ _ ALDERS
Discrete sand de 010 X _ Alders? None _ Present _ Extensive X D e I Nose Prenem % Extensive _
Reference site number 12074
Grid reference: SO 29288 River: USK 147
Date: IVO /1997 Time: 1035 Surveyor, ZR Accred, code: HDI
Adverse conditions? No X Yes _
Bed of river visible? X Emire
Duplicate photographs: general character? No _ Yes X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION
1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS par 2 al 4
Spot check I is at upstream end X downstream end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
(See MS tetoettdjbr definino,0
12075 -1
A Itinude(m)





140 Skye OnAm) Flow camgory)1-101 6
75 BCE Drift geology code g Planforrn category
30.5 Significant hibuary ? Navigation'.
500 Water Qualay class 1.5 RIB Segment OP.
Please check form and tic4 box rf any corrections are needed
12075
Grid reference. SO 192E7
Date: 1411 41997 row 10.00 Smveyor
Adverse conditions? No X
Bed of river visible? No _ Part.








Channel XSurveyal from Left X Right
2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10
BE BE BE BE EA BE EA BE BR EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
BE BE BE BR BE BE BE BE BE BE
RP RP ap RP RP RP RP UW RP RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RO RO NO NO NO NO RO RO RO RO
EA FA EA EA EA EA EA U. EA FA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO




















IC IG IG IC









/Terraced valley? No X Yes _
/























NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rif/les 2 Unvegetate4 Point her
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
mops crested by IFE, Wareham on 24103/1999
ITE NO 12075 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY:Mem SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4 12075











Shading of Channel X
Overhanging baughs _
Earned hankside roots _
Underwater tree 19013 X
Fallen trees X
Coarse woody debris X
II LAND USE WITHIN .511mOF BANKTOP
R
nadleaf/mmed woodland (IL) Rough pastureIRP)
nmfernas plantation (CP) ImprovedIsemi-improved Dam (IG)
Orchard (OR) Tilled land (TX)
loorland/heah (MN) Wetland (eg bog. marsh, ferdOVLI
au I, (50 Open neater (OW)
all herbs 1110 Subtubanhuban development IMO
Rock and kree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
alurallunmadilled L R ArdlIclaVmadllled
erfical/undacut Resectioned
Vemcal • me / Reinforced - whole tank
cep >45 E E Reinforced - top only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES 

CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
BLAU* heighr(m) 6_5 Bankfull width (m) 34.3 Banktop height DM
Ballow - Bankfull 7 N Water width (m) DJ Banklop a Bankfull 7
Embanked height (m) 0.) Water depth (m) 03 Embrulked height. On)
If trashline lower Man break in slope, indicate: height above water/mi.' 0.0
Bed material le is consolidated X unconsolidated _ unknown _
Location of measurement is, riffle X run or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES .





Is water impounded by wearldam7 He X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing
Enhanconera Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls ).5m high _ Artificial open water
Braided/side channels _ Natural open water
Debris (bin Water meadow
Leafy debris X Fen
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 3356 on mom of ithe charual choked with vegetation? NO X YES
_
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (0913991 9.911.31 9991.da.199.33 bream.% a Imam, elder., •hrelehle.










Yes, <314 of site _ >33% of site _
Bot - Fringing need.bank _













Pool(s) X _ _





Unvegetated mid-channel har(s) X
Vegetated rnid-channe I har(s) X
Mature island(s) X
Unvegetated side bads) X
Vegetated side bar(s) X
Distrete silt deposit/0 X
DICCrete sand de onls)




- Other significant Obserralianl. Fact Ilawlar ther .911399 a/emend Wend/.
LB h very one 9393• X931393X3
ALDERS
Alders? None _ Present X Extensise - Diseased alders, None X Present - Extensive -
120761997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pme 1 at 4
BACKGROUND 11AP-BAsED INFORMATION (See KFISmanualfor definaions)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SuR VEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page .2of 4





FIGS Solid, geology code 75
Ebstance from smace(krn) 29.5
Height of sotureOn) 500
Slope linhon)
BOS Drift geology code
Significant tribuary
Water Quality dam
2 Flow category 0 dm 6
Planform category
Narigatimi!
13 REIS Segment tyre 6
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank nwthricatton(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank (=WED) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check fon n mid tici box irony corrections are needed
Rerezenee site number. 12076
Adverse conditions? No X Yes _
Bed of Me risible? No _ X Entire.
Doplicath rho:049MM mat character? Yes X
Surveyed from: Left X Right _ Channel
CHANNEL
Olathe! substrate BE BE BE BE BE BE BE BE BE BE
Flow type RP BW UW RP OW RP RP RP RP BW
Channel rrodifleatinn(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Omnel (eature0) NO RO RO NO NO NO NO NO NO RO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modilication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank featuref0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
GM retereme. SO 11215 Ricer: USK 151
Date: 302 /1997 Time 1110 Surveyor DS Mined. code: MN59







LAND USE WIIIIIN5rn OF BANE TORIES SU SU IG IG IG IG IG IG IC SU
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE
Prfse Livervorts/monesSichens / / / I / I I I /
ERsargath brotlarred herbs
Tenswed 'mike No X Yes _ Emergent reedshedgenfinhes 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 I 1 1
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Flom lug-leaved (rooted)
Free-floating
RM. 3 Unvegetated Point ber
Amptubithas
Pools 0 Vegetated Poith bar Submerged broad-leased
Output created by HE, Wareham en 2573/1991 Submerged !mew-leaved
&thronged lbw-Rayed
Filamentous algae
120761TE NO. 12076 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP.UP page 3 of 4
1997 RI VER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 o( 4 12076
II LAND USE WITHIN .50th OF BANKTOP
R
roadlearhnixed woodland (IL)








Wetland feg bog, snook fen)ORLI
Open water (OW)
Suburban/urban deselopmenl (SU)











E Reinforced - top only



















EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E (>33%)
Shading of channel X _ _
Ovethanging boughs _ X _
Exposed bankside roots _ X _
Undenvater wee roots X _ _
Fallen trees
Coarse woody debris _ X _




Unsegetated mid.channel bar01 X
Vegetated mid-channel Oat) X
Mature island(s) X
Unvegetated side bar0) X
vegetated tide bans) X
Discrete silt deposit(s) X











LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m) 3.0 Bankfull width OM 53.0 Banktop Might MO 4.0
Banktop = Bantry]] ? Y Water width las) 40.0 Banktop Bankroll ?
Embanked Might (m) OA) Water depth (all 0.7 Embanked height OM
If trashline lower than break in slope. indicate: height above water(ml • 03 •
Bed ntalecial smile is. consolidated S UnCeNlOhdated _ unknown _
Location of measurement is: riffle _ run or glide _ other X
ARTIF1aAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by weir/dam? No X Yes. <33% of site >33% at site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing WaW9utting _
Enhancamni Othe
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nom
Waterfalls >5th high _
-
Aninds) °Pm "RI Fringing reed-bank
Braidodhide channels _ Nawral open water Carr _ Floating mat
Debris darn
_ Water meadow Wier
Leafy debris X Fen Rush
CHOKED CHANNEL
33% or more of the chaneel choked with regoation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Muni • .404,1- rbelc41444m4. sesthatA nail manabk.•mserl
None X Giant bogweed _ Himelayan balsam _ Japanese knooseed _ Other _




Other significant observatiOna Fast bedeck dm thwart. ur tr ItL
ALDERS
Alders? None _ Present X Extensive _ Diseased alders? None Present _ Extensive _
Ithemethate Minor
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 a 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION are RHS manual or *MU'''. 0
12077
1997 RIVER 11ABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKs page lord
Spot check I 0 at upstream end X downsueam end
PHYSICA L ATTRIBUTES
12077 -1
Alutude(m) 145 SloPe (m/km)
BUS Solid geology code 75 BGS Drift geology code
Distance front soorce(bm) 18.5 Significant tribuary
Height of source(m) 5110 Water Quality class
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Mean rhea fonn and ski bar if any co.. enient are needed
Reference site number 12077
God re/menet. SO 1292 River USK 153
Date: 3/12 /1997 lime: I250 Surveyor: DC Accred. code:
Advase conditions? No X Yes _
Bed of rico- visible? Part. X
Duplinde plxiographs, general chancier? No _ Yes X
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material FA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA FA EA
Bank modiSeation(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feawre(0 NO SC SC SC SC) SC) SC SC SC SC
CHANNEL
Osumi substrate CO BO BE BE BE BE BE BE BE BE
Flow type sm SM sxt SM UW RP RP UW RP
Channel molification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Clam! feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NOHD/
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modification(a) NO NO NO NO NO NO PC NO NO NO
Bank feamna(s) NO SC SC EC SC SC NO SC ' SC SC
F BANK"TOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
II Flow category 0401 6
Planform category 2
Navigation?
I-5 ENS Segment type 6
Surveyed from. Lell X Right _ Channel
SERCON 'survey in addition? No _ Yes Y LAND USE WITHIN 3m OP BANICIOP (L) CP CP BL CP CP BL BL IL CP IL
IEFT BANK-101(
c PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
LEFT BANK FACE s .




LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANK TOP (R) 1G 1G 1G IC IG 1G 1G IG 1G 1G
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE
Erne asymmetrical Lisnworts/nnssmAithena / /
Ernmseat bromMeared herbs
Tanced valley? No X Yea Ernamn medilsedgeskuthes
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Floating.leaved (wed)
Free.floating
Riffles 4 Unvegelmed point bar
ww0Xibicus
Vegetated point bar Subrnased broad-leaved
Output created by IFE, Wareham ea 2003/1998 Submerged linear-leaved
Subclass finwleaved
Ellamentous algae
TE NO 12077 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4 12077











Wetland Ieg hog, nwth. fen)01/L)
Open wales (OW) 1
Suburbaftrban development (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page 4 a
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL
Bantu. height(m) 1.3 Bankroll width (m) 39.0
Banktop a Bankfull 1 V Water width (m) 31.0
Embanked Might (m) 0.0 Water depth (m) 0.6
If trastdine lower than break in slope, indicate: height above wala(m).
Bed material at site is: consolidated K unconsolidated



















Reinforced - whole bank
E Reinforced - lop Only









b nia hThroonded by weirldan0 No X






Yet. <33% of site _ >33% of sae
None X Dredging
Enhancement _
























Right None Presen) E (>3)%)
Shading of channel _ X _
Overhanging boughs X
X Exposed bankside rods _ X









sex° K _ -
Riftle(s)
_ X _
Ru n(s) _ X
X _ _
G1000 X
Pont(s) K _ _
Waded reach(0) K _ _
None Present E 033%)
Norw
Watafalls >5m high Artificial open water Fringing reed-bank _
Braided/side channels Naturalopea water Carr _ Floating mat
Debris dam Water meadow Marsh _ Other
[tory debris Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more of the (tunnel cl0ked with vegetation'? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Other= 1 nnennja.I • reagadmdras breclusA -gnaw, 60,5. memMa newel
None % Giant Accreted _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese koolweed _ Other? _




Other signikant observatkaw hal Main Odlon balm& dyer cite noun
Platlatkats
A LDERS
Alders? None - Present X Extensive - Otseased alders? None X Present - Extensive -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I at 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION are R(IS manualfor definitional
12.78 i997 RIVEN HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS PEP' E Ai 4





BOS Solid geology ccde
Otaance from sourcelt m/
145 Mope (mArn)
75 BOS ThiS geobagy cole
273 Significant tribuary
2.8 Flow category 0-101
Planform category
Navigation?





2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO
SC NO NO NO








BE BE BE BE
RP Re RP RP
NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO
FIELD SLIRVEY DETAILS Please ded /atm awl lid bag fatnyeor,reclinnaee needed
Refererce site number 12071
Cnid Mame: SO 1215
Date: 3/1.2 /1997 Tmc. 1040
AdVent coriditionA, No X
Bed of river visible?









Bank leaturet) NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
	
Rim USK 155
Surveyor: OS 'hared. code. MN59
EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO EC EC NO NO
EA EA EA FA EA
NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO
BE BE BE BE BE
Re RP RP RP 11W
NO NO NO NO NO









RIGHT BANK-TOP 5 5 5 5 5 SS S S
LAND USE %WHEN Sin OF RAMC TOP (It) TL EL TT. 11. ft TI. SC AL AL












IG IG IG SC BL BL BL SC 1G IG
UUSSS SSU
S S S S S S SS
S S S SS S SS
Surveyed Mat( Left X RigM





Tamed valley? No X Yes
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Unvegetated poim bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
output treated by 1FE, Wareham an 2W03/1998
0 12078 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500nnSWEKPtJP page 3 el 4 20711
1997 RIVER HABITAT SU EY page 4 of 4
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL
Banktop height(m) 23 Bankroll width (m) DLO
Banktop • Bankfull 7 N Water width On) 32.0
Embanked height MO OA Wales depth (m) OA
If traddine lower dem Was in Roam indicate: bright above water(m) a
Bed material at site is: consolidated N unconsolidated









II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
L
nedleal/mhal wcodland (13L) / E Rough pasture OtP)
:macron plantation(CP) loproved/soni-improred grass (
Orchard(0R) Tilled WM (TL)
.0i-badmen:, NM Wetland leg bat- Garth. k"W"
'rub (SC) / Open water (OM
11herbs MO SuburbaMnban dm/elm/met 1511/
















L R ArtlfklaVmodbled L R
Res.:mimed
Reanforted • whole took
E I Reinforced . top only






Right None Present MMIX.)
Shading of channel X _ _
Overhaming boalbs - X
Exposed be/Aside nom _ X
Underrate, tree nrals X
X Fdlen tnees _ X _
Corse woody debris _ X






Is water impomdcd by welddam? No X




FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls wInn hith Artificial open water
Braided/side channels Natteal open wane.
Debris dam Wm meadow
Leafy debris X Eat










Yes. ell% of the _ >33% of site
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more of the channel choked with neetatim? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Ohne I • •ntles..1 rsdadadm. 3 • mamma • grem eider...5• sable. • meel










Discrete sand de it(s) 

None X Giard horsed _ Ilinselayen balsam _ Amara blamed _ Other? _




Other signireant °toe/rations: East &Mt dyer.
5 ALDERS
Alden, None - Present X Roe Diseased alders? None X Present -

















- 11997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I tall I 2079
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION des RAS mammal for Alinitiono
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY( TEN SPOT CREEKS page lila
Spa check 1 is at- upstream on X downstream mid _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
12979
Alutudelm) 130 Slope (m/kml 25 Plow category ( I -10) 6
2 7 I 5 6 7 I 9
005 Solid geology ,ode 75 005 Drift geology nide 8 Planforrn category 2
LEFT SANK
Distance horn sours(km) 263 Significad tribuary N Navigation? Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Height of sourcenn) Wats QuIlay /las IS RHS Stun cYlw 6 Bon moctilleaticolt) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
FIELDSURVEY DETAILS Manse Cheri fr./ nie/ Box VA., roAnAn ntA II Bon feature(0 NO NO NO SC NO SC NO NO SC NO
CHANNEL
Channel tubstme CO CO CO CO CO BO CO BO NV NV
Flow type UW uw RP uw RP RP ar RP SM SM
Gunnel am/fication(S) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO. NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA
Bank modifeatioND NO NO NO NO
Bank leaure(s) NO VS NO NO SC NO NO SC NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETAHON STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5ra OF BANKTOP (L) IG IG 1G IC IG IC IC IG IC IC
LEFT BANK-TOP 5 SS S S S 5 S S S
LEFT BANK FACE 555 S SS 55 5
RIGHT BANK FACE S 5555S S S
RIGHT BANK-TOP SS S S S S S SS S
LAND 1JSE WITHIN 5th OF BANK TOP (R) to IG IG IC RP RP RP RP RP RP
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV NV NV N
owaunslnanI I I
Borges broad-leaved bats








Reference site number. I2f79
Orid returns, SN 992294 River USK IS7
	
Ill 1 /1997 Tune, 15.10 Sinews DS Meted, axle: MN59
Adverse conditions? No X Yes _
ed of river visibk? No _ P. X Ellen.. _
DoPIKee Fesogreee nazi character? No _ Yes X
issyed from: Left _ Rigiv X Channel X




_ dere. X garners-Rai
tar
Tented valley No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Consented point bar
Pores 0 Vest wed point bar
Oamos crowd by IFE, Wareham on 29/03/19911
TE 50. 12079 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY, 500n, SWEEP-UP page of 4 12079
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page loll 11079
II LAND USE N 1THIN SOm OF BANKTOP
	
L B L R
tudleartiresed woodland 011..) Rough pasture (RP)
Hnferous plantation (CP) Improved/semi-improved grass (IGI E /
(Itch/01)0RJ Tilled land (11-1
wriandneath(MH) Wetland (esbog, marsh. leo)(WL)
nub (SC) Open water (OW)
IItabs MO SuborbanAntan developnent (SU)
Rock and ens (RS)
BANK PROFILES
turolhaamodlfled I. R ArtIfIddlmodIfled
Kaltedacut I,Rezemientet
Vertical • try I I Reinforced - wbole bank
-ep >45 E E Reinforced - top only
ode Reinforced - am only
ompusite Artificial two-stage
Poached








shainn a cind NNore Present E (>3796)
Ovestanginy benum X __
Regularly spaced, single _ _ Exposed bankside room _ X _








Crone woody debris _ X _
E. EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Waterfall(s) X
Nom Present E (>77BINone Pram E
Marginal dead water
Cascade(%) X Exposed bedrock X
Rapid(%) X
	
_ Exposed gadder, X
Roftle(s) X _ Unvegenated mid-channel har(s) X _
Run(s) X _ Vegetmed mid-channel bar(s) X _
Boills) X
	
_ Mature islands) X _ _
Glide(s) _ X _ Unregetand side bar01 X _ _
Pea(s) X - - Vegetated side bads) X _
Ponied reachles1 X _ Discrete silt deposit( s) X
Discrete sand 0e ids) N _

CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Blaney heigh4m) 30 B raid oft width (m) 280 Barka* height 0.0
anktop • Inakfull Water width OM 20.0 Belts • Bankful) ^
Embanked Sign 0;0 01 Wale Ospth (m) 05 Embanked Wien fa/
If trashline lower chr break in slope. ialkate: height ton W8141010 05
Bed maaial Ow mnsolidated unconsolidated %unknown _
Catien 01 Mealluoirent is: riffle X ma or glide _ Slur _
IM ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






is wow incounded by weir/dam? No X Yes, <37% of site _ >17% of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Weedatting
Ethan:emu _ Othrx?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls >5m high _ Artificial OW water_ Bog _ Fringing Red-bank -
BmidedIside damselsNth" oPen Water
_Carr Floating me_
-




Leafy debris X Fs
P CHOKED CHANNEL
3396 or more of the channel Sokol with naturist? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Mee I mulo,1 • rtmlarle•Swa 7.a Ararkm.4• roma denteo taxable. ohne/
NAN _ Gird Wined _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanele knotweed X Odes" Pll




Otter significant observations Lem rine mann stwaugh It( IMES win
arrelmad ets(p..4 IL
ALDERS
Alden'? Nem. _ Present N E Diseased alders? None X Present _ E
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page 1 of
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See OHS manaul foe &Pon,. al
121180
1997 RIVER 11ARITA 1' SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS pagels(d 2080







BGS Solid geology code 75
Detainee from sourcefkm) 253
Height of source(m) 500
Slope InVkm) 33 Flow category 0-101
BGS Drift geology code E Planforrn category
Significant tribuary ?
Water Quality class 13 RIES Segment tyPe
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
VP NO NO NO NO NO SB NO NO NO
HELDSURVEY DETAILS Please check form and lick boa gamy corrections are needed
Reference site number: IRMO
Grid reference: SN 984291 Rive, USK 159
Dale: 13111 11997 Timm 1415 Surveyor DS MT159
Advent conditions? No X Yes
Bed of river risible? Part. X Felice. _
Duplkate photographs: general character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from Left X Right Channel X
SERCON sone> in addition? No _
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
X Mallow lee concave/bawl
synmmtrical
asymmeuical
Terraced stalky, No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Unvegetated point bar
Pcnlu 0 Vegetated poini bar
Output created by IFE. Wareham en 2910311991/
CHANNEL
amine] substrate CO CO CO CO CO BO BO NV BO CO
Flow type RP SM SM UW UW UW BW RP RP RP
Channel incelificalion(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Ounnel feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO RO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modification® NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feanum(s) NO NO NO PB PB PB NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WORN Sm OF BANKTOP (L) TN BL BL IG IG IC IC PG IG IG
LEFT BANK-TOP SSSSSSS SSS
LFRT BANK FACE, S S SS SS S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE SSSSSSSSSS
RIGHT BANK-TOP SSSSSSSSSS
LAND USE WITHIN 5rn OF BANK TOP 015 IG IG BL BL BL BL IG IG IG 10
G CHANNEL. VEGETATION TYPES
NONE
Lisamaruhnossevlicban F III II
Emergag brtableared hat.
Ernagem makhedges/rusbes / / I / I / /
Homing-kneed Wooled)
Fremloating





O 1also 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY SWEEP-UP page 3 old
I LAND USE WITHIN .50ni OF BANKTOP
L
roadleaf/mixed woodlandIBL) / Rough paslure (RP)
Mniferous plantation (CP) ImprovedhenutiMProved Vass (10)
Orchard (OR) Tilled land (7L)
inland/heath (M11) Wetland leg bog, marsh, RAWL)
crub (SC) Open water10W)
all herbs OR) Suburban/urban development (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
'mural/unmodified L R AenfiCillInIndined L R
enicaldonderan Rewarmed
Venical • me / / Reinforced - whok bank
teep >45 E E Reinforced - tem only
Reinfomed - toe only
nlnpoonne Artificial two-slage
Poached
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES5171:kkedembankr'S
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Isolatediscanerecl
Lefi Right None PreSent E (>33%)
None Shading of channel X _ _
Over(aanging boughs _ X _
Regularly spaced, sing Exposed bankside roots _ X _
Occasional clumPs XUnderwater tree roots
Semitcadinuous X X
Continuous




Coarse woody debris _ X

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page d of • 12080
I CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banking. heaTMOM 33 Bankfull width (m) 300 Bankum WNW OW 30
Itnktop c Rankfull ? V Water width (m) 20.0 Banktop c Bankfull ? V
Embanked height (m) 03 Water depth (nil 04 Embanked height (m) 0.0
I( washline Iowa than break in slope. indicate: height above wata(m). 0.0
Bed material at site is: consolidated_ unconsolidated %unknown _
LOCALi011of measuremem is: riffle _ run or glide X Other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impourakd by weirldam? No X Yea <3396of site _ >33%of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT




FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waerfalls >5mhigh _ Artificial open water _ Bog _ Fringing reed-bank _
Braidedfeide channels Natural open water X Can _ Floating mat
Debris dant Water meadow Muth _ Other
Leafy debris S Fen
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% et more of the cluemel choked with vegetation? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Oen= 1 n nettle, rIneledendrea bmelua,4
- ground Oder.5 beambla.• awed
None _ Giant hogned _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed X Other? _




Other significant observations: Large miner&ens threw& IC Meted ailS BL
ALDERS












_ _ Exposed bedrock
X _ _ Exposed boulders
X Umegetaied mid-channel bads)
_ X Vegetated mid-channel bar(s)
X _ _ Mature island(s)
X _ _ Unvegetated side har(sl
X _ _ Vegetated side bads)
X Discrete sdt dePnstr(s)
Discrete sand MD
None Present E (>33%)
_ X
797 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Par 1 al 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See 8515 mausof)er definisions)
Altitude(ml 55 Skye Insfiral 33 Floc csegmT 11-10) 6
MS Solid geology code 75 905 Dna geology twin g Nanform category
DISSince from source(krn) 143 Sigmficant Whimsy ? N Navigation?
Height of source0s0 500 Wales Qusiily class 13 R/15 Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Plexus °Sell foros wed tid Isas any rosrections ate Nadal
Refract site number. 11031
Grid stlesence: SN 975288 River USK 161
Dow 13/11 11997 Time: 13.35 Surveyor: Os Asstd. cogy MN59
Advene =aldose No X Yes _
Bed of risw visible? No _ Pat X Entire. _
Minikes photopaphs: general chancel? No _ Yes X
um RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN spoT CIIEC Page 2 of
Spot deck I is at upstream ad X downstream east
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
VS NO VP S/P NO NO NO NO
BO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO •
BW RP UW UW RP UW RP RP RP RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
EA EA EA EA Et EA a LA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
SB NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO





















Surveyed nom. Left X Right _ Channel X
SERCON survey ia addition? No _
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
• X shallow vee
Yes V
eoncavetowl





LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP 00












III ENO, IBM 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m S TAW pap 3 .01
II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
'
L R




Tided land (Il)Occhard (OR)
Weiland leg tag. main's. fernwL1aselanYIesab1MH1
toocse Open nen (OW)
SobusbanAchan development (SU)sn hesbs
Rock and lace (RS)
BANK PROFILES
aturaVutimadltled L R ArdalcIalAmodIfled
enicsVondacut Resectioned
Vertical • toe Reinforced - whole Mot
rev 043 E E Reinforced . tap only
nde Reinforced - toe only
Asircial ismage
Poached






Feratirly spaced. single _





Shading of channel X
Ovatanging boughs _
Eapmel baokside roots _
U nderwalts toe roots _
Fallen tzars
Cosine woody debns _













_ Unsertated miduhanrel bads)
X Vegetated mid-channel bads)
_ Mature island( s)
_ Unvegetated side bads)
_ Vemtated side bads)
_ Discrete silt &rosins)
Disease sand de MO









Unerametelmeasesslicheas / 1I I
Emergent browl4eavol herbs







Filamentous Ape / /
997 RIVER 11A BITAT SURVEY Wge4014
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
nanktoP baght(ml 33 Bankroll width1ml 290 Banktop height Onl
Banktop a Bankfull N Water width On) 17.0 Banktop • Bankroll 7
Embanked height (ns) 00 Waft/ depth Iro) 03 Embankaakiln (os)
tnahlint Ioster dun Desk in slope. iaSease: tart above waled.) n OA
Bed material at site is: canal:dab]
-
oneonsolidated //unknown _
Location of measurement is: tine X run a slide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES










is marts imPauseled by vseirldam? No X Yes. <33% of sac _ an% a site _
EVIDENCED.' RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing Weed -cutting _
Enhausansas _ Mai
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEIIPST
None
Waterfalls >lm high - ArtirDDI We. °Mier Bog _ Fringing mod-bank
raids:Mit gunnels _ Hamel open wear Cart _ Floating mai
Debris dun
_ Weser male. Mrsh _ Odes
Leafy debris X Fm Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more of die channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PUNTS (Mery I aryls. I a rbodedemins. Or...4 • pe il mini 0° bremblei• mer0
Nose _ Oiant Mined _ HirnaLtyan balsam _ Iscatese knoliseed _ Other? P11




Ostia significant ohmic:au: Ism sins ris
 stIb,oatb ic Dins with eTs
ALDERS
	
Mt& None _ Neuss 'X Eaternine _ Diseased Dien,. None % Psesem _ Essensine _
_ gmte asymmetrical
Terraced valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Mlles 1 Unvegetated Point bar
ooh Vegetased po'im ban
Clittpul created by ITE Wareham on 29103/1998
I I
I
Reference site nambro 11082
Grid reference: SN 965291 River: USK 10
Doe: 11/11 /1997 Timm I5.15 SunTyce: DS Aces& cede: MN9
Adverse conditions? No X Yes -
Bed of don visible? No _ Pan. X fIgift. _
panne= PONingsPhE general character? No Yes X_


1997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY: TIN SPOT CHECKS
Spot check I Is au upstream end X downstream end _
E PHYSICA L ATTRIBUTES






















N Marna EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
6
Baal mollication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO. NO NO












Chanel =was BO CO CO BE BE BO BE BO NV NV


Flow type RP RP RP RP RP BW RP RP RP RP


aannel medilleation0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO












Material EA EA BW BR FA FA EA EA FA EA


Bank rnodiration(0 NO NO NO RI NO NO NO NO NO NO


Bank festurehl NO VS NO NO SR NO NO NO NO NO
LAND 1JSE WITHIN Sm OF BANICTOP (L) IG IC IG IG IG SLI 1G 1G IG BL
LEFT BANK-TOP SS S S S BS S S S
LEFT BANK FACE SS S S S S S S SS
=EMBANK FACE SS SS S S S S SS
RIGHT BANK-TOP S S BBS BS SSS
LAND USE WITHIN 5ro OF BANK TOP (R) IG IC SU SU SU SU IG BL IC IG
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV










1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 4 12082
BACKGROUND SIAP.BASED INFORMATION (See RIIS manual/a. delinniens)
Altitudelml 160 Slope (nAm) 33 Flow category 0-101
ecs saw geokly oWe 75 BOS Pon geology cnie 8 Plank:on coson
Manse horn soattean0 133 Significant milmary ? N Nariptioal
HagN or tource(n0 500 Was QuaNY clan IS ENS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Mean cher, fonn and na hoz V any 07PreetlaPIS are needed
Surveyed from: Left X Righs X Channel X





Terraced valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS ANT) POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unsgetased pains ha
Peels 0 Vegetated pint hat
OW= created by 1FE. Wareham= 19/03/19911
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
I1TE NIL 12011 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY, SOOn. S 'EEP.UP par 3 of 1 17281
1991 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 sr 110112
II LAND USE WITHIN 50en OF BANKTOP
L B L
bonding/mined woodland (ELI / Rough pasture SP)
:macrons plarastion (CP) linprovedhanhimproved gran (IGI E E
Orchard10RO Tilled I= tro
oorlandTheath (MED Wed= leg bog. mast fenTWL)
crab (SCI Ofta wales (OW)
all halm (TED Scholl:Nathan dselopmon (SU)
Rah and sace (RS) 

I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
!Imago height(m) 4.0 Bankroll width Iml 35.0 Banktop height OM AM
Bankup o Bankroll Y. V Water with Iml 20.0 Banknop. Bardifull 3 V
Entail= Sign (n) OA Ws depth (ml OS Embanked Sign (m)
If vaahline lovo than break in slope. Mdicam heigM atom wahar(m) • 0.0
Bed nwerial a sS is: consolidated X unconsolidated _ unknown
X
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None M4or MajorBANK PROFILES Intertszkate Minsbummed= Minor
aturaManmodIfied L R Ardadallmodilled L R Wein Revetments
Shams Charalls'en...VISION Remained
Culverts Featsyenicat 4 ,„ Reinforced - whole bank
Bailee 1 Dells=
oep >45 E E Reinke= - sop only
Otlo
v3Pg, of site
=de Reinforced - = only
h wan:. invaunded by weidchre No- X mo.ing Yes. <339 of see
-
Artificial mows




0 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES:::::"*.ehnen”
Enhancenwsa _ Ocher?




Waterfalls ofm high _ Artificial sot was _TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES







Norse Present E (>33961
Shading ofchannel X _ _
Ovatanging boughs - R -
Debris dam





Regularly spaced. tingle _ _ Eaposed Nab* tom _ X _ P CHOKED CHANNEL






EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Fallen trees X
Coarse wordy debris X _
-
-
Is 33% or more of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS IDnern I a naeln,2 • Onekdeadra bratbasA a gnarl elrler,5 alonatt. • =re)














X Unvegetated mid-channel _
X Vegetated mid-channel barfs) X _ _
X _ _ Mature islancgt) X _ _
X _ _ Unvegetated side bar(%)
X Vegetaed side bai(s)
X
_ Discrete silt deposilDI X
-
_ _
Discos sand i(s) X - - 

R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Cane= may ban Wen paraphrased!





Alden? None - Mesa X ElleltSine - DiVASOd 'Aden? None 31 Promo - Extensive -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pse of 4 12093
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See BUS manual fewdakisk
Altitude( rn) 163 Slope ths/km1 I Ms "Wry 0 -101 6
EGS Solid geology code 75 BGS. Drift geology code I Plantar= canal,
Dkiance Men asece(k.m1 223 Significani tribuary ? N NavIgatico?
Height of seaman° 500 Water Quality class IS RHS Sepnem type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS /lease eked /arm antic* box leaky canntak an kora.,
Reference We mmber 12010
Grid femme: SN 956291 River USK 165 —
Bak IMO /1997 Taw 1015 Summar DS AMIS code: MNS,
Advent madam? No X Yes _
Bed driver visible? X Entire.
Duplicate photographs: general charactal No _ Yea X
Surveyed fro= Left _ Right X Oland X






1997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS pile 2 of 4
Spot check lil. upstream ad X Onenwam era
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
I 1 3 4 5 6 7 9 10
LEFT BANK
Materpal EA EA EA EA FA EA LA EA EA EA
Bak moldiest:ads/ ND NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Had katme(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO VP NO NO
CHANNEL
Chad substage CO CO CO NV RC BE BE BE BE •E
Flow type BW RP RP RE RP SM BW SW RP BW
Orannel NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Gomel feaorreo) RO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RO
RIGHT BANK
/4eterM FA EA EA EA EA EA EA LA EA EA
Bank modaficatioas) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feamfa • NO NO NO NO NO NO NV NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE





LAND USE WITHIN Sin OF BANK TOP 00
1G IG IG 1G 1G IC 1G IG IG IG
S S S SS S SS S
S S S S S 5 5 S S
SSSSS S SS S
SSSS BS SS S














Nv NV NV NV
/ I /Teamed valley? No X Ya _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 1 Unvegeated poi= be,
Peas 0 Vegetated point bar
Output away! by IFL Wareham ea 29H3/1991
/
L R
IT • NO. 12gI3 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPUP par 3 et 4
II LAND USE WITHIN .50enOF BANKTOP
L
readied/mixed woodland MU Rough man. (IP)
wsi kreosplaaotatieo(CP) Improved/semi-improved pus (10)
Orchard (OR) lined land (IL/
rodandlheath (MI) Wetland (es bog. =Bah, fenX(VL)
crub (SC) Open waren/090
all herbs COO Suburbankrban development (MD
Rock and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILIRS
atural/mmollfled L R A ttlficlallesodIfled
mica/undercut Ilaeaioned
Vertical • me Reinforted - whole bank
teep 045 E E Reinforced - top only
Roofings - toe only
Cnowale Artifkial temper
Poached
EWIENT OF TREE.S AND ASSOCIATED FTATURSES::""sikalen"
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left Rigbi None Nese= E (>)3%)
None
_ _
Shading of chancel X
_
Isoktedhcatend Ovabanging bat& _ X _
Regularly spaced single _ Exposed bankade =as _ X _
Occasional clung* _ Utaerwarer tree _ X
Semikorainumo X Fake trees X _ _
Continuous X Come woody debris X _ _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Present E Nene Present E (>33%1
Waterfall/di X Marginal deadwaer
_
Cascade(s) _ X _ Exposed bedrock _ X _
Rwidls)
_ X _ Exposed boulders _ X
Riffle(s) X _ Unvegemed mid-channel NMI X _ _
Roofs) _ X Vegetated mid.ehannel bads) X _ _
Boilf0 X _ _ Mature island(s) r _ _
Glide(s) X _ Unvegetated side MHO X _ _
Pool(s) X _ Vegetated side bags) _ X _
Pena.] reachlex i X _ Discrete silt deposit(%) X_ _
Discrete sand Ws) X _ _

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY p.gnl of 4 110113
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEM-BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banks height(m) 4.0 Bankfull wkkh WM 45.0 Baatop Might (5n)
Beaton a Bankfull ? r Waco width ON 25.0 Bankop a Bankfull 7 N
Embanked Might ( m) 05 Water depth On1 0.7 Embanked height (m) 0.0
If math= Iowa than break k skim IMicate: belgIn above water(m) n 05
Bed material a site ia: consolidated X unconsolidated _ unknown _
location of measurement is: rifIle _ run or glik _ other X
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






waser itMemOrd by weintlarn? No X Yes. e.33% Mae _ >31% of dm
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENI
None X SIMS; MSS
Enhancement _ ORS
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waerfalls >5= high _
-
Anificial cps wan- Bog _ Fringing reed-bak




Leafy delxis X Fs Ruth _
P CliOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or mote of de Chanel choked MUT agetalon7 NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Many I • sada I, rbedakethen, bescknO send tklmf• Ismak. • mst
Nme X Giant hogned _ Himalayan balsam _ *arse twined _ OMIT _




Other significant obsematinna Rs SR As with matey nedeett Sante.
Mem Omsk IC /se/ Ma RI-
ALDERS
Alders? None _ Nese= _ Extensive X Diseased alders? None X helm _
1997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY page 1 at 4 11.01M
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See ENS enamoa)fro eloinaionsi
Alstwk1 ml 167 Shoe anami 4 Flow ream...y(140)
BOS Solid panty rode IS FIGS NM geology code g Planfam categay
Mama from sou:ream) 113 Significant mans, ? N Navigation?
Height of tourcelml 500 Water Qualny class 13 ENS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS - Please art.Ion. and eat boa if any rortections are needed
Reference ate number: 12(44
Grid tsferace, SN 949295 River USK 167
Date: 1201 H997 Time: 12-30 Surveyor DS Acaed. code: MN59
Advent conditican? No X Yes
Bed of rives risible? No _ X Entire. _
Duplkate photographs: general <berates? Yes X






























































Channel Save BE CO CO CO BE BE NV BO CO CO


Flow tyge SM RP UW RP UW RP RP RE RP RP


Ouuwiel modificataasl NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO













Mania BR EA EA EA FA EA LA EA EA EA


Bask molfienion(0 RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO


Bank featteet0 VS NO NO NO NO NO NV NO VS VP
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed from: Left Right X awed X
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow toe concavabowl
_ deep ne 

LAND USE WITHIN5m OF BANKTOPILI SU SC SC SC 1G IG IG IG 111. BL
LEFT BANKTOP IS SSSS S S CC
LEFT BANK PACE BS SSSSS SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE BS SSSSS SSS
RIGHT BANX.TOP SS S SSSS SSS
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (R) IG IG IG 1G IG PC IL M. IC PG
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV
nynnifliral Liverwmalmonentietens / / /
Emagta MemAkerna hats
Terraced valley? No X Yes _ Emergent reedshedgeanishes
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Floating-leaved (looted)
Fite.flasting
Riffles 3 Thwegetated poke bar
Amphibian / / /
Port 0 Velaated point bar 1 Submerged Wood-leaved
Suborned linear-leavedCalpul ensiled by DE. Wareham on 29/03/1998
Submerged fine.kaved I I
Filamentous alpe 1 I I I
i.. f E NO. UM 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY; 500m SWEEP-UP page ) of 4 11084
1997 R1VF:R IIABITATSUIIVEY page 4 of 4 17.001
11 LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
I. R I. R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
udleaf/mised anolland (IL) / Rough pasture lEPI Ban(top heighl(m) 3.0 Bankfull veidth (ml 42.0 Banktop height (11.0 23
Condemn Planation ICPI Irmoved/serraimproved pass1101 E E Balaton • Rankin!! ? N Wwer width (m) 20.0 Banklop • Bank(ull ? r
Orchani (00.1 Tilled landITL) &Narked beight(m) 0.0 Wear depth 1m) 04 F..mbeaked height On) 0.0
	
INN) Walmal Leg tog: mink (eal4WL) If treading Iowa dtan bleak in sleveecindium. heigN above wata(ml • 04
al material mute is: consolidatedmealsolidated %unknownlib (SC) Open wan (OW) _
locaiion of ineannensent a riffle X rim or glide _ otherall herbs 1THI Subtirhannahlia cievelognent (Sll)
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURESRock and scree (ES)
Nose M0or laterrnedime bluvre Major Imermakete MimeBANK PROFILES








ep al5 E E Reinforced - top ordy
Reinfreced - whole hank
Rein:aced - tee ally
ArtirKiai two-stage
Poached
in we imp.:..B: by mesa:: No X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X
_





Li EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSaFat::::barikaleall
0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nraw
Enhatrernera _ Otha?










swing ad.... SNone Present E(>33%)
_ _ Leafy debris
Braidolaide channels
Debris Awn x s.Watermeadow
_ Marsh _ Other
_
Isolatedhcaueted _ Ovethanging breaks _ X
P CHOKED CHANNELRegularly spaced, single - - Exposed bankside mots _ X ,
	








Coarse nab debris _
X _•
X _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Latham I °Atka 2 a thaladmdra, a-Saar - greed AMA. bombe; flea°
Nam X Giant hogweed _ Himalayan beam _ Japanese kamweed _ antr? -P K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None °wan E Now Present ( 033%)
Waterfallf0 X Marginal deadwater
Cascada,/ X Exposed halacci.
Rapias) X Enanal boulders
_
Rifileisl X Unvegetated midahanrwl bar10 X
_
Ronal X Vegetwed mid-channel MHO X
Bal(s) X _ _ Mabee island(s) X
Glide(s) X _ _ Unvegamed side bar°, X _
Pool(s) X _ _ Vegetated side bans) _ X _
Ponder! maraca) X _ Discrete silt deposit10 X
_
Discrete sand de il(S) X _ _







Alden? Nyme _ Presem X Exiensive _ Taste leers, None X Present _ latensive _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 et 4 12OR5
BACKGROUND MADBASED INFORMATION fSee RHS mammal /or deHarlow)
Arnim:HOPI 170 Slope (ia/km) 4 Flow category (1-10
13GS Solid geology code 77 BGS Chift geology code
•
Planforrn category
Distance from tat km) IA3 Significara oilman ?  Navigate?
Height cif sousce(m) SOO Warr (Nat efts 13 MS SetteitYPe
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Plane tiled*. Nal !Oa hnvossycorncnlsasaar. ended
Reference ere number: INDS
Grid reference: SN 9392,7 Rent 051( 169
Dam 130111997 Tare. 1100 Sarceyoc DS tank code: MNS1
Atte meditate No X Yea _
Bed of river visible? No _ X Enure
Duplicate phwagraphs general charter? No _
1997 RIVER IIA BITATSURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4
Spat died I is at UpgrearlIcnd X doerruiltamad
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1 2 3 I 5 6 7 5 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA BE FA EA EA FA EA EA EA
Bank letelifleations) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank fettre(s) NO NO NG NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
01.011e1 subunit BE BE BE BE BE BE NV BE NV BE
Flow type RP RP RP RP UV/ RP RP 11W BW UW
Ownel moditition(s) NO NO mo NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feateas) RO RO NO RO RO NO NO NO RO RO
RIGHT BANE
Material FA EA EA EA EA EA BE BE BE FA
Bank modificatioN0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feate(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed how Lef) X Right _ Owed
SUWON survey in addshon? No _
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
X the*. ree
Terraced talky? No X Y es _
NUMBER OE RIFELEs,POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Ilrotagented ROOMLH
Pooh 0 Vegetated paint bp
Output nested [HI)t. Wants on MOMS
























IG IG IC IG IC IC IC IC IG IC






FE NO. 120g5 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY 5(ta SWEEDUP par Sal 4
11 LAND USE WITHIN 30.13F BANETOP




Illkd land (IL)ordure (OR)
Waits leg bat, mash. feol(WL)"orlanlTheles (4H)
Open Hater (OW)a (SC)
Suburban/urban dereloprot (SU). there* ETD












EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
1907 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 4
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT RANK
anklop height(m) LS tokfull wit WO 39.0 Banbtop height WE
Banktop • Bodkin
•
Water wit (m) ISA Banktop Bank full ?
Embanked heiglo (m) OA Weer depth (m) 04 Embanked height (m) OA
If Ratline Iowa than beak in slot late: Heiglu above vraser(m) BO
Bed matte) a We is: 03121C4dalal N ontonsolidated
Sabonalsoantomaho link X ftle °Feick _ other _
Al ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water int...Wed by meitem? No X Yes. <3391wItite _ >33% of she
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Noce X OtIgrng Mowing
Enharcarat _ Oder?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Norm
Waterfalls ylm high Anilicial open water Bog _ Fringing med-bant _
Braided/side channels _ tonal open wate Carr _ Boating rim
Debit. darn Waco meadow Marsh _ Ober
Leafy debt Fen Rush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or rnore of the channel toted with iteration? NO X TES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE mons (0then:11 mealla. • Itipdadaidnea tacksol • grows.• alet..5.1ambk• mans
None X GNI bonecd _ Himalayan balsam _ latent knoteed _ Other?
L R A rtlflattodIfled
Rationed
Reinforced - wbole bank
E E Rein(ted - top only














None Present E 1,33%)
Shading o( channel
Ovalnaeng bouts -
Exposed takside rcas _
Lledeawner tree rens -
Final ores X













Exposed Raiders a X
Unsegetated mid-chtnel hal(s) X
_
Vegetated mid-channel bat/ X _
Mate Wan(s) x _
Unvegnated side ba(s) _
veteund side %WO x _
DisCrele silt deposigs) x _
Oiscsne sand de Ws)






Alders? None - Present X Extensive - Dilated Wert? None X Exmatt -
61997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RIIS manual foe den-swans)
1 Altilude(m)
SOS Solid geology code 75
Distance Born scurce(km) 193 Significant tribuary ?
175 Store (nAm)
13GS Drift geology code
Navigation?
4 Flow category (I -10)
Planform category
13 MIS Segment 52594Height of sourte( m) 500 Water Quality class
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Masse Med form and lief bee if nay cameo:mu ere needed
Reference site numbec 12056
GM reference SN 933295 River USE 171
Dale 13/11 11997 Iltne: 10.45 Surveyor: DS Awed. coic MN59 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: T POT CHECKS page el 4
Spat check I is at: upstream end X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRMUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA LA EA BE EA EA EA EA BE EA
ank mcdification(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
ank Betto(s) NO NO NO NO NO P13 NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel substrate BO CO BE BE BE BE BE BE BE BE
Mow type RP RP RP SW RP SM RP RP RP RP
On! mottilicatica(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Clumnel featurels) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RO RO NO
RIGHT BANK
12086
Adverse condition? No X Yes
Material EA EA EA EA EA BE EA EA EA EA
Bed of river visible? No _ X Entire_ ' _ Bank mcddication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
&tyke photography. Dame charaMa? No _ Yes X Bank leatule(s) NO NO NO SB NO NO NO NO VS NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETAllON STRUCTURE
SOOknynd left X Right _ Channel X





Tensed nlley? No X Yea _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 4 Unnoguksked pOiln box
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar 0
Output created by 1FT, Wareham on 29/0711993
	
ENO. 12086 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: SOOm SWEEP-UP page 7 of 4
I / LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
L R
leafhnised woodland (IL) Rough pasture (RP)
amts.. plantation (CP) Improvedherni-improved grass (IG)
Otchant (OR) Dlled land (IL)
emitted, HBO Wetland (eg bog. nnanK fert)(WL)
b (SC) Open water (OW)
herbs (TH) Suburbanlurban developmmg (SU)
Reck and scree (RS)























10 1G IG IG IC IC IG 1G 1G IG
/
I I I
/ 1 / / I / / / /
Major Intermediate Minor Major Intermediate Minor
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page lord
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop heIght(m1 1.0 Backlit] width (m) 36.0 Banktop !might (m)
Banktop a Baakfull 7 N Water width (m) 190 Rankles.. Bankroll ?
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Wafer depth (m) 03 Embanked height (re)
II cashline lone: thin break in slope. indicate height abase watertm) 5 OA
Bed material as site is: consolidaltd X UnConsolidaled _ unknown _








Is water impounded by weir/dam? No X






Yes. <73% of site _ >S3% of site
None X Dredging _ Mowing Weed-cutting _
Enhancement _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls vim high _ Artificial opal water Bog Fringing reed-bank _
Braided/side channels _ Natural open water Carr Floating mat
DMus dam Water meadow Mass Met
Leafy debris X Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
	
Is 73% or mom of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS mks.. I owner. I subidagewhma.IsheodaA • grand ddrn Bnbonmhleoewel
None X Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese kodweed _ Other? 7




Other significant observations: vent but Ravine thranshIG Matted mite DI
waterfall at aperaest
ALDERS
























Shading o( channel X _
	
Overhanging bon). _ X
	
Exposed hankside toots _ X
	
Underwater nee roars _ X
Fallen trees
	
Coarse woody debris X _




Uovegetated midchartnel bar(s) X




Discrete silt dePosigs) X
Discrete sand de sit(s)
L . R ArlEldal/medlfled
Resection&
Reinforced - whole bank
E E Reinfarced - MP only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
BANK PROFILES
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I or 4 120117
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (see ows.....arfr. &pan.
AllitUde(m: 180 EDP. (mArn) 4 Flws an."(l-10) 5
BOS Solid geology code 75 BGS Drift geology code 0 Hanforrn category 2
Distance Mtn source(km) IRS Significant Mbar/ N Navigation?
Height of sourCe(m) 500 Water Quality class 1-5 RIES Segmast type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please died form and tick box 1.11' ConTegoar art medal
Infante she number 12087 -
ISN 973294
GM reference:
Date: 7/11 /1997 Dm: 11.05
Advase conditions?
Bed of river visible?
Duplicate photographs: general character? NO _ yes X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page .2°IA
Spos Check 1 is ar upweam end X downstream end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA BR EA
Bank rnochlication0 NO NO NO NO NO RI NCI
Bank featurns) VS NO NO SB NO NO NO
CHANNEL.
Claand substrate BE BE CO BE BE NV NV
Flow t(0e LOY BW BW RP RP SM SM
Channel modifications) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chanel feaWte(e) RO RO RO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modilleation(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank leaureD) NO NO SC NO NO SC SC














surveyor os Aired. code: MN99
No X Yes _
Pan
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Surveyed km: Len Right X Channel X






















DI'S SSS SS S




SERCON seamy in addition? No _ Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ shallow roe
_ deep me symmetrical
tow X armada'
Tancalnller No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES,POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 4 Unveletated point bar
Pools Vegetated point bar
Output created by IFE, Wareham an 29/0179911
F. NO. 11081 1997 RIVER liA B1TAT SURVEY: SWEEP-LIP page 3 of 4 12057
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 1208711 LAND USE WITHIN Mns OF BANKTOP
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banton herght(m) 3.0 Banda width (m) 31.0 Banktop hewn (m)
Banktop a Bankfull ? V Wator width 1.11 19.0 Banktop o Bankfull
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water depth (m) 0.45 Embanked henhl (m)
If inshline lower than break in slope. intim.: height above waterloo . 0.0
Bed material at site is: consolidated ureonsolideed %unknown _
Location of measurement is: riffle X run a glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES





Is water impounded by tveir/darn? No X Yes, <334 of site _ >33W ot sae





FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls >dm high _ Artificial open sealer Elog - Hinging md-ballk
Braided/side channels _ Natural open water Floating mai
Denis dam Wata meadow. Otba
Leafy debris X Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% a num oldie channel choked vith vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Other I. metles.2. rhaladeallnin 3 anclew9 nr.no dpider.le betodlIoto mrel
L R
leaf/mixed woodn0/1(BL) Rough pasture (RP)
Kerns Monti. (CP) Improved/semvimproved inn (TO)
Orchard (OR) Tined land (TL)
and/heath (MID Wetland (eg bog mesh. len)(WL)
b (SC) Opm water (OW)
herbs (11B Suhatanurban dm/dement (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
re/unmodIlIed L R Ardtkialhasodhled R
Kat/undercut Resectioned
Venial + toe Reinforced - whole bank
p >45 E E Reinforced - top only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left Right None Present E(>33%)
None Shading of dame] X _ _
holeaVseattered Outhunting honen - I -
Regularly spaced, single _ Exposed bankside routs _ X _
Occasional clumps _ Underwater tree mots X _ _
Semi-continuous Fallen trees X _ _
Continuous Coarse wooly debris X _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES





Unmanned mid-channel bar(s) X
Vegetated mid-channel berls) _
Mature island(0
Unvegetated side bans)
Vegetated side har(s) X
Discrete sill deposit(s) X
Discrete sand de ills) X
None X Giant horned _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ Other _




Ocher signif)cant observations: Fed newt/ thrwins BMW Nonenes Pet sTw
bah Woke MESA estedk,
ALDERS











1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4 12088ill 

A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (Se 1 KC manwil foe delAraiseolI Altilude(n0
.BGS Solid geology code 75
193 ShoPe (rnAmI
IIGS Drift geology code 0 Planform esteem,
4 Plow category (1-10)
Distance from sourceDmI 17.5 Significant tribuary ? V Navigation?
Height of source(m) 500 Water QualtrY class IS RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Pleare check from and tia box 4(any corm-Atria are needed
Ref enact sine nut.: 12089
Caid reference: SN 9212159 River: USK 175
Date: 7/11 /1997 Dole: 9.15 Surveyor: DS Ascot code: MN59
Adverse conditiortry No X V= _
Bed of rine visible? Put. X Enlist
Duplicate photographs: general character? X
Surveyed from: Left X Right _ Channel X




Terraced valley? No X Yes
Yes V
Riffles 5 Unvegelated point bar
Pooh 0 Vegetated point bar
output mated by IFE, Wareham on 29/03119981












SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS
downsirearn end _

























Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA


Bank reedit-wariest) NO NO NO NO PS RS RS NO NO NO













Channel subsume BE CO CO CO CO CO CO NV CO P


Flow type RP RP RP RP RP RP LIW SM UW RP


Chanrel madificatien(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO













Material BR BR FA. EA EA EA EA EA EA EA


Bank modifiration(sl RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO


Bank feature(s) VS NO NO NO VS VP VP NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETAIION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANKTOP IL( SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANK-TOP BBBS S BR SS U
LEFT BANX FACE CCCSSS S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE BSS SS 5 5 SS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP BBSSS S S SSS
LAND USE WIIIIIN 5m OF BANK TOP (11) SU SU IC IG IG IG IG 1G IG IG
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV
Liverwortshnossemlichens / / /
Emergem broad-leaved hobs








IFE NO. 12088 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: spont SWEEPOP page 3 of 4 UM
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS I
	
L R 1 R
LEFT BANK CHANNEL I
radar/taxed woodland (BEI Rough pasture (RP)
Bankrop height(ml 2.3 Bankfull width In0
RIGHT BANK
macrons plamafion (CP) Improved/smni-improved gras OG)
Banktop . Bankfull ? V Water width BM
35.0 Rankled height (ml L7
NOrchard1010 Tilled land (11-/
Embanked height (m) CO Water depth (M 03
	
210 Bonbon e Bank full 7
Embanked height (m) 0-0
landtheath (MID Wetland leg bog. musk fenXWL)
If trashline lower than break in slope. indicate height above waterOffl .. 1.5
b (SC) Open water 10W1 Bed material at site is: consolidated
- 1herbs MD Sul:urban/urban development (MD E /
unconsolidated_ Xunknown _
Location of measurement is: riffle X run or glide. _ other _
Rock and scree (RS) P4 ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILES Major Intermediate Mina
None_ Weirs Revetments
Major Initmlediate Minor
turallunmodlled L R ArtilklaYmorlified L Ft I
Sluices OutfallsVenkaLlundnod. /Resenioned E /
FordsVenial • roe / / Reinforced - whole bank
Culver,
fleCtanBridges De
ep 545 E E Reinfemed - top only
lIe
Other
Reinforced - toe only Is war= impaneled by weir/darn? No X Yes. c33% of site _ >33% of sue
Composite Artificial nvo-scage
N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
i ll EXTENT OF TREESANDASSOCIATED FEATURESS::::tnests
Poached






Overhanging Bourn - X - Leafy debris
Braided/side channels _ Natural open swat= --














Shading Of thong X _ _
None Present E (>33%1I TREESNone
Regularly spaced, single _ _ Exposed hankside naou _ X P CHOKED CHANNEL
Occasional clumps _ Undenvaler nee roots X _ _I ContinuousSerni-oontinuous _ XX _ Coax woody debris X _Fallen bees X _ _ NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTSIs 33% or more of the channel Choked with vegetation? NO X YES _(OM.= 1 . seed= I . Modoileadrae, 3 . bradtenA a gnus dem se bramble. • metal
j K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES Ntme _ Giant Berated _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed X Other? _
	








X _ Exposed bedma
	







Land Management: af INtsntY Of DEFENcE
TwoNG POLLUITON ROUSING
Ayimals:Riffiels1 _ X Unvegetated mid-channel bee(s) X _
Ruols) X Vegetated mid-channel barls) X _ Other significant ObServaliMir Army cry onatarma4 aemen LM me. ants










cawing sib Ilh• on nstee.
_
Ponded reaChlell X _ Discrete silt deposids) X _ S ALDERS
Discrete Sand deposii(s) - X _
Alders' None _ Present X Even DiseaSed /Ida's? Nane :X Present Estesli
I
II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 1NM
BACKGROUND MAPRASED INFORMATION (See R115 amend foe deft/noon:1
Altitude(m) I(7 S49.4 (enAm)
DOS Sohd geology code 75 RCS Drift pact code
Durance from souiteaml ItS Significant Oitaary 7
Height of source(m) 503 Water Queliwyclass
4 Flow category (I-10)
RilAfOTIcoegory
Navigate:et?
IS MIS Sconete type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Phase thee* pentad tick box ( nny caneedans an needed El
Wawa ate number 12049
Ceid refaentc SN 913115 River: USE 177
Dae: 4111 11997 Dee: 14.43 Surveyor DS Awed. code. MNS9
Advene oenditions? No X Yes
Bed of river visible? No _ Pass. X Entire-
uplicate photographs: general charactee Yes X
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY; TEN SPOT CHECKS page I el 4 1=9
Spot check I is a upstream end X dmarotteam end
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 I 5 6 7 8 9
LEFT BANK
Material BE BE EA BE BE BE EA EA EA BE
Bank esyJificatioc() NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Punk lomat) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SC SC
CHANNEL
Channel substrate BE CO BE BE BE BE CO BE BE NV
Flow one SM BW RP SM SM RP RP SM RP SM
Ommel modifkalion(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel karma° RO RO NO NO NO RO RO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA BE BE EA BE KA EA EA BR
Rant modificabon(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI
Bank feasure(s) NO NO NO NO NO SB VS NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE&Anted from LeNX Right X ChAIVIO X
LAND USE WIT)4IN 5m OF BANKTOP (LI IC 1G IG IC IG IC IC IG IG IG
LEFT BANK.TOP S SSS SSS SS S
LEFT BANK FACE SSSSSSS SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE SSSSSSS SSS
RIGHT BANK-TOP S S SS SSS SSS
LAND USE wrauN Sm OF BANK TOP (R) IC IC Cr IC IC IC IC IC IC IC
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV NV










SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yet V
REDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ Mallow wee onecavelbowl
X eyeramtrical
gage
Termed valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 1 Unregeated point bar
00013 0 Vqenaiodponnl bao
Onspat coaled by IFE. Wareham on 2W031199/1
1 NOE	 M. IO 1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VF.V: 500. SWEEP.UP page 3 of 4 I MII9
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 454 120E9II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OE BANKTOP
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
1
1. R L R
LEFT BANK CHANNELI Rough panne (RP)
Banklop keight(rn)
RIGHT BANKf/leamixed woodland DILI
41 Bank full width (m) 35.0 Banana height (m) 45
Water width (m)
ifercen planation (CP) / Immoedhani.inceoved rats 1101 E E
Illled ised CIL)
Dania, • Bank full ?
Embanked height (m)
V
to Waor depth fro
11.0 Rankbp • Baafull 7 NOrchad (OR)
%vetoed (ex bog. mink
'air')
0.35 Embanked height (nd OA
height above wannInal •
friaraVtaith (MH)
If iraddine lower than break in slope, inetkase:
unconsolidated
(SC) / Opeas wan (OW)
Bed material a sae is: comolidared Xunknown __
herbs (FM Suburbethrban &moment (SW Location of mesaurement is: riffk - run or glide _ otter X
Reck end saee (RS)
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Ne: Weirs
Major Internedim Minor Major Intermediate Minor
BANK PROFILES
	
L R Ardndallmolllied L R 1Revetments
• enicalAnalertut / Remakes' Sluices
Vertical • me / / Reinforced . whole bath
06:o:et:al.
female::
4345 E E Reinfaced . top only
tie Reinforced • tee oft
Is wales impounded by weir/darn? No X Va. 03% of site _ >33% of site _
Artificial IWO-Mgt
N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Posdad




Waterfalls 33ra high _ Artificial open waxer _ Bog _ Flinging reed-bank
-I TREESNosIsolardhcargered Left Right- -
_ _
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Pretax E (>33%)
Shading of doom! X _ _












Qvuhmin Oaten _ X _
Regularly spaced. single _ _ formal bankade root. _ X _ P CHOKED CHANNEL












Is 33% of more of the chanrel choked with vegetation? NO X
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Mane I - seam I • diedadeadma.3 e bream.. • Omml Mla.















x _ aroma baddas S _
x _ Unvegetated Mid-Channel bar(s) X _ _
_ X Vegetated rnidchartnel bas(s) X _ _
X _ _ Mature Aland( 0 x _
Unvegetated side bar(s)
x _ _ Vegaated side bats) X _
Discrem sib depooK0 K _
Discrete sand de it(s) 







Alders? None _ Present X Unless s' Noose X Pre
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12090
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See Rea ((awe( for alefiliftee.)
Altitude( rig 193 Stage (rn/km) 53 Flow calegoy (I-10) 5
BGS Solid geology code 75 FIGS Drift geology code 0 Planfonn category 2
Distance from source(km) 153 Significant tribuary 7 N Navigation? N
eight of smog.) 500 Warts Quality class IS RHS Segmern type 6
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please okertform and dek Me Yang correction grenade 0
Berner. site Ranger 12090
Grid refere.nx SN 907290 River: USK 179
Date 011 /1997 Time: 12.2$ stover,. DE Accra cede MN59
Advent conditions? No X Yes _
ed of river visible? _ Maim_ X
Duplicate photomap/a: general character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from: Left
	
_ Right X Channel X
SE11CON survey in addition? No _ Yrs
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ shallow ree ccocavabowl
_ deep nee symmetrical
_ gorge asymmetrical
Terraced 'Mkt? No X Yes
NUMBER OF RIFFLES POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rifles 2 Unvegctated Point
Pooh Vegetated Point bm
Output created by IFE. Wareham on .291011.9911

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12090
Spot check 1 is at: urveream end X downsirearn end _ -
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 20
LEVI' BANK
Material BE FA EA EA EA FA BE EA EA E.A
Bart modification@ NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank reature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
flannel substrate BE BE BE BE CO BE BE BE BE BE
Flow type 11.1W SM SM RP 551 BW CH B
 V RP RP
Channel rnoclification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
flannel feature(s) RO NO NO RO NO RO RO NO NO NO
RIGHT RANK
Material EA BE BE EA EA BE EA BE BE EA
Bank enodificatiogss NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank reature(0 NO NO SC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN .5m OP BANKTOP IL) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
. LEFT BANK-TC/P B BBB B BB BBB
LEFT BANK FACE CCCCCCC CS S
RIGHT BANK FACE S S S S S SS SS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP S S 5 5 SS S S S S
LAND IJSE WITHIN 5m OF BANE TOP (11) IG IG IG IG BL BL BL BL IC 1G
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV










: NM 12090 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m S UP Page 3 of 12090
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4LAND USE WITHIN 51Im OF BANKTOP
I. 11 L
lealhnixed woodland (ILI / I Rough pasture IRP)
demos plantstionICP) ImproveNsenti.improred mass 00.1 / E
orchard (OR) riled land (ILI
rand/bah (MN) Wetland (eg hog. marsh. feMCWL)
(SC) Open water (OW)
herbs COO Suburban/urban development (SU)
Rock and scree IRS)
t.ilmposim
BANK PROFILES
relhanmodIfled L R Ar1I0clallmodbled
/ / Resectiontd
	
oe Reinforrat - whole bank
	
,45 E Reinfeeced - top only


















- CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop helght(ng 33 Bankroll width (n) 3I0 BanktoP height MI 4.3
Banktop e Bankfull 7 V Water width Int) 11.0 Bankmp Banktull 7
Embanked height In0 0.0 Water depth (nn) 03 Embanked height Ing
If traddine lower than brat in slope. indicatt height above wategml
Bed material al site is, consolidated S unconsolidated - unknown _
Location of aneasurernent is: riffle _ run re glide _ other X
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intermediate Minor Major Intermediate Mmor








Is water impounded hy weir/dam? No X Yes. <33% of site _ >33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing
_ Weed-cutting _
Enloncement (Mgr?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
ASSOCIATED Waterfalls >5m high _ oFen wale, — Bog _ Fonging reed-bankFEATURES
None Present E )>33%) Braidogside chanrels _ Nattind open water _ Carr _ Hosing mat




Overhanging houghs _ X Leafy debris X Fen
Exposed bankside roots _ X P CHOKED CHANNEL
Underwater tree rotas X
_
Fallen Dem X Is 33% or mar of de channel choked with vegetatim7 NO X YES _
Come woody debris X Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Illthere 1 a wales, n givencleadnag 3..brackesA raga elder. Maw neer
is EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Pretent E Note Present E (>33%)
Waterfalls) Marginal deadwates x _
I Casesdefs)
_ X _ Exposed bedrock _ _ x
RapidI0 _ X Exposed Bneklers
_ x _
Rifflels)
_ x Unvegetated mid-channel har(s) X _ _
Rugs/
_ X Vegetated mid-channel bai(s) X _ _
• Bogs) x Mature islandls) x _
Glideto x _ Dnvegetated side bags/ x _
Pools) X _ _ Vegetated side Ws) x _
Pooled reveilles) _ X DiSCrele sth de posii(s) x _
DI:Witte sand de sti(s) x _
Note _ GiffillhOgweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed X Other? _




Other significant observations: ran ri.onrim wide nom sweet & rapid,
ALDERS
Alden, None _ Present X Eaten Diseased a X Present _ LMensl
Orid reference: SN 901191 RiVer USK 161
Doe 4/11 11997 Dam IRO Seveyor OS Awed. code: MN59
Advent cceditions? No X
(See INS ma... far **maulACKGROUND MA P.BA SED INFORMATION
Sneed Man: LathX RigN
Page WA 12091
19917RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHEC





EA EA EA EA & EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO SC VP NO NO NV NO
LEFT BANK
Mama' FA EA
Hank nebficsoon01 NO NO






Ban Mop height 1m)




Banktop height(m) Le Bankfull withh ml 173
Banktop • Bank/ull ? V Wale, width 1.0
Embanked Might (m) 05 Water depth fm) 0.4
eashline Iowa than break in Owe, Skate. heightabon wato(m)
unomenidated %unknown _Bed menial a site is. medolidased
Right
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E (XtI%)
Shading of dwelt' _
Ova(anging booths _ X
Caporal bankSider0C0 _ X _
Underwater tese roots X _
Pallet Om



























1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY page I of 4
Altrele(m) 1911 SWF (mAm)
LIGS Solid geology code 75 005 Drift geology code
Distance (rank scuicc(I.) 143 Significant tribuary
Height of morn( m) 500 Weer Quality elms
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Masse des* lam slad dc* baa ((mg °written'', needed
Relmace site mato, 12091
Bed of rim risible?
Duplkate photographs: general chance?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
CHANNEL
Channel substrate CO CO CO CO CO CO CO BE BE BE
Flow type Shl UW RP RP SM SM RP UW SM UW
Oa! nehlkatigns) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Ounrel featurers1 NO RO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Maria! EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA FA EA
Bank moddicatiorgs) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank Insurers) NO NO SB NO NO SC NO NO NO MI
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
12091
6.7 Flow categay I I -101 4
Planfonn category
Y Navigation?
IS RHS Sweat type
SERCON army m Midden. NO -
REDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
X shallow me
Tancol alley? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 4 Unweaned point bar
Vegetated point bar
Output anted by IFE. Wareham e• 11/03111911





LAND USE WIDOW 5m OF BANK TOP (R)
















SS S SS S
IG IG IG IG BL BL BL
NV NV
/ / / / / / /
/ / 1
997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-up page 3 of 4 12091
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY per 4 of 4



















L R A rtIllelalrotedilled
Remained
&ideated - whole butt
Reinforced . top only





Is water impounded by weir/dam? No -
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nose X Ruditht
Edmore= _
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls alm high _
-
Artificial open water
Braided/side channels _ Natural open water
Debris dam
_ Wan meadow







Tel, <333 nf use X >3.354 of sue
	







EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 3391 or mote of the chat choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PIANTS 02bere I enddnw I drunk.. 3 a brakam4 wend saInt *Mena • ant)












Alders? None - Present X Euensive - Diseased alders? None X Present - Esiensne -
Parc X Entire. _






II LAND USE WITHIN Rios OF BANKTOP





a I herbs M1)
L R
/ Rough pasture (RP)
Improred/sani-improved grass (I0)
TIlleO land (IL)
Wetland (n but6. (Wu* ral/(W14
Open wars (OW)
Sobel:notate develowent
Rock and scree (RS)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page I ni li 12092
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See ells mato/ for defioithni)1Althode(rn)
BGS Solid geo/Ogy cat 75
Distance horn someekm) 133 Significant tribute, 7 N Navigation? N
205 Shane IntAnt)
BGS Drift geology cede 9 Penton category
rklw°IMMO (14C1)
.2
Height of tourer:(m) 500 Wet.' Quality class IS RFS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please oak fon and sick No i I °NY coatoON, a o INS., 0
Reference she number. 12092
Grid refetenee: SN 893291 Riven USK 183
Datc 5/11 11997 Titre: 16.15 Streelmel DS MNS9
Adverse =editions? No X Yes _
Bal of river visible? No _ Part. _ Entire X
Duplicate phothSraPhE genteel chenxim7 Yes XNo
Slavered from: Left X Right X (Memel X

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page or 4 12092
	
See Cheek I is at: upstream end _ downstream end X
PHYSICAL ATIRIBUTES
	
2 3 a 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank meadification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank features) SC PB SC NO NO VS NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel subunit CO CO CO CO CO CO CO BE CO CO
Hove type UW CH RP SM UW CH SM SM KY SM
Channel modalication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel features) NO NO NO NO NO RO NO RO RO RO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA FA FA EA EA
Bank modificatiords) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank features) SB NO SB NO NO EC SC NO NO SB
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BA.NKTOP (L) 1G IG IC 1G IG IC IC RP RP RP
LEFT BANK-HIP S S SS SS S $S $
LEFT BANE FACE BS BS SS S SS $
RIGHT BANK FACE S S $S SS S SSS
RIGHT BAIIK-1OP SS S S S S S SS
LAND USE WHION 5m OF BANK TOP (R) BL BL BL IG IC IG IG IC IC IG
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE / / I /










SFECON survey in addition? No _ Yes V
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
X share+ me
Termed volley? No _ Ye X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
%roes 6 Unvegetatal point bar 2
Pals 0 Vegetated poira bar
output creed by HE. Wareham on 2520119915
motto-Jul
ern:renal
E NO. 12092 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: SWEEPDP page 3 of I 12092
II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BA NKTOP
	
L L
leaDmixed woodland IBLI / Rough pasture (RP)
uniferous plantation (CP) Impovedeserni-imptoved grass (10) E E
(lreheat (OR) Tilled laM CH-)
landlheath (MD) Wetland (eg bot manly fen)(VIL)
b (SC) Open water (OW)
herbs111D Suburban/urban development (SU)
Rock and sem (RS)
BANK PROFILES
oral/unmodified L R Ar111141.1./modIlled L R
emit/undercut / / Resectioned
Venice] v. me / / Reinforced - whole bat
p >45 E E Reinforced - top only










Left Right None Present E(>33%)
None




Ovainangiog boughs _ X
	
_Exposed bankaide mats _ XRelabel), spaced, single _







EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Felten trte
Cane wooly debris X _ _
None Present E None Present E(.33%)I Waterfalt(s)Cascades)Rapid(s) X_ Marginal deadwataExposed techock_ X _ Exposed betide, _ X -
Rapt) _ x _ Unregetaled mid-channel bar(s) X _ -
Rues)
	
_ X Vegetated mld-channel bar(s) X _ _
I
Bolls) 21 _ _ Mature island(0
_Cedes)
Poolfs)  
_ X  Unvegmated side Imes/
X _ _ Vegetated side MHO






Fended reacNes)  X 	 X
-





1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12092 !
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bankrop height(m) 2.0 Benkfull width (m) 203 Banktop height (m) 23
Banktop a Bankroll ? V Water width (m) 4.0 Banklop a Bankful) ? N
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water depth Iml es Embanked height (m) 0.0
If truhline lower than break in slope, indicate. height above wateem) n 05
Red material at she is: cormahdated unconsolidated _ unknown _
Location of measteement is: riffle _ run or glide _ other _
NI ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is waren inmounded by weir/darn? No X Yes, <33% of sire >33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing _ Weed-cutting _
Enhancement _ Cahn?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls o5m high _ Anificiel Wee mem Bog _ Fringtng seed.bank
Braided/side channels _ Natural open water X Can _ Floating mai
Debtis dant _ Water mates Marsh _ Other
leafy debris Far Plush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or mote of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Meet I nettle I - ntad.dn,dnnn. Sn benekenA • aremed elder.5 twIllable, Rare)
None % Giant bogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ Other? _






Alders? None _ Presert I Evensive _ Dtseased alders? None X Neve Eoren5ive
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page loll 2093
BACKGROUND MA ',BASED INFORMATION (See RIIS manual/or definition, .1
Ahitode(01 215 Mee (mArn) Gem catekeT (1.10)
BGS Solid geology cale 75 BUS Daft geology code 9 Planfonn category
Dense. from souserkm/ I IS Significant mealy ? N Navigation?
Height of engem) 500 Watts Quality class IS MIS &Iowa type
FIELDSURVEY DETAILS Pisan rhea for^ (mid rki box hanyconrai..", onded
Reference se numbea: 12093
Grid reference: SN 134217 Rite: USK II5
ate S/11 11997 Tee 15.00 Surveyor: 115 Aces& code: MN35
Adverse coteitions? No X Yea _
Bel of river risible? No _ Pan. _ Cain. X
uplicase photognge: general character? No _ Yen X
Sawed from Left Right X Channe) X




Tensed alley No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
RiBles 4 Unregeuted pent bar 0
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar 0
Oates treed by IFE. Wareham on 29103/1995 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: T SPOT CHECKS mge of 4 12093
SpOl check 1 is at upstreek end X downstream end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEVI BANK
Material EA FA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modification0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Rank leare10 913 NO NO NO NO NO NO SR NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel abates CO BE CO CO CO CO CO CO BO BO
no. type SM CH SM SM BW RP UW RP SM OW
Ounnel modificatioN 0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feet) NO RO NO ILO RO RO RO RO 11.0 RO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank malificateas1 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank framer° NO NO NO NO NO SB VS NO NO NO
BANKTOP [AND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5rn OF BA/ACTOP O.) IL IL IL IL IL IG IG IG IL IL
LEFT BANK-TOP S $SSS $S SS S
LEFT BANK FACE S $S $S $ $ $S $
RIGHT BANK FACE $ssssss $ss
RIGHT BANK-TOP CS S SSSS SS S
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF RANK TOP (R) IG 1G IG IG IG IG IG IC IG IG
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE










E NO U093 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY sWEEP.UP page 3 of lIl 2091
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page lol l 12093
II LAND USE WITHIN SOm OF BANKTOP
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R I. R
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
ached/need woodland (1311 E I Rough pasture (RP) Bank lop heightlml 3.0 Bank full width Irn) 17.0 Banktop height (n) 3.0
dense plamalion (CP) Improved/ea improved pass HO) I E Bebop asRankin° ? Y Water width (m) 93 Banking • Banes° ? rOrchard (OR) raka lire (1u
errmaaa brigs to) re Wate depth (m) 03 Embanked height10Y OA
h (MN) Waled tog beg. manly fealOW.) If trashftne lower the break In slam Sete: height shore water(m) • 0.0
b (SC) Open wawa (OW) Bed matenal at ea is: conadidated . unconsolidated _ unknown _
1hertz ITIO SobalanAtrtan development (SU) Ucation of imeare iv riMo _ rues glide _ other _
Rock and Sens 0131 M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILES None Major Intermediate Minor Med Intermediate Mince
unthumndlfled L R Ariltlehl/modIfled L R X Wein Revetments
	
Race Oudesau / Reechoedcallederent




545 E E Reinforced . toP My
Other
_ Mowing Weed-cuning _
le / Reinforced - tee ody Is water irnpounded by weiddam? No X Yes. <33% of site _ all% of site
Artificial two-ege N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Poached None X Dredging




Waerfills >51111101 - Anillthall opal ran -
	_





















Repdarly spaced. sink _ Exposed bake& roots _ P CHOKED CHANNEL
Orasiasal clumps __ Underrate tree mou





Coarse eddy debris x _ Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Otbem Is Nettie 2 a readeaere 3 . backed a.mead Se 5
 bre*. • woreContinuous _
None X Onnt bored _ Illonlayan balsam _ Japanese kneweed _ 067a7 _EXTENT OF GUNNEL FEATURES










X _ Exposed boulders
Animal s:Rdfle(s1 X Unegetated mid-channel barn) X _ -
Other significant observations:
	









X Unagaated side bads) X
Podia)
_




Discrete sand ft(s) X Alden? None _ Present _ Extensive X Diseased alders? Nom X Present _ Eslerisise _
I
1997 RIVER IIA BITAT SURVEY Page I all
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (Set RHS mmal fonlefirtroons)
11094
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS par all 12094
Spa check I is at. upstream end X downstream end
Ahitude(m) 71)
1305 said geology ade 75
Distame frau mamteam)
HEIM samsanD SOO
Slope (mAtm) Mow ategay 0.101 4
BGS Drift geology <ode 9 Minions category
Sipa-mat Ramey 7 N Naription?






I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
EA FA EA EA E4 EA BF, EA BE EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
PB NO PS NO SO NO NO SB SB NOHELD SURVEY DET AILS Please chettiont Ind rta Da jany antaina ant mad
CHANNEL
Channel substrate CO CO CO CO BO BE CO CO CO CO
Fla type SM SM SM RP RP NP SM RP RP SM
Channel modilimbols) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel reature0) RO RO NO 0 V RO RO RO NO RO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA BE BE BE
Bank moftlicatice(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank fenure(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND 11SEAND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Retrace ate at 12094
Grid refaerec SN 370151 River USK IT/
	
11997 Tune: 1200 Surveyor DS Awing code' BINS'?
Adase coeditions7 No X Yes _
Bed of rins risible? No _ Part _ Entire X
DaPIDNOPlatroPaplas:gasecal character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed tram Left X Right Cbennel X




LAND USE WITHIN Ira OF BANICTOP(1.) IC IC BL BL BL IC IC IC IG IC
LEFT BANK-1OP S S SS SSS SS S
LEFT BANK FACE S S SS SS S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE S S SS SS S SS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP SSSSSSS SS S
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANK TOP (R) IC IG IG IC IC IC BL BL IG IC
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE









Filamentous algae I /
atommetrical
Termed Taney^ No X Tes _
NLIMBEROF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unuagetaka paint ba
Pals 0 Vegaded Pea the
Osamu mated by HE Wareham au 2W03/1993
lir NoE., 11094 1997 RIVER IIA BITAT SURVEY: EEPDP page 3n I 17:094
1997 RIVER HABITAT MATEY page • 04 12094
II LAND USE WITHIN 5111nOF BANKTOP
L R









Welland (eg hogs maga FenXWL)
Opm valer BOW)
Sulabankrban development (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
without:x:4MS L B Artillelal/thodIfled
enicalAmdercut I I Resectioned
Vernal • ts Reinforced - whole bank
olS E E Reinforced - top only
le Reinkeeed - toe only
Andicial no-sateCampsite
Poached
111 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEAILRFSSErSth ab"iwa
FREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Lefi Right Da Pram% E(n.M)
None _ _ Shading of channel _ _ X
Isolatalheamtred _ _ Overhanging barbs _ X
Regularly spaced. emsk - Emceed hearth& mats _ X
Occasional clangs _ _ Oedemata. tree rofts _ X
Semimeinuous _ _ Fallen trees _
Continual X X Come moody delft* X _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Norm Preaent E None Presene 0 D33%)
VaamialRO . - MargIal dertivtatez
Cascada.) _ X _ Exposed bedrock
Fftid(a) - Exposed boulders
RifIle10 X _ Hare:elated mid-chamml bar(s) X _ _
Run10 _ X _ Vegetatedmithehannel bu(s) _ X
_
alls) X _ Maim island(s) X _
Gliders)
_ X _ Unregetated tide bar(s) _ X _
Profts) x - - vegaated side hafts) X
Pearled rearddes) _ X _ Discrete sill deposit(1) X

CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bulbs, height(m) 10 Bankrol)widthOn) 15.0 Dankropheight Irn) 3.0
Bamktop • Bankfull 7 Y • Water width On) 63 Banktop • Bankroll
Embanked height Da) OS Wain depth On) 0.4 Embanked height (m) 0.0
trasbline lower than break in dope. Indicate: height above welerftn) • tO
Bed material at ails is: consolidated _ unconaOlislated %unknown -
Location of measurement it. 'Hite _ nfl Or - mho X
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is waer impounded by wersMall No X Yea. <OK of dre >IPS or the





FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nam
Waserfalb >Sul high _
-
Artificial rmen water _ Bog
_ Fringing reed-bank
Braidallaide channeb _ Natural open watt Can _ Fleeting mat
Debris dam
_ Water maim Other
Leafy debris X Fea Flush -
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 13% or mat of dm caramel choked with arida:an? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Oare 1I man, I a rbadatleadm,3 • broanA • grand &Inch aMak • mee)
None X Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Imparts. knotword _ Other? _




Other sigerficaru observations: Pa may riten me mum named BEAD &




Discrete sand MO X _ Alden? Nat Pirsal Eolcnaive X Diseased Elden? None X Present EstenSive
C./

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS
Spot Omsk I katupsoaamend X downureatn end
E PHYSICAL ATIRIBUTES























EA EA EA EA BE EA EA EA EA EA
6 Bank modificasim(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO EM NO















































Material EA EA a EA EA LA EA EA EA EA


Bank mrclifiatuo(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO


Bank feature(s) SC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SB NO
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pace 1 o( 4 11095
BACKGROUND MAP
- BASED INFORMATION lSee RH'Smanualfor definitions)
Althudefml 232 Slc-Pe (nan) 0-/ FR. category (1-10)
BOS Solid geolou code 75 BGS Drift geology Cede 9 Planform category
Distance from sourcellon) IOS Significant oibowy ? N Navigation?
Heim. of source(m) 500 Water Quality class IS ENS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS . Please theth form and lick boa if any correctionsan medal
Referemce site number 12095
GoldSereace: SN B672711 Rirer: USK 1119
Date. mu 11597 lin. 1025 Surveyor: OS Aecred. out MN59
Adverse oreLtices? No X Yes _
Bed of river visible? Pot _ Entire. X
Onplicalt phobagnphu teasel chance! No _ Yes X
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed fnem: Left X Right
-
Channel X




LAND USE WIDEN 5m OF BANXTOP (LI IC BL 1G IG IG IG IG 1G IG 1G
LEFT BANK-TOP S S SS SS S SS S
LEFT BANK FACE S S SS SS S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE S SSS S SS S


RIGHT BANK-TOP S SSSSSS SS S
LAND USE WTEHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (El 1G IC IG IG IC BL BL BL BL BL
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE
X asymmetlical Liverwortelmessaflichens / EE/ / EI'/ / / /
Emergent Nood-kared herbs
Tarred valley? No X Erne/gnu reoA/sedges/nashes.
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS Floating-leaved (rooted)
Mks 2 Unvegerated point bar Free-floating
Amphibious
Poet vegetated Feint bar
Submerged broad-kavul
Oman created by 1FE, Wareham on 2910111995 Submerged linnarkavol
Submemed Ore-leared
Hlamentotia algae
12095 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: SOIImnSWREP.UP page 3 et 4 12095
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pep 4 at 4 121195
II LAND USE WITHIN 50on OF BANKTOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS._
. L R L R
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RICHT BANK
leaf/mined woodland (131.) / E Rough NV= (XP) ISLAM, heigle(m) 23 Bankroll width (m) 18.0 Banklap kip))) (M)denim plardadea (CP) Improved/senAimprored grass (IG) E E Banktop A Bankfoll ? Y Water width Mil xi
2,3
Balder) • &talon ? V
Orchard (OR) lined we Ca) ant.ths Night (.I 0.0 Wner depth BM 03 Embankedheight 1.) 0.0
andTheath(NH) wetland (es hog. marsh. faIXWL) If trashline lower than break in slope. indicate height above watedrn) n OA
la(SE) Opun water (OW) Bed matte's' at site is: consolidated X unconsolidated _ unknown _
I Fab. MTh SnburbanArban development (MU Location of measurement ' . riffle _ run or slide X other -






ural/unmodIfled L R ArtillatVmedlfled L R
Sluices Outfallsioaltundenut / / Res:cacao:1
Culverts FadsVertical I roe Reinforced - whole bank
Bridges Deflemon
>45 E E Reinlorced - toP only
Other
de Reinforced - toe only Is water impounded try weir/eland No X Yes. c3357 of sire _ 73)% of site _





I OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSCE:b:kt innkmetta
0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Embracement _ Other?
Waterfalls 7.5m high - Artificiahmen water _ Bog Fringuts Red-hulkTREES ASSOC(ATED FEATURES






swans of chaanel -Noce rent E (>3316)








_ Eapored Dankside tools _ X
Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Occasional clumps _ _ Undawacer tree roots _ X
Is 33% or more of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _Senthomtinuous X X Fallen tins x
Continuous _ _ Coarse smody debris X NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Othets:1 • ortles,2 italeskanmal lamatm.4 gums mier.5 -Inable. • mwel
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
	
None Present E Nome Present E(733%)
Waterfa11(0 X _ Morginal/Badwater X -
cascadem _ x _ Exposed bedrock x -
Iboidta _ _ x aposed bowders - _ x
ROB,/
_ x Unvegeuted mid.clannel har(s) X - -
Ault) _ X Vegetated mid.channel har(s) X _ _
Boil(s) X _ _ Mature islard(s) x
0/idols) _ x
_ Unveraled side teat) _ X
P00400 X Vegetated tide bade) X -
PoddedreaChle0 X _ Macrae SilldeN)100 X -
bostrete Sandde 'Me)_ X _

Nome X Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese koneed _ Other? _





Alders', None _ Present _ Extensive X Diseased alders? None _ Resent X Eolens000 _
120%1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page I M4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASER INFORMATION (See RIO manual fonlefingions)
Altitttlefrol 119 SMPe (roam) 13
BG5 Solid sonlogY code 75 BGS Drift geology cock 9
Distance Insm mairce(km) 93 Significare abut, ? N
Height ol sonselml 500 Wise/ (Nudity clan IS







1197 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN sPar CHECKS pea 2 of 4 120%
	
Spa check 1 is at: upstream end _ downstream end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES





EA EA EA FA FA EA EA EA EA EA --
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO SB NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Camel substrate CO CO BO BE CO CO
Flow type UW RP RP RP SM SM
Channel valification10 NO NO NO NO NO NO
Ounal featere(s) NO RO RO NO NO RO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA FA
Bank rah fication10 NO NO NO NO
ank feature(s) NO NO MB NO
BANKTOP IAND (JSE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
BE CO CO CO
SM RP RP
NO NO NO NO
NO NO MI NO
EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO
Grid referecce; SN 1160278 River USK 191
VI 1 11997 Time. 1510 Surveyor DS Azatd.ccdr MN59
Advent manias? No X Yes _
ed ol riva risible? No _ Pan _ Emir
Duplicate phatograpto, generth tharana? No _ Yea X
Surveyot fronv Left Right Channel X
120%
ERCON say in addition. Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
X shallow me
Minced alley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIETTES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rake 8 Unnatated paal bar
Pools 0 vegetated point bar
Output created by IFE, Warta. on 29A13/1998
LE NO. 120% 1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY; 5110m SWEEP-UP page 3 of .1
11 LAND USE WITHIN SOm OF BANKTOP 






LAND USE WITHIN .5m OF BANK TOP (RI
C. CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE










SITE NO. 12096 1997 RIVER FIA BITAT SURVEY: 500nSWFEP.UP Pule 3 of a
II LAND USE WrrioN 51% OF BANKTOP
L R
121196













Imporedherni. improved grass (10)
Tilled land (TL)
Wetland fey tog. marsh. (aaWL)
Open water (OW)
Suburbanhvban development (SU)















NaluraVvarncellfled L R ArtIllaamodllied
Vertical/undercut Resectioned
Vatical roe Reinforced - Mak bank
Steep v15 E C Reinforced - top only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
L R
BANK PROFILES
turaPunrnodlfled L R ArtIllclx1/modlned
Venicalandercut / Res:aimed
Venical • we Reinforced - whole bak
eep 545 E E Reinforced - lop only









Shading of channel _
Chertunging Maga -
Exposed bankside meta _
Undo's/eta tree rats _
Pallas nea
Coarse woody &Sit _
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None
Shading of amuse) _
Orahanging boughs _
Exposed bagaide mem _
Cabman an mou _
Fano trees
























































X Vegetated nidubannel bar(0
Mame idand(0
unsegetared side bar(s)
_ Vemeated side bar(a)





Unreserved mid-channel bu(s) X
Vegetated midnhannel bar(s) X
Mature island( X
Communed side has) X
vegetated side bans( X
Discrete silt deposols1 X
DIWIele terld ot(s) - X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See ENS mammal for 141^awm,
12097 0997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS par of 4
Spot check 1 is ay uposurn end X downstream end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
12-097
24$ MGM InAm) II Flow emtay (5-117) 2
BGS Solid Many code 7$ Drifl geology Code 9 Masform category 2
Damn fmtn sourcefkm) B3 Significara Winery ? N Navigation?
Heil* of source(m) SOO Wabo Qtay elms IS MIS Segment type
MELDSURVEY DETAILS Please thee) Annoy *Item Vey correctiov an anti •
RefereesLite number 12097
God reference: SN 11542113 Riser USK 193
Dam: 4111 /1997 Mae: 1150 Surveyor DS MN59
Adrene conditions? No X yet
Bed a rive visible? No _ Pat _
Nona row*. general dam? No Yes X
Surveyed from Left _ Right _ Channel X






2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 II
LEFT BANK
Material FA BO FA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modilication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank (eature(s) NO NO N13 SC NO NO NO NO SB NO
CHANNEL
Chum! substrate CO CO BO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
Flow type RP CH CH RP RP RP SM UW RP RP
amend medireado(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
(hood featurds) RO RO RO RO RO RO NO RO RO RO
RIGHT BANK
Material FA EA EA FA EA FA EA EA Co a
Bank modification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI NO
Bank feature01 NO NO SO NO NO NO NO SB NO SB
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANXIOP (L) SU SU SU 511 IG IC IG IG IC IG
LEFT BANK.TOP BBBBSSS SS S
LEFT BANK FACE SS S S SS S SS S
MGM BANK FACE SS SS SS S SS S
RIGHT BANETOP BBBBBBBBBS
LAND USE WITHIN SeaOF BANK TOP (R) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU IG IG
Terraced valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFILFS. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles $ Co./clamed poird
Pools 0 Vegetated point Ear














1 / E / / / / / / / /
NO. 11097 1997 RIVER HABITAT SU EFI,UP page 3 or 4
















Improved/semi-improved gns ( 1G)
Tilled land (TL)
We/lardEel bag ma* (enXWL)
Open wan (OW)
SubudanAirban denkpment (SU)
Reck and scree (RS)
R ArtIldalhaadIfled
Resectioned
Reasforeed - Miele bank



















Expand betide j _
Urderwaer lit 1000 _
Fake trees X
Cane weedy debris _
1971 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4oF 4
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m) 135. Bankfull width (m) 113 Bankrop height (n)
Banktop • Bankroll ? V Water width (m) 61 Banktop a Bankfull
Embanked !eight 101 05 Water depth (m) 0.25 Embanked height (en)
If canine low dun break in Mein ineficate- bright dove waser(m) to
Bed material a sae is: coosolidated
-
unconsolidated %unknown _
Locatioo of measurement is: riffle X ran cc glide _ other _
Os
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES







Is water impounded by weir/din, No X Ye, <3.391 of tile _ >3396 of she _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nose X Dongirq
_ Mowing Weed-cooing _
Other?




Attire:id open wan Fringing need-hank
Braided/side channels
-
Nasal OPto teRR Cart _ Floating mat
Debris dare Wats endow Marsh _
Leafy debris X Fan
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% m one of dm stand doted with mance? NO
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS au. I .nera 1 111• ••••dran, brackend dead efria1 bramble. • mord





















None X Giant horned _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese Yawned _ Other? _




Other significant observant. fast dm Orin benne. mint far Ina a
Ingth.
ALDERS
Alders' None - Present - Extensive X Disease] alders? None X Present - &main -
120911 1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY page I of 4
1 A BACKGROUND MAPBASED INFORMATION
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 ef 4
Spcs check I is au upstream end X downstream end
PHYSICAL AITRIBUTES
(See RHS manual for de/Mmons
12091
SDK (oam)




Tuned elky? No X Yea
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOIS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 6 Unnleuned pint Int
1003h 0 Vegetated poet bar
NOM mated by 1FE Weds.. 20001,1008
Alutude(m) 260
BGS Soled poiogy ede 75
Distance Born sourceOn0 73
Heigln of scarte(m) 500
Grid Wert.= SIX WIWI
Mae: VII H997 Tune: 11.05
Admit conditions?
Bed ohne risible?
Duplicate pbotogeptir moral charnel
Surveyed from: Left





10 Mow cagey 1-MI
9 Planform category
N Navigation?


























I 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 M
EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO SB NO NO NO
SC IC IC IC IC BL IC IC IC EL
C 5 C S S
S S S S
B S S S
	
s S S
IC IC BE BL BL BL BL BL IC IG
/ / / EEE /:/ / / E
/ /
/ / / /
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Pkast check fort ad dth be. O'Day ecnyalm. ar, ',ceded
Refs:ace she ember: 12095
Rim: USK 195
Surveyor: DS Awed. cede: MN99
No X Yet _
No _ Yes X
Rigs _ Omni& X
Ye Y
CHANNEL
Clsamel osbsote CO CO CO
Flow type RP RP SM
Cluneel moliticadOMO NO NO






F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
CH RP CII RP SM RP UW
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO RO RO RO RO NO NO RO
EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F. NO 12098 I 1997RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4 209)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Par M4
II LAND USE WITHIN 50m Of' BANKTOP
R









Wettatel(eg be& numb. feaXWL)
Open water (OW)
Subartathrtm elempaptem
Rack and sae (RS)
BANK PROFILES
wratlusmoddkd L R Ardlidalhnadified
enallundercut 1 I Resec000ed
Vertical • toe Reinforced .whde bank
ep >45 E E Reinforced . top only











Regularly spaced. 'task _ _





EXTENT OF CHANNEL PTATURES
Nome Premed E









Pond& teuNes) _ X
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Nem Prate E(+M)
Shading cithaanel _ X _
OvalungilD beelba - X






Coarse nap &brie _ X
None Pres= E(>3111)
Marginal dead.=




Unregersted thd-charmel bags) X
Vegetated 'Md./mond ba(s) _ X
ManweIstand(s1 X
Unvegoyed side beep/ X
Depleted side bee(s) X
Discrete silt deposit(s) X _
_
Discrete sand il(s) X - -
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banklop MINOR 1.1 Rueful! width Iml 11.0 Banktop height In0
Bads" e Bakful17 Webs wida(m) CO Swamp • Balkh:11?
Embanked Might I90 0.0 Water depth (m) 0.2 Embanked height onl 0.0
If tesbline lower than break in Elope. indicate: Night abase water(m) a OA
Bed nwerial at site is: consolidated uncontedidawd %unknown _
lweation a( Intanellebent is: riffle X me or glide _ ether _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is sour impounded by weir/darn? No X Yes. cal% of _ >3116 of Mt
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X [indent
_ Mowing Weed-cuning _
Enhancement _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Noe,
Waterfalls 75m bigh _
-
ABMS! open WNW Flinging re:edema
Braidedhide almonds _ 01110.1 00.1 wan Floating =I
Debris dam X Woes meadow 001e:
Leafy debris X Fee
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is DS or more of do channel dated with mestizo? NO X YES
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Odere I Rens, 1. olmidalemles. . lirsdael nowt Ma. INS • neee0
None X Gant broad _ Himalnyan balsam _ Japanese Imelweed _ 00w7 _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS ICAatmews guy bate bees pmaPtsmeed
Major impacts: ROAD
LameManganese:
Ode> signiticam observe/10M: Repent et MY.
ALDERS
Alders? None - Deem - Evasive X Diseased alders? None X Preem - EAFer0
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I 54 12099
BACKGROUND MAPEASED INFORMATION (Set RIIS mansalfred/finianyul
Altitude(m) 270 SKParrand 10 Flow calagorY 0 -101
BGS Sdid geology code 75 305 Drift geology onde 9 Planform carry I
Dia= Ma saree(km) 63 Sigler-earn triter/ ? N Navigation? N
Heigh) ofsornedm) 300 Water Quality elms 13 RHS Seemed type 7
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Mena deck/ env and ski SI gr'any ennediou en nada/ D
Were= the rumba 12099
Grid iderree SN 13E291 River USK m
411 /1997 Tara 930 Surveyor DS wooed_ orde. DANS,
Adverse ecorlitions? No X Tes _
Bed of river No _ Part _ Endre. X









Terms %Ma! No _ Yee X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, rams AND POINT BARS
Rae UtveSpnimb. 0
Pods Vera= Pa b.
Outpa mated by DE, Wareham on 2M17/1998 

1997 RIVER HA MEAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 el 4 11099
Spd deck I is.au atm= end X downsonen end _
PHYSICA L ATTRIBUTES
1 2 7 4 5 6 7 I 9 M
LEFT BANK
Mandl EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA (A
Bank rnothrication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank featme01 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Chanel zubstrate CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
Flow type RP RP RP RP RP RP UW RP RP RP
Channel =di fication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Charnel Dead° NO NO RO RO 0 RO NO NO MB NO
RIGHT BANK
Material FA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA (A EA
Bank modilienirnes) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feathre(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO VP NO NO NO
F BANKIOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WHIIIN 5na OF BANKTOP (L) TH IG RP SC SC IG IG BL BL RP
LEFT BM4K-TOP SS S S SSS SS S
LEFT BANK FACE SS S S SSSSS S
RIGHT BANK FACE SS S S SSS SS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP SS S S SSS SS S
LAND USE WTITEN 5m OF BANK TOP (R) SC IG IG RI IG IG IG IG IG IG
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE
Uverwortemosserahens / / / / / / /
Enalal broad-kaed terns
Emoted nedthedgetnan I / / /
Flowing-leared (roceed)
Freeiloning





I: NO. 11099 1997 RIVER RAMAT SURVEY: 500os SWEEP.UP page 3 a/ 4 12099
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 OA 121199II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BAN KTOP
L R L
led/mixed toozdand (RL) Rough Paure (RP)
Mom pato= (CP) Inceuvalherni-imprOwed =HOG) E E
Orchard (OR) 1111edland (EL)
0421) Wetland (eg bog. ma (a)(WL)
(SC) / I Open war (OW)
labs (EH) / / SuburNodurhan 	 (SE)
Rock and arree (12S)

L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
BanIrop height( nO LI Bankroll width OM 11.3 Barnum height On) LI
Benktop vrBankroll ? r Water width (m) 43 Banks= e Bankroll ? N
embrawhap on) to Water depth (m) 0.15 Embanked height (m) 0.0
If trashline lova than Irea in Mae, (skate: height above wan nr) 4 0-0
Bed Mar)a) at lite ir camel:dated_ weasolidated Unknown _
Location of measurement I .. 111 X run or glide _ other _
Id ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFTLES None Major Internal= Minor Major Internals= Mu=
Wes 1 Revenants 1ral/untredified L ArlIthial/modltled L R ir
Sluices Oodalls/ / Eneetioned
Cobalt Reds
.. Vertical • ece Reinforced - whole hank
Bridges Dellectors545 E E Reinbeed - toP =7
Other
I. Reinforced • we only Is water impounded by unirAhm? No _ Yes. 43% of rite X >MR of rite _












0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
1 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES None
_


























Regularly mad. single _ Emceed =abide =es X _ _ P CHOKED CHANNEL
occgajend dm=
_ X Underwater thre roots X _ _
	
Is MS or ma al the channel Mahal with vegetation? NO X YES _Saniaarnoas x _ Farm Irea x _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS ENS= 1 a millea 2 a aedadandna. 3 a Indus.4 • read detr.S. bneblo. • ••••eliCOMlia0011 _ - Corse wornly debris _ X _
E EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES None X Ceara banal _ Himalayan amen _ legate kflOtwal _ Ottel _










DS a rant Ehna donna Sag P
 tar.
WIDE+) Unarmed mid-channel bag) X _ _
Wm 'igniter. obsereanans:Ruda)_ Vegetated nal-thannel NMI X _




_ X _ Discrete silt de posig0 X _
Disarm sand ids) x _ Alders? Nom _ Present _ Exnn X Dna= a/ders? Nom X Present _ Katona _
I
997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (Set OHS manualler definitions)
12140
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page lou 12100
Spin check 1 is at: upsumm
_ downwenn NW X
PHISICA L ATTRIBUTES
A hilucle(m) Mum (atm) 1.2 Flow category ( I -10)
BOS Solid geology oak 75 BGS Drill geoloo code 5 Planform category
Disarm from souree0m) 1/1 Significant eibwary 7 N Nangatica?
Iiolglu scurCe(m) 150 Water Qualm Vass 3 RI1S Sevnent toe
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Meese MedJo. urnilodli box i/ am corrections ere needed
Refuter.< Silt amber: 12100
Goil ref acme: ST W911 River: OLWAY BROOK I
Dee: 1491 11997 Ilme: 835 Serwyor: NK Acered. cot HDS
AdVerse conditions? No X Yes _
Bed of dr...tide?
Dupliesee phasograpin: general alumna? No _ Ye X
Str/od (71: Left RigN
- Channel
_




Tamed talky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Unvegetseed Pale Ist
Paola 0 Vegetated paint bar
Output created by IFE. Wareham on 3003Cme
2
2 3 4 $ 6 7 I 9 10
LEFT BANK
Mayne/
CL CL CL CL CL CL CL EA EA EABank amdificatioa(s)
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NOBank katere(s)
SC SC SC SC SC EC EC SC SC SC
CHANNEL
Channel =bank
NV NV BE NV NV NV NV NV NV •
Flow 17ge
SM SM SM SM SM SM SM RP RP VW
Oared natficatieMs)
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Oared feame(t)
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material
EA CL CL CL EA EA CL EA EA EA
Bank aridificatien(0
NO NO NO NO NO NCI NCI NO NO NO
Baia Ieverels)
SC sc CC sc EC SC SC SC SC SC
BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE




C S S CBS BUS S
RIGHT BANK FACE
SS S S S S SS S S
RIGHT BANI6TOP
UUUS UUUUUU
LAND USE WISIGN 3m OF RAMC TOP (3) IG 1G IG IG IG 1G 1G IC IG IG













1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY:500m SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4 12100
ti LAND USE WITHIN Mos OF BANKTOP
L R L
ilmadleallmOted woodland (BE! / / Rough pasture (RP)
Coniferwas plantation (CP) liemovedIserni-improved paw (IC)
Orchard (OR) Tilled lard (71.)
norlaneYbadi (MH) Wedaml leg ICOXWU
(SC) I I Open water (OW)
all barbs(111) Subrabsolurban development (SU)
Rock and wive (RS)
BANK PROFILES
NurdNamodllled L R ArtEldalMswillIed L R
Valicalhartleals / / Resocrixel
.. Venical • toe / / Reinforced - whole beak
',rep >45 0 E Reinforced - top only























Regulady spaced. single X Exposed bankside roan _











Crane woody debris _ X
MEN( OF CHANNEL FEATURES I -
e..
	

















Rialt(s) X Unregesated mid-timing( WOO X
_
RuNs)






_ Mature isbnd( s)
X
_














_ Discrete si(t deposit(s) X
_
Discrete sand I(s) X
_

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 11100 1
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEI7 BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bantam height(m) 3.1 Bank(uli width (n) 153) Soap. height (m) 3.I
Banktop a Bank lull Water width (m) 14.0 Bankom • Bank/4117
Embanked height (M 00 Water dmilv(m) to Embanked Miele (m) 0.0
If trablie laws dua brisk in skim indicate: beigN stove water(m) n 0.0
Bed email v aim is: com01:1mA unevesolidatol
_unknown X
Iceation of Neagertent IS: riffle
_ ma or glide X othet _
51 ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






It ram ingounded by weir/darn? No X Yes. <3391 of site _ of situ
_






FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nom
Wverfalts a4n1 high ...
-
MOINE open way Fringing reed-bank
Blaidelkide Smirch
_ Naval even water CaT
_ Raving mat
Debris dam . Nam meadow Other
Leafy debris X Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
It 33% or mom MOM dunnel MSS with vegetation? NO X YES _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE MANES KnSow In mak. ebegedembm.3 • sauna • Emend dike. 5 • bumble. • wees)
None _ Giant bosomed _ Itimalayen beam X hiplines knolliterf(1 _ 0667
_ •




thief signiliWatt Observatiorn, Feral./ a either Mc
ALDERS
Alden? Nom _ Present _ Laltoine X Diseased alders? None X Natal Estensire _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page .2of 4 121011997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 ned 12101
Spot check Its at: upstream end _ downauearn end X
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual for definition°
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Altitude(n0 12 Slope (micm) It2 Flow 'flegory (I-10)
005 Solid geology cock 75 BGS Delft geology code 5 Planform category
Distance tram sount(km) 17 Signifwant tribuary 7 N Navigation?
Height of source(M) 150 Watee Quality class 3 RI1S Segment type
'FIELDSURVEY DETAILS Please check farm and de!. bar ?any cortecioeu ore needed
Reference site nonfat _ 12101
Grid reference: 3770 . Ring OLWAY BROOK 3
Dam: 13/11 11997 , 'Erne: 9.45 Surveyor: DC Asc.& node: HIM
Mouse conditions? y No X Yes _
Bed of river visible? No _ Put X Entire,
Duplicate photographs: general character? No _ Yes
Surveyed from: Left X Right
SERCON snowy in additicn? No N Yea _
C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ shallow v. concave/bowl
X symmtrical
mymmetrical
Terraced talky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles . Unvegetated point bar
pod, 0 Vegetated Poirg bet
































2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10
EA EA KA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
SC EC EC SC SC EC SC SC SC EC
NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
 SM
SM SM •
sm SM sm sm Inv
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
FA EA FA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO







SC IG SC RP IG IG 1G
SS S 55S
SS S SS 11
SS BS BS
SS CSSS
IG 1G IG SC IG IC IG
/ I /









Exposed bankside roots _
Undenvatealree roots _






Unvegetated mid-channel bads) X




Discrete silt deposu(s) X
Discrete sand* ills)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 o(4 12101
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m) L7 Bankroll width (m) 94 Baldry height (m) 27
Banking w (tankful] ? y Wares width (m) 53 Banktop a Bankfull ?
Embearted height (m) 00 Water depth (m) 5 Embanked hetht(M) 0.0
If tnshline lower than break in skim:Indicate: height then water(R) 0 OA
Bed material at site is: consolidated uncomolidated
_ unknown X
Location of measurernera is: One _ aun or glide X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






h water impounded by weirldam7 No X Yes. 41% of site _ >13% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing Weed-cutting _
Enhaswement _ Otha?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalb >5m high _ Adificial prat water Fringing reed-bank _
Braided/side channels _ Natural open water Cam _ Floating MI
Debris dam Water meadow Marsh _ OdICI
imm debris Fut
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 3391er more of the Memel choked with vegetanon? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Mame I y sada 2..114444.41m.3 brathot.4 grows scups Imarnble.• nal
None _ Giant hereto] _ Himalayan balsam X )opmes. kno0wed _ Ott.? _













Regularly spaced. single X _















sITE NO. 12101 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 5110m SWEEP.UP par 3 a 4
LAND USE WITHIN 5111nOF BANKTOP
L
adleal/miaed woodland(BL) / Rough pastime (RP)
Coniferous plargaion (CP) lingrovedhemi.improved grass(10)
Med (OR) Tilled land (TL)
and/heath(6111) Wetland (eg bog marth. fenXV/L)
b (SC) / Open water COVII
Tall herlawfT1) Suburban/urban derelavnent (SU)
Rock and scow (RSI
L R ArtIlltial/modIfted
Raettioned
Reinforced . tab* bank
E Reinforced - tOP ntly





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
IIBANK PROFILESundAmmodirkd
Sertwallundacut





1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page loll 12101
Spot check Is ai. upstream end _ downstream end X
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
4 5 6 7 0 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modification0) EM NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feattee(s) EC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Chanral anthrax NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type SM RP RP RI' RP UW SM RP RP RP
Charnel modilkation(n) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel remitte(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
MAMBA EA EA EA EA FA EA FA EA EA EA
Bank rnoddicatico(s) EM EM EM EM EM EM EM NO NO NO
Bank featurels) NO EC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4





FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Pleanciter ffinn and tick box E'any coAer lions art needed
Reference site number 12102
Grid Efetence: ST 307995 River OLWAY BROOK 5
Dale: 16102 11997 lime: 10.15 Surveyor TIS Acaed. code MN59
Admse motions? No X Yes
Bed of riva visible? No X Part.




75 BOS Drift geology code 5
16 Signifoam tnbuary N
150 Water Quality class 3
AltitudeIns)
BGS Solid geology code
Distance Owl sourer:0ml
Height of race( m)
Surveyed from: 141 _ Right X Channel
SERCON survey in 11611400? No _




Terraced 'talky? No X Yea _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 1 Unregetated point bar
Foals 0 Vegetated point bar
Oulpul tented by 1FE. Wareham on 3093/1998
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTUP (L) IC IG 1G IG IG 10 1G 1G IG IG
LEFT BANK-TOP UUUUILIUUUUU
LEFT BANK FACE BBBBBBS SBB
RIGHT OMSK FACE SBBBS BBBBB
RIGHT BANK-TOP UULIUUUUUUU
LAND USE WITHIN 5n1 (*BANK TOP (R) IG IG IG 1G 1.0 IG 1G 1G IG IC
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE / / / / / / / I I 1
Lionvortshmeresff khan









SITE NO. 12101 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP.UP page 3 0(4 12102
IAND USE WITHIN MInt OF BANKTOP
L R
odleallmixed woodland OA Rough pastureIRP)
Coniferous plantanon (CP) Improved/serm-inoroved grass (IG) E E
chard10R) Tilled land (Iil
island/heath 0411) *jigsaw (eg bog. mush. fenNW14
b ISE) Open +num (OW)
Tall herbs 0111 Suburban/urban development (SU)
Rock and scree IRS)
BANK PROFILES
t oral/unmodified I R ArnlflolaMmodldled L R
Vertical/undercut / / Resectioned
' nical hne / ( Reinforced - whole himk
p >45 E F. Reinforced - top only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASCCC1ATED FEATURES
TREES ASSOCIATED FEAT/2RM
Left Right None Present E >33%1
None _ _ Shading of channel _ X _
Isolatedhcanered X X Overhanging boughs _ X _
Regularly spaced. single _ Exposed bankside mots X
Occasional clumps _ Undenvater One roots X _ _
Sernhcominuous _ _ Fallen tress x -
Continuous Cord woody debris _ X .;
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
. ,
None Present E None Present 1 0,33 7
Waterfalgs). X Margiral deadvater
_
Cascade(s) X _ _ Exposed bedrock X _
Rapidls) X _ Exposed bouldas X _ _ .
Riftle01 _ X Unvegetated mid-channel bar(s) X _
Run(s) _
	
_ X Vegetated mid-channel bar(s) X _
Borl(s) X _ _ Mature island(s) X _
Uhdelsl X _ _ Unvegesated side bar0) X _
Poolls) X _ _ Vegetated side bolsi' X _
Pmrie0 macbAes). X
	
_ DiSCItle Silk deposit(s) X _
thserete sand de ills) X - 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4014
	 12102 I
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LETT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banksap Might( m1 3.0 Bankfull width On/ 10.15 Banktop height (m) 33
Bastion = Bankroll 7 V Water width (m) 4.15 Banktop Bankfull
Embutkad height 11.0 Water depth (m) 0.25 Embanked height fml 0.25
If wasIdine lower than break in slope, indicate; height above wolea(m)
Bed mamrial at site is: consolidated X unconsolidated
Locadon of measumman is: riffle X run or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by weir/darn? No X Yes. <33% of site _ h33% of site _
N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing Weed-swung _
Enhancement _ Other?
0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nora
Waterfalls h5m high Artificial tsPetsweler Flinging reedbank _
Bnided/side channels _ Natural open watt Cllis _ Floating ens:
Debris dam X Water =ado.. Other
Leafy debris Fen Flush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or mote of the channel choked NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Osbert 1 Nettle.1.rbodedarthen. bontre,4 peed ohoenj.beonhk. • sore)
None _ Giant hoOned _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed X Other? _






Alders' None _ Present X Eatensive - Chseased alders? None X Present _ Extensive -
ii 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 el 4 12103BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION RES etorenoffor definid..)
Altfiude(m) 15 Slope (snam) IX Fke entered I I -10) 4
BUS Solie geology code 75 BGS Drift geology code 5 Planform categay 2
Distance from smarce(knd IS Significant tributary 7 N Navigatice? N
Height of source(m) 150 Water Quality class 3 RHS Segment type 2
. . .
FIELD.SURVEY DETAILS Please check form and rid bar 4(any correcrinas are needed D
Reference site number 12103
Grid reference: SO 332006 River OLWAY BROOK 7
Dale: 1902 /1997 Time: 1E40 Surveyor JL Accred code PF43
Adveme conditiom? No X Yes _
Bed of deer Parr X Entire
Duplicate phaographs: general character? No _ Yes X
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12103
Spot check I is at. upstream end X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA GS EA CL CL EA EA EA
Bank nxdpficatiords) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(0 EC NO NO NO NO NO EC NO NO NO
CHANNEL.
Channel substrate P GP NV NV GP NV GP GP GP NV
Flow type RP RP SM RP RP RP SM SM SM SM
OtemeLmodificatIon(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chantal feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA CL • CL EA EA EA CL EA EA
Bank rnodilkatinots) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed from: Left X Right _ Channel _
SERCON Survey in addition? No _ Yes Y
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Unvegetated point bar
Pools Vegetated point bar








LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BMIXTOP (L) IG IC IG IG IC IG IC IC IG IC
lin BANK-TOP 1.1 U IJUUDIJUUU
LEFT BANK FACE BUBBUB B BS S
RIGHT BANK FACE UB BUS BBBLIS
RIGHT BANK-TOP u u
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (R) IG IC IC IC IC
 
IC IC 10 IG IG
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES











SITE NO 12103 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPUP page 3 of 4 12103
1997 RI VER HABITAT SURVEY Pete 4 sd 12105
LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
R L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
roadleallmixed woodland (BL) E Rough pasture (RP) Bellhop height(m) 33 Bankfull wklch (m) 11.25 Banktop height (m) IS
Conderous plantation (CP) Improveddemdimproved grass (1G) E E flanktop a Bankfull ? ll Water width (m) 525 Banktop 0 Bankroll 7 r
/chard (OR) Tilled land ('IL) Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water depth (rn) 015 Embanked height (m) 0.0
corland/heath (MH) Wetland (eg bog. marsh. fen)01/1-1 If trasNine lower than break in dom.Indicate height abort waterpt( a 05
Bed material at site is: oansolideed unconsolidated %unknown _rub (SC) Open water (OW)
-
Location of measurement is: riffle X run or glide _ other _Tall herbs ('m) Suburban(urban development (SU)
Reck and Sense(RS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATIJRES
None Majm Interim:that: Minor Major Intern...ate Minor
	





E Reinforced - whole bank Bridges Deflectors
E Reinfceced top only Other
Reinforced - toe only Is water imp/en:led by weiddam? No X Yes. <33% of site _ >33% of sie
Artificial twe-stage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Poached None X Dredging _ Mowing
_ Weed-cueing _
Embanked Enhancemert _ Other?







EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Lefi Right None Ptesens E (.3310
None _ _ Shading of channel _ X _
Isolated/scauered _ _ Overhanging bought X - _
Regularly spaced. single _ _ Exposed bankside roots X _ _
Occasional clumps _ _ Underwater tree roots _ X _
Semiemainuous X X - Fallen trees X
Ccelinuous -
_ _ Coarse woody debris X
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Resent E
Waterfall(s) X _ _ Marginal /Rade/Mar
Cascadels) X _ _ Exposed bedrock
Rapid(s) X _ _ Exposed boulders
Riffle(s) X _ Unvegmated mid-channel hoc
Run(s)
_ X Vegetated mid-channel hai(s)
Boil(s) X
_ Mame island(s)
Glidc(s) X Unvegetated side bads)
Pool(sl X _ _ Vegetated side harts)
Ponied reaChirs) X _ Discrme silt cleportla
Discrete sand de MO
None
Waterfalls aim high _ Artificial open water Fringed readkank
Braided/side channels _ Nalund oPen weer Carr _ Floating mat
Debris dam Water meadow Other
Leafy debits Fen
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Ls33% or more of the charnel choked with vegetation? NO X YES -
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Deere a ..aajm,ln rheawksirea,3. Mecham neared atlantIc heatable • snore
None X Giant homeesel _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ Other? _






Alders? None _ Present _ Extensive X Diseased alders? Nem X PreSeiril _ lisrelisice _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CIIECKS page I of 4 121041997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pne I of 4 12104
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RtuSscoosalfordefntioi ostul
Spa cheek i at upstream end _ &waitress end X
Ahitude(m) 15 Slack OwSkra) FW's cateraY O. ICC 4
IIGS Solid geokty eat 75 RCS Drift ;mean code 3 Plardorm category
Disuse (on soutre0m) 14 Significant tribe°, I N Navigation?
Height of souse(m) 150 Wats Quality class 3 MIS Seven type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS pm. cited pm ml tic* Mt Um, narrations AN needed III
Referee Me munter. 12104
Grid refercece SO 387012 River OLWAY BROOK 9
De, 16411 /1997 Tom 1343 Surveyor DS Aceed. colc 812119
Neese coxlitions? No X Yes _
Bed of time visible? PSI. X Enlist.
°mike gleographs, general chancel
Surveyed from Left X Right






Terrace] valley! No X Yes _
NUMBER OF REIFIES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 1 Unvegetated pasiatbar
Pails 0 Vegetated maa bar 0



















LAND USE WORN 5m OF BANK TOP (2)












2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
BR EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO EC
CO NV P NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
SM SM VW SM SM SM SM SM SM SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
BR EA
RI NO
FA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO








IC IC IC IC IC IG 1G
UUUUU U
SOS SBB
SS Et BB B
BUIJUUU
IC SU IC IC IC IC 1G
///////
Ban fesure(s) NO NO NO NO
No Yes X
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Channel _
SITE O. 12104 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY; 500m SWEEP•U• pep ore
LAND USE WITHIN Nkli or RANKTOP
R
madleallmised wanted (BL/ Rough pasture (RP)
Conifemus Helena, (CP) Improved/semi-improved Hui (10)
Onkel (0R) raw last (M)
nodal/bees 04H) Welland lei boS. musk (etXXX")
rub (SC) Open ants (OW)
Tall halm am Suburban/urban development (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Now Present E( 318)
Shading ol chime _ X _
Overhanging haatles - X
Exposed bankaide roots _ X
Undo-vats-MC Mall X _
Fallen tree X _
Coarse wady MON -
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES




Unvelttated mkt-channel bags) X






1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY loge I ef9 11104
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m) 125 Bankfull kidth (n) 10.0 Banluop height (5) 2.25
Banktop a Bashful) 7 Y Water width (in) 6.1 Banktop Baneful)
Embanked Xei0b1(MI 0.0 Water depth (In) 0.25 Embanked height (m) OA
bashline loser than kelt in since indicate, height above esaterON 00
Bed materia) t4 site is. oansolidated
-
uncomolidated )(unknown _
Ikation of newsmen is: rink X nin or ghde ode _
M ARTIFICIAL FTATURES






Is wer impounded by twarlase No - Yes. 4391, site _ >33% of ute
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X DmIging Wade-ming _
Eakin:ening _
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Witer(ela >543 high _ AMBOY ppm ny, Fringing reed-bank _







h. 33% or more of the channelchoked with versation7 NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS tales I -snnalnlo 6.4ideadmx3mbradmx4 • soma ems.' • hamlet.. • mom)
None X Gee leglureed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanefe knetned _ Other7 _




























Medina spaced. tingle _
Oocasimal clumps _ _
















X Alders, Nose - Preen( X Eke
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEIL TEN SPOT CHECKS .2al 4 121051997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 al 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION Rt/S numr•al for di fingica0
12105
Spot check I is ac upstream end _ dOwriltriam Cad
Altinale(m) 17 Slope (Pk m) 1'2 %now-Seek ( I 10) 4
1305 SoRd geology code 75 OGS DUB Porogy code 5 Platform category
Pune Pm soirce(km) 1). Significani aibuay ? N Nuisance?
Height of source(m) 150 Ware Dually class 2 RHS Segener4 type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check/wpm andadbar qany cormaimu am needed
Reference site miter
_ 12105
Odd refarece: SO 395012 Kira, OLWAY BROOK II
Da: WM /1997 TIne: ltd Sw.cyes ii Awed. cotIc PEW
&Nene condaiom? No X
ed of river risible? No _ X Entire. _
uplicate plimogrosha general dna& No _ Yes X
Sunned haw Left X Ripe
_ Omeel
SERCON surrey in addition? No _ Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow ree coocave/bowl
deep ne X • • symmetrical
styrnmelricA
Tamed Me? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Ram 3 Unresaated point tar
PPE 0 Tegeleled Pia bar
Output created by HT. Wareham. 301431199S

PHYS1CA L ATTR1BUTES
2 ) 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material FA EA EA EA Fir EA EA FA EA EA
Bank moddkame(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO B) NO NO NO
Bank frature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO EC
CHANNEL
Channel substrate P NV GP G NV GP GP GP GP GP
Flow type RP Rp RP Rp RP SM RP UW Rp Rp
aannel mottilkation(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Choral Teautels) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Malerial FA EA CL FA EA CL EA EA EA EA
Bank modification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank leature(s) NO NO NO NO NO EC VP NO NO NO
F BANKED,' LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) IIG 1G PG IC. IG IG IG PG 10 1G
LEFT BANK-TOP UUUU 1.1UUUUU
LEFT BANK FACE BIJOU UBB UUB
ONT BANK FACT BD ILI LI 000 13 US
RIGHT BANETOP UUS S UUUUUU
LAND USE WITHIN Ro OF BANK TOP (11.1 IG 1G It 1G 1G 1G IG IG IG IG
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES










Fdameatom alpe / / / / /
TE NO. 12105 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY, 500a1SWEEPUP pose3.a 4





radical/mixed w IIoodland ISL Roush pasture (RP)
ImprovedlumiLimpored grau (IG) E EConiferous plantation (CP)
Pled bad (T1-)Orchard (OR)
Wedaed (eg bog, =M. falielL)talaxVheab (MH)
Opan water (OW)rub (SC)
Suburbanturban developmenl (SU)Tall herbs (TIT)
Rock and acme (RS)
BANK PROFILES
lural/anmoillied L R Artlildallmodttled
Venwal/ordacm Resectioned
verticA • Ica E E Reinforced . WhOk bank
rep >41 E E Reinforced . top °My
ntle Reinforced - toe only
Composite Anil-octal two-stage
Poached
11! EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATUREate;Hensbnaniala
L
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Len Right None Present E (>33%)
Nom
- _




Regularly spaced. single - &pad backside roots X
cssitnaI clnOIps X X Underwater wee rows
-
X _
Semi -001111111.10•11 _ Fallen ma X _
Contimous
_ . _ Copse woody debris X _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES




Cascade(s) X _ _ Exposed bedrock x
- -




X _ Unregetated midchannel bar(s) X _
RMs)
-
_ X Vegetared midarannel harts) X
-
BotHrl X _ _ Mature island(s) X _
Golds)
-
_ X Umegetated side bails) X
Wogs) S - - Fegareed side baz(s) X
-
Ponded madam) X _ _ Unarm till deposit(s) X _
Discrete ond de Ms) X 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 ad 12105 I
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
NSW. beight(m) 3.0 Banktull width (m) 173 Barton height On) 3.0
Banktop • Bankfull 7 l' Water width (m) 43 Bamboo • Bactlfull ? V
Eanbadred Might(m) OA W as= depth (m) 0.2 Embarked height (m) OA
If Podding Sower don break in doper Skate beigla above waba(m) • OA
Bal material a site is, consoSdaed X unconsolidated
_ unknowo _
lascation of masuremam is: Mlle X run or glide _ other _
a4 ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by weirldam? No X Yes. OM of she _ a33% of sire
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing
Enhancemeen _ OP?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None S •
Waterfalls a5m high _ AnifIcial open water Fringing reed-bank _
Braldedrside eheaneh _ Natural opsn water Cart _ Fleming mat
Debris dam
-
Water meadow Mask _ Otter
Leafy debris FOI
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is DE a more of de Panel Choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (00
.111 I • Ilea, I. liMidiNkedm. 3 a beaduraA • Smant ddar5 brsgt• ma)
Noce X Giant hoperd _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese Panted _ Other? _






Abler', NC. _ Fromm - Es ten, bee X Diseased alders' Nene X Resew - Eole e
21997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 SA 12106
A
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See 5115 nsonual for definitions)
AltitudeIm) 17 SloPe (ntkm) 1.1 Flem MM.% 0-10)
BUS Solid geology cede 75 BM Drift geology ode 5 Maiden canary
MIMIce (rom tourcelim) 1.2 Significant Blboaan,7 N Navigation?
Height of scurcelird 150 Won Quality class 2 RHS Segment ope
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Have ched form and tint box finy comet/Au are needed .
Retie* site number 12106
Cold relnence: SO 401017 River: OLWAY BROOK 13
Date: 16/172 11997 lime: 9.00 Santry: 1L Accred. code: PF43
Advent conlitiora? No X Yes _
Bed of river risible? No _ Part. X Mire
Duplicate phompaplic general character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from: Left X Right _ Channel 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Page 2 ef I 12106
SP. check 1 n at, upstream end downstream end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
LEFT BANK
Mamial GS EA CL CL EA FA CL CL CL CL
Ban1 mcdificabods) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(%) VP NO EC NO NO NO NO NO EC NO
CHANNEL
Otannel Substrate • NV P P GP GP NV NV P GP
Flow type RP SM SM SM RP RP RP SM OW RP
Chem! modsliemion(I) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chem" feature(a) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA CL EA CL EA EA EA EA CL CL
Bank. moddicatieels) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature01 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
1
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OP BANKTOP ILI IC IC 1G IG IC IC IC 1G IC IC
LEFT BANK,TOP UUUUUUUUUU
LEFT BANK FACE UUBBBUS BBB
RIGHT BANK FACE BS S B BUB BUB
BANIC.TOP UUUUUUUUUU
LAND USEwrnaN 5m OF BANK TOP (R) 1G 1G IG IG IG IG IC 1G IG 1G
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES











SERCON sum) in addition? No _ Yes V
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ shallow vs maw/bowl
symmetrical
magmata'
Terraced valley? No X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Unvegmated point bar
Pooh 0 Vegetated point bar
Output cited by IFE. Wareham an 30M3/1998
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m S .FLUP page 3 of 4 12106
L
E E





Wetland (eg bog, marsh. fen)(WL)
Oven water (OW)
socrtenkre. entitymen (SU)








1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page 4 of 4 12106
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banking height(m) 33 Bankfull width (n/ 11.75 Banktop height mw IS
Banktop w Bantry% I V Water width Im) 6.75 Banktop • Bantle!! ? Y
Embanked height (ml OS Water depth (n) 0.15 Embanked height Ind 0.0
If milli= lower than break M slope. Mime: height above walm(m) • to
Bed material at site is: consolidated unconsolidated %unknown _
Location of measurement1W riffle X run or glide _ MR _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
1












kat •the / /


Reinforced . %tole bank Bridge$' Dellecton
p o..45 E E Reinfeeced , top only Other
ode Reinforced - loe only Is water impounded by weirtdam? No X Yes, e33% of site _ .33% of site _
Cm1Onite / Artificial lwu-stage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Poached None X Dredging _ Mowing






EXTENT OF TREES AND AsSACIATED FEATURES None X









_ _ onthwint bostin X -
Bnidedhide channels _ Naval cpeo sem 0Floo:ting mat
-
Ludwig of &mid _Nane _Pirsen X").33%)None










Occaslasal clumps _ _
Is 3394m room of die chat choked vas aeration? NO X YES _
XSemi-continuous X X
X Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS toot I • mom 2 a riadmeemm.3 wheackm4 • mond elder.S• Wait • amee)Coarse weedy debrisC011tiMO=
None X Gant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ Other? _EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Presem E None Present E (>33%)1 Waterfall(s) X _ _ Marginal deadwaterCascade:01 X _ _ Exposed bedecok X _ _
	
_ Exposed boulders X _ _Rapid(s) X
_ X _ Unvegmated mid-channel M(s) X -Riffle(s)
Run(s) X Vegetated mid-channel bar(s) E -
	
_ Mature island0) X _Boil(s) X
Glide10 _ X Unvemated Ode bads) X _
Puol(s) X _ vegetated tide bails) X _
Palled meters) X
_ Otte sat oeposigo X _





Ottte significant observatiow In nradn.al Ate emcee.>
Retails may ban been pmphrasedX
ALDERS
Alders? None _ ham X Estensire _ DISCISed alders? None X Present _ Emerson ,
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 144 12107
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See MIS u / for &pawns)
Altitudelm) 19 Slope Imiltml I" Floe "kg., ( I -10) 4
BLS Salid geology co* 75 BOS Pitt geology cafe 5 Rafael category 2
Distance fian stwee(km) IL, Significant votary ? N Navigation? N
Height of wurcam) Imo Water Quality class I MIS Segment type 2
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Pleas. died Jona a& rid bat i/ any torwalau are mewled ID
Release We encinber: 12107
Grid reference: SO 407021 , Rack OLWAY BROOK IS
pate: 15102 /1997 Mew 16.05 DS Mead. cede: MNS9
Advase crackticen? No X Yes _
Bed et dna risible? No _ X Entire. _
Ducks.< photography general chancier? No _ Yes X
Singed haw Lell X RigN
_ flame! _
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes Y
C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
Wallow nee
Terraced alkyl No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unvegetked poem bar
Pat 0 Vegetated point bar
Oulpul crested by 1FE, Wareham no 3011151998 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY; TEN SPOT °TEC page 2014 12107
Spa check I is at. upstream end X ankturearn end
PHYSICA L ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT RANK
Material EA EA EA EA CC EA EA EA FA BR
Bank nholificational NO NO NO NO RI EM EM EM EM
Bank festurels) NO NO EC NO NO NO NO EC EC NO
CHANNEL
Charnel Warns P NV CO NV NV NV NV P NV P
Flow type RP RP SM RP RP 111V RP RP SM UW
flannel ninth ficadon0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
flak! feature0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Mania! EA FA EA EA CC EA FA FA E4 EA
Bank modificanat) NO NO NO NO RI NO NO NO NO NO
Bank franca,/ NO EC NO NO NO EC NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP IAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITTEN 5m OF BANKTOP IL) IG IG 1G PG Ell IC 10 PG IG IG
LEFT BANK.TOP UULIUBUUUOU
etre BANK FACE SS BS EBBBBS
RIGHT BANK FACE SBS S BS S S S S
RIGHT BANKTOP UUUUBS S S 5 S













SITE NO. 12107 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY, 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4 12107
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURV•Y page 4 el 4 12107
I I LAND USE WITIIIN Mon OF BANKTOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL MUTT BANK
roadleaf/mixed woodland (EL) Rough pasture (RP) e BanklOp beigta(m) 125 BakfuIl wicks (m) 10_5 Banklup height (m) 3.0
Coniferous plantation (CPI Improvechseni-incroved gran (IC) E e Banuop - Bank(ult ? • Warr width (a) 3.0 Bankcp 5 Bank (ull ?
ceehwe 10e) Tdled land fTL) Embanked belga (n) KS Wean depth Onl 0.25 Embanked kasha On1 05
ward/Ina (WO Wetland leg bog. wank fen)(9/1) If traddire Iowa dun break a slope. indica. height abate watalm1 a 0.0
MSC) Open venter(09) Bed material k site is: consolidated X unconsolidated
Tall herbs OH) / Stiburhanhutan development (SU) Lwatico of messuntweni is: riffle X run or glide _
Rock awl sera IRS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROMLES None Major Imenredwe Minor Major Imam:di= Minor





Vertical • toe Reinforced . whole ban I /k Bridge. 2 D:ccica
cep 345 E E Reinfoked . top only
0
Is water impraineed by weiddanD No X Yet 4396 of We _ >33R of site _k Reinfoked - we ally
pked.„,,,a, -
Composite / Artificial two-stage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None XPoachedI Ernballs.odSebback ankaakmenrs E Enh.Drot ._. OthIti?ngFEATURES OFSPECIAL INTEREST _
Ca.ijEkith"-
None Xj EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Waterfalls sins high _ ArLindal ofea water .. Otheinfrziri:::ed-biA
_11TREESNone Len Right ASSOCIATED FEATURESShading of channel None Present E 0.33%1
	
X _










_ _ Overhanging banks _







EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES .
Unelawater tree mots X _ _
Fallen trees
Coane woody *Nis X_ - -
Is 3391,or mort of tit Cheatla choked with vegetation? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Magni I - ankh 2 a rhalediadre, 1 • besantA • pas' eMer.5. bramble. • ma)
Na. X Gi.., Forted - Hana.lafla balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ 00..? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS
Major impair








RiffIC(s) X _ Unnegetated sad-channel ba(l) X _ Other significant obsavaciern:
Runf s) _ X Vegetated rad-channel bai(s) X -1111Bak,/Glide(0Pooh's)
_
X _ Mature island(s)
X _ _ Unrelated side bans)





S  Pnridedreach(es) X _ _ Discrete silt cieposit(s) X _ ALDERS
Discrete sand Ws) X _ Mden? None _ Present X Extensin _ Diseased olden? None X Present _ Extensive _
/Geld refezeoce:
Date: 1902 /1997 Turm 14.30
SO409027
SumMor IL
River: OLWAY BROOK 17
Accral code: PF43
Adverse conditions? No X Vas _
II
Red china visible? No _ Pat X Entire. _
Dinka gthotograpin: general Nuncio'? No _ Yes X
Surveyed front Left X Right _ Channel _I SERCON surrey in arlditko? No _ Yes Y




Tarred valky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rinks 4 Umetnesed Foint her
Pooh 0 Vegetated Om bar
Output crated by 1FE. Wareham ea 30103/1998 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12108
Slam check 1 is as. upstream end _ downsream end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Malvin EA CL CL CL CL CL CL CL CL CL
Ban nolifteatire(,) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bs= femere(a) NO NO NO NO NO NO EC NO SC NO
ClIANNE
Oared mbar= PPPI/PP NV co NV ow
Fber tyre UW RP SM SM RP RP SM RP RP RP
chwel methficsdon(.1 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chased (=Ree(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material BR BR BR CL CL CL CL BR CL CL
Baal mothIlcarlae(s) IV RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Roth fealwe(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO EC NO SC NO
BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND LISE WITHIN No OE BANKTOP (LI IC IC IG IC IC IC IG IG IC IC
LEFT BMYX-TOP Cl/ U U U UU DUD
LEFT BANX FACE Bo os U 1.1 BS us
RIGHT BANK FACE BB BUBS BBUU
RICHT BANNTOP U ES U U U LI U Ii U
LAND LISE WITHIN 5rn OF BMX TOP (R) IC IC IC IC IG IC IG IC IC IG
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES











1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I a( 4 12100
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (See RH> manual foe definitions)
Allitudetm) zo Siege OnAnd Ll Pk. care), (1.10)
BCS Solid geology code 75 RCS Drift geology nide 5 Plantain category
Distance Ron sounteDm) 11 Significant =Nary ? V Navigation?
Helen( souree(M) 150 Water Quality elms I RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check forno and lid bee jf any corned... t ere ended
Reference sae number: 121011
SITE NO. 12111/1 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4 12108
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page .144 121=
LAND USE WITHIN 58m OF BANKTOP
	
I. R
oalleadmined we:Aland1BL) / / Rough pasture (RP)
Confer= plenum= (CP) IngrovethanuimPromd gam DOI
chard (OR) Tilled land(T1)
rimammean041-1) Wetland (eg bog. monk. fenRWL)
(SC) Open water (OW)
Tall herbs (1N) Suburban/urban dreckprent (SU)
IBANK PROFILESnaralAmmaddled L R ArtilleDlhoodllkd L R
Rock mil ea= IRS)
Venkal/unamul E E Resectioned
kal a toe I I Reinforced . who* bank
>45 E E Reidorced - top only




EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
I TREES _ _ ASSOCIATED FEATURESShing of theme! _r4.7ft Present E >33%)Nora Le Rightft ad 

Isolatedhcattered
_ _ Ovahanging bents X _ _
	








X X Fad= nomSemi-contintous
_
Corm woody debris X _

I. CI1ANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RICHT BANK
Banktop 'Ingham) 33 Restful( width (m) 16.0 Banktop kir= (m) 2.75
Beaton Bankful1? N Water width (nO 7.75 Beatty 11Bank MI?
Embanked height (m) 0.) Warn depth (m) 02 Embanked height (m) 0.0
I( Irashline lower than break in slope, indicate: Might atone watalm) 12
Bed material a Me is: consolidated X unconsolidated
location of mavarement is: riffle X nina Nide _ oder _
Iti ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intermediate Minor Maier Intermediate Minx





Is *ma impounded by weir/dam? No X Yes. c33% of site _ .331b of _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging




Waerfalls >5in high _ Animal open Vasa
_ Bog _ Fringing reed-hank _
raidedIside channel, Natural open *aka X Carr _ Floating mat_
_




Is 33% ee mere of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLAArrs (Oderc 1 wed= elnaegesdrea.3 • breetraA • grown
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATI/RES None X Crum bored _ Himalayan balsam _ 1apanne knotweed _ Other? _
None Pment E None Present E0.3321.1
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may toyeboon Protthr..11)
Wane:DA(u) Marginal deadwater X _ Major impact*: OVERDEMAING.
Cascade(s) X
-
Exposed bedrixt X _ _ Land Management




Untegetated mid-Ny.11nel hee(s) X _ Other significaan observations: (hennal Onsdaepnesi a len&Russ) _ X Vegetated midchannel bal(s) X _
Boills) X _
-
Mature island(s) x _
Glalels)
_ _ X Unvegnated side be(a) x _
Pool(s) X
_ Vegetated ride ber(s1 x _
Pealed reac ) X _ Dilcrrie sill depasil(s) x S ALDERS
Discrete land 11(0 x _ Alden? Now _ Nese Di X Persona [sinner
1997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY par I of 4 12109
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (Sre RHS nand/or definitional
Almude00 25 Slope Warn)
RCS Solid gookgy cock 75 1565 Drift palogy code
Distance from source(km) 10 Signifies( tribuary ?
Height of source(m) 150 Water Pali, class
HELD SURVEY DETAILS Please card pm and ski boa if any corrections are ',ended
Reference site maybes
Criel refowee. SO 4160021 River OLWAY BROOK 19
Date: 16102 /1997 Mere, 16.00 So DS Accred cok. MN59
Advent COIldiliOns? No X Yes _
BOd Di rifle risible? No _ Pan X
_
Duplicate pbotograpnr general chancier? No _ Yes X
Surveyed (res IsIS X Right X Ounkl X
SERCON awn, in siditices? No _ Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
X shallow we concarekowl
deS synurenical
ssynnnetrical
Terraced valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rinks 4 Umegewled pkm bar
Pools B Vegetated ISM bm
Output mated by IFF, Monism m 300111991 

1977 RIVER HA B1TAT
-
SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS p.m 2 of 4 12109
Spot check I n ad upstream sd It wnstrearn eral
PHYSICAL ATTR1BUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 10
LEFT BANK
Mawial EA EA FA CC EA EA LA EA EA FA
Bank coodinceakolk/ NO NO NO RI NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank featke(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO EC NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Clumnel soNtrat NV NV AR SI CO P P CO SI
How ryke SM RP SM SM RP SM OW UW SM RP
Chemel nwfilleakals/ NO NO NO RS NO NO NO NO NO NO
awed leakre(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material LA EA EA CC EA EA LA EA EA EA
Bank modifies:1mM NO NO NO RI NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIM /marks/ NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP ILI IG SU SU SU IC IC IC IC IC IC
LEFT BANK-TOP US BB MOHO
LEFT BANK FACE S SBUS B BBB
RIGHT BANK FACE BS JIBS S S BBB
RIGHTBANK-TOP S S S BS S S UUS
LAND USE WITHIN Sm Of BANK TOP (RI IC IC IC SU SC SC TH IC. IC IC












LS Flk. eRelmeY !Lb 3
5 Planfmm category 6
N Navigation?
RIB SCSITICIIItype
s1TE NO. 11109 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 MI 11109
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page la. 11109









Improveksak. inçeoved grass (10)
Tilled bad au
Welland kg bog. marth. fenXWL)
Open water (OW)
SMAntanharban develaprere










/ / Reinforced - whole bank
E Reinfreced - top only


















EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None
Shading of channel _
OTRIMnIdngla& -
Emceed bulaide mon _
Vedanta tree mons _
Fallen trees X
























LEFF RANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
8 "11.4 Mithdrn) 13 Bankfull width (m) 715 Llskiop height (m) IS
Benldop BanIdull 7 V Water widd)(m) 33 Banktop a Bankfull
Embanked heighl (m) OA Water depth (m) 0.15 Embanked height (m) 0.0
If trashline lower than Weak in slope.indicate: height above raven.). 0.0
Bed material al she d: consolidated uncemsolidated %unknown _
Lccation of ressacknene . Wile X ant glke atm _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is was impounded by weidclarn? No X Yes. 43% of site _ 633% of sUe
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Ortekkt _ Mowing %Mating _
Enhancemem _ Oka,
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls >58nNIP - Altficial open %yaws Fringing reed-nok _
Braided/side channels _ Natural open water CV! _ Niacin mit
Octets dam %Valetmeadow Ranh _ Otler
Leafy debris Pea Huth _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Ls33% ea luxe of tbe Sam! doted with vegetation? NO X TES
_
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (015er. Amemodra. I • bewkeo4 • grad ellms• beak; • well
None X Giant horned _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese Meowed _ Other? _






Alden? None - Present X Extensive - Diseased al 17 None X Praelli Extemi
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page t of 4 12110 097 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS pap I of 4 12110
A BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION flee RAS menrierliord4nojerel
Spot cheek 1 is am upstream end X downstream end
Altittdelral 05 SAPe OnAmI 14 Flow category D-10) 4
HOS Solidgeology code 75 BGS Drift geology code 5 Planform thcegory 2
Distance (rom source0m) 213 SigniTant tobaary 7 N Nasitalion? re
Height al sturceirn) 415 Water Quality etas I REIS Segment type 6
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Mane clic i form and *A te. Va., emmenam Ameneeded El
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Mater:id BR BR BR BR BR BR BR BR BR BR
Bank modificatioNO RI RI RI RJ RI RI RI RI RI 1{1
Bank (eature(n) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO No
CHANNEL
Reference the Bunter 1210
Channel substrate CO CO BE BE CO CO CO AR BE NV
Flow type RP RP RP BW RP RP RP RP RP RPGod reference: SO 442571 Rise,: HONDDU I .
Chanel rnoctillesion(s) ' NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI NO NO
Dale: 12/11 /1997 lime: 1520 Surveyor: CS Anted. mode: IID2
Chapel feature10 NO NO RO RO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Adverse conditions? No X Yea _
Material EA EA BR BR BR BR BR BR BR BR
Bed of elver risible? Part X Eaglet _ Bask modiTerabee40 NO NO RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND usEwrnon 5ns OF BANKTOP (L) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANK-TOP UUUUSS UUU LI
LEFT BANK FACE U 11 5 S UUS UUU
RIGHT BANK FACE S S S S SS UUS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP SS UUSS UUS U
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANK TOP (R) BL BL SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE / / / / I NV










Duplicate photographs. general channel Yes X
Surveyed Maw LEA X Right X Channel X




Terraced valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 7 Um/managed point bar
Pools Vegetated point bar
Outpus crated by /FE. Wareham ea 3W03/1998
TE ND. 12110 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 5410mSWEEP-UP Page 3 a 4 12110
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pag..1 of • 12110
II LAND USE WITHIN 50th OF BANKTOP
	
L R L Ft
(RP)radical/mixed re:odium] OIL) / / Rough pasture

Connerous *elation (CP) Improvedhend-iropromed pass (IO)
&chard (OR) Tilled Ind (ELI
tecladllamm a*n Wetland leg bog. earth. fenXWL)
(SC) Open water (OW)
Tall hobs (TH) ' Sulsarbanforban dthelthmeth ISU) E E
Reck and acme IRS)
BANK PROFILES
tunthsamedIlled L R ArtMelal/modilled L R
Vert:catheter= Resection:4 E E
Vertical a-toe • Reidated - Mak bank E E
>45 Reinforced - lop only














Shading of channel X _ _
IsotateRscanned x _
Regularly spaced. single _ _
Osethenging baighs X









EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Underwater bee rects X
Fallen trees x











RifIle(s) Unversed mid-channel har(s) X _ _
Run( 0 Vegetated mid-channel har(s) X _
_I Baths) Mature 61araffs)GIdefs) X _ Unvegetared side bails) X_ Vegetated side bar(s) X _Pool(s) X 	 _
	
X _
Proded reach(esl X _ _ Discrete silt depositIsl X
Discrete sand ir(s/ x

CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bankrop height(m) 1.6 Bank full width 00 95 Rename height tml 5.0
Banktop mBatikfull ' r Watts width (m) 10 Banktop - Bankfull 7 N
Embanked beigla (o) no Wan depth (m) 0.4 Embanked Might (m) GA
If nubbin. lower than Weak in slime. Sims.. height above watettna) • OS
Bed material a site iv consolidated uncomelidated Xunknown
Enrico of ranthremmi ir riffle X rue or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intermediate Minor Major Intermediate Minot





Is Wile, iMpotinded by weir/dam? No _ Tel. <33% of site _ >334 of site






FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Wessel:11s m5rn high _ Artificial open wax _ Bog _ Fringing med-bank
raided/side channeb _ Natural open water_ Cave _ Fleming nut
Debris dam Water meadow Marsh _ Otter
Leafy debris Fem Flush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Ls 33% cmmat of the deem( ebokel with vegetate& NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PlANTS (Odseem1 • Nernm.7 .itoletlesdren.3 a lithelan,4 • greed eldee.5 a bemma. newel
None _ Man breed H imalayan balsam _ Japanese towns X Otherl _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may have been PHIPImmeell)





Alders' NOM _ Present X Extensive _ Dneased aiders' Nor* X Present _ Ex termve _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12111
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See Riff manual for definitions)
A Ititude(m) 143 Slope (oAm) II How catego711-10)
ITOS Solid geokgy code 73 FIGS Drift geology code I Planform category
Diane from source(bm) 203 Significant Mammy ? N Navigation?
Height of scorce(M) 413 Waxer Quality class 1 ENS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please thee& lone cad ria box rf any reonniom are "'Mai
Edam= sim raanker. 12111
Crtkl rtfesence: SO 49295 River: 110140011 3
Date: 11/111 /1997 Got 1410 Surveyor) ZR Awed. code: FIDI
Mame conditicets? No X Yes _
Bed of rims vlible? No _ Pert X Enure. _
Duplicate photographs) general character? No _ Yea X

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY; TEN SPOT CHECKs pne mal I 12111
Spot check 1 is au uptown end X downsucem end
rHysIcAl. ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA FA EA EA FA BE EA EA
Bank modifraboc(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank fraturefil NO NO NO SO NO NO SC NO NO SB
CHANNEL
Cannel mbersee BE NV BE CO BE BE CO BE BE CO
Fbw tyge BW F1P BW RP OW RP RP RP RP BW
molifialioc(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel featurc(t) RO NO RO NO NO NO NO NO RO NO
RICHT BANK
Mooed FA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA
ERA nodilkatio(e) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank Futuna) SC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANXTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed from Left
_ Right X Channel X
LAND USE WORM Mo OF BANICIDP (1.) SU SU SU ELI IC IG IC IG IG IC
LEFT BANX-TOP SS S S S S S SS S
LEFT BANK FACE SS SS SS S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE SS S S S S S SS S
RIGHT BANE:TOP SS S S S S S SS
LAND LISE MOWN SnsOF BANK TOP (R) BL BE BL BL BL IL BL BL BL BL
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV NV NV
Ijum..sluMssanili I / / /









SERCON swag in midaloaT Y. Y
PREDOMJNANT VALLEY FORM
MOM.. me coecavetbowl
X deep no, symmetrical
Termed .110) No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 4 Umegeofed prim bar
Poob • Vegetated point bar
Ourgat treated by IFT, Worsham on 3W03/19911
SITE NO. 11111 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500ea SWEEP.UP page 3 of 4 12111
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12111
LAND USE WITIHN 30m OF BANKTOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RICHT BANK
oadleaf/mised woodland1BL) E Rough pasture (RP) Banktop height(m) 33 Bankfull width (0) 20.0 Ranklop height Om M
Conifer.. planation (CT) Ingnivedisemiemproved pass OM E / [Istvan •Bankfull ? r Wain width (m) 13.0 Bmktop • &NMI] ? Y
On-lord (OR) Tilled land (EL) bottankal height (m) 0.0 Wax depth (m) 0.3 Embanked height (m) 0.0
oceland/heath (MN) Welland OMbor. Nam* feli)(WL) If trashlise Mao dun tweak ia amt. indica/. Nigh above waram(m) • OA
nab (SC) Open water (OW) Bed material at site is: consolidated
_ mconsofidated Xunkrown _
Pall herbs (TH) SuburbaNurban development (SU) Location of measuremeno is) riffle X ma or glide _ other _
Reck and scree (RS) hl ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILE:5 None Make 11170Tentialt Minoe Major Imam:dime Minor
_ Wein Rennin=tural/umnodilled L R Arelfkialeacdtllal L R
Mkt" OutfallsVeniCaYndernil / , Resectioned /




cep >45 E E Reinforced . top only
Odor
le le / Reinforced - me only Is man inipalned by warldam? No X Yes 03396 of sise _ >33% of site _
Artificial two-sageComospite N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT







FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
_
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES Mee
_





















_ _ Owe-lunging boughs _
Reguledy mescal single _ Emceed tonluide moo X _. P CHOKED CHANNEL
i
Occesimol clem. -- -
Semi.coreiniems
Continuous X X




. Comm woody debris _ X _
Is 33% Of 1710reof the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (011wrz: I a rola 1• 11.4•110011106.3 • benne... • inen,demi • brembln• emel
Nom X CM. horned _ Himalayan Slum _ Japaneseknorweed _ OUZOI K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES



















_ X Emoted boulders _ X _ Animals: HERON
Riffle10 X
-
Unregetetcd mid-dame! bar(s) X _ _
Odor sipilicam Obsemafions:














Ponded rearh(es) X - _ Discrete silt deposit(s) X _ S ALDERS
Discrete smd de Ms) X _ _ Alckrs? Nom _ Present X Extensive _ Diseased alders? None X Present _ Eatmsive _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12112
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page of 4 12112
BACKGROUND MAPBASEO INFORMATION Mee ENS mamoaMor defrurionG
Spot cheek I upsiteam end X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
415 Water Quality class 1
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO EC NO
[ FIELD SL1RVEY DETAILS Ream cheaMns and Mt 1.2z 1 any,Onectiom aintedrd b
CHANNEL
Reference site neater 12112
Channel substrate CO CO BO BE BE BE BE BE CO BE
Flow type
Channel mcdification(s)
RP RP SW RP UW RP RP RP UW UW
I
Grid reference: SO QOM ,
Dalt IVO /1997 Tprte: 1235 Surveyor: RisnrCS RONODU 5. HE12 Channel feanina0)
RIGHT BANK
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RO MI MI NO RO RO NO NO NO NO
Adverse emelitions? No X Yes _
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
i(s)
I
Bed of rivet visible? No _ Pan. X F.ntirt _ Bank modificat
Bank Ramat) NO SB EC SC NO SC NO NO SC NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Duplicate plmtographs: general character? Yes X
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed from. Left X Right X Channel X
SERCON surrey in addition? No _ Yes I' LAND USE WONIN Mn OF BANKTONL) M. IC IC IC IC IG IC IC 1G IC
LEFT BANK-TOP SSSS SS SSS SC PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM




SS S S CCS CCC
SS S S SS S S CC
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (R) IC to IC IC IG IC 10 BL BL BL
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES








Riffles g Unregetated paim bar
Amphibious
Nols 0 Vegetated point bar 0 Submerged broad-leaved




, 1TE NO. 12112 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY:500m SWEEP•P PIP 3 ell 12112
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Par lorl 12113
: If LAND USE WITHIN Men OF BANKTOP
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	




oadleallmixed woodland olw I r Rough pasture (RP)
0.0 13 Bankfull width (m)
Water width (m)
1.2conderow Planthtien (CF) E E
Banktop = Banking 7
12.75 Banktop Wight (m)
9.25 Banktop a Bank full ?
Immoved/semi-improved grass (IG)
Embanked height (m/
N YOrchard (OR) Tilled land (TL)
0.0 Water depth (m) 0.45 Embanked height (m)
beigtn above elm).
oorlandMeath (MIll Wetland (eg hog, marsh, fenXWL) If nashline lower than break in slope. indicate: 0.8
mb (SC)




Tall herbs (MI Suburb...Arbon development (SU) Location of memurement is: riffle X run or glide _ other _
%unknown _
Rock and scree (RS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILES None Major Intermediate Mmor Major Intermediate Mince
turathmmodlfted I. R ArtilidaVeraodilled L R X Weirs Revetments
	
Sluices OulfallsVenicaVunderna / / Resectioned
	
Cohens FordsVertical • toe / / Reinforced - whale bank
	
Bridges Deflectors
rep >45 E E Reinforced - top only
Other
nde Reinforced - toe only Is water myounded by wciddarn? No X Yes. <339b of site _ >13% of site _
Anificial two-SlageCoothmpe










FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST













holatedscauend Overhanging boughs _ X
CHOKED CHANNEL
_










EXTENT OF CHANNEL  FEATURES  
Underwater  nee mots _
Fallen  trees  
X
X
Coarse woody debris X  _ _
, 
h 33%  or  rnore of  the  channel choked with  vegetatim7 NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS  moms  1 •aeoles. la rhadadeadma,3 • Modem. . arweal  elcla.,5• brumble,•  mite)



















(Continents may Km been paraphrased!)
R rffle(s) _
	
























Pearled reackfml X _ Discrete silukpaat(s) X _ S ALDERS
Discrete sand de Ms) X _ Alders? None _ Present % Extensive Diseased alders? None t Preseni _ Extensive _
I
Altitudelm)
















2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10
N
EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA BE
Navigation?
Bank modification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NOENS Segment type
concave/cowl
symmetrical
T raced My. No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1.14 12113
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS mans" I far def.dons)
163 Mora larlord I
75 BGS DeGt geology code 9
1113 Significant tribuary ? N







BCS Solid geology oak
Distance Imen sturce(kan)
Height of monalm)
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please dad formald rid bar if Ray carrevioar an needed
Reference sift number 11113.'
Orld referee= SO 44308 River HON0007 - -
Dna In I 11997 Time: 9-30 Surveyor CS Accord. code: 111:12
Mame conditions? No X Yes _
Bed °Oiler visible? No _ Part. X EnMe. _
NON= photographs, genera character? No _ Yes X
Swayed bum Left X Right _ Channel X


1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY) TEN SPOT CHECKS































N Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA FA
6
Baal modification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
El










014111C1urbstrue CO CO BE CO CO CO BE CO BE CO


Flow type UW UW BW UW RP RP RP RP RP RP


Charnel modification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO












Maeaul F.A EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA


Rasbnwndiffljo,(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO


BanIt featize(s) NO NO SZ1 NO NO NO NO VS NO S
r BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE




LAND USE watnN Sro OF ISMIKTOP (L) CP CP IC IC IC IG BL IC IC IC
LEFT BANK-TOP SS SSSSS SSS
LEFT BANK FACE SSSSSSSSSS
RIGHT BANK FACE SS SS SSS SSS
RIGHT BANK-TOP SS SS SSS SSS
LAND USE WMIIN 5rn OF BANK TOP (R) BL IC IC IC BL IC IC RP IC IC
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV










Termed alley No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 7 Unagerated point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output created by IFE, Wareham on 30/0Y1991
SITE NO. 12113 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 44 12113
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pagr4 0(l 12113
LAND USE WITHIN SthalOF BANKTOP L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
L R L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
roadleallnixed wtodland(BL) ( lamgh pasture (RP) Banat, arght(n0 13 BanIttiall width (ml 14.0 Banaop aight (m) 2.0
Coniferous plantation (CP) Impenred/serti-improred vms (IG) E E Banat% • BankMI ? Y Water width 010 93 Banktop • Bankroll 7 N
lord (OR) . raw lend (M) Embanked height (m) 0.0 Wan depth (n0 03 Embanked height (m) 0.0
emeland(heath(MU) Wetland (es bog. mirth. fall(WL) If uashline lower than boat in skge. indicate: Might above natal.) • 0.0
b ac) OPen water (OW) Bed material at site ir consolidated _ uneanolidated %unknown _
Location olsressurerneri is: riffle X run or glide _ ether _Tall trate (114) Suturtsaaarban demkgenerg (MD
(RS)scrRock andee M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILES
aturePtiamodllled L R Ataglelallmodilled
VerticalAnalertm / Resectimed
mica • toe / Reinforced . whole tank
teep >45 E I Reinforced - top only
rule / Reinforced - toe only
Composite Artificial Iwo-suge
I PoachedEmbankedSetback embankments
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Leh Riga None Present E 0.33%1
None
_ - Shading ol channel _
bolatedhcattered Ovatanging boughs _
Regulal),94ad. 04./e _ Eapcsed bet...tide roots X _ _
Occasional dumps _ Underwater tree mots X _ _
Saniamuinumn Fallen trees X _
Continuous X X Cone woody debois _

















_ .:. X Exposed boulders X L
Raoo
	
















Neu's) x _ _ wocutedsok WO
_ x -
Poreleilreach(cal X _ _ Doan b depron(51 x _ _
OiSCRI and Ms) x _ _







Is 11+110Impounded by weiildam? No X Yes. <33% of sire _ >33% ol
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing Weed-curing _
Erbarcanent _ Otter?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEKEsr
NOM
Waterfalls o5n1 hit!, _ Artificial open water Bog _ Fringing reed-bank _
Brardeckbide ctannels _ Natural open wear Cart _ Floating not
Debris dam X Wan =Wow Marsh _ Otter
Lea% dears X Bat
CIIOKED CHANNEL
la 33% or mac of the chased cboked with agetatim? NO X YES
_
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Otant 1 • mules.2. rhemdemina,3 hmekraA • arms elan, Is lamb% • mare
None X Giant hopted _ Himalayan Shim _ Japanese knotweed _ Other? _






Alders? Now _ Present X E ten ' Er sensed Mem' None X Present _ Extensive _
R
097 RIVER HABITAT SIM VEy page 1 ef
BACKGROUND MAPRASED INFORMATION (See RES manual foe definition, I
Altitude/oil 175 SloPe OrAnft 10 Flow category 0-10) 3
1305 Solid geology code 75 1605 Drift geology crge 9 Menlo= cater.), 2
Distance fawn source(km) 173 Signi(.cant mbuary ? N Navigation?
Height of soume(m) 415 Water Qualift class 3 RES Segment type 6
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check form and tick boa Sony conneliatu aye needed
Reference site number 12114
Grid reference: SO 35314
Date: ' 12/11 /1597 not 10,50
Adverse conditiora?
Bed of river visible?
Duplicate photognpfts, general character?
Rim: KOMODO 9
&moor: ZR Acered. code: 1101
No X Y es _
No _ Pan. X Entire. _
No _ Yes X
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECK pageloEl 12114
Spot cheek I Is at•upstream end _ downstream end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material BE EA EA EA EA EA EA EA BO EA
Bank roadification(s1 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank featunftft NO NO NO NO VP NO NO SB NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel substrate BE BE BE CO CO CO CO CO BE BE
Flow type RP BW RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP
Chancel mothrication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel (eatunf(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA
Bank modification(a) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature/0 NO NO NO PB EC NO SC SB NO NO
F BANETOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE









Terraced valley? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 7 Unvegmated pftnt bar
Pools 0 Vegetated POhn bar
Output cleated by In. Wareham on 30303/1998


















BL BL BL BL RP RP RP BL BL BL
CCSS SSS SS S
SSSSSS SS S
SSS SSS SS S
SSSSSSSSS
RP BL BE BL BL BL BL RP RP BL
	
/iv / NV NV
SI It 140. 12114 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 5ftwn P-UP page 3 or 4











Wetland leg bog. manh' "'W.")
Open water lOW1
Suburban/urban developmenr (SU)










Reinforced - whole bank
Reinforced - top onty





















Eaposed bankside roots _
Underwater rree WON -
Fallen trees














Unregetated midchannel bads) X
Vegetwed ntidchannel WOO _
Mal tire island(s)
Unvegmated side bar(s)
Vegetated side har(ft X
Discrete silt deposals) X
Discrete sand sit(s)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bamktop heightlnft 1.25 Bankroll width OM 10.5 Banktop height1mi 1)
Banktop a Bankroll ? V Water width (.1 10.0 Banktop a Bankroll ?
Embanked Wight (m1 0.0 Water depth (.1 0.45 Embanked height (m1
If ftashline lower than break m sk)Pe. indicate: *Iglu gore water(m1 = 0.0
Bed material at site is, consolidated X unconsolidated
Location or measure/nem is, riffle X run or glide _ other _
RI ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by weir/dain7 No X Yes, 03% of sue _ >33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing
Enhancement _ Oda.?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Wan-rails a5m high _ Artificial open water _ Fringing reed-bank
Braided/side channels _ Natural open. water _ Floating mat
Debris darn Water meadow
-
Marsh _ Other
Leafy debris X Fen
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 3391 or more of the dome! choked with regetatico? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Mahe. I • nettles.1 nnbudadmdram,) ...ch./4 • grad akleftS -tirmmaft • mom)
None X Giant horned _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knocword _ Odic? _






Alders? None _ Present _ Extensive X Di sed a) None X Present _ Ex
1997 RIVER HA BITAT SU VEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 0(1 1211) 1
997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page loll
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHE manna/foe definitions)
12115
Sp. cheek I Is at upstream end X ik000edr000send _
E PHYSICA L ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IX
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA
Bank modification(e) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feenee(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL '
Channel subsume CO NV NV BE BE BE NV BE BE BE
Flow type RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP BW RP '
Channel rnedification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel featine(s) NO NO NO NO RO NO NO NO RO RO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modilicmio(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO SC NO NO NO SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND DSC WITHIN Sm OF BANKTOP (L) IG IG IG IC IG IG IC BL BL IC
flit BANK-TOP SS SS S SSSS S
LEFT BANK FACE SSS S SS SSSS
RIGHT BANK FACE SSS S SS SSSS
RIGHT BANK-TOP SS S S SS SSSS
LAND USE WITTEN 3m OF BANK TOP (10 SC 1G IG 1G RP RP RP BL IG 1G












Altitudelm) isa SloPe (m/Mtl) 14 Flow tetegraz I IWO 3
BGS &AM geology vale 7$ BUS Drift geoggy code S Planform category
Distance from sourceOnd 163 Significant wibsiaiy1 N Naviga(on?
Height of soureelm) 413 Water Quality class 3 RHS Segment type
HELD SURVEY DETAILS Please cheek form asseHid box V any correction' ar naded
Reference she number: 12111
Grid reference: Rita: HONE/DU 11
Date: I Lf11 0997 Tlow. 15.15 Surveyor. ZR Atoned. code: HDI
Adverse condmom? No X Yes _
Bed of river visible? No _ P&L X
Duplkate photographs: general character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed horn: Left X Right X Channel. X
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes





Terraced valley? No _ Ws X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES.POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 8 Unvegelated point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
(Fatima created by IFE. Wareham an 30103/19911
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPUP Page 6(4 12115
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12115
LAND USE WITHIN 5OnsOF BANKTOP
	
L R L R
mdleallmixed woodland (13L) I I Rough pasture (RP)
Coniferous plantation (CP) Improved/semi-improved grass (IG) E I
h,ra (OR) Tffled land (TL)
oorland9teath(M11) Wetland (eg bog. mush, fen)(WL)
rub (SC) Open water (OW)
Tall herbs (TH) Suburbanhirban devel(cment (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
lit
BANK PROFILES
urahmmodtheel L R AMMelathwadilled L 11
Vertical/Panda-cm / / Ream-weed
kal .. toe / / Reinforced - whole bank
p >45 E E Reinforced - top only

















Isolated/scattered _ _ Overhanging baighl - X




_ Underwater lee mots _ X
Serni-continuous . X X Fallen Bees




1 K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Present E Nor< Present E (>33%)
Walerfall(s) Marginal deadwater X _
Cascade( s)
-
Exposed Watch X _
Rapid(s)
-
Exposed boulders X _
Riffle(s) X Unvegetated mithcbannel bar(s) _ X _
Run(s) _ X Vegetated mid-channel bar(s) X
Boil(s) X _ _ Mature island(s) X _
Glidels)
_ X _ Unvegetaled side harts) X _
Pool(s) X _ Vegetated side bar(n) X _
Vwded TewhieW X Diwitesi61 depnsints, K _ _
Discrete sand de W. X - - 

L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m) Lli Bankfull width (m) 133 Bantu, height (m) 1.5
Barthian n Bankroll 7 1. Widei width Im) 10.0 Banktop • Balaton ?
Eanbanked height (m) OS Water depth (n) 0.4 Embanked height (rn)
If trashline lower than break in slope. indicate: height above 500ta(111) a OS
Bed material at site is: consolidated X unconsolidated
Isaias, of measurement is: riffle X nan or glide _ other _
RI ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by mein/dem? No I Yes, <33% of sire _ >3.3% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing Weed-cutting _
Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
_
Water( alb Wm 11Xh _ Artificial open water Ffinging reed-bank _
Braided/side charamls _ Natural oPen water Floating mat_ _
Debris darn Waltz meadow Other_ _
Leafy debris X Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more of the Newel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Bluberz: maws rhededeadren, 3. erackeaA • mad elder, I beemble.• were)
None X Gard hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ Other? -




Other significant otnerwationc Fut flowing. Coed diverdirairet spades.
ALDERS
Alden? None - Present X Extensive - Diseased alders? None X Pnesent _ Eelensift _
nos1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pate I of
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION
1997 RIVER IIABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page of




2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Nadal EA EA EA EA EA BE EA EA EA EA
eni trodilkatioo(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank futunNs) NO VP NO NO NO NO NO NO SC NO
Altnude(ml 195
BGS Solid geology code 75
Distancefrom scurogkm) 15.5
Height of soartelm) 415
SloPe IMAM
BGS Drift geology ode
Significant tntwary ?
Water Quality Elms
5 559. "Soy (I -10) 3
Manion casegay 2
Navigation?
3 RHS Segment type
111FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please oiler<Pr. end M. be. mycnnnrBauart sr0ed
Referince tat mamba: 12116
Grid refannec SO 37329 , River HONODU 13 "
Date: WI 1 11997 Time: I4.03 Surveys CS Acaed code HD/
Adverse coedit:ens? No X Yet
Bid of river risible? Ps. X Emile.
Mathes OPASONO: rani Sass? No _ Yee X
Surveyed hos Lett X Rot K 0.1 X
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes
1 C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow we concavotowl
X
Terraced yang? No _ Yu X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Ruffin Unversed point bm
Vegetated point bet
Oulpul created by WE Wareham ea 3093/1998
CHANNEL
Channel substrate CO P NV BE BE BE BE BE BE BE
Flow OW RP RP RP UW UW SM CH RP RP UW
Channel modificatiOn(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Ousel feast) NO NO NO RO NO NO MI NO NO RO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA ss EA EA EA EA EA
Bea nodificasion(S) PC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feast) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO VP
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION SIRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 3m OF BANKTOP (L) IG IG 1G IG IG 1G BL BL BL IG
LEFT BANK-TOP S S 5 S S
LEFT BANK FACE S S 5
•
S
RIGHT BANK FACE S S S 5 S
RIGHT BANK-TOP S S S S
LAND USE yams Itri MBANK TOP (R) RP SC IG IG IG BL EL RP RP RP
CHANNEI, VEGETATION TYPES











1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY PW of 12116
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT RANK
Bank top beight(m) 20.0 Bankfull widtA1m) 193 Banktop Might on)
Bulbs • Bankfull 7 N Wm. width 00 93 Banktop • Bank ful(
Embated height (m) 0.0 Water depth (m) OA Embanked Iv ight (m)
If traShline lower than Sok in slope, indicate: height above water/nil= 0.0
Bed manid ansite is: oanolidad X taxoasoliatated
_unknown _
Leaden of measurement is: riffk X no or glide _ ortar
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is was inVOunded by isiddarn? No _ Yes. AO% of se X >33% of sue _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing
_ Weed-cutung
Estuncemeo _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nes
Waterfalls alm high _ Anifisal atm%vsm Fri Snood-bank
Braided/side channels _ Naos' OPs was Carr _ Floating mat
Debris dam Was sods Mash- Other
Leafy debris S Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or mote of the channel Sots with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Othen Ia maim I a dwasslrao,3 brackse • sand elten.1 •bratobIt. • see)
None Giant bossed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japaneseknotweed _ Omer? P7 P3






Alders? Nene - Present X Extensive - Diseas1 +Alms? None X eirerroor - EslerOrre
SITE NO. 12116 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY; 503m SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4
I
LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
R L R
/ Rough paths (RP)
Inornvedhanl.improved mass LIG/ E I
Tilled land (TL)
Wetland leg bot.marsh. feRIOVL)
Open watalOW)
Suburbmdurban development (SU)
Rod sad scree (RS)
I. K Attlfklalhradlfittl L
Restioned
Reinforced whole NS
E Reinforced - top only




















&Nord saw& nnts _
Undo-suss mots X
Fallen ass
Coane wooly debris _
Present E (>33%1
X _













X Unvegetund mideharetel bar(s)
X Vegetated ntid-cluaute( bar(s)
_ Mature islands)
Unser:sated side bads)


















19V7 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I rd 4 12117
BACKGROUND MAPBASED INFORMATION (Ir MIS mensal f or *Miriam)
1997 RI VER IIA RITA T SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS pa
Spat check lii at: upstream end X downstrewn end
P/OSICAL AITRIBUTES
12117
I Altambe(m) 195 SMPeEiGS Solid geology code 75 OnAm) 10 Flow cat gory 0 10)BGS Drift geology code 0 Madan) category
Distece Born srerceam) 14-5 Significant tobtory 7 N Narigation?
Milt* of soureelm) 415 Weser Dustily dm
I
3 ENS Segment type
[ FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check form and tid bar jany coned.° are mtaint
Reference site sleben 12117
Grid Seance SO 33337 River: 11ONDDU 15
Date: I MI /1997 Thee: 12-30 Suneyor ZR Accred. code: NM
Advam coalitions? No X Ya _
Bed of river Welt? No _ Part X Entire.
Duplicate photograNu: gretral character? No Yes X
Sunned Mow Left X Right X Chyme X
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA E4. EA EA EA EA EA EA FA E4
Bank modifelea(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank kature0) NO NO NO NO NO SC NO NO VP EC
CHANNEL
°navel Ben CO NV CO CO CO CO CO CO C CO
How type RP RP RP RP RP RP UW RP RP RP
Cluand moeficaion(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Clmerel lature01 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Matelial EA EA EA EA BE EA EA EA EA FA
Bank. modifeation(s) PC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank leature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SB NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (E) EL IC IC IC IG IC IC BE BL BL
LEFT BM2K.TOP SSSSSSSSS S
LEFT BANK FACE S S SSSSSSS S
MONT BMO( FACE BS S SS SSSS S
MONT BANK-TOP SS S SS CCSS S
LAND USE WM11N 5m OF BANK TOP (E) RP IC IC IC. IC BE BE Bl. BL FIL
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES











1997 RIV R HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4
LAND USE WITHIN Maa OF BANKTOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
I. R 1... R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
oadleaUmixed noodland IBM / Beaton heighi(n0 13 Bagful) velth On) 11.0 Bank top height( ad
Cedar. Planation ICF)
/ Rough pat= MP)
homovedhantitaXwed Pm fle E / Bankaop a Barbra!? vote wiah1m)
IA
MIS land IlE) Embanked height On)
N 9.0 Banloop a Bankroll ? v
hod MR) OS Weer depth (m) 0.35 Embanked height On)
	
height above wamr(m) a
no
	
0414) wedand (eg tog. marsh HO(M-) If b'ashiirt lover than break in slope. indiarte.
oo
Bed mattarial at site is: corsoleated encanolidated %unknown _
rob (SC) Open rates (OW)
_
Locates, et meamessent is: riffle X me or glide _ other _Tag herbs (TW) SehmhanArrban Peeler.= (SU)
IRS)Rock al M ARTIFICIAL FEATURESscree 

littwalhatanodlfied L R A r011elaIhnodUkd L R
None Major Intermediate Minor Major 1ntenntdim MinorBANK PROFILES
X weirs Revetments
Vertical/undercut . / I Reemioned
Sluices




ale / Reinforced - me only
Anifscial twestage
Is water impTin adedby speiestinedent? N° X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nooe X
Yes. <134 of site _ .334 a sae _
Other
>45 E E Mink:wed - lop only
/
_ Mining Weedeuting
_I nettedEmbankedSo lect embankments Eamn“,,,en, _ other?FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
, 1 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES None






shathng a channel -Nem Meuse E (>330)
Braided/side Names _ Natural open nate
Debri adam
Leary debris X WM:" nind*o
an - 0,Flonhaingmat
 
Isolated/scare Orataaging boughs _ X








Underwater tree moo _ X -




Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS lois.. a. Name I a eweedeadem.
Is.33% or note o( the chasm) choked sith vegetation? NO X YES _
ge..... , • brand*. • MYR)
None X Gina hogweed _ Himalaya, baleen _ lapancse larsotweed _ Other? _
1

























_ K Beamated midelannel bar(s) X






















_ Ulloogallal side baNO
Mature islareM)
I ALDERSPodded nacho.) X
_ Discrete sill deposit(s) X
_
_
Discrete sate de l(s) X Alden? Nome _ Presem X E 1 ..... Erse sed Ide F None X Present _ Extensive _
12117
SERCON aunty in moisten? No _ Yes V




Termed valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF !DEFIES, POOLS AHD POINT BARS
Riffles 6 Unvegetated pohtt bar
Pooh 0 Vegetamd point bar 2
Output anted by IFE. %Yardman no 311/03/19%
	
SITE NO. 12117 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: SIXIm SWEEP-UP per 3 se 12117
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par I of 4 12118
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual fry ddios,...)
Allfitule(m)
FIGS Seed geology Code
Distance Imen sourcaml
Heithl of murcHml
205 Slope ImAml 12
7) 1305 Thift goalogy male •
13-5 Significaat nibuary N





1997 RIVER HA BITAT SUR VEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Patti of
Spat check l is at: upmearn end X downstream eat
PHYSICA L ATTRIBUTES





BE EA EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SC NO NO
BE CO CO G CO CO CO BE BE CO
BW UW RP RP RP RP UW RP RP RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO RO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
HELD SURVEY DETAILS Please died fnoannd nick b.. 11.11 co^rak., are "Sed
Reference site motes; 12111
Orki rermerce: SO 33345 River HONDEILI 17
Date: 1VII /1997 Time: 1030 Surveyor: CS Accred. cot 1102
Advent sedition? No X Yes _







Material EA EA EA
Bank modtleahon(s) NO NO NO
Bank feame(s) NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Duplicate photographs: general character? No Yes X
Surveyed from: Left X Right X Flume] X




Tamed valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rano Umtata:0 point har
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Owpami treated by IFF, Wareham on 3W03/1998 



















IC IG BL IG IG 1G IG IG IC IG
SS SSS SSS
S5545555
SS S CS SS S
SSS SS SS S




SITE NO. 11118 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500es SWEEPUP par 3 do 121 IS
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page • of • 12118
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGFIT BANK
Barka, Might(m) 1.0 Bankroll width Ira) 13.0 Bankutp Mien (mt
Banitop • Bankroll ? V Water width 00 13 Bale*. Bankftd1 ?
EAdamked height (m) 05 Water depth :(M) 03 Embanked height (n)
If (reshline Imes than break in Hope, indicate: height above watedm) • 0.0
Bed material et site is: consolidated
-
mcornolidated %unknown _
location of measurement is: riffle X run or glide _ other _
1_1
Id ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impaneled by weir/dam7 No X Yes, <33.6 or site _ >D% of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing Weed-cutting _
Otter?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls >5m lagh Artilicial opm water Bog _ Fringing reed-bank _
BraidedIside channels Natural open water Carr X Floating mat
Detris dam Water madam Marais _ Oder
Leafy debit Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 3316 or rote of the channel choked Mar vegemon? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (*here I • wanks, 2 • rbwkaleadrao,3 braeke.A • growl db..) • beembie, • mare)
None X Calm breed _ Himalayas Skarn _ Japanese Wanted Other? _






Alden? Nom - Present X Extensive Diseased alden? None X Present _ EN:traits -
















Wetland leg bog, marsh. fenXWL)
Open water (OW)
Submit...turban development (SU)
Reck and scree (RS)
Ardfldal/modIlled
Resectioned
Reinforced - whole bank























None Present E OMB/
Shading of channel
Overhanging houghs _ X
Exposed bankside roots _ X
Underwm, tote mots X
Fallen mes X _
Coarse wordy debris X -










BMW! X _ _
Gliders) X
Poolls) X _ _












1991 RIVER Ha BITAT SUR VEX': TEN SPOT CHECKS Page 7 nf4
121191997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4
Spm check I is at: upstream end X downstream end _
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION RHS mammal for definitions)
E PHYSICAL ATIRIBUTESI I I
Flo. nen, 0 -111) 3Altiturldml 215 Slope Ingker. 10 Flo. nen, 0 -111) 3
2 3 4 5 6 7 & 9 ID
1305 Drill geology cede
	
Planform catepery 21105 Solid geology code 75 Planform catepery 2 LEFT BANKLEFT BANK
MaterialDemme horn sourceIkm) 17.5 Significant Oben ? Navigation? EA EA EA EA EA EA EA LA e.o EA
BMW 1110W5C/60.10 so NO NO PC NO NO NO NO NO NO3 RHS Stows lypeHeight of sourcen1 415 Water Quality dm 3 RHS Stows lype Bent Return) NO NO NO NO NO EC NO VS NO PB
t r lit
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Meal.. check form and lick bar Van, correcrion. are needed CHANNEL
Channel treeRelates site number 1211' CO CO CO C C CO CO P CO C•
Flow sync RP WV RP UW RP RP SM RP RP RP
Elmand rtmeliliCatiants)Grid SO 37353 Riven HONDDU 19 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chimed fenre(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NOAccred cede: HDIDate: 11111 /1997 lime: 9.15 Server. ZR Accred cede: HDI
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA a EA EAAdverse canons? No X Yes _ 
Bank modiliesticm(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NOX EnvBed of riser visible?
Bank featurds) NO SC SC NO NO PB NO NO NO EC
Yes XDuplkate photogrmAs: goner.) character? No F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Chanrel XSurveyed from Left X Righc X Chanrel X
LAND USE MIXON Sm OF BANK1OP (LI IC IG RP RP IC RP RPI I I
	
No _ Yes YSERCON sump in Idditin?
LEFT BANK-TOP S S S C S S
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORMC LEFT BANK FACE S S S S S S
onave/bowl
	
Mallow see RIGHT BANK FACE S S S S S S
RIGHT BANK40P S S S S S S
icLAND USE WTIMN Sin OF BANKTOP RP RP IC IC IG IG ICI
stain!
	
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE
LitonsemossmillehenaX asymmetrical / I
Emergent broad-leased hest
Ennient reeds/mdgetfrusbes
Tanced valley? No X Yes _
Fkaming-Ined Pet
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 7 Un•tinted Fen b.'
"Onion
. Submerged Woad-leasedPools 0 Vegesamd Pan bm
Submerged linear-leaved






/ / Reinforced ...bole bank
/ I Reinforced - lop only













LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
L





































Wetland leg en. am. feaXWLI
Oren utter (OW)
StaburtorWrban deselOpment (SIB
Reck and nee (RS)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES




Exposed Soklide raft _ X _
Underwater use Ana _ X _
Fallen tree X
COWW woody debris X





Barddap a Bank/ all 7
Embanked height led 05
If milling Ions than break in dope. i
Bed Talleritlf site is: consolidued








Is wan impended by nett'Idn7 No X






Waterfalls >1.m high - - Amlidal open ear
Bra/tide ands _ Kt Wen iner
Debris dam Water wenn















X Unneganed mid-channel bans)
X Vegetated mid-channel hai(s)
_ Mature island(s)
X Unvegeuied side harD)
_ Vegented side Ws)









Bank width Im) 9.0
Wald width (m) 11.0
Water depth (m) 035





Batton neighs (n. 135
fildWp Bankfilll ?





Is 33% or nen of tle channel choked ivils vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NULSANCE PLANTS
None X GIN breed _ Himalayan balsam _ Item kilted _ Other? _






/WWII? None - Present X Extensive - Oneased aWen? None X Present - Ex/maim -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12120
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual for &Madam)
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please tied lona and di:*box limy ornethw air teeded
Mance site odder 12120
Grid edema) SN 927273
Date: 11111 51997 Tint 9.10
Adwase conditions?
Bed d river stride.?
Duplicate pbotograpbc general character?
Surveyed Ind. Left X
River. SENNI I -
Surveyor DS Aoned. cale: MN59
No X Yes _
No _ Pad X Entire
No _ Yes X
Right _ Dianna X
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes Y




Terraced valky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFISS, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles S Unvegnated point ho
Pnols 0 VntSBbn
Output created by 1FE. Wareham oo I0/01199S
II
245 Skye Odra) 4
75 EGS Drift geology code 5
5 Signikars unman ? N






005 Solid geology code
Distance from sourcenml
Height el scurcenn) 7
	
1997 RIVER 11AB1TAT SUR VEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS /AV 2 a 12120
Spur check 1 is au upstream end X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUI ES
2 5 I 5 6 7 B 9 10
LEFT RANK
Material FA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bad troblkatiOrO) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank frowns) NO NO SC VP VP SC NO
CHANNEL
Chanel substrate SA CP
Flow Type SM SM
Channel moddlraims(s) NO NO
Chased latureD) NO NO
RICHT BANK
Material EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA
Bail oretifindirre(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank (ature(s) NO NO NO EC NO SC EC SC NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WEITIIN Srn OF BANKTOP IL) WL IC IG IG IG 1G 1G IC IG IC
Lin BANK.TOP SS S S.SS S SS
LEFT BANE PACE S S S S S 8 S S S
RIGHT RANI( FACE SSS BSS B55
RIGHT BANK-TOP S S S S S S S SS
LAND USE WHIM 5en OP BANK TOP IR) 1G IC IG IC IG IG IC IG IG IG
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE













CO CO GP GP CP CP GP GP
RP NP SM RP NP RP RP SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
E NO. 12I20 1997 RIVER 11AB1TAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 ol 4 12120
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Inee4nEd 1212011 LAND USE WITHIN SIM OF RANKTOP
L R
kat/mined woodland IMO Rougn pasture (RN
Coniferous plantation (CP) Improvednembiroproved grass 110)
Orthard (CM) - Illkd land (It)
orlamPhealk (MI) Wetland (eg bog. marsh. fenXWL)
b (SC) Open water (OW)
all herbs (TH) SuburbanArban develOprnera (SU)
Ruck and sate IRS)
BANK PROFILES
toraVuasoodMed R A rtIllnallmodlfled L R
Val-cicada:damn E Retectioned
Vertical + toe / Reinfornd . whok bank
.45 E Rdnforced -sop only










Shading o( dame) _
Isolardhcanned
_ _ Ovedungieg boo& _
Regularly spaced, single - _ Exposed Nati& MOS _
Occasional clumps X X Underwater tee roots
Serdeoreinonts Fallen trees
Cootie/401n Corse woody &Gas _





Exposed boulden X _
	
Unmanned midchannel bans) _ X




















LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bankop beight(m) LI Bankroll width/di 93 Banton height On)
Booboo Bankfall ? V Wain width (m) 6.75 Hankie, • Banns° ?
Embanked Mira('.) 0.0 Wata depth (m) 03 Embanked Feign (m)
If trobline lower than break In slope, indicate: height abort water(m1 to
Bed material the is: consolidated unconsolklated Xunkfr3wil _
Lunation of memondent is: line X rumor glide _ ober _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by weir/dam^ No X Yes. <II of sae _ >33% of sae
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X EbadIMI Weed-cutting -
Enhancernal _ Other)
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls dm high _
-
natincisi open to= Bog _ Fringing reed-bank _
orweednid. channels _ Natal open flea Carr _ Floating eno
Debris dam WOE. meadow Marsh _ Othri
Let debris X Ras Hush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
33% or more of dm clonal choked with mgecadon? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NULSANCE PLANIS Innen 1 mod In dosseadrea, brands • rood ehlar.S Lid4re. • mare)
None X. Giant hogedeed _ Hinulayan Num - Japanese awned _ 00n7 _






Alders' - Newel - Eolleru X Diseased N Catenme
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pme I al al 12121
A BACKGROUND MAPDASED INFORMATION (See ENS ftanualf or definitiau
1991 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN
Spot cheek I is al: upstream end X downstream cal
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
SPOT CHECKS P. 2 or 4
_
12121





2 1 4 5 6 3 8 9 10




Dimmer from sourrelkm1 6 Significam Maury ? N Navigation? Mmend EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA
lidga of soarraml 510 Waxer Quality class I RHS Segment type
Bank mothfmatem0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO


Bank (emure(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO




dunce file number: 12121
CHANNEL
opannel substrate CO CO CO CO co co co co co CO
•
Flow type RP RP RP SM RP RP RP RP RP Ow
Grid rtfcance: SN 927236 River SENNI 2 Ommel wrodificatioro) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO





Athene conditions? No X Yes _ /Asia EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bed a( river risible? No _ Pan. _ &eke. X Bank modificatim(0 RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO


Bank funne(s) NO NO EC SC PS NO NO NO NO NO





F BANKTOP LAND IISE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE























RIGHT BANK FACE SS BSSSS SSS


RIGHT BANIC.TOP S S SSSSS SSS


LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF SANKT-MIR) IC BE RP SC RP RP IC BL SC IG
- gar
Terraced Bey^ No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT OARS
Mlles 4 Vmeletaad point bar
Pools • Vegesated pant bar
Output ereated by 1FE. Wareham on 30/03/159g















SITE NO. 11121 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-LIP page 3 of 12121
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pile4 ad 12121















Wetland leg bog. maoh. fenRWL)
Open water (OW)
/ Suburban/urban derelopmem (SU)
Rook and scree (RS)
L R ArtlIkial/modilled
Resectiored
Reinforced - whole bank
E E Reinforced - top only


















Shading of channel _
Overhanging boughs _
Etposed bankside roots _
Underwater nee roots _
Fallen ma
Coarse woody &las
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Smarm heahRml 1.6 width (m) 11.0 Banktop height DM
Bankiep ? Wm. width DM SA Banklop • Bataan 'I
Embanked height (m) 0.0 WeRI dePth (m) 0.1 Embanked height (m)
II Realism lam than beet • dope 'maim' height above water(m) •
Bed rnataid at site is: calsolidabal unconsolidated Xunknown _
Location of rreasonment is: riffle X run or glide _ aches _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is was impounded!" warithan? No X Yes. c33% of site _ >OH of site




FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nam X
Waterfalls >5rn OHO Artificial oPen vslef




_ Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Ls 1391 or note of the channel choked Mth aeration? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANES Mahn make. Ii rhadaleagna braduarkt /MOS *MO MS • ma/





















Unagetated mid-channel bar(s) X _








Harem sand dr Ms/ X






Akkes? NOM _ Present _ Eslemsise X Diseasal alders? None X Present - Extensive -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I oil
A BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (Sm IRS mato. for &father.)
12122
1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS pap 2014 12122
Span chect. i al. upstream end X downstream end
F. PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Alutudelml 235 slope (mAml S Flow mpg.) (I-10) 1
BGS Solid geology cede 75 IIGS Drif) geology art 0 Flanform eatery . 3
Distance from smateRn0 7 Significare tritomY ? N Navigation? N
Height of source(m) 510 W asa Quality dam 1 RHS Sepwra type 7
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Mane Serf / ono and dot 6ar Vero corrections are man/ 0
Referencisite norther, 12112
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) IG RP BI, BL IL IG IG IG IC IG
LEFT BANE-TOP SS SS ISS SS $
t LEFT BANK FACE $S SSSSS SS $
I RIGHT BANK FACE S1135555 SS S
RIGHT BANK.TOP SS SESSS SS S
LAND USE WITION 5m OF DANE TOP (R) IG SC BL IG IG IG IC IG 1G IG










gar Usenmettrmossewlizta. KEEL/ I EP/ / E
Grid reference: SN 1:27239 River SENN!)
Dalt H)1I /1997 Time, HA Surveyor DS Accred. ova, MN59
Advent omditionsl No X Yes _
Bed of river visible No _ Part X Entim _
Duplicate stolen.. general character? No _ Yes X
SurveYed holm Ltfr X Riplu X Ourmel X




2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material' EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA
Bank modification(%) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank featurt(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Charted mbar= CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
Row type BW RP UW RP RP CLI RP I199 RP RP
Clisanel rtmeliTmadon(S) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Ounnel feame01 MI NO RO NO NO RO RO RO NO NO
RIGHT SANK
Material LA EA EA EA FA EA FA EA EA EA
Bard morkfmtbon10 NO 13) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Emergent tcoltand herbs
&dente.' reertursedgmAusEmTerraced 'talky? No _ Yet X
Floming.k
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
aved (rooted)
Fr...Boating
Rime, 5 Unseperated Point tar
AmPhibious
Pools 0 vegetated Pim Imr I Submerged broaffleased
Suberged limalvedoutput ernes by IFE. Wareham ad 30/03/19% m mea
Submerged fineleaved
Filament.. algae
s1TE NO. 12122 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY; 500nt SWEERUP page 3 of 4 12122
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12122
IAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
	
L R
eal/rni led woodland IBL) f / Rough pasture (RP)
Coniferous plMtaliOn (CP) Improsedbenthimproval grass (10)
(OR) Tdled land CM
oolandtheath (MN) Wetland Mg bog. man* fenaWL)
nab (SC) / Open wart (OW)
Tall herbs ('TH) Suburbuslurtan dewlap"... (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
turd/unmodified L R ArtIfIda1/modIfted L R
Venal/madame / / Rmecticoal
ical . ICC / / Reinforced - Hole bank
rep >0 E F. Reinforced . top only
k Reinforced . toe only
Composite Athficial rwo-sup
PoachedI EntamkedSel-back embankment%
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
I TREES _ ASSOCIATED FEATURESLen Right Ncoe Present E (>33%)Nem 
Shading of channel _ _ X
Isolatedtscanered
_ _ Ovabanging boo& - I -

















K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
I Waterfall(%)Casock(s) None Pressen EXX Marginal deeds.=
	
_ Expand Stock






RaPk(s) _ X Exposed boulders
	
_ x
II ifIkls) X _ Unsegeuted mid-chancel bar(%) X _ _
Runts) X 'incased nid-cliamel SRO X





Folded ...Neal X _ Discrete .1 deposit(s) x _ _
Discrete sand rk sit(s) x _ _

CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
(EFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bentley heighlOn) 2.0 Bankfull width On) IBS Banktop Might (cal I.5
Beaton Bankfui) ? N Water width (m) 13A Bagley Elmakfull ?
EntanLed kite (M) 0.0 Water depth (m) 01 Embmked height (m) No
If trashlire Iowa Man break in slope. radiate, height above wata(m)
Bed material at sbe is: consolidated anomsolidated
Icarian of measurenkat is: riffle X tun or glide other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is wan Impounded by weirldon? No X Yea <3351, of tire _ >33% of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nom X Dredging Weedmating
Enharcement _ Or-beri
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nom
Waterfall. ,5m high _ Artificial open water Bog _ Fringing reeMbank _
BraIdedhide chapels _ Natural oPen weer X CUT Floating mat
Debris dem Wma neaten Other
Leafy detail
P CHOICE", CHANNEL.
I. 3391 or men of Me chatueichoked with regmatim? NO X YES
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Other= I mend., I n.bssde..j -anthem paid Slm.5.Samblmo mme)
None X Giant bogwold _ Hirmlayan balsam lumweed _ mar _






Alders? Nord - Prevent Euentive X D alders? None X Presem Extensive _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12123 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12123 j
A BACKGROUND MAPBASED INFORMATION (See RES manual Or definitions) Spot check 1 is at. upstream end X downstream end _
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Altitude(m/ 230 Slue. Intflon1 Flow category (1-1O)
EGS Solid geology code 75 BGS Drift geology code 0 Pk:16am category 2
Distance from source(km) 8 Significant fribitary ? N Navigation?
Height of scomeln0 510 Water Qoa1ity clan 1 MS Segment type.
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Pkase check form ead Ed 557 ;limy menthe", an mated -
Reference sitinumberk 12123
Cirid reference. SN 927243 River SENNII
Dye 11/11 /1997 Time: 12.55 Surveyor DS Accred. code • MNS9
Adverse mrelitiorts? No Yes
Bed of riser visible? No _ Part _ Entire. _




SERCON surrey in addition? No _ Yes Y






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
ateal a EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA
Rant mozklicauon(s) RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank franca.) NO PB NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL •'
Channel substrate CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
Flow tyre OW BW RP RP RP BW RP RP RP RP
Channel rnaddiation(,) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel Batmen/ NO NO NO NO NO RO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANE
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank moddicatiort(o) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank. fealureal NO NO NO SB NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION smucruRE
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (Ll SC 1G IC IC IC IC IC IC 1G BL
LEFT BANK-TOP ISSSSSSSS5
LEFT BANK FACE as ssssssss
RIGHT BANK FACE SS SS S SSSS
RIGHT BANK-TOP SS SSSSSSSS
[AND USE WITH)N Sm OE BANK TOP (R) EL SC RP RP BE 1G BL BL












Terraced valley? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unvegetated point bar
Pools 0 Vtgetatedpoint bar
Output anted by IFF, Wareham on 30/03(1998
..!TE NO. 1110 I 1997 RIVER HA B1TAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP Par 3 of 4 12123
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12123
LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R L R
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANKoalleaumised woodland JEW / Roan pasture (RE) Banktop height/00 9.0 Bankroll width MO 263 Beton height (m) 1.0
Conderikus plantation ICPI Irriprovedhemi-ingeoved grass OGI E E Banktop • Baneful!? N Writer width (m) as Banktop• Bankroll ? Y
chaMIOR1 Tilled land (TL) Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water depth 0.1 0.45 Embanked height (m) 0.0
!lad/heath (MN) %velum les me, mann. fa0OVU If inshline Iowa than break in slope. indicate . height above water(ml • 03
rub I(C) / Opal water (OW) Bed material at she is: consolidated
_ unconsolidated %unknown _
Tall herbs (01/ Suburhao/urban dewkpment (SU) LCCati011of measurealem is: riffle run or glide _ ether X
Rock and saee (RS) h1 ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intermediate Minor Major Intermediate MillOrBANK PROFILES
_ Weirs Revelments 1tural/unmodifled L R AnblelaWmodllled L R
Sluica OutfallsV erticallunderan / i Resectioned
Culverts Foalsrtical -, toe / I Reinforced - whole bank
Bridges DefleCtOrs
p >45 E E Reinforced - top only
Other
ntle Reinforced - toe only Is water impounded by weir/dam? No X Yes. <33% of site _ .3396 of site




None X Dredging Mowing
Enhancement _ Other?
_





I EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES . None
  aterfal/s Y5rts high _XI  Artificial  Wes wHer  -  pringinireed-bank _ TREESNone  Left  Right_  ASSOCIATED  FEATURESShading  of  channel  None_ Present E 0.33%1X  Braided/sick  channels _ Naomi own Wil.r  _Debris dant









_  Owahanging bmghs - X -  -
Regulyly spaced. single _ _ Exposed bankside roots _ X _ P CHOKED CHANNEL
I Occasional clumps _Semi-continuousContinuous . X X_ Uncles-wale:tree MOO - X _Fallen trees _ x -CORK woody debris _ X _ Is 33% or more of the channel choked nit', vegetation? NO X - YES _Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Otn: lawn. 2 - rbeilegemban. bran...A Y gram4 elder
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES None X Giant horned _ Himalayan balsam _ Javanese knotweed _ oar? _










_ x A timely TawRiffle(s) Unvegetated mid-channel har(a) X -













Pool(s) X _ _ Vegetated side bads) X _
Forded reachles) X _ _ Discrete silt depostr(s) x _ _ S ALDERS
Discrete sand de U151 x Alders' None _ Present _ Extensive X Diseased alders? None X Present _ Extensive _
I
121241997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4
I.. A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See PUS manmal for definitions)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TENSPOTCICLCKS page 2.of 4 12124
Spot check I is at upstream end X downsiream end _
220 Slope (m/krn1 7 EThe cemEmY(1-10) 2
75 FICS Drift geology code 0 Planforrn category 2
9 Significara tribuary ? N Navigation?


510 Water QualitY elms


RHS Segment type 7
Aititudelm/
13GS Solid geology code
Distance (torn soloce(kml
Height of souree(m)
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check form and lick bar Limy co/realmst are needed
Reformer< site number 12124
Grid reference: Rivet SENNI
Date: II111 /1997 Drew 1330 Surveyor: DS Accred code. MN59
Adverse conditions? No X Yes _
1 Bed of river visible? Part. X Entire. _Duplicate photographs. general Yes X
Surveyed from, Left X Ri X Gunnel X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
I 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Maternal CC EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA
Bank nmd.dicanon(s). RI NO NO NO NO EM EM EM EM EM
Bask feature(*) NO NO NO NO NO NO SC NO NO NO
CHANNEL
UMW =Pante AR BE BE BE CO CO CO CO CO CO
Flow type RP SM RP RP UW RP RP RP UW UW
Otannel remeMication(s) 111 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feature(s) NO RO HO RO RO RO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material CC EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modifitation01 RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank featurels) NO NO NO SB VP NO NO NO NO SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANETOP (1.) SU IG IC IC IC IC IG IG IC IG
LEFT BM41C-TOP BS 5 S SS S SS
LEFT BANK FACE BSSSSS S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE BS S S SS S SS S
RICHT BANK-TOP BS SS SS S SS S
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BMX IOP (El SU 111. BL IC 1G IL IC IG IC 1G












SERCON survey in addakaly - Yes I'
1 C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
X shallow we concave/howl
mymrnetriad
Terraced valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unvegetated point bar 2
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output treated by IFE Wareham on 3610311998
SITE NO, 12124 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 5011ntSWEEP.UP Page 3 or4 12124
LAND USE WITHIN 5thn OF BANKTOP
L R
mdleallmixed wood/and OIL) / Rough pasture(RP)
Conifer.... plantation (CP) In-moved/semi-improved grass DO)
chard (OR) Tilkd land at)
	
andtheath (MH) Welland (eOng. mink fer1XWL)
Is (SC) Open water (OW)
Tall herbs (TM Suburban/tam development (SI) I
Rock and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
tural/unandified L R A edDelalhisodified L
Vertical/undercut Resectioned
' kal • toe Reinforced - whole bank
ep >45 E E Remforced - top only





EX'TENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
I TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURESNone Left Right Shading of channel _Nrrne Present B >33sPr_ _
OX:rhanging houghs _ X _
Regularly spaced, single _ _ Exposed WARM.' you _ X




UndawNer Int rOots _
Fallen trees
_
Coarse woodY debsis -
X
X
X_ . _ .
E EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
	
,
None Present E None Present E (>33%)
Watafall(s)
_ X _ Marginal deadwatet X _
Cascede(s)
_ X _ Exposed bedrrek
_ X
Rapid(s)
_ X Exposed boulders X
Rifflefs1
_ X _ Unvegewed midchannel bar(s) X _
Rut) X _ Vegetated mid-channel bar(s) X _
X
_ Mature islandls) X _
Clidelsl _ X _ Unvegetated side beefs) X
PoM(s) X _ _ Vegetated side bads)
Ponded maeh(es)
- "wee WinwW,
Dimrete sand deposa(s) X 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 13124
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RICHT BANK
Banktop heigln(m) 1.25 Bankfull width (m) 13.0 Barkeep height (m) 2.75
Banktop e Bankfull? V Water width (ml 7.0 Banktop a Bankfull ?
Embanked height (m) 175 Water depth (ml 03 Embanked height (m) 0.0
If Wahline tourer than break in dope, indicate height above water(m)
Bed material at sith consohdated
_ unconsolidated %unknown
Location of rneannernent S. riffle X run or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intermediate Minor Major Intermediate Minor





Is water impounded by weirldem? No
- Yes. <)3R of site X >MR of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing
_ Weed-cutting _
Enhanourent _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls ,5mhigh _ Anifidal open sesta Fringing reed -bank _
BraideLVSide [Wads _ Natural open water Floating mat




Is 33% cc more ol the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (0thtec 1 • a/Ma, I • rhethelearksa. In Inekenot a mama dam Ramble. newel
None X Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ lapanese knotweed _ Other? _






Alders? None _ Presem _ Extensive X Diseased alders? None X Present _ 1-mensive _
A1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12125
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION are I?Hs manual fat dell^Waso
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page i of a
Sput check I is ab upstream end X downstream end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
12125
Allitude(m) 210 SloPe )in/km) 7 Flow category 1-im
BOS Solid geology code 75 1305 Drift geology cote O Manton'. category 2
thstala from source/4W IR Significant tribuary N Navigation?
Height of source(m) 510 Water Quality class t MIS Segment type
WELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check/ madlick bar ilany co/realms ar aeeded 0
Relereice she number: 12125
Glid reference: SN 932264 Ricer SENN] 6 -
Date: 1Ull /1997 lime: 15.05 Surreyor DS Accred code. MN59
Adverseconditions? No X Yes
Bed of li•ter visible? No _ Pan. X Entire.
Duplicate photography general character? No _ Yes X
2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modifocatice(O NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(5) NO NO NO NO SB NO PB NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Cliarawlsubstrate CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
Flow lyre RP RP RP SM UW RP RP RP RP SM
Channel nodification(S) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Clusnel feabne(s) NO RO RO RO RO RO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank molfication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) SB NO NO NO NO NO NO SC NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE








Terraced valley? No X yes
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 4 pave/ADIS oda! bar
Pools 0 Vegetaaedpoint bar
Outpubereated by IFE, Wareham on 30.03/1994
























IG IC IG IC IG IG IC
SS S SS S
SSSSS S
S SS SS S
SSS LIUS
BL IC 1G IC IC IC IG










Reinforced - whole bank
E E ReinSeced top only






























Wetland (eg bog. marsh, fon(WL)
Open water (OW)
Subuthanntrban development WU)







MTE NO. 12125 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3444
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
anthop beightbn) IA Bankroll %width(m) 15.5 Banktop height (m) TA
Banktop = Bankroll 7 V Water width (ng 9.5 Banktop Banklull ?
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water depth(m) 025 Embanked height Ins 0.0
If trashline lows than break in slope, indicate: height above water(m)
Bed mmeriS a Ms in: candidated
-
unconsohdated Xunknowe _
Location of measurement is: r(ffle X run or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water Impoundedby weirldan? NO X Yes, <13% of site _ >33% of sire
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing Weed-cumng _
Enhancernent _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls >5m high _ Animal open water Fringing reed-bank
raided/side channels _ Natural Open WIWI' Floating mat





Is 32% or moeeof the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS yaw. I- nettla,1 rbadadeodre.3. • lacks./ • simmd elder,/ bramble, • mon)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page 454 4 12125
None Present E













_ Unvegnated mid-channel bar(s)
_ Vegetated mid-channel bar(O
_ Mature islandO)
_ Unvegetated side bar(s)
_ Vegetated side bai(s)
Oiwrete Sit deponit(s)
Discrete sand it(s)
NNW X Gimt horned _ Himalayan balsam _ boats< knotweed _ Other? _






Alders? None _ Present _ Extensive 01 Diseased alders, None X Present - En IrosIse











1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1of 4 12126
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual far desaiNul
Altitude(m) 200
BOS Solid geology code 75
Distorta from sourcelkm) 1I
Height of scurce(n0 510
Slope On/km)
BGS Drift geology code
Significant leiheaey7
WainQuality class






FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please checkf on( and &I bee if ycO,lwciemeSeie ended
Reference site number.
Grid refeence: SN 930270 SENNI 7 -
Date: HA 1 11997 Tn.: 16.00 Sureeyor OS Awned oade. MNS9
Adverse conditions' No X Yes _
Bed of river eisible? No _ Pan. X Entire
Duplicate photograph, general enamel& No _ Yes X
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY( TEN SPOT CHECKS page of 4 12126
	
Spot check 1 is at( upstream end X downstream end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
I 1 3 4 5 6 7 IT 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA FA F.A EA EA F.A EA EA EA
Batik modificatiaND RI EM EM EM NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank featurefs) NO SC SC NO NO NO NO NO NO PB
CHANNEL
aussu wewsw CO CO CO CC( BE BE CO CO BE CO
Flow type RE uw Itp RE RE BW OW SM BW RP
Channel modificatkeD) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Clwmel feasurefal NO NO NO RO NO RO RO NO RO NO
RICHT BANK
Material BR BR EA EA EA Et EA EA EA EA
Bank modificiuMWO RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank featurels1 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed few, Left X Right _ Channel X
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
X shallow me concave/bowl
deep we symmetrical
 Lw- 'asytivoctrical
Terraced valky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unregetated point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point har
Owlpal created by IFE, Wareham on 3000311998
E NO. 12126 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 501)rnSWEEP-UP pare 3 of 4
11 LAND USE WITHIN 50as OF BANKTOP
R
leaf/mixed woodland (ELI Rough pasture (RP)
Olfliklition plantation (CP) ImpeoraVserni-imPoated DaD (10)
Orchard (OR) Tilled land in-)
and/heath (M111 Wetland leg hog. mant 6'113(W°
b (SC) Open water (OW)
a / herbs (1111 / Suburbankrhan deselOptiltet (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)






LAND USE V/TITLIN5m OF BANK TOP (R) SU












1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY PEC. 0(4
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL
Banktop herghtlel 1.5 Bernthal!widthInt) 15.0
Batton a Bankfull (rnl 9.0
Embankedheight (ml 2.0 Warta depth (e) 045
If trashline lower than break in lope 'adicale- height above wateRrn) w
Bed rnatedal St site is: consolidated_ unconsolidated
lwation of measurement is, riffle X run or Dide_ caller _
Id ARTIFICIAL FEATURES





TH IC IC IC IC IC IC 10 IC












Reinlorced - whole bank
E Reinforced - Hp only



















Shading of channel _
Overhanging boughs _
Exposed hankside roots _
Underwater Dee mots _
Fallen trees
Come woody debris _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES






Is water impounded by en:intim? No X Yes. c33% of site _ >3)% of sue
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing _ Weed-mating _
Enhancement _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls b5m high _ Artificial open water Bog _ Fringing reed-bank
raidedfsidechanrels _ Natural open water Floating ma
Deka dam Wale( mesdow Other
Leafydebris Fen
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Ls33% or mole of the chatmel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PI.ANTS Witham I natl. 2 a rhadodeadraa.3.11orkeeA • rend etler.S.benble.• reel





















Unvegetated mid-channel bar(0 X
Vegetated mid-channel bails) X
Mature island(sl X
Unvegetated side har(s) X
Vegetated side bar(s) X
DIscrete silt deposa(s) X
Discrete sand de it(s) X






Alders' None _ Present X Extensive _ Dismed alders, None X Present _ Emenove _
997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pne I of 4





BOS Solid geology code 75
istance frorn sourcelkm/ 12




DOS Drift geology code
Signilicant tributary ?
Weer Quality class
6 Flow category (
Planform category
Navigation?
I RHS Segment type
Mean client jorm and tick boa i may corral/ow ore needed
12127
Grid reference, SN 924277 River SENNI ft -
Dale: 12/11 /1997 Time: 9.30 Surveyor: DS Accred. code: MN59
Adverse conclitims? No X Yes _
ed of river visible? No _ ParL _ Entire. X
&mho= photograpbsi general chancier? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from. Left Right X Channel X




- 	 ge symmetrical
Tenaxd alky No X Yrs _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
I I EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E ift33%)
Shading of chanrel _
Overhanging boughs _
Exposed bankside roots _ X _
Underwater ore roots _ X _
Fallen lees X _
corm wooly dedis X




Unvegetated mid-channel bar( s) X














Wetland (eg bog. manh.feinXWL)
Open water (OW)
/ Suburboturban develeftmem (MD














Output created by WE. Wareham ea 36/03/19911





RL R A rtfficlal/modlfied
Resectioned
Reinforced - whole bank
Reinfocced - top only









Regularly spaced. singk _ _





EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES











Channel substrate CO CO CO
Flow type RP RP RP
Channel modification® NO NO NO





F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCIURE






















Is wens impounded b) maft/dato? No E
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging
	
_ M orei r
Ethane:merit _ Other?












1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN 51%17 CHECKS page 2 01 4 12127
Spot cheek 1 is at upstream end X dOwn [imam end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Maserial EA BR EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank trmlification(s) NO RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank rerswe(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO VP NO NO
CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
VW RP RP RP OW SM RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO




EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO VP SB NO NO NO
IG 10. 1G IG IG IG 1G IG BL IG
S S MSS S
S S SSS SSS
SS S S SSSS
SSSSSSSS
IC TH IG IG IG IG 1G IC IG RP
	
1 1 - 1 I 1
1 /
	
1 1 1 1 /
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page, a 4 12127
I CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop heightfm) 2.0 Bankroll width (m) Banktop height Onl 1.6
&Atop a Bankfull ? r wen width (m) 12.0 Banktop a Bankfull ?
Embanked beigla (m) 0.0 Water depth (m) 015 Embanked height On( 0.0
If Wastdine Iowa than break in slope, Valium. height More water(ml 0.0
Bed material at site is: consolidated
- unconsolidated %unknown
bucation of measurement isi rime X run or glide _ other
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Yes, <33% of sae _ >33% of me
_ Weed-cutung _
Bog _ Fringing teed-hank _
Floating mei
Marsh _ Other
Is 33% or Mae of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PIANTS (Others I metRes, 1 sh nsdrsajebesthn..dneaaodsidn,t ebessahIe., matel
None % Gam hammed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese know/cad _ Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may ham been paraphrased?)





Alders? None - Present X Extensive - Siseased alders? None X Present -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Par 1 of a . 12123 I
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS nand En defi anion.)
Altitudelm) 190 SloPe OnAml 7 Flev elate" (1.10)
SOS Solid geology code 75 DOS Drift geology code 0 Plan(orm category 2
Diemx from sometkm) II Signal-Kam inbeeay ^ N Navigation? N
Height of seaman,/ 510 Warr Quality eLns 1 RHS Segment ape 6
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Nam deed form antic& boa Easy correnions aft needed D
Rekrence she melba . 12128
deep aec
Termed 'talky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFIES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 4 Completed Pao be
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output created by 1FE, Wareham ce 3503/199/1 

1997 RIVER HA B1TAT SUR VEY: I EN SPOT CI IECICS page all 12123 1
Spa cheek I n at upsuearn end _ nownswearn end X
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10
LEFF BANK
Material BR BR BE BE EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank treddicacitc0) RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Boa featiare(s) VS NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
O'aonl s'ngg BE BE BE BE BE BE BE BE CO CO
Flow type UW RP RP 11W UW RP SW SM RP UW
Chime) molficatioe0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Clunnel feature(%) RO NO NO NO NO NO RO NO RO RO
RICHT BANK
Mamial BR BE EA EA OW EA EA FA BR EA
Bank modificatior(s)
0
PJ NO NO NO RI NO NO NO RI NO
Bank feature1 VS NO No VP NO NO NO SC NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WMEN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) SU SU IC IC IC BL BL IC IC IC
LEFT BANK.TOP S BS S SS S SS S
LEFT BANK FACE S BBS SS S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE S S S S SS S S SS
RIGHT BANETOP S SBBBSS SS S
LAND USE WMIIN 5m OF BANK TOP OU SU SU SU SU SU BL IC IC SU SU
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE









Filamentous algae I I I I I I 1 I
I - Grid refaces: u
Date: Hill /1997 Tray BA Stmeinu DS
SN 9 n4 Riad.
Aimed. oak: MN59
Adverse conditions? No X
Bed of river visible? No Pm. X
Duplicate phaagraphs: geseral character? No _ Ye X
Surveyed limn: Left _ Right _ Channel X
SERCON wary in addition? No _ ya y
C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow one concave/howl
ITE NO, 12122 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY; 500m SWEEP-UP Pale 3 of 4 11126





I. R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
roadleallmi sod win:land WU / Rough pasture (RP) Rod top Feight(m) IA Belau!! width (m) 16.0 Balaton height (M 1.6
Coniferous plans:ice (CP) Improvethani-imgroved grass 110) E / Banktop • IMAM!? y WerwidstiOn1 12.0 Beam, . Bannon ? N
Orchard (0E) Tilled land (ILI Embanked Wight (m) 0.0 Water depth On) 0.6 Embanked Might (m) to
(NH) Wetland leg bog. manh. fenXWL) If trebling lower then break in slope. Slot: height atom wata(M). to
(SC) Open warm (OW) Bed mama/ at site is: consolidated X unconsolidated _ unknown -
Tall herbs (TEO Suburban/erten de...kerma (SU) / Location o( mesmerism* is, rine _ me or glide X oder _
Reck eel scree (RS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Ma* haemediate Miner Major Intermelase MinceBANK PROFILES




Venical e toe Reinforce] . wink bank
Bridge Deflectors
Rep >45 E E Reinforced - top only Other
le Reinforced Toe only Is water impounded by weiddam? No X Yes, 433% of see _ >33% of sae _
Composite Anifkial two-stage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X
_ Weedeutting _
Poached Dredging _ Mowing
111 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSerek effiblinkniena
Enhancement _ Othel











Shading of chanal _N't Nies' E(>33%)










Isolated/scattered _ Overhanging boughs _











EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Undenvater tree mots _
Fallen trees X




Is 3396 or mote of the channel choked Mth vegemion? NO X YES _QNOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Other I • area; 2 • rheel4eathla 3 • Imam. • mesa ekler,5.branible... Menil
None _ Gem banters] _ Himalayan Sum _ Japanese bectweed _ Othel P11

























Rithe(s) X umegetated nedehseuel SAO X
Odle signifiam obunatiorN



















S  Fadedreachles) X _ Disame silt deposids) X
-
ALDERS
Discrete sand Rs) X Akers, None _ Present X Elliermete _ Diseased alders^ None X Pream _ Extensive __
I
1997 RIVER HABITAT sUR VEY; TEN SPOT CHECKS p.m 2 of 4
Spot cheek I n upstream end _ dmmstremn end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEET BANK
Maerial EA EA BO EA EA CC EA EA EA EA
aak moMicatiords) NO NO RI RS RS RI NO NO NO NO
Bank Rant) MI SC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO VP
C1LANNEL
Channel substrate P CO BO CO CO P P P CO CO
Row type OW OW OW UW RP BW RP RP IJW RP
Ounna enzelifionioNs) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel femoral) NO RO NO NO NO MB NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA CC EA EA EA EA
Oaknardirwalice(tl RI NO NO NO NO RI NO NO NO NO
Bank restart/ NO NO NO NO NO NO SB NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE. AND VEGETAIION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WIMIN 3rn OF BANICIDP (L) IG IG IC SU SU NV SC SC IC IC
LEFT BANK-TOP S UUBB•S SUU
LEFT BANK FACE SS BS 5•55 5 5
RIGHT BANK PACE SIISS S•S SS S
RIGHT BANK.TOP UUSS S• S SS S
LAND USE WMEN 50 OF BANK TOP(R) IC Ile SC BL IC NV SC SC SC SC
C CHANNEL VICE-EAMON TYPES
NONE










1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pne 1M4 12129
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION ate RISmanual Pcdammil
Altitmle1m1 75 D.P. Inantml to Hensler.") 0 -10) 3
BG5 Solid geology code 75 1305 Drift geology one 5 Phalan% marry 2
iNaace from sourcelkm) 14.5 Significant tdbuary ? N Navigation? N
Height 4 souropm) 750 Waser Quality class 13 MS Segment type 3
FIELD SIDIVEY DETAILS Mean cher klem nee tic1 bee tr.ny carnal...I ere needed LI
Reference Me number 12129
Grid referesco: SO 193701 Meer RHIANCOLL 1
Date: 6112 11997 Time: 10.00 Surveyor DS Aare& code: MN39
Atham conditions? No X Yes _
Bed a river visible? No _ Part. _ Entire. X
uplicate photopmbv general chancier? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from, Left % Right X Chanel X
SUWON survey in akliiirm? No _ Yet Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ shallow me caeca/m.6mA
deep en symmetrical
cal
Temea1 valley? No X
NUMBER OF RIFTLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 6 Unctgameggoim bar
Roll 0 Vegetated point bar 2
Output created by IFT, Wareham on 30/03/19911
TE NO. 11129 1997 RIVER HA RITA T SURVEY: SOOSWEEP.IJP page 3 of 4 121)9 I
1997 Rile HABITAT SURVEY page 4 el 4 12129
/I LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP I I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
R L R
LEFT HANK CHANNEL MGM' BANK
tatted woodland MEI / Roogh paw:elan Bank") Inight(m) 1.3 Bankfull width On/ 11.0 Bankrop height Ind 13
Coniferous Planutim (G) ImprovedIsmi-inpoved pus 11G1 E E Banklop u Bankfull ? Y Water width (rn/ r
Orchard1OR) Tilled land fT1.) Embanked height (ml OR Wan depth (m)
60133 BanktopkedeRhea's:hi:J(1ml?)
0.0
codsedDesa,(MH) Wetland leg bog. mat* fenVWL) If imagine Iowa than bleak in slopv infreate. height thove tem/(m). OA
(SC) / / Opas water 10W1 Bal material a site is: cessolidated unconsolidated Xonknown _
Tall hats am Soburban/urban denim:man OLD / / LecatUan of ntalappcicill in: riffle X run or glide _ other _
Rock and scree ((S) Id ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is wan imp/yodel by weirMan? No X Tu. ,33A of ate _ .3391, of sue _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X thodging Mowing Weed-ming _
Oahu?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls nm high - Artificial open water Fringing reed-bank _




leafy debris Fen Fluah _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 334 or neve el' the channel (DAS with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Others: 1w ma)m 2 asmenrox beselinal a.smog ekla, bramble., man/
None Present E None Proem E (>339)
Water-DIX,/ Kazin., &Monter
_
Cocodas) Exposed bedrock X _ _
RaPd(s) EaPosed boulders
_
Riffle10 Unmgetated mid-chsuwel bar(0
Rurdsl
- WleMted mid-Mann bar(s) x _ _
Balls) X _ _ Mature islan,R0 x -
eikkie x _ Unvegetaled side bar(s) X _
Puolls) X _ _ Vegetated side bags)
_ X _
Poraled melts) X _ _ Discrete tilt deposals) _ X _
Discrae sand 00 x -
BANK PROFILES
temlAmmeLIIIed I. R Artlfklallenaddled
VenicalAndercul Resectiooed
Venice" • me Reinforced - whole bank
>45 E E Reinforced . sop ad)
ale Prinforced we only
Composite Artificial two-stage
Poached













I SenicontimosasContinuous _% X-
I K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Nom Present EP33%)
Shading of amuse! _
Overhanging boughs _ X
&posed bankside mos _ X
Underwater Pee Mats _ X
Fallen Bees
Coarse woody debris _ X
None % Clam hunted _ 'ma balsam _ lapnese knceweed _ Other? _






AVMs? None - Reseal X Evensice - Diseaxd a None % Resent - Eatentive -
A1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I on
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (I a RHS mama frrengj.wa
12130
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECES page 2 ef
Spot check I psa/ upstream end x duw estrum end
12130
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
AllitudeIm) KO Slope WIN) lo Flo'rcaletonY 11-101
IIGS Solid geology code 75 BLS Drift gozlogy code 5 Planforn category
Distance from unreel* m) 13.5 Significara tribuor N Navigation^
Heiglai of mura(.) 750 Wein Quality class IS RliS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Nene cher&Jon. sodded box onl coneslaws, an ^nad
Referace she number: 12130
Grid relotace: SO 111U011 Riven RHIANCOLL 3
Cate: 5111 /1997 Tune: 1510 Surveyor/ DC Awned. go& HD4
Advate conditions? No X Yes -
Bed of river visible? No _ Pun _ Entire. X
Duplicate photogaphs: patrol chancier? No _ Yes X
Surveyal frorn: Left X Righi X Channel X






Domed /alley? No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RITFIES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 7 Unregeated Point h.
Posit 0 Vern= OH bog














2 3 4 5 6 7 II 9 10
CC cc EA BR EA EA EA EA EA EA
RI RI NO RI NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO EC NO NO EC NO VS SC VS
CO CO re PE PE PE PE CO CO CO
UW RP RP RP RP RP RP OW SM UW
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RO NO NO
EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA EA
NO NO RI NO RI NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO EC NO EC SC NO NO EC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WIDEN IN OP BANKTOP IL/
LEFT BANX-TOP
LEFT BANK FACE
I RIGHT BANX FACE
RICHT BANX-TOP
LAND USE WMIIN Stu OF BANE TOP (R)













1997 RIVER HABITATSURVEY page 4 of 4 12130





IC IC IC IC IC





IC IC IC SC IC
NV NV



















Welland mg h. nanh.fraKWL)
/ Open war (OW)
Suburban/urban hevelopment (SLI)
Rock and scree (RS)
Reectioned
Rein/aced - whole bank
Reinforced / top only
TE NO 12130 1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR 12130
E
R














EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Presto's E(>D%)
Shading o( channel _ X
Overhangingtot‘lhs _ X
Exposed banks1deroots _ X
Underwater tree roes X _
Fallen um x





















LOT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
ath'. neigISOM 1.6 Beakfull Mdthinm 1.4.5 Bank= height (NI 1.9
ak= Bankfull 7 V Water width (m) 61 Hankie, Bankroll 7
Easiked Wee (ml OA Watt depth (m) 0.2 EmbankedemistA OA
If VasIdintlowez thanbreakin Hese. indicate: height *On vouer(m). IA
Bed material a site iv coosolideted
-
unconsolidated Dickson _
Lomita of measurement is: riffle X run w glide _ other _
IA ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






It wan =mended by wicKhon7 No X TeL 43% of see _ an% of ute _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Now X Dredging _ Mowing Weed-cutting _
Enharownent Othe?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls>Se high _ Artificial open wata Fringing reel-bank _
Braided/side channels Natural epee water Floating mat
Debris dam Watecmeadow Orha
Leafy debit X Fen Fl
CHOKED CHANNEL
3.396ea more of IN channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Kleberc 1 • mei. 1 howladawha lwerke..4 • pal HMO - liewnble.• own/
Nona X Giant Mined _ Ilunslayart balsam _ hpanne krotweed _ Other? _




Othersignificantobservations wee. 'ant n as la.
ALDERS
Alders, None - Present X Eaten.. - Diseased alders? New X Present - Extensive -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pege 1 of 4 12131
BACKGROUND AIAP.BASED INFORMATION (See NHS manual far definthons)
Alutude(m) 50 51oPe :Inutml 10 Flow category (1-101 3
BUS Solid geology code 75 BGS Drifi geology code 5 Planform category 2
Distance Horn source(kml 12-5 Significant tribuary 7 N Navigation? N
Height of sourcelm) 750 Water Quality class IS RHS Segment type 3
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Nemec/lea form and rick hat ifa9 carreclions are needed 0
Refemna site number 12131
Grid reference: SO 101214 River RHIANGOLL
Date: 5/12 /1997 Time: 14_10 Server,: OS Armed cede MNS9
Adverse conditions, No X Yea
Bed of river risible? No _ Pan. _ Entre, X
Osplkate pletograpt,st generate No _ Yes X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Page 2 t4'
Spot check 1 Lsat. upstream end X downsuearn encl
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA en EA se EA EA EA EA EA EA
ank Inedificatio(n) EM EM EM EM EM EM EM EM
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Osannel substrate co co co co co co co co co co
Flow type RP RP UW RP 51W LPN RP RP UW RP
Channel modificationOl NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI
Bank featunt(s1 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO VS
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION sr, uatiRE
Surveyed from: Len X Right _ Chumel X
LAND USE WHIIIN 5m OF BANKTOP IG 1G IG IC IC IG IG IG 1G IG
LEFF BANK-TOP UULIUUUUUUC
LEFT BANK FACE SS SSSSS SS S
MGM BANK FACE 555 5 5 S S SS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP CCCUUU U UU U




Emagent trued-keyed herbs / / / /
Errement reeth/sedgestrusles / / / /
Flosting-leased (rotued)
Free-floating





SERCON survey in additMo? No _ Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
audio w vee concave/howl
synsnnctricd
nymmenical
Terraced sulky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 5 Unvegmated palm bar
Pools 0 Vegetated poim bar
Output created by IFE. Wareham on 30103/19911
ITE NO. 12131 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY SWEEPHP page 3 o14 12131
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page 4 ef4 12131
1 LAND USE WITHIN Men OF BANKTOP L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
L R L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
roadleafInsined woodland1BL) Rough pasture OtPl Banklop heightim) OA Bankfull width (m) 1.0 Banktop height (n 1.1
onifenatts plamatice ICP) Improved:semi-improved grass (101 E E Banktop • Snafu!! ? y Water width (M) 4.0 Banktop • Bankfull ? N
Orched03131 Tilled land (IL) I Embanked height (m) 1.0 Water depth 0,0 03 Embanked height(ml 0.0
oorland/heath (MH) Wetland (eg bog marsh. fen)(W1,1 If trashline loxes Wm bunk in slope. indicate: height More wata(m) • 0.0
b (SC) Open water IOW) Bed material at site ir consdidated _ unconsolidated %unknown _
Lecation of measusenent is: riffle X run or glide _ other _all hats (TN) Suburban/urban &Moment 1501
M ARTHICIAL FEATURESRock and acme IPS)
None Major Intermediate Minor Major Intermediate MinorBANK PROFILES
_ Weirs Revetments 1aturalMemcd1fled L R AttlIklal/modilled L R
Slukes Outfalls
a-teal/undercut / / Resectionsl
Culvert, Folds
Vertical e toe / / Reinforced - Miele bank Bridges I Deflectors
eep >45 E E Reinforced - top only Other
ende Reinforced - me only Is water impounded by weiddam? No X Yes. <33% of site _ '33% of site _
omposite Artificial two.stage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT





E EN:sexton/a _ Other?
0 FIL411.1RES OF SPECIAL INTERES1
X: J EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES None

Waterfalls e5m high . _ Artificial open suer Fringing rosd-bank







None Present E 0.33%1
Shading of charnel X _ _






P CHOKED CHANNELRegularly spaced. tinge - Exposed bankside roots X _






Coate woody debris X _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PIANTS (Other= 1- ataser.1 • eandockettrun. bratkenet • Dwane dam I• lemma • steel














X _ Exposed boulders
X Unvegented mid-channel bar(s)
X _ Vegetaled mid-channel bads)
X _ Mallon island(sl
X
_ lleorgetated sick Owls)
X _ Vegesatod side basal


















Maas? None X emcee - EAttisior
1997 RIVER HA B1TAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Per 2 sf4 12132
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pet. 1 or 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (Sn RM. manual for definitions)
12132
Saw duck I is at upstream end X downstream end
E PHYSICA L ATTRIBUTES
Altiowle0s0
RCS Solid geology cone 75
istance ante somosfintl
ado of qua(m) 750
SloPe Onnml
RCS Thin geology code
itrulicare Sun, ?
Weser Duality dins




I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI NO NO






FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Mean cher* form and ski bag if any rone000.out. needed
Refaces um number. 11131
Odd reference: SO 176222
Date: 5/12 /1997 Thew 1115
Adverse conditions?
ed of dyer visibk?
Duplicate photographs: general crteracter?
Surveyed from: Left




Terraced valley? No X Yea _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 10 Onsegetated point b.
Peek 0 Vegetated point ba, 6















LAND USE MORN 3" OF LANK TOP (RI












CO PE CO CO PE PE PE PE CO CO
SM RP RP RP SM RP RP RP RP RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO HO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA
NO PC NO HO NO NO NO NO 1B NO
SC NO VS NO EC EC NO NO NO VS
IC IC IC IC IC IC IC IC IC 1G
S UUUUU
SBBSSS
SS S S SS
S S UUUU
IC IC 1C. IC IG IC IC IC IC IC
I
RILIANCOLL 7
Surveyor DC Accsol cede: H114
No X Yes _
No _ Pan _ Emit
No _ Yes X
RI& X Chanswl X
Yes Y
X symnwerkal
F BANKTOP lAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
i E NO 12132 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP.UP pate 3014 12132 1997 RIVER IIABITATSUIeVEV pate 4 of 4 12132
II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
R









%wand (eg hog, man13 feaXWL)
Open nwr (0W)
Suburban/when developrisen“SU)












Nome Preen E (>3)461
Shading o(cbannel X _
Overhanging burghs X _
Exposed bankside mou _ X _
Underanser tree roots X
Fallen! Rem X
Coarse wordy debris X
R A rilfichlhoollfled
&sectioned
Reinfesced - whole bank
E Reinforced - OP only














Bannon height(m) 1.4 Beals& width (m) 113
anktop Rankle!! ? V Weser width (n) 43
Embanked beigN (m) 0.0 Warn depth (m) 04
If transom low. Wu break in dam Indicate: height above vtln0 •
Bed nuassial nine it consolidated
-
unsesoliebsed
Location casmeasurentert iv riffle X ran or glide _ ante _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES





Is water impounded by weir/darn? No X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Num X Dredging _ Mown
alai-mem
_ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Now
Waterfalls s.50 high _ Anificial open water






Barshop Wight (in) IS
Bannon Bankfull ?









Yes, <3341 of site _ >33% of sue
Weed-cum/ _
ROI _ Fringing reed-bank




Is 33%. mme of the &amyl choked with vegetnica? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Webere I a males nernetasse153. linelail• wad elekr.5 bramble,• men
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Presens ED.33%)
X _
None X Glint hOpneet1 _ Himalayan Waxen _ Japanese knolweed _ OMer? _




























Dianne sand de WO
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page loIS 12133
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (See RNs wawa/ for &faun.
Neale.) 115
1505 Solid geology code 75
Distance from areal.), 10.5
Height of source(m) 750
Slope Intrkm/ 15 Flow category
005 Drift geology orde 5 Plata= mama
Significant arib,iary7 N Navigation?
Weer Quality cas 0 R/15 Sera type 10
_
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TET4 SPOT CHECKS Pa oIl 12133
Spot check I is at: upstream a X downstream end _
PHYSICAL AITRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA EA EA FA EA EA EA FA EA EA
Bata molfication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO PC NO
Bank (eatures) NO NO VS VS NO SC NO VS NO VP0 CHANNEL
flare Wane co co co co co co co co co co
Flow type OW RP BW UW UW UW UW UW RP RP
Camel amdilicatioa) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chanel feature0/ NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Meal ER EA EA EA EA EA a EA FA EA
Bank matecation(s) RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank leature(0 NO NO NO NO NO VP VS NO NO NO
F BANK"TOP LAND USE AND VEGETAIION STRUCTURE
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Ikon SIM lam and tid boa'an y conediom art needed
Rdarace nwnber. 12133
Caid reference: SO 179230 ver RITIANGOLL
Dare: 5/12 /1997 lime. 12.20 Swrseyre: DS Acme. Dee MN59
Advent coations? No X Yea _
Bed of riva risible? No _ Pan. _ Enke. X
Duplicate paographs nen' charade? No _ Yes X
Surveyed horn. Left X Right X Channel X





LAND USE WITHIN a OF BANKEOP (LI SC IG 1G IG IG IG IG IC IG IC
LEFT BANK-10P SUS UUUULIOU
LEFT BANK FACE ss ss s ss s s s
RICHT BANK FACE SS SSSSS SS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP BUU U I/ !US CS U




Tenured valley? No _ Va X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
	
Riffles 7 Unmated paint bar
	
Port 0 Vegetated Pat bar 3
Cape created by IFE, Wareham rio 30'0311999
	
liT. F. Nth 12133 1 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP.UP page 3 o(e
II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
R
eke/raked adland IBL) / Rough pasture IRE)
Coniferous plantation (CP) Improredamtaproved grass (101
	
ominni CORI Tilled lard (IL)
	
amebae NW Wetland leg hog. mush. (enXWL)
b(se / / Oren rem (OW)
	
Tall herbs cm) Suborbaarban development (SU)
Reck and scree (RE)
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE










12133 1997 RIVER IIA BITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12133
L. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bate baba/ 1.1 Beall width Iml 11.0 Beene age al 0.9
Banktop a•Bakal 7 N Wain width ON 6.0 Bebop e Bankfull ? Y
Embanked eight (ml 0.0 WASPSdepth (m) 0-) F.mbanked height (m) 0.0
If Keene Ma than break • lope eliate height above walertno• 0.0
Bed material at the is: immolated
_ noconsolidued Xanbrown _
lamas re =sena ' . tale X run or glide _ otar _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Norm Maja Intemediee Minor Major ledermedia Mime
BANK PROFILES
_ Weirs Reveranu 1
luralionmodIfled L R ArIllIcIal/modbled L 11 Sluices Godes
VenicalAsadema / / Resecticred Culvens Fords
Vertical . toe / / Reinke.' . wlmle bank Bridges Deka,
15ate imPOunded by weiddarn? No X Yes. e.33% of site _ x.33% of sne _
	
E Reinforce - we only
CaPare Artifkial wo-gage




Noce X Dredging WeedatingPoached
1 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSE:ba-b::dembantaab
Enhancement _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls a5m high _ Artifice cao ene - Bog _








None Present E 033%1







_ Overhanging boogie _ x _ P CHOKED CHANNEL
Raley spaced. singk_
_
Exposed ballade roats _ x _






EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Underwater tree roots X _
Fallen trea
Coarse woody debris X _
_
_ 0 ROTA BLE ROMANCE PLANTS (arem l• aka 1 • randemene.) r. bream a pad Aka - amble. • mal
Nee X Giant brad _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knead _ Oa? -








X _ _ Marginal dada.
X _ _ Exposed bedrock
X _ Exposed hears
None Present E.( 3%)
X _ _
_ X _ Animals:
Riffles) _ X Unvegetated mid-channel bees) _ X - Odia significant obsavatms:
Ras/ X Xerralled Mid-Charnel WO _ X
-I BealPores) X _ _ Mature ideas)X _ _ Umegetated sick bar(s1 xX _ Vegetated Mk hes/ xGlidal 

_ x S ALDERS
Tonal reaclie0 X _ _ Diane 1.01depOwitia X Alders? None _ Present X Extensive _ Diseased amen? None X Resent _ Extensive -Discrete sand (sli X
Otherp >45 Roared . toponly
A1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I el 4 12134
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See PHI nernsial for defirutions)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SEA VEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 al 4 12134
Sph check 1 Is a: upstream end X dowmtream end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
AltillaJe(m) 10
1105 Solid geology code 90
Distance Ism source(km) 57
Height ol source(ml SRO
Shope lirshml
EIGS Drift geology code
Significant bibuary ?
Water ga•IXY clans










2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
RR FA EA EA EA EA FA EA BR
RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
I
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please eked form and dn. as If anycorrections are needed
Reference site neither: 12134
Orkl relance, SI 169713
Dam 14/02 11997 lime: 1033
Adverse =add:ions?
Bed of river risthle?
13.0 P11',E° WWI CSear
Surveyed from Let X Raps
SERCON survey in &Slake No _
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shave wee
Terraced sky, No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
RiMez 0 Unngesmed poim bar
Psls 0 Vegetated POURhar


























Surveyor: ft Awed. cede: P143
No X Yes _
















NV NV NV NV CC
SM SM SM SM RP
NO NO NO NO DA
NO TR NO NO NO
EA EA EA EA CC
NO NO NO NO RI
NO SC NO NO NO













Material FA EA FA
Bank modification® NO NO NO
Bank fuse® SC NO SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
E NO. 12134 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4 12134







Waling rg bog. roars& (eaXWI.)
Open ma (OW)
SubmbaNurban development (SU)










Reinforced - whok tank
Reinforced - top only






EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Plano E 0.33%)
ShadMg of drawl _ X _
Overhanging boughs X - -
Exposed bantride sate X _ _
UlIdenValef tee rooks X _
Fallen trees I _
Come woody debris X _
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Barkley beight(m) 40 Bad full width(m) 440 Rankin, bemlu (m)
Banktop Bankroll ? N Wises width (m) 405 Banklop • Bankfull ?.
entanled height (m) OS Wm depth (m) t Embanked heigN
If Wahine Iowa than break in slope. iMrcae: might above wasez(m) • 0.0
Bed material aite is: ocesolidased ormemolidated _ miaow. X
Llatiell of mesamost is: riffle _ run or glide X
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intermediate Him Major Intenredime Minor
	







Is wIlICT inpounfed by weiddarn? No _ Yes. <33% of site _ .3316 or sac X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nene X oratIns nte.ru Weed-oating
Othn,
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nene X
Waterfalls >3m hies _ Anificial open was _ Bog _ Fringing med-bank _
Braided/side chalet _ Natural open water _ Carr _ Floating mat
LISS dam
_ Was meadow Marsh _ Other
Leafy debris
_ P.s Flush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
la 3391 or mac el the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS OXIiers: I males.l • rhuladavers. bradw4 parsed dam. I a brunt*. • um)
Nom _ Gist harmed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese LaRosa X Other? _
R OVERALL CFLA RACTERISlICS (Cements may bm been PerePhrmorn
; 11 LAND USE WITHIN SW OF BANKTOP
R
vidleaf/mired woodlandIBLI E /









Regularly spas& rink _
Occasional clumps _ _
Serni-continuous _ X
Continuous x













Unvegetated mid-channel bar(s) X
Vegetated mid-channel bads) X
Mature islard(s) X
Unity:sated Sid( barls) X













1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4 11155 1997 RIVER HA RITA T SURVEY: TEW SPOT CHECKS pgoiae 4 12135
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (Sct desitia.)
spa, dries t nes upstream end X downs:sanded _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
ISAluttale0A






ICS Drift sedgy code
Significant Whited ?
Wata Quality class
LB FIow Merry 0.101
5 Planforn empty
N Navigation?
IS RHS &red type






Surveyor. Ascend cede: MN59
No X Yes _
No X Pm
No _ Yes X
553
590
I 2 3 • 5 6 7 I 9 tO
LEST BANK
Matedal EA EA EA EA EA BR EA BR BR EA
Bank mod ificatiods) NO NO NO NO NO RI NO RI RI NO
Bank fentirds) NO NO NO NO NO NO SC NO NO EC
CHANNEL
Onned submme NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type UW UW UW RP RP Itp SM SM 11W
Channel modifieldtd0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel (mugs) MB MB MB MB NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
/Amid EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA EA
ank modifintiod 0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bonk fearme(s) NO NV NO NO NO PB NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed from: Left X Right
SUWON survey in addition? No _ Yea Y LAND USE WITHINMOE BANKTOP (LI 511 SU SU SL1 SO SU SU SU SU SU
• c PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
LEFT BANK.TOP UUUUU U
_ shallow we concave/bawl
LIEFT BANK FACE SSSS E B B
RIGHT BANK FACE S SSS S S S
RIGHT BANK-TOP S S UUU S S
symmetrical LAND USE WITTEN5m OF BANK TOP (R1 SU BL 511 SU SU su SU BL BL 111,
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPFS
NONE NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
asymmetrical livenrortahnomewlicbens
XMDICO1 brteDlered bats
Tended valley? No X Yea _ Ferement sodsheelmentodea
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS Horaintleaved Owne))
Riffles 3 Upset:Wed point bar
Frte4lcating
AmPhibions
Post 0 Vegetated point bet Subtremed btows-kared
Output creaked by IFF, Wareham as 3093/1991 Submerged lineauleaved
Submerged fine-leaved
Filanwrawa algae
TE ND. 11135 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY SWEEP-UP MP en
II LAND USE WITHIN 50a1 OF BANKTOP
woSland (BLS Rough pasture (RP)
Condemn Manion (CPI Improsed/torti.improved Nast (1G)
°veal ilORI TAW lard aLs
ousiandhesh (NH) Welend bc. metal. (enKWI")
rub (SC) Open water IOW)
Lanberg ITU) Suhurbanfutban dneloPnent MU/
Rock and scree IRS)
BANK PROFILES
toraVannamided L R ArdfidaltmodIfled
Vernoteuralerna Rem-Borg
Vowel • toe Widowed - wbok bank
>45 E E Reinfineed - top only





















K EXTENTOF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E (>33%)
Shaling of channel
Overhandng bonen _
Exposed bedside mots X
Usawater Bee Ma X
Falba Wes






















Unvesetatal mid-channel MID _





Discrete sand de mho)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 at
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
1EPT BANK CHANNEL
eaton boghtlml 45 Badfull width 010 40.0
Banktop • Baakfull ? m Woo width (0) 305
Embanked light OM IS Weer depth ON •
If MAIM lows than bred hi slcw, made: Night above vater1•0 •
Bed mania] at site is: consolidated
-
unconolidated
Localism of rwasurtment is, ride _ nm or glide X other
m munnam. FEATURES






Is water impounded by weiddam? No X Yew <33% of site _ 577% of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT




Waterfalls b5rn bigh Artificial Open wata Fringing reed-bank _
BrxidwYside channels Nam) open vows Can _ Floating nut
Debris dm WON 11141daW Manh _ Other
Leafy debris Fen Flush _
P CHOKEDCHANNEL
Ix 334 a more of Me dated choked with rtgetatinn? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Otherw 1 e2. mwswesno.3.1mekewa -Mead Meal alma • .1140
Now _ Ono hogweed _ Himalaya balsam _ Japanese twang X Other? -






Alders, Now _ /insert X Extensive Diseased alders, None X Present _ Extensive _
1)135
RIGHT BANK
Bunted Wight 1ml 3.5
Backup • Rankled 7
Embanked Wien (mI Os
LO
_ unknown X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4 12134
A BACKGROUND SIAP.BASED INFORMATION (See MS manual foe de/Inn/on)
AII itudelra 15 SloPe Imam) IS Flow cavity (1.101 7
BOS Solid past" adc 90 BOS Drift geology code 5 Radom category 2
Distance lam makes) 541 Simallcant satiny ? N Navigation?
Heist* of amnesia) 590 Wm> Oality class IS RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please rhealona cowhkkbox if aoy convnii". on neded
•Referease the number 12136
Grid rtfmaxe: ST 143794 Parer TAFT 7
Date: IVO /1997 Hat 1130 SumeKtr: JL Aared. code: PF43
Advent condsocos? No X Yet _
Rai of dva slat? No _ Para X Slat _
DoP(icRe Platottrat0 Vaal antra No _ Yes X
Surveyed Nora. Loll X Right _ Channel _

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2.04 12136
Spot check I is au upstream ad downweam X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 II
LEFT BANK
Matorid FA EA EA CO EA EA EA EA EA FA
alt nabficadoral NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank Ithearels) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Quad substrate NV NV P CO CO CO BE NV CO NV
Fla type SM SRI RP RP UW UW RP SM RP RP
Channel modification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Omani featia0) NO NO NO RO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA CO EA EA EA EA RR RR EA
Bank mol0cation(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI RI NO
Bank feanas) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRucruRE
SERCON survey in addhion? No _ Yes Y
LAND OSE WITHIN 5rrt Of BANKTOP (LI SU SU SU SU SU SC SC SU SU SU
La-MANX-TOP UUUUUUUUUU
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
LEFT BANK FACE SS S S SS S SS S
shalaw see
RIGHT BANK FACE SSS SSSS 5 S S
RIGHT BANK-70P BBBBBBBBER






Terraced nem? No X Yet _ Emma texIllsedgea/ruthe
Road)NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Homing-Nand
Frte.floming
Kffla 2 Ulmer:used poiat bar
Amphibious
Pooh 0 Vegetated point tar Sobstaged Nowak. ved





TE NO. 12134 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPOP late 3 efl





11 IAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
L R
oadleaffmitted woodland IBL) / I Rough pasture (RP)
ailerons plantatim (CPI Improvedhetniattpowed vas (IGI
Orchard IORI Tilled hal (IL)
tab:Wheal1MM Wellard leg Itogonans. faH(WL)
rub (Se Open water IOW)
I herbs (TH) I / Suburban/urban draw...at (SD)
Rock and saec (RS)
BANK PROFILES
matuanialfled I. R ArIllklabasodllkd
Vertical/mama Resecticoed
Venial sIne Reinfoced - wink bank




111EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSErbmk enthakntins
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left Right Noes Priam E (>339)
None
_ _
Shading of canal _ X
Isolatedhcattered Ovahanging boughs N -
Regularly speed. single _ Exposed bankside mop X _ _
Owasione chimps - Ungenvater masa _ X
Sernicoatirawn _ _ Fallen nets N _ _
Coalman X X Corse wordy data X _ _ 

CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LIFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop heigh0m1 4.0 Bankfull widal 3115 Banktop height Intl 4.0
Banklnpa Baokfall7 N Water wichh IRO 30.0 Hanka,- BanYfull ?
Embanks:I height (m) OS Was depth (nal 0 Embanked Mien (ml OS
It anthem lower dun bnak in slow. indisarzt WARM above wattled • 25
Bed material a site in:ccosolidad
-
unconsolicland _mama) X
Lactation of romparemem Is: riffle _ nal or glide X mat
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES










Is wata impounded by weiclant? No _ Yes. 43% of site _ >33% of she X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nom X Dredging _ Mooing
Enbacemeni _ (NWT?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nom X
Wattrfalts flra high _ AIlaIIdaI opm wain _ Fringing reed-biok _
Braidedtside channels _ Nem& can wain _ CUT _ Rating rrat
Debris darn _ Warn meadow atm
Lary debris Fat Flush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
la 33% or 11101lof the aannel dated aith maga.? NO X YES -
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE P1ANTS Masa I stales. In .L_L...L..s3o Imaa.4 • gnarl dar,5- amble. • men
K EXTENT OT CHANNEL FEATURES None _ Giam Normal _ Himalayan balsam _ hawse Nana X Other? _
. ,
R OVERALL CILARACTERISTICS (Comments ray Nave been paraphrased*
	
None Present E None Preseni E (>33%1
Watetfallal Marginal deadwater X Major impacts: LITTER SEWAGE
Citadels) Exposed bedrock.
_ X _ Laml amuse...met
RaNdIsl Expand boulders X
	
- - Anima: GREY WAGTAIL DUCK
RiffleIsl X - UnageWed miclatumel WO) X _- _
00rar significant observations:Runts/- X Vegetated mid-clannel W (, ) X _
Balls) Maar ismand(s/ x
_ _
(AM('s) X Unvegnmed side ba(s) x _




Discrete sib degosids) x _ 5 ALDERS
Discrete aid CU X _ Alders? Nom _ Plasm X Extensive _ Diseased alders? Nom X Present _ Esumive _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CIIEC P•R. , 4 4 12137
	
Spcx check I ts au upsiream end X downstream end _




BGS Solid pedogy code 75
20 Mom SIAM
WE MD gedogy role 5 Radom catetml
L4 Flaw category 0-10) 7
2 LEFT BANK
2 3 4 5 6 7 II 9 ID
Distance from morce(krol 52.0 Significant Shear, ? N Navigation? N Material RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR FA
Bank modifsatiods) RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI NOHeight of iessiem) 590 Water Quality elms 2 RIB Segment tHe 2
Bank features) NO SO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
FIELDSURVEY DETAILS fleas, rhea formOnd fid box qssy (onto... ....nada
CHANNEL
Referees site number 12137 Channel Mcrae CO CO NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV




Daec 14/02. /1997 Hew 12.15 Surveyor DS




NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO ND NO
RO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Advase seediness? No X Yes _ Material EA RR EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA
I
Bed of river visibk? No _ Part X Enure Bank modifkatioole
Bank lentures)
NO RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO PB PB NO NO NO B
Doplican photographs: game channel No _ yes X
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed (rom: Left X Right - Channel -
LAND USE WITHIN5m OF BANKTOP IL) TH III BL BL SU SU SU BL BL SU
SERCON survey m Adam? No _ Yea V
LEFT BANK-TOP SS S S BOBSSS
C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
LEFT BANK FACE BBB BS S S SSS
_ Mallow vee coneavebowl
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page. I of I 12137
RIGHT BANK FACE SSS SSSS SS S
I .
RIGHT BANK-TOP SSS S SS S SS B
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (R) SC 1G 1G 1G IC IG SC SC SC SC












NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Flee- Boding
Riffles. 2 Unvegelated point bar
Amphibious
Peols 0 Vegetated point tor Submerged broadleaval
Subm




TE NO. 12137 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP MP 309 12137
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page .1 t2137
If LAND LSE WITHIN 50m OF RANKTOP
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R L R
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Coniferous plantation (CP)
nixed modland OH/ Rough pastime (RP)
ImprovetthenSimproved grass (10) E Banktop • Bantfull 7 V Water width (n)
37.0 BAnkrop height (n0
25.0 Banklop • Bank full ?
5,0
V
Beams beight(m) 5.0 Bank full width (m)
. OrchetR(OR) Tilled land (TL)he Embanked Might ON 0.0 Ward demh Im) • Embanked ight (m1 OS
mclandnoth NH) Weds.] (es bog, marsh. leeXWL) If trashlire Iowa than break S slope, indicate: Ides above wasolm) • 4.0
nab (SC) / Opes Inter (OW) Bed material 0 site is. cemsolidated imendidated _ unknown X
t herbs (TH) / SobutINMetati d(vekiptled 1511) LccaCion of INCSVIITaltflt in: riffle X run or glide _ other
Rock and fan (PS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK moan
_ weirs
MO* Inien,dise Mina' M.Sor Imennediar MinorNone







Calvals FordsVenice] • re / Reidtated - whole bank E
Bridges Deflectors
9 M5 / E Reinforted - top only
Otha
sle Reinfeseed • toe only Is water impounded by weir/darn? No X Yes. <MR of me _ MRS of see
Common Anificial two-stage
Poached
N EVIDENCE OF RECEMANAGEMENT
None X
DLiTm
I ErntankedSel.back embusbre.au E 0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTERESTainancntm -- OMeaowi7ng _ Weed-coming _
k j EXTENT Or TREES AND ASSOCIATED ftATURIN None X
Waterfalls 35m high _ Artificial open water _ Bog _ banFringing reed-k _I TREESNote Left Ries_ _ ASSOCIATED FEATURE-5swan 0 chanrci Nose Prated E(.33%)Isolatal/scapend _ _ Oro:Amens boughs _ X _ Braiektellside channels _ Named open wed AntDebris damLeah debris Wu. meadowFen Marsh. _ OtterFloating mat _
Regularly spaced_ single _ _ Exposed bedside mos X P CHOKED CHANNEL_ _
Occasional slums _ X Undenvata tree rods X _ _
Ls3391 in. mos of Se channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES
-I-SemismainuousContimost _ _EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES Coarse woody diebes X _Fallen ma X _
	
.
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS
None _ Gime hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese bloomed X Other? _50
(Oen I • nettles. I. solatlevolno.3. bracte..4 • rad eltIer,5 . lenabk. • wee
























Riffle(s)X Umegetated mid.clunnel bah) X
- Other significare oho:vs:ions,Run(s) X vegetated mid-cbannd bar(s) X
_
I Glide(s)Roil(s)Pooh° _x _ _x _ _
	
X Unvegetated side bade
Vegetated side har(s)












13 sone sand ills) x _ Alden? None _ Present X Exiensine _ Diseased alders? None X 'Sewn! _ Extensive _
I
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURCET me I 41
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORmATION (See RHS monad far ehPula)...
Altitude/in) 25 Slope OnAml 3 Flow category (1-10)
IIGS Said SOWN/ Cole 75 BGS IMP geology cole 5 Plankrm category
Distaime (men tomee(lin) 52.5 Significara tribuary N Navigation?
11teN of rwaNall 590 Water Quality class 2 RHS Segni= OW
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS ' Pleas; ;Asa frt. end da hoc Ony ants...Toad.,
Reference site nunter. 12131
Grid reference: ST 117311 River TAFF 13
Doe: 15/02 /1997 Ta 11II5 &newt DS Mimi code MN5I
&Ione conditions? No X 'As _
Bed of Sow risible? ' No _ Path X Entire
Popham pholograpini geonal character? No _ Yes X
Senoyed from: Left X Right
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY. TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2041	 12133
Sp. cheat I n at. upstream eta X downsuearn era
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
CC CC EA EA EA EA EA EA EA FA
RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel substrate NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM 5M SM
Clam! etedificaticas) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Miami featme(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material CC CC EA EA EA EA EA EA RR EA
Ban toniTication(s) RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO RI NO
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATIONSTRUCTURE
7
2
LAND USE WMEN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) SU SU BL EL /IL EL BL EL EL EL
LEFT BANKTOP EDS S SS EBBE
126T BANK FACE US S S SS S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE JIBS S SS S SS S
RIGHT BANK-10P SS 5 S SS S SS B
LAND L1SE WORN So OF BANK TOP (R) EL EL IG IG IG BL BL IG SU SU
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
















Terraced 'inky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 Unvegetated point bar
Pools Vegetated paint bar
Output (mud by DT, Wareham on 3010119911
. TE NO. 121311 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 of • 12131
1997 RIVER HABITAT suRVEY pE0 4.4. 4 I 2135
1-1 LAND USE WITHIN Rim OF BANKTOP L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R L R LENT BANK
Coniferous plantation (CP)
undleallmiaed woodIsal (EL) E I Rough pasture (RP)
latmoyedIsemi-inprosed grass (10) E Barak, • Bankfull 7




341.0 Banktop heirM (m1
	








OAR) Wetland (ee bog. man.h. fenXWL) If traddim Iowa dm Mak Mt dye. indicami
_ unconsolidned
IS
me (SO Open timer (OW) Bed myelin 0 she is: comolidated _ unknown X
Location of RICIlannwal. is: riffle _ rum a glide _ other XTall hobs (TM Suburban/urban development (SU)
Rock and save (RS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major !stemmed:am Minor Malor Intamediate MinorBANK PROFTLES 





?mica] . ice Reinfaced - whole bank / / Bridges Donn-Ion
p >45 E E Reinfemerl - lop only Other
Composite
ale Rein(oted - Ice oMy
Artificial twootage
Is wain inpomMed by weirklam? No__ moist, Yes, e.334 of site _ >33% of site X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None XPoached Dwilting Weed-amine _I EmbankedSer-back embankments 0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTERESTEthan/en-ens _ Oder
I EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES Nom X







swim a chinod -None Present E (>33%1
Iscaatediscattend - _ Ovabanging bonen - X -









P CHOKED CHANNELRegalia* spaced. singk _ _ Exposed Sakai& mem X
_
II
Occasioml clumps _ X
SCIO - DOODOZPUS
Continuous
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
_ _
x _
Come wooly debris _
Under...Rs tree mem X





None _ Gam hymned _ Himalayan balson _ Japanese Leawood X Otheet -
Is 334 or rita of the channel /bolted will) vegerMon? NO X YES _
(Others: I 'matte. 1. meads/ow .3nenken.4 • goad ener.5. bramble. • MOM
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Commeno may hoe bem prakmed)







Exposed boulders  












ICIlls(?) x _ _ Unvegetated mid-chann(l NNW X - Ocher significant observations:
Runts) x _ - Vegetated mid-ehannel WO X




Forded reach(m1 X Discrete silt depeniCs1 X _
Discrete sand Ms) X _ Akters? Nene _ Present X Extensive _ Discoed alders? None X Present _ Extensive _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pap 1 of 4 12139
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (Ser RUE 'manua)foe definitions)
AlIitude(m) 30 SlopC (ot/km) 3 FITK category (1-10) 7
BOS Solid geology cede so 005 Drift geology onde 5 Planfono category 2
Distance from source(hm) 503 Significant tribuary 7 N Navigation?
Height et sancelm) 390 Won Quality class IS REIS Segment tyre
2FIELD SURVEY DETAILS flour check form dad IKE hos r/ unyconations we ...rad [1
Reference sicenumber: 11139
Grid reference: ST 127524 River. TAFF 16
Daw: 1902 11997 How ILO Surveyor IL Agent code
Atherse conditions? No X Ya _
Bei or rims visible? No _ Pin X Emit _
Dirplkae photographs: general character! No _ Yes X
Surveyed from: Leo X Right X Onanel X 

997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VM TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12139
	
Spat died( I la at upstream end X dosostearn end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES













CC BR BR EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
RI RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO VS VS VP SiT SB PR VS
NV tw pot co co co co co co co
SM UN UN RP RP RP RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CC EA EA FA EA RR CC BR BR BR
RI RS RS RS RS RI RI RI RI RI
Rank (=Out) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE VITITTIN Sm OF BANKTOP (L) SU SU SC TH TH TH TH TH TH SC
t LEFT BANKTOP BBLIUUUUUUS
I.EFT BANK FACE B Bout! Ii s 55 u
RIGHT BANK FACE BUSS USS UUU
RIGHT BANK-TOP B SR B•BS UUU











Submerged One-leaved / / /
Filarresoom algae I / I/ / / I I
SERCON Riney in addition? No _ Yes Y
C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
Mallow we accave/bowl
asymnzeical
Terraced valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFItES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unsegetaied point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated poird bee
Output crated by WE, Wareham cm 30/03/1990
1TE NO. 12139 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEEUP page 3.o( 4 12139
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 nr 4 12139
11 LAND USE WITHIN Mtn OF RANKTOP
	
L R L R
mallearhnind •ToDand HIL) / E RmIgh panne (RP)
Coniferous plantation (CP) ImprovedIserrd. improved pass (TG)
Orchard (OR) Tilkd bad (T)
londandAmatA (4H) wetland (eg te& ma* fen)(91)
crub (SC) Opal maw (OW)
Tall herbs OH) SigarbanAtrban daydream' (SU) / E
Rock and acme IRS)
BANK PROFILES
autrolhaninrialled L R Antlkhallinodllled L R
Verricalhalocto Reseal/sad
me Reinforcal • wink bank
•
E
teep >43 E E Reinforced - top Only





J EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left Right None Present E (>3390
None
_ _ Shading of channel _ X _
Isolatatheattered _ _ Ovalonging balks X - -
Replwly spaced. single - - Exposed Masi& roues X
Occasional clumps _ _ Underwater tree mem X _
Sani-continucan X X Fallen meg X _
Continuos
_ _ ?Coax mealy debris X
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Water/UW.1 x mnixo aradwaos
None Present E Now Proem E (o33%)
Caseade(s) x Exposed bedrock
Rapid(s) X _ _ Exposed boulden x _
Rillle(s) X _ Unvegetated mid-channel bar(s) X _
	
_ X Vegetated loid-clumml bar(s) X _
-
Ras)
oil(s) X _ _ Moore island(0 X _
Glide(s) X _ Unsegetated side bails)
_ x •
aals) X _ _ Vegetated side M(s)
_ x
Fended reachlal X _ _ Discrete silt deo:yids) X
- -




LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m) 45 Restful] width (m) 465 Badiop height Ind
Rapidan • Bankfull 7 V Wata .6911 )in) MO 'Whoop Bankroll ?
Embanked heigN (m1 OA Won depth (111) OS Embanked heighl Gni 05
If trashlire lower don bred in dope, indkaw. height Move nata(m) 25
Bed matesial al she ir consolidated X uneCesolidmed
ldelal011 ol measnramtir rillk X non a glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by neiddon? No % Yes. <33% of she _ .33% of ore _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nes X Dredgirl Mooing Weed-cutting _
Emluncernent _ Odox?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
NaterIalls o5m higb _ Artificial open water X Bog - Fringing reed0ank _
Braided/side Channels _ Natunl open water Floating nw
Debris darn Naar madam Other
Leafy debris Fen
CHOKED CHANNEL
b 33% or mat of the channel choked vAth resew:n*7 NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE muffs °Max I • aettlea I tt rbadadmItm beadtend • grail Mat!, bramble. • men
None _ Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ DIPowae knaKeed E Opal -
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may have ban paaPlowedIl
Maier impacts: LIMA ROAD PAIL
Land Montt:emu'
Animals: PRAWN WAGTAIL
(lher sigeifiesat ebeelvatifter Isteleadog tessesvol wit• 50 ways belied
ALDERS
Alders? Nine - Present X Extent) Di one X IsteseM EAlensice
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par I of 4
BACKGROUND MAPRASED INFORMATION ISee RNS R....allot, &line:ion')
Altitmle(m) 35 Mae InMen) 5 Elm category (1-10s 7
1305 Solid pology cede B2 BGS Drift Rangy code $ Manam category
Diana fan sarce(km) 49 Significant Mary ? N Navigation?
Heigh' or scarcely,/ 590 Wata Quality c lass IS RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please Med form a/ Mk box (/ any corrosions Oa (laded 0
Reference she norther 12140
add reftwence: ST 111137 TAFF 19
Date. I5102 /1997 Time 1030 Surveyor: OS Accord. ca MN59
Admit aditions? No X Yes _
Bal risibk? No _ Net. X Erne. _
Duplizate plagraphs: sena chancel No - Yes X
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHEEKS page 7 of 4 12140
Spot (heek 1 is ar upstream a X dOollIgrals erd
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES












RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR
RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI
NO PB NO PS NO NO NO NO NO NO
CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO NV CO
RP RP RP RP IIW RP UW RP RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO RO NO RO NO
RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR
Bank mostalization(s) RI RI RI RI R1 RI RI RI RI RI
Ban! latant) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
12140
Surveyed from: Leto X Right _ Chanel
SEISCON survey in Maio*? No _ Yes I' LAND USE WITHIN a OF BANICTOP IL) IG SU su SU su SU SU su SO SU
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
LEFT BANX-TOP U V
X Mallow vee corcave/bowl LEFT BANK FACE 3 IS
PJGHT BANK FACE S S
RIGHT BANK-TOP S S
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (R) EL EL BL BL BL BL BL IC IG IG




Tamed racy? No X Yes _ Emaga nsedradgesada
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS Homing-Raved (mad)
Riffles 1 Unregetated pea ha 2
Enswfloating
Amphib(ous
Pat Vegetated pont bar Submerged bad-leaved
Output created by IFE Wareham cm 30103/19911 Submerged linemleaved
Suhrnaged firmleared
Eibmemous algae ER EEEE E E E
•1TE NO. 12149 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: San SWEEPUP page 3 or 4
II IAMB USE W ITHIN 54Im OF BANKTOP
L
madleal/mi red woodland(BL) E Rough Faun (BP)
Coniferous plammion (CP1 Improved/semi-improved pass 001
onx.ro oxo riled hod au
coda/Math (MID Wetland (eg tog marsh. faXWL)
Fhb(SC) / Open rimer (Ow)
all herbs TO Suburban/am Muammar (SU)
Rua and sate (PS)
BANK PROFILES
sturammollfled L R ArtMaIhnonlled
Vertial/undercui Resectioned
Vertical • toe Rei elated • whole bank
rep >45 Reinfonsed soponly





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E(>33%)
Sbang of channel _ X _
Overhanging boughs - X _
Egad abide ats X
Underwater tree au X
Fallen yen X
Connie woody debris X




1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY p.m Ca 4
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL
Banktop Imighl(m) SA Battu!! wicketMO 30
Beakless• Bank full ? V Water svidsh(ml 14.0
EMblard Might (m) 0.0 Water depth MO OS
If trilifillle 101.1 UM, break in ape. indicate: height above water(m) •
Bed material at the is: consolidated K unconsolidad





Beel(109 • Bankroll 7
Embanked benght rI OS
10
_ unknown _
None X Dredging - Movnng _ Weed-curling _
Enhancement Other?
0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Warafalls s(5m high _ Anifkial open war _ Fringing Med-bank
Braidedhide dash _ Nond oren woo _ Car _ Floating a
Debris dan
_ Wan nada Otto
Leafy deb&
_ Fen Hush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
	
351* or nme of the channel choked wits regantion? NO X YES _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (00tem 1 Nam 1 r rbadagledem, 31eW.st.o • gn.s. elitrj• ambles • morel






Is water irapotmded by wtsitfdam? No X























lloil(0 X _ _
Glide(s) X _ _
P004(0 X _ _
Riad reachles1 X _ _




Unversed mid-channel bar01 X
Vacated midwriannel bar(s) X
Mature vials) X
Unvegatted side bal(s) X
Vegetated side bar(s1 X
Discrete silt depoot(s) X
Discrete and 1(s) X
(Continenta may have been paraphrased!)
Ncoe X Pm& - Extensive
S ALDERS
Alden? None - Preen X Estemive
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 el 4 12141
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION art ENS manual for &Toni wits)
Alutucle(m) 40 SIdPe PAP El** caletv7 (1-10) 7
BGS Solid geology pie 92 BGS Drifi geslogy code 5 Planforrn perry 2
Disunce hem sorer.) 13 Significam tribury ? N Navigation? N
Height of scarcer° 590 Water Quality clau 1.5 RIM Serra type 2
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Neale thed Pm antriel sboa cus. corned...Iv Nadal 0
Refs:race site smokes': 12141
Grid reference: ST 1114152 River: TAFT 22
Date: 1142 11997 Her 910 Suntrc IL Arrest code PIO
Adverse conditions? No X Yes _
Bed of siva riebk? No _ Prt. X FARR. _
Duplicate prsographs: genaL Pavia? No _ Yes X
Roomed from Left X Right _ Channel _
SERCON survey ia Adidas? No _ Yes Y




Teamed MIMI? No X Yea _
NUMBER OF RIMER, POOLS AND POINT BARS 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: T POT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12141
Sput pee k ltit.sPSIOtmmrind X dventtseam col
PHYSICAL ATIVIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 5 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR CC CC
Bank moddicatioses) RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI
flank fearer) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Olannel sulsente NV NV CO CO CO CO CO CO NV CO
Flow type sm sm SM um, ap RP RP sm SM UW
Cannel modificatian(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chafed feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Maierisl Es. EA RR EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bar narlifkation(s) RS RS RI NO NO NO PC NO NO NO
Bank featue(s) NO NO NO NO VS SB NO SB NO VS
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITION 5rn OF BANKTOP (L) 1G 511 SU SU SU 1G IL BL IL BL
LEFT BM4K-TOP UUUUBUS SS S
LEFT BANK FACE BUUUUUBBBS
RIGHT BANK FACE UUUS UUUUUU
RIGHT BANK-TOP UUUI1JUUUUUU











Submereed fire-leared I I I I
Filaments,. sire //////////
Riffles I UP:gamed poMt bar
Pot • VtSelalnlIntitOWf
Output created by IFE Wareham on 30103119911
TE NO. 12141 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP pr 3 of 4 12141
1997 RIVER IIA B1TAT SURVEY PaSe of 4 12141
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R I. R
LEM BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Coniferous plantation (CP)
madlealhrimd woodland 0311 Rough pastier (RP)
ImprovedhenVimproved gran (IG) E Banktop • UAW ? rata wiebh (m)
41.5 Barshop rip (m) 33Bantle, height(m) 3.0 Bankfidt *WM DM
Orchard (OR) Taw line STU &Pared Night (m)
N
0.0 Water depth (m)





oorDndheath (MID Wetland (eg hog. manh. ROWE.) If tradtline lone than Irak in Pp, indicate: height above ivater(m). 3_5
.rub (SC) / / Open wara (OM Bed mannial at six III consolidved X ancortrolidved
_ unknown _
all berbs 1711) / Salsertvereban dm-Ppm= (HD Lesion of nwasumment is: riffle X nen or glre other _
Rock and scree (RS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILES None MAP Intemaseliam Mince Major Internediate Miro
turelhamsellfled I. R Artlalcbdrroctlfled L IS _ Weirs 1Revetments
Sluices OutfallsVenicaVundercut Resectioned
Venial • me Reinforted . Mole NM E /
advens
MAN:mossBridges
cep )45 E E Rein(oeced - top only
Ora
de Reinforce] . Ice only Is water impounded by weirlam? No X Yr e.334 of site 338 of site _
Compome Atlificial rwo-eage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Poached None X Dredging _ Mowing Weed-amine _
1111 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSE:""ked-inaanbnkinentn
E
0 FEATURES OFSPECIAL INTEREST
Enhancanem _ Ora?
Ncee
Wavefalls 75in high _ Anilicial open wa Bog _
Overhanging Mere 74 - -













Slating of channel X _ _
None Present E DIP)
Regulate), ereed. single - - Exposed bankskle roots X _ 1° CHOKED CHANNEL
iv...Boatingme
Occasional dupe _ X Urtlerwater tree /OM X _
Is 334 cr non of the channel choked with meriation? NO X YES _Serni-cominuous X _ Fraorees X _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Man I • none. 7• dlevemerm. takALA • flee Mir • knehle • siva/
None _ Girt Sind _ Hirralaytn Pam Prep knorweed X Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may ham been PantalmsolD' Nene Present E None Present 1 (>33%)
Waterfall(s) Marginal Padova M4719 imPare ILT111.0Cascale(s) Exposed bedrock Leal Management:
RPM/ X _ _ Rimmed boulders X
	
- - Animals:Riffle(s)
_ X _ Unvegetsied mid-channel bads) X _
Other significant observation] Preach popeRun(s) _
	
_ X Vegeassed mid-channel bar(s) X _ _
Bailie) X _ _ Mature Wars) X
Glide].) _
	




_ Vegetated side bels) X _
-pawed mach(a) X _ _ Discnne silt deposit(s) X _
-
S ALDERS
Disaae sand ids) X— Alders? Num _ Freon!' X Extensive Diseased alders? None X Present _ Exirnalon _
II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
°Pip= Cone wary debris X _
K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
1997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Per 2 M 12142-1
Soo! deck I is at: unman) end _ downstream end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of ,
I A BACKGROUND MAP.BASFI) INFORMATION (See PHI manual for de/in:rims/
12142
A kinadelm) 45
1305 Solid geology code 83
Nuance frau snurcelkm) 463
Raga of sancelm) 990
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS
Mope (nt.)
BGS Drill geology axle
Significant tribuary ?
Warr Quality clam
1.7 Flow category (1-10) 7
5 Phonon° cinegrey 2
N Navigation?
13 REIS Sepias( nee 2
Please shed. form au! trei bar if any corrections are needed
Refuel= site amber 12142
Grid refeiract ST 100862 Riven TAFF 25
Date, 1302 /1997 Time 16.40 Saner. IL
Adverseconditims? No X Yes _
Bed of rive visibk? No _ Pars X Entire.
Duplicate photognpho geherli chancier? No _ Tel X
Pr43
2 1 4 5 6 7 I 9 NI
LEFT BANK
Maserial RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR
Bask nodilicalions) RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI kJ
Bank feator(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO SB NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel substrate CO NV NV NV NV NV P CO CO CO
Ross type UW RP RP RP SM SM SM RP RP UW
Chanel moddlations) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Cbannel feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Marta CO FA EA RR RR RR RR RR RR RR
Bank moddication(s) RI NO NO RI RI PJ RI RI RI RI
Beni faunas) SB NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
S ne fn.". Lefi _ Right X flannel _
Terraced vary? No X Ya _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unregetated point bar
Pods Vegetated pint lar
Output created by IFE„ Wareham on 30/03/1998


















SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
BUUBBB BUU
S S SS S BBU
S S SS S SSS
BlIBBBS SSS
SU SU SU SU SU SU BL BL Bl. SC




SERCON survey in KIMONO No _ Yes I*
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow wee
E NO. 12142 1997RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 et 4 12142
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12142
K






b (SC) / /




Wetlaal let bog oink faIXWL)
Opel warn (OW)
&Mona/urban Mont:pima (SU)
Reck and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
luraUummodifled L R A rallelatimedIfled
Vertical/oath:1w Resectioned
Venial • toe Reinforced whole WM
p b45 Reinforced - um only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Leh Right Nom Plan E(.33%)
Nat Shading of channel _ X _
holatediscauered
_ Ow:changing boughs X _ _
Regularly spaced. single _ Exposed bankside roots X _ _
Occasional clumps _ UDR/water me rens X _
Semi-conduce= Fallen irees X _
Coneparous X Coarse woody debris X _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Rankle. heiglalm) 30 Bankfull width (n) 360 Balms, heists. lin) 3.0
Radom a Bank full 7 N Water width (en) 305 Banktop • Bankfull
Embanked feign (n0 0.0 Warm depth 00 Embanked Sighs (m) 0.0
If mains lower dun break in slow. Merman bails abase inter(e) • 23
Bed rragerial at Me is: consolidated
_ unconsolidated unknown X
Local:oil of immurement is: riffle _ nineglide X other
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impeanded by weiddam? No X Yes. <33% of site _ >339, of she
EVIDENCE OE RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing Weed-cutting _
Enhancement _ Othe?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Male X
Waterfalls aim high _ Anginal open water Bog _ Fringing reed-bank






Is 33%or nen of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS 100wrc 1natien 2 sshadsdade.s.Sene.abnsAnrsssdnidno 5 sbraashk., awe)









Unvegased mid-clunrel ba(s) X _




Vegamed tide bar(s) X _
Disarm silt degmitls) X _
Discrete sand Ms) X -
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS














(Cements may hoe bees paraphrased!)
Una mammal ther. mum Rs
iseased alders? None X Present - Exiensin
ALDERS
Alden, None - nests X Even.
61997 RIVER HASITAT SURVEY peg. 1 44 4 11143
BACKGROUND MAPRASE13 INFORMATION (See RIOS manual On &fin, ow)
Altitudarri) 45 More (.41m) raw 4.191PrY (I-101
BCS Solid geology code 83 SOS MR Paint, ecde 5 Planform canna
Distance from source(km) 45 Significant unwary ? N Navigation^
Height of source(m) 590 Water Quthty class 13 RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please Sect j oral ant f ;id boa Wally correction: are needed
Reference slte number 11143
Grid Weems: ST 99873 Riser: TAFF II
Doe: 13/02 /1997 Time: 1530 Surveyor: DS Accord code: MN99
Adverse canditiors7 No X
Bed of liver visible? Pan. X Entire _
Onplicate phaagraphr general character? No _ Yes X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Page 1919
San cheek I k at. upstream era' _ 000PWJW4111 end
E PHYSICM, ATTRIBUTES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ill
LEFT BANE
Materim RR RR RR RR RR EA EA EA EA EA
Banl mogilication(s) RI RI RI RI RI RS PS RS RS RS
Bank Matere(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNFJ.
Chiumel substrue CO CO CO CO BO CO SI CO CO CO
Fla type 11W 11W UW RP RP SM SM SM SM SM
Chancel modifies:aro) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Ounnel lature(s) NO NG NO NO NO TR NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
maarial. RR RR RR RR RR CC RR CC RR RR
Bank. medilicarion(s) RI RI RI PJ RI RI RI RI RI PS RI
Bank feature@ NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANICTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed from: Leh X Riga
_ Channel _
LAND USE MOWN Sin OF BANICTOP (L) IC IC IC IC IC IC IG IC IC IC
LEFT BANK-TOP UIJUUUUUUUU
LEFT BANK FACE BBBBBS BSS S
MORT BA.NK FACE BBBIIBBBBBB
RICHT BANK-TOP BBBB BBB BB B
LAND USE WMIIN Sns OF BANK TOP (R) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES











SERCON surrey in addition? No _ Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
sham/ wee
_ deep wee artenetrical
mynas:MS
MKS valley! No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, FOOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles I Onset:Heed poini tar 0
Pools 0 Vegetaind peal bar 0
Output enraged by IFE. Wareham en 3041311998
E NO. 12143 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: SWEEP-UP Et3 .1I 12143
11 LAND USE WITHIN .50m OF BANKTOP
L R L R
mlleat/mi weedtard (BL1 / Rough ware (RP)
Cm damn plantation (CP) Impowedlsemi.improved Dan (10)
Orthaid (OR) Tilled bag CIL)
ortmlnatalb (MH) Wetland (et hot. mar919.I.OWL)
(SC) Opm water (OW)
Tall halm (TV) Staorbanhuban derele9mS (SW
Rock lad sate OtS1
BANK PROFILES
luraguemodUled L R Ardfleb1/rno4lIkel L R
ValicalgundeenatRmemoned E
Vertical 9 me Reinforced - whole hank E E
.45 Reinforced • lop only
ntle Reinforced ) ice only
Compashe Artificial two-nage
PoacbN






shidin a thamel _Nom Present E0.33%)
Note
holatallscanwed Overhanging bonen _ X _










EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Undawater tree roan X _
Fallen trees X
Coarse woody debt X -
I Water/Mks)Cascade(0 None Present EX _ Marginal deadwaterEamon] tetradX _ _ Exposed bauldas None Present E 0.33%1X _ _X _X _RIPM1s1
Riftle(s)
_ X _ Unvegetated midwhamel ba(s) X




Mnd _ _ X Discrele sib deryniUs)ied reachlesi
_ X
Dionne sold h(s) X _ _

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 04 12143
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL. RIGHT BANK
Desktop leight(m) 3.0 Bankeull Meth (m) 32.0 Banktop heigN (m) 4.0
Beaton • Bankfull I( Water wid), OD 15.0 Bantu, • Bankroll 7
Embanked height(m) Oh Water dept. (m) • Embanked height 010 0.0
If trathlthe lower dim break in siege. induce: bdgN above water(m) • OA




location et rneasurement .4 riffle _ nm Of glide _ odter X
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is wow incouraed by warldani. No _ Yes. <33% of the _ 933% of site X
EVIDENCE OE RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing
_ Wang-carting _
Enhancernem Other)
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls 95m high _ Affaiti open nter Riming reed-hank _
Braided/side channels _ Natural open water ROSIling mai
Debris dawn
-
Water meadow Mirth _ Otha
Leafy debris Fen
P CHOKED CHANNEL
11 33% or more of the channel choked With %Taman/ NO X YES _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Sec needs. 2 rbiaawnew 3 beakewa pINIMO aim ioto,ie. • mem
Giant horned _ Himalayan balsam _ lamas knotne4 K Oder? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Commeots may eine betrt paraphrased!)





Alders? None _ Present X Extensive _ DiWased alzkIll None X Present _ Extensive _
1997 RIVER 11ARITA T SURVEY: TES SPOT CHECKS pan I of .1 12144
Spot check 1 is at upstream end _ downstream eof X
PHYSICA L ATTRIBUTES
1 3 3 I 5 6 7 0 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material 11W EA BW BW EA BW SW EA OW EA
Rank moddication10 RI NO RI RI RI RI RI RS PI RS
Bank feautre(s) EC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel sulasense NV NV AR AR NV NV CO CO CO CO
Flow tyre SM SM SM RP RP RP UW RP RP RP
Ounnehnodificadon(1) NO NO ItS RI NK NK NK NO NO NO
Channel leatore(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA CC EA BW NV OW CO EA OW
Bank mollestion0) NO NO RI PJ PJ NK PJ RI RI RI
tbalk featute(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATIONSTRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5rn OF BANICTOP (LI SU sc su su su SU su su su su
LEFT BANK/TOP 5 S B S SS S SS 11
LEFT BANX FACE SS S 55S S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE s s S s SS s ss a
RIGHT BANK.TOP SS S S 11 11 B SBEI
LAND USE WIllfIN NBC/FRANK TOP GO IL IL BL SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE / I / /
UserateursonetAkbms
Emagen1 broolleaved bents








1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Par °I. 4 12144
BACKGROUND MAPRASED INFORMATION (See Ells nlam$21jor delinat
Almude(m) 45 Slope (nArn) 33 FM. earn 11 10)
805 Solid geology code 13 1105 Deft geology code 5 Planform category 2
Distance fnan source(km) 433 Significara tribury ? N Navigation?
Height at lource(m) 590 Water Quality class IS RAS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please chec)fom and tici box if any corrections ore $erded
Reltrore site ameba: 12144
Odd edema: ST SUSI River: TAFF 31
Dalt 13002 11997 Tor OAS Surveyor CS Acct.:6 code 11D2
Advent conditions? No X Yes _
Bed of river visible? No _ Part X Enure
Duplicate pbotogreplw genen1 dater? No _ Yes X
Surveyed Deno Left Right X Channel X





Termed nlley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 1 Untwisted palm bat
hots 0 Vegetated ppm bar 0
Output neyed by IFE Wartbam cm 30003/1991
TE NO. 12144 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY S EP.UP par 3 44 12144
II 1AND USE WITHIN SOrn OF BANKTOP
L R L
Umised wadland113L1 / Rough pare 1RP)
Coniferous plantation(CP) Improved/semi - inroved gem (10)
Orchard(0R) Toned land (TO
ondaratleath (MH) Wetland RI hog, mush. te"XWIJ
rub (SC) Open weer (OW)
herbOTH) Subwbsthntan developrent E E
Reck and Rem IRS)
BANK PROFILES
rundrumnolilled L. R A rtIlkladhsedlIled
Venial/under= 1 Resectioned
Vertical 41re Reinforced - whole bank
$45 Reinforced - 10PoOly














Shading of channel X _ _
Isdakdhattered
_ _ Overhetigin tn.& X - -
Rtgulagy apaccd, single _ _ Exposed banksIde roots _ x
I










Cone woodY &MR X -
' K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Nase Presem E Nem Present E (>33%)
Waterfall(s) x Marginal deadwata
	
_ x _
Cascade(s) X Eaposal bedrock X _ _
R eP310/ X _ Exposed boulders _ x _
Rilfle(s) X _ Unventated mid-channel bat(s) X _ _
Reit I
	
_ X Vnaated mid-channel WOO X - -
Boil(s)
	
_ _ Mature (stadia X _
Glide(%)
- X _ Unvegetated side bads) X _
Pool(s) X - - Vegetated side bads) x _ _
Pavded teach/eel X _ _ Discrete sill deposit(%) x _
Discrete sand MO - x

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of .1 11144
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
anking height(m) 110 Dank full width (m) 50.0 Ilhatop height (m) 9.0
anktop • Bankfull ? N Warn svith (m) 30,0 Bankrop • Banklull ?
Embanked kir. 00) OS Waxdepth (ml • Embanked height (m) 0.0
If rrashline lower than bteak in slope. indicate: height above water(m)
Bed material at site it consolidated
-
unconolidated Xunknown _
1.[Cal$01,01.imeasigenleat of& X moergiide _ Other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impaneled by weir/darn? No X Yes. e33% of site _ >33% ol she





FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls .5m high _ Anilloal ogen water Bog - Fringing rexl-bank
raided/side channels _ Natural open Wales Floating mat
Debris dam Warn meadow Minh _ Other
Leafy debris Fen Flush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33/4 a wore taw channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES
_
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Maser. I ...elmI • rhodwlestra,3 .bnekatA • rad ader.5 • bramik. • nuro
Nooe Giant Warted _ Hanslayan balsam _ Japanese knoweeed E Other? _
I/ OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Orauwenu *my hart bent Pm9Phrned1)
Major impact: 1157I50 LITTER
land Management
Animals:
Ode; significant observation, Cheen1•19arvil tw nava. y 2p/dm:1st&
4. Otosen vane ertenively mat a Wear rektfatoviwn banks Many araight den will
neetinn tilLo. Re ortendy pbeed with Mlle ale oversioe. Derelict baildisp RI
ALDERS
Alders, None _ PretensE Estensior - Diseased alders? None X Present _ limentice -
12145 r- 1997 RIVER HA B1TAT SUR VEV: TEN SPOT CHECKS dam 2 of 4
Spit check 1 is au upstream end _ downstream end X
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
A
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual for deli )
12143
1 1 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material BR RR RR RR RR BR BR BR EA EA
Baa adilleatioc(s) RI RI RI RI Rd RI RI RI NO NO
ank lature10 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO EC EC
CHANNEL
Chattel =bona PE PE CO PE CO CO BO BO BO BO
Flow tyge SM SM UW SM SM SM SM SM SM SM
tannel thollicsan(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel learc01 NO NO RO NO TR NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Marial BR BR EA EA CO BR CO BR EA EA
Bmk modireation(s) RI RI NO NO NO R.1 NO RI NO NO
Bank Maar@ NO PB PB PB PB SB NO NO SB SB
F BANKTOP IAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Altitude(m) 45 Elea ORA rn1 53 Tbw eager, (I -101 7
005 Solid geology cok 13 BGS Drift geology axle 5 Platoon ategory 2
Distance Men sarce0m1 42 Significant tribuary ? N Navigation?
Height of sarce1m1 590 Wats (19.01 01.° 2 RHS Segment type 2
MELD SURVEY DETAILS Please Med boa and :id boo if any norrectiona ore weed
Relenree she number: 12145
Grid reference: ST B3895 River TAFF 34
Dam. 1302 /1997 lime: 9.45 Surveyor DC Aare& code: 104
Adverse caditions? No X Yes _
Bed of rine visible? No _ Part
Duplkate photographs:Baal Mader? No _ Yes X
Surveyed Omen: Left _ Right X Channd X
Vias RaiSUWONurvey n? No _ Yes LAND USE WITHIN 5th OF BAN/CTOP (I) SU IN TV TN TIO TX IL TH TN TH
LEFT BANKTOP UBS S S SS SS SC PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
LEFT DANK FACE S S555 BB 1.1 U Bshallow a
PJGHT BANE PACE US S S S US SS S
RIGHT BANK.TOP UOSS 5 SSSSS
LAND USEWOW 5mOF BANK TOP (10 SU IG SU SC BE BE IG IG SC IG
Carta VEGETATION TYPES





Emeagem reechaedrakabatTerraced valley? Ne X WS _
Domed)medNUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS Flosai•tyle

Freelloalng
Riffles 1 Unvegetated point ber 2
AmPhibious
Pools 0 Vacated pas law Submerged boad-kaved
	
Output mated by IFE, Wsrebam 311030995 Submerged lineadeaved
5100mged linedmmd
Filamentous algae / I / /
ITE NO. 12145 1997RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500re SWEEP.I.IP par 3 a 4 12145 1
1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VET Pate 4er4 12145
LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
L R L R
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
roadlealhriad woodland (BE) I / Rough pasture (RP) Bantam teight(rm 2.4 Banklull width On/ 34.0 Baloop height (m) 4.0
Mona plantation (010 Improvedami-improved gas (10 E EMMA. • Bankroll ? V W en' Meth (m1 301 Beektop a Bank MI ? N
Orchad100 TRIM land (IL) Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water clept(m) 0.7 Errstaked Might (rn) 0.0
corlanlTheath (MH1 WedamMeg b0g. math, fenRWU If truhlthe lower that break in dna Wale: height above ata(m) w BO
rub (SC) E Open water (0W) Bed material at sith is: candidate:I - uncoittolidated Minima _
all herbs cm E 1 Suburtalisbin &velem:a (SU) F Location ohntanramens dr ale _ nin ',glide X othez
-
Reck and scree 010 M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Mat latertrediate Mina !ajar Irmannollate MinorBANK PROFILES
a tualtamoillled L R ArtIlldelhendllled L R - Revetments
Slakes MAMIE 2aticallundereut E Resectioned E
Cul au Reda
Venicali• tre E 0.i:infested - Mae baa E /
midges Deflectors
p ,45 / Reinforced - roP only
Other
ende Reinkeced - toe only E Is wee impaualcd by aialam? No X yet. <3351 anise _ 333% of ae
Composite Artificial Istiage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Poached F Nate X Dredging
_ Weed-cutung _
EinktdI Sedback embankments FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTERESTEnhanament _ ol _Oth 

. 1 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
corcavelbowl
XWaterfalls dien high - Artificial Often 5.1°






















Regularly mad, single _ X Exposed bankside roots _ X _ P CHOKED CHANNEL
Occasional clumps _ Underwater tree r0011 X
_
It 334 or more Of the Chantid CIXted IviChreserim, NO XSemiatimmos
_ Pala tree. X
_
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PIANTS mon I • moo.). tuatara. bathed - grad dm.. I • Gds.* • men)Condo.. Coarse woody debris X
I K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
'
R OVEPALL CHARACTERISTICS 1Comroenti temy ban been imstiMumed0None Present E Now FT44444E 1/.33%)
Waterfall(s) X Marginal dadoeter Mar impact. WIER ROAD
Cascade(s) X _ _ Exposed bechick Land Mammal




X _ Umegetated mid-chanrel bar(s) X _
Other Mendicant oteetraliond Lan beak alma air* RUBE Rat al aRunts)
- - X Vegetated m1/241=441SAO X _ _
ps44.444• pendant than ma a at nemBoills1 X _ _ Mabee Maras) X _
Sdo(s) X _ Unvegetated side bar(0
_ X
Poolls) X _ _ Vegetated side bat(s) X _ _
Pearled rftchles1 X _ _ Discrete sih *maids) X _ _ S ALDERS
Discrete sand 4(s1 X _ Alden' None 7( Pit I E renion lYselfed We i None X Present _ [mansion _
None _ Gess breed _ Malayan balsam Japanese hawed X Ma? _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY per 1 of 4
BACKGROUND MAPRASED INFORMATION (See MS manual for Minitimu)
12144 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CH•CKS paLel a 4




Altude(m) so SIAN Ossiorn 33 Dow cavog (1401 7
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 WBGS Solid geology code 113 BGS Drift geology code 5 Planform category 2
LEFT BANE
Distance from sourcelkm1 403 Significant triboary 7 V Naultation? N Material FA RR CO RR CO CO BR BR EA EA
Heigh of source(m1 590 WasexQualityclats 2 MIS Segment type Baal meekficaman0) MO RI Ri RI NO RI RI RI NO RI
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check font and dth ba r i1 cuty eenvOlona wneeded 02
Bank feaboc(0 EC NO NO NO NO NO NO PB E B E
CHANNELRelererre Rue raimber: 12146
Cloned substrate BO CO 60 BO BO CO BO BO PE CO
Flow type RP SM SM SM SM SM RP UW SM RPGM reference ST 73902 River: TAFF 37
Clwmel nodtscationI0 NO NO NO DA NO NO NO NO NO NO
Dar IVOI 11997 Ernie 1425 Swveyor DC 1104 Orriel (ecure(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Adverse conditints7 No X Yrs _
Material BR BR BR BR BR BR BR BR BW OW
Bed of firer visible? No _ Pat X &dirt Back modificasionO) RI RI RI RI NO NO
Bank I:natal:Dal NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO EC ECDepbeare plmography general character? No _ Yes X
F BANXTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Swceyed Inn; Left X Riida X Channel X
SERCON limey I additioo? No _ Yes V LAND USE WHIEN 5m OF BAICKTOP 0.1 SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
IEFT BANK-TOP S S SSSSSSUU
LEFT BANE FACE US SSSSSSBBshallow we
_ sy deep ne X matIr ies1
RIOIfT BANE.T0P S UUBBBBBS
PJGHT BANK FACE B UB BIBB BS S
IAND USE WrallN SterOF BMOC TOP (R) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU




Temced Bey' No X Yea _ Emergent reeds/sedga/rushrs
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Flom ing-kaved ImemD
FreeHoatingRiffles 1 Unversed point bar
Amphibious
Pools 0 Vegetated Mira bar Submerged broad-leared
Onipot nested by 11E. WartImm m ADONIS, Submerged liner-Imes
Submerged finele.ned
Flamenious Ogie




Venieal • Me I Reinforced . trade tank
NI5 K K Reinforced - tOP Only

















EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None
Shading of donee X
Orphaning Musks X
Exposed banks's& roots X
Underwater nee rocas X
Fallen trees X
Come woody debris X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par .1a 4 12146
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Rankle, beipapn) to Rank (sdI width (m) 4 OA Banfac• height (m) 3.0
Beckon Bankfull
•
Warm 910111(ml 323 Bacloop • Bankfull ?
Embanked height (m1 03 Water depth (nd 03 Embanked height (m1 OA
II trubline Iowa than break in slope. indicate: Might atone wateim/ DS
Bel marenal tile is: comohdakd
-
urconsolicbted Euelnowe _
Location of messumman is: riffle _ run glide X ether _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major haennelaze Minor /dajor Irene:SR Minor







Is eater impounded by mieldarn? No _ Yes. <33% of site _ 733% of sire _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None _ I:kedging




Waten'alls 73m high _ Artificial open Nue _ Bog _ Ringing med-bank _
Braided/Se Mamels _ Nawal open mite _ Cr _ Flowing matPresent ENO%) Debris dam Water emelmor Marsh _ Other
Leafy ifebria Fen
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 1391 ea mat of dm camel choked with vegetation? NO X TES _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE P1ANTS (other. I • mon, 2 • rtaiiimirm. 30 sineke..4 • pad dem I • balk, • nowel
None _ Giun boomed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese trounced X Other _












Wetland Ieg NB Minh. /OWL/
Oren wager (OW)
SubmbeNtatan derelopmexit (501 E E
Rock and scree (RS1
None P.m E None Present E (>33%)
Watetfal101 X _ _ Marginal Madras°
Cascade(s1 X Eapceed bedrock
Rapid(s1 X Expose.' boulders
_ X




_ _ X Vegetated roidtbanriel bans) X _


BoilIsl X _ MatureidanIXO X _
Glide01 X
_ Umegoated side bags) X _
PoolIs/ X _ _ Vegetated tide bar01 X _
Pealed reachles1 X _ _ Discrete silt &maids) X _
Discrete sand Mal X _

R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS IPP.monfloy Iwo boa Pa•PhooN111
Mejor impacts: LITTER INDUSTRY
Land Managanon: PARKLAND
Animal.:
Oder significant obsmasime: Fest men mos won as • UMPanama ••
Urea. se RIL Stritincant UMPLar. Nem MA cheat I. Partalm ILSIRI.
ALDERS
Alders? None _ Piesent X EN Diseased alders' None X Present _ Estensiee _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par l oll 12147
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manualler definitions)
Altitude1m1 55 Slope (mAm) 3.7 Flaw category (1-10) 7
BGS Solid geology code .53 BGS Deft geology code 5 Planfonn categmY
Disunce (mot soacelm) 39 Significant tribuary ? N Navigation?
Height of souroelm/ 590 Ws Quality class I RHS Seamen Hp
FIELD SURVEY DETMLS Pleats died frun and lid Sxqa.ytonttaaou a II "Ida
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 a(
Spot check I is as upstream end _ downstream end X
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material FA BR BR CS CO EA EA LA EA EA
ank rrodittutirm(s) NO RI RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO
anIt featine(s) SB NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Referent site neariler 12147 CHANNEL
Mewl substrate BO BO BE BE BE CO NV CO NV NV
Flow type SM SM RP RP SM SM SM SM SM SMQM reference ST $0913 River: TAFF'S.' -
Channel molifiracian(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel featuref0Dec 12/02 11997 Hem 11.00 Surveyor: CS Awed. code: 1102 NO NO RO RO RO NO NO NO NO NO
RICHT BANK
Advent conditims? No X
Material EA BE BE EA EA 11W EA EA EA LA
Bank modilicatioNOBed of river visiNel
No _ Part. X Endre. _
Bank feasure(s)
NO NO NO NCI NO NO NO NO NO NO
Duplicate phPegrasthr general character? No _ Yes X NO NO SB NO NO ND NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN.Sen OF BANKTOP (L) SU SU SU SU SU SC SC SU SC SC
LEFT BANK-10P BBSSSS SS SS
LEFT BANK FACE SBSSSSSSSS
RICHT BANK FACE 5 SS S S S SS S S
RIGHT BANK-TOP BS BBS S SS S S
LAND USE WTHIIN Sos OF BANK TOP (R) SU SU SU SU SU SU IG IC IC IG
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE I I I I NV NV
Lisenvoreanforealictens
Eanagen benditaved herbs








Surveyed from: Leh X Right X Charnel _




Terraced valleY7 No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFTLFS, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 0 Unopened poim har
Pools Vegetated pens bar
Osten crested by IFE. Wareham on 3603/1998
TE NO. 12147 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 04 12147
t997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12147
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Denim. heightMO 23 Banked! width (m) 293 Banktop height OM L5
Banktop e Bankfull 7 V Wen with ( m) 253 &atop • Wile] ?
EntaMed height OM 01 Wata depth (m) OA &Waked height Me 05
If emblem low than Weak lope 'Maw height above water(m)
Bed material al site consohdaaed orconsdidamd /Unknown _
Li:cation o( MenUntrient if.: riffle _ ivaagodg X ocher
NI ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is wailer impoundel by weirldam? No X Yea <3.3% of site _ >3391 Make
EVIDENCE ClE RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredge/ _ Mowing _ Weed-cutting _
Enhancement _ OW?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls s5m. high _ Artirein °Pen weer - Bog _ Fringing real-hank.TREES ASSOCIATED PENH/RES
Braidel/skle Munich _ Natural open rata _ Boeing maiLeft Right Nene Pineal E pH%) _
None
_ _ Shading of chant Weis dam Water meadow OW
_
Isolated/scanned _ _ Overhanging hoods X _ _ Italy debris Fen Flush _
Regularly wand. girdle _ _ Exposed bankside roots X _ P CHOKED CHANNEL
Occasional CHIT'S X X Unclarwater tree torn X _ _
Is 3396 or mon ol de channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _Saresccninaous _ _ Fein ton X _
Confluent
_ _ Coane woody debris
-
X O. NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Matra i a withal niwasfroarea. 3 • bradam . gamed dim S • boa, • man)
11 LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
L R L R
'keel woodlaulIBLI Rough pasture CRP)
(aileron planation ICP) Milnweamosidwmvedgram(101
Orchard(0R) tiled LW 01)
norlantlemeh (1414) Walled leg kV- mask kaWL)
rub MCI / Open warm (OW)
11herbs (711) Soturbentarbari development (SU) E E
Rock and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
toralAmmodIfled L R ArtifIclaltmodilled
ResecoredenicalAnown ti
Vertical • km Reinkeeed . whole bank
eep ml5 E E Reinke:of top only
rule Reinforced toe on/y
Aniline! mottageComposite
Poached
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSE:InkedkunSnthltas
L
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES None _ Gem horned _ Binary= Was _ Jape= Mooned E OW? _
	
None Premed E Nom Present E 033%)
Waterfall(H Marginal deadwater
_ X -
Cascadeid Dryad bedrock _ X _
RePid01 - _ Exposed boulden _ X - _
Riffle(s) X _ _ Unvertated midehannel har(sl X
Run(s) _ X _ Vegetated mid-channel bees) X _
Bel(s) X _ _ Maims island(s) X _ _
Cade(s) X Unvegetated side basin
_ X _
Pool(s) N _ _ Vegetated side WO X
Purged widest
_ _ Discrete silt deposit0/ /I _
Discrete sand de i(s) X _





Other significant observations Exteadve upon se Right un hoaL SalIdoot
pint ea mut he cawing we Hwy I paled. Annan se Le. Gm new nett
eau tam onn flat/. sc....a...Jan • beam. DaV -r naaraa aacaPw.
ALDERS
Akan? Nana _ Peseta X Extensive _ Planted Mess Noce X Present _ Extensive _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 3 of 4 17143
A BACKGROUND MAIXBASED INFORMATION (See RtiS mammal f or defrraimul
Alutude(m) CS Skqe(m/km) 6:7 FM* ecerry (1-101 7
FICS Solid gecko code 33 BOS Drift geology code S Planform categoT 2
Distance Imre source(km) 373 Significant trilwary ? N Navigation? N
Height of soune(m) 590 Water Quality class I RHS Segment type 2
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS 'Please cneth /mu acd lid Pck Fag Ponendom en medal 0
Macao site nekter 1214
Grid refesence: ST 529I5 River TAFF 43
Date: MID /1997 Time: 10.® Surveyor, DC Awed sode: FIlM
Adverse conditions! No X Yes _
Bed it &a Minsk! No _ Put
Duplkau photographs, general dunce/ No Yes X
Suneyed hum 141 X Right _ Channel X 

1997 RIVER hABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page m e l 12143
	
Spx check I la et upstream end X Oman/cam aid _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material PE EA EA CO EA CO FA EA
Bank moddicatice(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Buil team*/ NO NO EC EC EC PB 13 NO NO EC
CHANNEL
emend substrate BO CO CO CO BO CO CO CO CO BO
Flow type OW RP RP RP RP UW OW RP SM SM
Gunnel modifkation(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Osamu! fature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material CO CO a EA CO CO CO CO CO CO
Bank morliticatio(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bak feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO EC EC NO EC NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
SERCON stony in 4d/RNI! - Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ shallow vet Oregarralrania
X IgnirMatriCal
asymmetrical
LAND USE WOLIN 5m OP BANKTOPIL) TH TH IG IC IC IG IC IG 1G IG
LEFT BANK-TOP IUS 5 UUS UUUU
LEFT DANK PACE SS S05 DUES 5
RIGHT BANK PACE SS SS SUS SS
RIGHT BA.NIC-TOP SS 5 S SS UVUU












Alarremous algae I I I
Terraced valler NO _ Yes X
NUMBER OE RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles ' 2 Unvegetated point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bag
Output created by 111, Wanton on 30/03/1993
TEND. 111411 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP per 3 44











Welland (es bog. marsh. fen)(WLI
Open water (OW)
Sithintaolorban devekpnem (SU)
Reek and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILI4
turolnimmodttled L R A rtlflelal/modlIkd
VenicaVundercut E Resectioud
Vertical • toe E Rein/aced - wink bank













Exposed banks* routs _ X
_
Undowater tree route _ X
Fallen Dem
Coarse woody debril X
_
_
EXTENT OE CHANNEL FEATURES









_ Exposed boulders X
_
Rillle(s)









_ Mature island(s) X
_ -
Glide(s) X










_ Dismete silt &gamins) X
_
_
Ounce sand Ms) X
_

Embanked height (m/ 0.0 Water depth (m) 0.4 Embanked he iglu (m) 0.0
If truhline lower than break in slope. indicate height abase widertrn) • 0.0
Bed material al site is: consolidated
-
unconsolideed %unknown _
Leaden of menuirment iv riffle X nm or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water intpaunded by weiddam? No X Yes. UPS of site _ >33% of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging weedmeting -
Erthancernem
_ Otter?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls >5m high _ Artificial Ofen water Bog _ Fringing Stunk -
Braided/side chanreh Wea arain Bating mu
Debris dam Wan mod°. Marsh - Other
Leaf y debit Pea Flash
P CHOKED CHANNEL
It 33SXor mom of the dunnel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTE (Oraani 1 manna rbadadastram 3 bradters4 • greed dem,/ amerstaa.• word
Nene _ Clone/greed
_ Himalayan baba. - IsPonese 124Nced X Ober7 _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Onnments may lave been PaPhmmdl)
Major impacts: LITTElt POLIAITKM
Lend Managonear
Animals;
Other significant observations: arson /bet env nibmwe. ad ilde tar atrial
checto I & Omar Negate larmml on nag lank am, Flan el theta
5 ALDERS













12143 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY me 4 of 4 12143
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
R LEFT BANK CHMJNEL RIGHT BANK
Eaccels IMIdulml 4.0 Bankfoll width Inn) 390 Banbtop height Om) 40
E Nekton . Banklidl ? V Waist width (ml 27.0 Bergamo eBanklull ? r
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY; TEN SPOT CHECKS Ps:, I 4412149
Spot check I is at: upstream end _ thismiream end X
PHYSICAL All MUTES
121491997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY path I 44
BACKGROUND MAPRASED INFORMATION ace RHS rnam.I for definition, )
Akitudeern) tO Sloth OnAnd
BUS Solid geology coda 13 BCE Drift geology cede
Duane from souree(11.) 153 Sipificani thltramy ?
HMOs of wurce(m) 590 Water Quality am
Hew StiRVEY DETAILS Please deck fin cad sick box Va., correetlats are needed
Menace the numba: 11149
thitherfthelthe: sr 111941 River: TAIT 41
Dee: 11/02 /1997 lime: 13.30 Summar 15
Adverse =atheism? No X Yes _
Bod of river visible? No _ Pars X Enure,
Punka Plentra0w FAKE d•nder?
Surveyed froth left X Righi
6

















R BR BR CO CO CO EA EA
RI RJ RI R1 RI RI EM EM
NO NO SB NO NO NO NO PB
CO CO EA EA RR RR RR RR BW EA





CO CO CO CO NV
RP SM SM OW NP
NO NO NO NO NO











Dia featte(s) NO NO NO NO SI
F BANXTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE




2 RISS Segment type
Awed. cot 1102
SERCON surrey in thithioa? No _ En V LAND USE W111111N3m OF BANICITC(L) IL SC SC NV SC SC IG sc IG SC
LEFT BANK-TOP S • S S SPREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
LEFT BANK FACE B S S S U Sshallow en
RIGHT BANK FACE S S S S 5 B S
RIGHT BANK-TOP S S S S S S B S





Terraced ealky? No X Yea _ &regent reeds/sedge/nest
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Flostaththarol (rooted)
FroPflonim
Riffles 1 Unerythatod Pan ber
Amphibious
Pools 0 Vegetated pont bar Submerged Noad-kaved
Otrithak created by IFY, Warethin 30103/19911 Submerged lin-lend
Submerged relthlethed
relletateth Alpe
1: NO. 12149 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY; 500m SWEEP-UP pig.S SA 1(149
II LAND USE WITHIN 50n1 OF BANKTOP
R L e
ixed woodland IBL1 Rough pasture (RP)
Coniferous Negation (CP) Improvedhemi.inthrosed grass (IG)
Ordwd (OR) Tilled Land au
(MR) Wetland Ws bog. marts. fen)(WL)
b (SC) Open tither (OW)
a Nibs COD suburtaift..derclopnal (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
uralthannodUkd L R Artthdalimadlfled L
Vertical/underma RtseCkned E E
Venial ont Reinforced - vIthe bank
>43 Ranfithth - top only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURF.S
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left WIN None Present E (>33%)




Replarly tithed. singk _ Exposed bankside eons X _ _
Occasional clumps Underwater tree mots X _ _
Sanicontinucati X
•
Fallen Keel x _
Continuous _ Coane woodY &Nth X -
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES













VegetatCd mid-channel ba.r(s) X _ _









1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4,14 12149
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LET! BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
BMW* heir)* no 23.0 Bankfull width Om 46-0 Banktop height WO
BeAtop • Bank ? Water width (m) 27.0 Banloop • (tankful!?
Embinked height (m) 0.0 Won depth (m) Embanked With. (m)
If Pulliam lower dun beak ' Icse -Sean neigh, abase n)o( m) • 0.0
Dal material sr site is, cnsolidased unconsolidued Xunknown _







Is tater inmotinded by within?






No _ Yes. <)3 of site X >33R of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Weed-outing _Mowing
Enbancanent _ Othre
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls nIm high _ Anificial open wafer _ Bog _ Fringing reed.bank








h 33111or tar oldie cbanmel *Iced MO remains? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANES (Others: Isnemen I • Moiladenchth.3 beadienA uIrnes ther. 90 brosla • motel
Mee _ Gino tothmed _ Himalayan balsam _ 1tharcse bloomed E Other P3




Other significant observations, LEM R-StRilat RR len not After T Ribs wills
Cyril1115nd Ard bk•.• nen,
ALDLRS










i997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12150
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (Sre Ria afinida.)
1997 RI VER 11AEITAT SUR VEY:
SASEcheek is at upweam end X downstream oral
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
POT CHECKS par or 4 12150
muusie(m) 65 Slope len/km) 435 S.% alegorY 11-116
BUS Solid geology code $3 EGS Drift ge>logy axle 5 Radom emegory
istance from sourcelkm1 11 Significant absurd ? N Navigation?
Heigh' or soureelml 590 Water Quidity class I.5 RIIS Segni:a type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please cher I form and rick box If am; eon anions are needed
Ref=au site number: 12150
Cwid ST 07951
Date: 11/02 /1997 Dme, 14.05 Seem..
Advaw cardinal.) No X
ed et rive visiNe? No _ Part
bootie.. phowgraphr general. than?
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10
LOT BANK
Material BO EA BE BE BE BE BO BR BR BR
ank inceliEcadonfs) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI RJ RI
Bank lemmas) NO VS VS NO NO NO NO NO NO NOEl CHANNEL
Channel substrate BO BO BO BE BO BE BO BO BO CO
Flow type 11W BW UW RP RP RP BW OW RP SM
Channel moditicatior(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Manna featurefs) MB RO RO RO RO NO RO RO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Mataial CO EA BO CO CO • EA CO BR BR
ank amlification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI RI
Bank (canvass NO NO NO SE NO SII SB SB NO se
BANKTOP IAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
TAIT 50
Accred colt 1104
No _ Yea X
Surveyed from: Leh Right X Channel X







Terraced valley? Na X Y. _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT EARS
tales 3 Um:crated Para bar 0
Pools 0 Wowed point bac 0
°owed enaled by WE, Wareham on 30473/19911


















SU SU Bl. MB TII SC su SU SU 51.1
S SS 5
US U 5
5 S US S
SSS
BL BL EL BL SO SU SU NV NV NV
//1/11/1
/
INO. ITE 12150 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP.UP Page 3 or, 12150
Mr RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pact ofA
II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
R
madkallmined eueane MIA E E Rough Name (RP)
Coniferous pamation ICP) Improvedherni-impromd grass (10)
Orchard(010 110,4 GU
0.1.nd/heath IMR1 Welland leg bog. manK ferWITLI
lab (SC) Opea wain (OW)
Tall 1.161110 SuburbaNurban development (SU) E
Rock and scree CRS)
BANK PROFILES
MarallmenedMed L R ArdrIdal/noadlfled L R
Vaticalluedereat Resectioord
Venial me Reinforced . whole bank
rep >45 E E Reinfaced top only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Prtsent E (>77%)
Sbading oral...el X
Overhanging baegla X -
Exposed baitlaide loots _ X
Unckewater tree mots _ X
Fallen Ma X
Cense woody debris _ X
None Present E (>77%)
Marginal deadwater
Exposed bedmek _ _ x
Expeed emiden x
	
Unvegetated enid-clunnel MHO _ X _
Vegetated enkl-chanrol bar(s) X _ _
Mame X _ _
Unvegesated side be(s) _ X _
Vegetated side baels) X _ _
Discrele sill deposills)
_ K _























LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
anktop beight(m) 1130 Bankroll width (m) 31.0 Banklop height I00
Banktop BlAkfoll V Water widdu(en) 12.0 Bentley • Ballfull
Embanked height (0) 0.0 Water depth (en) OA En*.ked height In.)
II Imbibe lover than break in Alava. Wreak: Sight above rate(.) o IS
Bed material sr she ir cemsolidacal
-
unconsolidated Xuakrrown _










Is water topmnded by tweiddam? No X Yes. <73% of _ >77% of sne _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Osedging _ Mowing _ Weed-eucting _
Enhancement _ CHer?




Artificial open wax roping need-bank
Bnidedhide channels Natural open wow Carr _ Moeda, mai
Debris darn Wart meadow Haab _ Otler
Leary dtsbris Ra Rush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
b 33Ib or nay a We dant choked with swarm? NO X YES _
1.2 NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS 100ssm seethea.I•rbaskelkm, landa4 • paid elde0 • Inenble.. wervl
ECM _ GLIM hogweed _ Himalayan Sham _ Japanese Wirt/reed X Other? _
I/ OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Coatmenti Ian been paraphmedB
Maj. impacts: TIPPING Lima INDUSTRY
Land Management:
Other significant observatioks: Wires. at Or 111Pp5are rot be.. PH1.6,
111 usbees a owl Fae hatarkibmider rint.Stralata
ALDERS
/Wm? NAL - Pram X Emu.% - Diseased Wen' None X ?RYA - Emensise -
I997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4 12151
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS wawa: fordefinitions)
I
AlutodeOn/
BUS Sol geology cede g3id
 95 ShoPe (m/km1
BGS Drill geogy code 5 Plankton caseparylo
4.5 Flow category (1-101 6
2
istance Isom source(kml 32.5 Significant Maury ? N Navignion? N
asa samte(m) 590 Wats Quality class IS RHS Sean= type g
1 HELDSURVEY DETAILS Please rhea km Asa tla Pas Easy carrecEssu an, mated 0




Grid schema: ST 92961 Rims: TAFT0
ar: 1.1/02 /1997 Dna: 11.45 Surveyor CS
	 t
Amen cork: 3102
Admix condition? No X Yes _
IDoBedoefLirerphoogrivisiNesa,goal charicto No _ Part it X - Entire ya_ K
Surveyed Meer Left X Right X Channel XI SERCON survey in addition? No _ Ya Y





lanced alky? No X Yes _
INUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Unvegoared Pant Ms
Pools e Vegetated point bar
I Outpal crated by IFE, Wareham on 30101/1993
	
1997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2.el 12131
	
Spot check is as upstream end _ dommream end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I 0
LEFTBANK
Mania: BE BE BE BE EA EA EA EA CO Co
Boa modification(s) NO NO NO NO NO RI NO NO NO NO
Bank SmeassOl NO NO NO NO PB PB PB NO NO SB
CHANNEL
Chanel substrate NV BE CO CO CO BO CO CO BO BO
Flow type NP NP SM SM RP RP RP RP RP BW
Channel moSfimaioelo NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Canna labare(n) NO NO NO NO NO RO RO RO MI VB
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA CO EA CO EA Ek EA EA EA
Bank mcdificaion01 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank (eaturas) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
!AND USE WENN Sre OF BASSET& IL) SU IG 1G SC SG 1G SU IG IG IG
LEFT BANKTOP BS S S SS S SS S
LEFT BANK FACE S S SS SS S SS S
RIGHT BANK FACE SSSSSSS SS S
RIGHT BANKTOP SS S S SS S SS S
LAND USE WTHEN ko OF BANE TOM) SU SC SC IG SC SC SC EL M. BL
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE
Liverwortalmmaglehens / / / /
Ementa broal-haved Dabs /









TE NO. 12151 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4I 12151
1997 RIVER IIABITAT SURVEY pan 4 of 4 12151






Condemns Mantstion (CP) Improved/senimproved ItraMIGI
Orchard (OR) 1111c4 had (TM
(MID Medalleg beg. Mara. (COWL)
mtb1S(0) / E Open woo' (09/1
all herb, OW SuburtroMben dereoprtent (SU)
Rock ad scree (RS1
IBANK PROFILES
tunInmandEled L R ArtIllcalheadIfied
Vosicalanclocur Resectiored
Venice, e re / Reinforced - whole bank
vp M3 E E Reinforced - top only
ole Reinforced - toe only
Cmnpaiie Artificial two-nage
Poached



















Orphaning bents _ X _
&pared hankside roots _ X
Underwater tree roots X
Fonen X
Coarse wady debris X
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
L. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Rankin heighdm 1 12.0 Bankroll width (m1 Banktop height fml 3.0
Bother • Bankroll ^ N Water width Ind MO Booboo • Bankroll
Ernbaled height (al OA WA= depth (m) OS Embanked height OS
II netlike lower don break in Mom indicate: Might abase wala(tn) • OA
Bed mane/ at site im consalidared
-
unconsolidated
Location of measurement is: riffle
-
ma or glide X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is water impounded by weirelarn? Yes, <33% of site X >33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Noce X Dredging Mowing _ Weal-cutting
eduatmeni Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nom X
Waterfalls >5m high _ Artificial open water Bog _ Fringing Rod-bank _
Braidalhide channel, _ Natural opea waxer Cus _ Hosting mat _
Debris dam Water meadow Marsh _ Other_
-
leafy Maio_ Fen Moth _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 3311 or more of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS lOthast 1 a Rona, 1 • rusdachrm makenst a grouse rich, 5• artme. • awn)
None _ Giant harmed _ Himalayan balsam _ . Japanese knotneed X Other? _
R OVERALL CHARAcrourncs
. (Cementer may have hen paraphrased!)
	
Nate Praia E Ncoe Pasta E (>3)94.1
Waterfan(s) X _ _ Marginal deadrata
_
Major impacts:
Cascada° _ X _ Boomed bedreck
-
Tand Management:
Rapidlat x _ Esposed headers _ _ x Animals:
Rif(as) X _ Unmeant! mid-channel MAO X _ _ Odra significant antratietn, Peenble anode/ cha•neb nt tra0e0ecka.01
knot
-
_ X Vegetated rnid-cluannel harts) _ X _ Rh.. aia. garnagblets 'V" with 01. mi aids Mal
OMNI X _ _ Mature island(0
_ X _
lide(al X - Un vegetated side latisl _ x
Pcolls1 X _ _ Vegetated tide bar(s1 x _ -
S ALDERS
ealed react-as/ _ X _ Discrete silt deposit) X _
Discrete sard ;ID)
-
x Alders? Neer _ Rama X Extensive _ Macleod alders? None X Pasta _ amain< _
1997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 121521997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12152
Spot check 1 is at: upstream end X downstream mid _
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See REIS manual for del melon')
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 11 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material CO CO EA BE BE BE EA EA CC EA
auk modillmliords) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI NO
Bank feature® VP VP SC EC EC SC SC PB PB NO
CHANNEG
Orannel substmle BO CO CO CO BE CO CO CO PE CO
Plow type SM SM OW OW SM SM RP UW SM RP
Cannel roadifications) NO NO NO NO RS NO NO NO RS NO
Clannel feature(n) NO NO MB NO NO NO NO RO NO MB
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA EA EA EA BE CC BE
Bank molifnation0 NO NO NO NO RI NO NO NO RI NO
Bank feature(s) SC SC SC SB SC SC SC SC NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANICTOP (L) IG SC EL BL BL BL BL BL M., BL
LEFT BANK.TOP SSESS S S S S S
LEFT BANK FACE S S S S USSSBS
RIGHT BANK FACE S SS S US S 511S
RIGHT BANK.TOP S S S S SUS S BS













A)titude(m) 100 Slope (tiVkm) 43 How category ( I-10) 5
BGS Solid geology code 83 1305 Drift geology code 5 Planfonn Talegoil 2
Dotards Wm source(km) 31 Significant tribuary ? N Nasigation?
Height of source(m) 590 Water Quafity class 1 RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please cheek f one and nick bac if any 01717Withas are naded
Reference site nistter. 12152
Grid Stamm ST 89965
Date: 1002 /1997 lime: 10.05 Surveyor: DC HIM
Adverse conditions? No X
Bed of river visible? _ Endre X
Duplicate photographs: genend character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from: Left X Right X Channel X
SERCON survey in additism? N° - Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow wee Haase/bowl
X deep see tycnnelrtcal
Terraced valky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unsertated point bar
Pools Vegetated point bar
Output noted by IFE, Wareham on 30/03/1998
E NO. 12152 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 of 4 12152
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 on 12152II LAND USE WITHIN 5010 OF BANKTOP
	
L R L R
leaf/mixed woodlimd OIL) E E Rough pasture (RP)
Condemn plantation (CP) ImProsednici-incroned grass IIG)
Orchard (OR) Tilled land (TL)
milaodTheath (MN) Wetland (eg hog, marsh. lenIWL)
b(sc) / Open water (OW)
all herbs (T11) Suburbanharban development (SU)
Rock and scree IRS)
BANK PROFILES
turalAmmodlned L R Arthielallinedlned L R
Venical/undercm Resectioned
Ventral • toe E Reinforced - whole bank
>45 E E Reinforced - top only
	
ileP Reinforced - ice only
Cmnposite Artificial two-stage
Poached
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATUR:57:kedenhanknien“
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left Right None Present E.(>13%)
None Shading of channel X
_
_
Isolatedhcattered Overhanging boughs _ X
_
Regularly spaced. single _ Exposed hankside roots _ X
_
Occasional clumps Underwater tree roots _ X
_
Seminemintion Fallen trees X
_
_
Continuous X X Coarse wooly debris _ X
_
EXTENT CIE CHANNEL FEATURES
None Present E None Present E (>33%)%terrains) . X
_
_ Marginal dna/water











_ X Vegetated minehannel bar(s) _ X
Bons) X
_
_ Mature islaad(s1 X
-Glide(s) _ X
_ Unvegetated side bans) X
Poolls) X
_ Vegetated side har(s) X
_
Ponded reedits) X Discrete si(t deposids) X
Discrete sand de ills) X

CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m1 15.0 Bankroll width (5) 46.0 Banktop height (ml 3711
Banktop e Bankroll Wale. width (m) 26.0 Banktop c Bank ?
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Wata depth (m) 0.1 Embanked Fright. (m) 0.0
If trashline !own Au break in slope, indicate: height above watenen 1.25
Red material at sim is: consolidated
-
unamsolidated %unknown _
Location of meandensset is: riffle X run or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






la water thypounded by sveiddam? No X Yes. 43% of site _ >33% of site _
EVIDENCE OE RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging
_ Mowing Weed-rutting _
Enhancement _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
WaterfalLs n5m high _ Artificial open water Bog _ Fringing med-hank _
Braided/side thannels _ Naomi open water_ Carr _ Floating mat
Debris dam
_ Water meadow Marsh _ other
_
Edify debris_ Fen Hush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 334 or nue of the Hormel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Odom 1 a male. I nnh.dadoadt,na .limenate dreamt dent Sc.binenhle.,• men
Norm X Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may have been paraphrased!)
attnior impacts: urern ROAD RAIL
Land Management:
Animals, DIPPER HERON
Other significant observattons: tars of roman Near train br)dge. Wane
alieldb Pea
ALDERS
Alders'. None _ Present % Extensive _ Diseased alders" None X Present _ Extensive _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See NS manualfor definitions)
Altitude( m) 110
BOS Solid geology code
Olol tic nwsrce(k,n) 793
Height of source(m) 590
SloPe Imam)
BOS Drift geology code
Significant tribisary ?
Water Quality class
6-7 Flow Mega, (I-10) 5
5 Planform category
N Navigation?
RHS Segrrent type 5
FIELD S1JRVEY DETAILS Please theck form and tick boa ccwry co"enkw. are ^anted
Reference site mace: 12153
_ gage
Teamed valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
1  Grid reference: ST /0972. 

Data 10102 /1997 lime: IISO
Adverse ccoditions?
Bed of river visible?
Duplicate photographs: salmi character?
Surveyed from: Leh X
SI/5/CON survey in addition' No _






Output anted by WE, Wareham Go 3060/1996
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Page lol l 12153
Spa check 1 is at. upstream end _ downstream sod
PHYSICA L ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA CO CO CO EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank modificauoral NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank lemmas) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel substrate CO CO BO BO CO CO CO BO BO BO
Flow ape RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP UW SM
Channel modificabortIO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Ounnel feauwas) RO RO RO NO NO RO NO RO RO RO
RIGHT BANK
Material FA EA EA a FA EA EA CO CO CO
ank rocalificaran(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature0) NO NO NO NO NO SB MI NO NO NO


















LAND USE vrtrace Srn OF BANK TOP (R)
TH TH TN 513 SU SU SU SU
S $SS SSS
S S S SS S
SSS S $SS
S SS S SS S
SC SC SC BL SC TN TN TN
SU SU
BL BL
River TAFF 59 -
Surveyor CS Accled. code: FIDE
No X
No _ Pan. _ Entire. X
No _ Yes X








E NO. 12153 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3014 12153











Wetland (eg tog, marsh. fen1OVL)
Open water (OW)
Suburban/urban dealOpMent (SU)
Rock and scree IRS)
R
997 RIVER IIABITAT SURVEY Page I nr
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
Ma BANK CHANNEL
Beaton beighr(m) 45 Bankroll width (m) 40.0
Bankroll • Bankfull Water width1ml 21.0
Embanked height WO OA Water depth (MI 0.6
If trashlire lost Man break in SlOpe, bright above wraiths) a
Bed material at silt is: Consolidated
-
unconsolidated
Lccation of measurement tit rifle _ run or glide _ other X
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Nene Major Intermediate Miox
RIGHT BANK
Ban klop height OM 25.0
Banal(' a Ballarat! ?




turaYunmodlfled L R Artlflelal/modlfled L R
VenicaUundercia Resectioned
Venice!. Me Reinforced - whole bank
p )45 E E Reinforced - 101,Only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E (>33%)
Shading of channel _ X
Overhanging hooglu
Raposed bankside roots _ X
1Jeclerwater tree mots X
Fallen trees- X







































Is walla impounded by weirldan? No X Yes. <33% of sae _ all%




FEATURES OF SPECIAL I(rEREST
None X
Waterfills a5m high _ Artificial open water Bog _ Fringing reed-bank




Leafy debris Fen Rush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
	
Ls33% or awe of the channel choked with agelation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTh bSn,. I no:0a%. duldadellena 3 • htlataka • ground Mew 5 beanthl cnnrnl
Nom X Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ Other? _




Other significant obso, Draken tont. an Kw & kil hank. Deep "V"
Mill M. m nnohstela Parable la Meld-
S ALDERS
Alders? None _ Present _ Ewtensice X Diseased alders, None X Present - Est
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page 1 014 12154
1997 RI vER HA !HEAT SURVEY) TEN SPOT CHECKS pa of 4 12154
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual' peek/Thine.°
Spot check Iisatsapsnrnaanctd _ downstream end X
Almude(m) Hs 51We (ndkm) 53 Flow categorY (710) 5
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
EGS Sc4id pointy code 83 BGS Drifi geology code S Punfonn category
Distance fmrn source(knO 28 Significant tribuary ^ N Navigation?
Height of sour-Um) 590 Water Quality class I RHS Sternum type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check fonn candeie; box gamy corrernthar are needed
Reference site number: 12154
Cuid reference. ST 75964 River TAFF 42
Dm) 11/02. /1997 lime: 930 Stumm) DC HD4
Adverse conditions? No X Yes
ed of river visible? Pliet, _, Entire. X
Duplicate photographs: gement channel No
-
Yes X
Supweyed from: Left X Right Channel X























AND USE WITHIN Sm OE BANK TOP (R)
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 (0
EA EA EA CS RR GA CA EA GA BR
NO NO NO NO RI RI RJ RI RI RI
PB PB PB NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CO PE PE PE BO CO CO BO BO BO
UW 11W SM RP UW RP RP RP RP SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RO MB NO RO RO RO NO NO RO NO
RR CC RR EA BO CO CO BO EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO












SC RP RP RP RP RP RP
Bank rnoddication(s) RI NO
Bank feameal NO NO NO EC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
X imminence)
2Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output mailed by HZ Wareham ma 30/03/1998












Danced valley? No X Yen _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unregend Paint bar




TE NO, 12154 1997 RIVE.R HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPDP page 3 of 4 12154

















WetLand (eg bog. mar* fen)(WL)
Open water (OW)
Suborbankoban development (SU)
Reck ard scree (RS)
R ArtIlidalhpadhled
Resedinled
Reinforted - whale bank
E Reinforced top only







1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12154
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop beight(m) 23 Bankfull width (m) 33.0 Bantam Petglit ImI
Bantam = Bankroll 7 N Water width (m) 21.0 Rankles,. BankfUll
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water depth (m) 0,4 Embanked height (m)
If trashline Imer than break in slope, indicate: height above water(m) OD
Bed material msite ir consolidated unconsolidated %unknown _
Location a measurement is: Wile X run mei& _ other _
61 ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






IS wales irmmunded by werMarn? No X Ya. 43% of site _ >334 of site _
EVIDENCE OE RECENT MANAGEMENT
None Dredging Mowing
Ethan:eaten, X Odwal
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Woodcutting _
Bog _ Fringing reed.bank
Cart _ Floating mat
Other
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Presem E (>33%1
Shading of channel X _ _
Ovalunging boughs X _
Exposed bankside soots _ X
Underwater tree roots X _
Fella) tees X _ _















Regularly spaced, singk _ _
Occasional clunms X _
Sernimminum
Centimes
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Present E












Waterfalls 65m high Artificial open wale
Braided/side enamels Natural Open water
Debris dm Want meadow
Leafy debris Fen
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more of the channel choked wills vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE HANTS Nkbore 1 ma Is rnedwlesdrm anthem • mum ader,5 Margie, • mre)
None X Gran horned _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed _ Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may ham been paraphrased!)
Major impacts: UTTER RAIL
Land Management,
Animals: KINGFISHER
011sersignificant observations: Mamma{ rivandah brte Means.. bssinat
Ile paint bars me wd & banepardy Mame pan amok. Dadea mamas prawn al 6 the km
ate GA & RR mad hi Salim la read/raiL
S ALDERS
Alders) Nom - Present X Esiensive - Diseased alders? None X Present - Extensive -
A1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY on. lull
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS mass.0/ d
12155
1997 RIVER HABITAT 51114VEY: TEN SPOT C11
Smashed 1 esas) upstream end &mamma end X
PHYSICAL AlTRIBLOES










Minnie( n) 125 Slope (sn/km)
BGS Solid geology code 53 BUS DM genogy cede
Disarm Me soarceOna ISS Signilieent oilman ?
Height of sourte(m) 590 Wm Quality class
FIEID SURVEY DETAILS Please rhea formasul sed box I any corrections are needed
Reference ate number 12155
Gid mama) ST Mr, Rim: TAFF 45 '
14002 /1997 Tune) 1530 Stamm a Anted. coda 1102
Moen( coedisions? No X Yes _
Bed of riser sisibk7 No _ X Entire
Duplicate glasegaphs: moat' chancier? No _ Yes X
Sinvoud foml) Left _ Right _ Channel _
2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
EA EA EA BR BR BR CC CC CC EA
RI RI No RI RI RI RI RI RI RI







CO CO P CO CO P CO CO CO CO
SIM RP RP UW RP SM UW UW OW RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RO NO NO
Matthal EA EA FA CO EA EA EA CO CO CO
DIM Irodslimma(s) NO RI RI NO NO NO NO NO RI RI
Bad faw(s) NO NO NO NO PS PB PB SB VS VS

























SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
BBBBBB
BBBS S S
5S5 S B SS
BS S BS B
SU SU SC SU SU SU SU
/ 1 / / /
/ / / / / / / E




Tanned valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 4 Unseprtated point bar
Pools Vegetated pars bar
thapol mated by IFE. Wareham ea 30103/19911
TE NO. 11155 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY) 500m SWEEP-UP page ) of 4 12155
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pagelail 12155
11 LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP










viels/K1 (es boll. monk. fraXWL)
/ Open water (OW)
Subtotal/urban &Monsen OLD
Reck ind scree IASI
E E
+45 E E Radom& - top coly
If Reinforced toe coly


















Expased betide roots _
Undensata tree mots X
Fallen lees














Unsegented mid-dune! bar(s) X




Versate:1 side Nan x _
Discrete sill desosigs) X







Re:inlayed - Mak bank
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
!AWL BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Benson beight(nn) 35 Bank/SI ones Iml oil Banana height (In)
Bannon Bauer V W.I.. *id's ml ILO Bannon =Basilan
Eastrase heists (I0 03 Wan depth MI 0.4 Embanked Might (no
If trasbline lows gm break in dope. Mks*: height above wata(nO• 0.0




Lora donctmenurareat is; MIR X ma A glide
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is sates impounded by weidelam? No X Yet <334 of sae _ >33% of Me
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT




FEATURES CIE SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
•
Wardens a5m high Artificial open ARA Fringing reed-bank
Braidentide channels _ Natural open wa City _ Floating mat
Debris dam Water meadow Manh _ Orler
Leafy debris Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% 01.1110reof the an) choked rah vegetation? No K YEs _
NOTABLENUISANCE PLANES (Mem I alas Is rbeslodadrah brmen4 • Masa AMOS • Mona) mmal
None _ Gum hoguied _ Himalayan balsam _ Imam kncareed X COAT _
R OVERALL CHARAC113RISTI05 (Commeats may bate been parageMIMM)
Maas invests: LIMA FOLLIAIDN
Land Management)
Animals)
Other sigalkant observations) sham ran am dine ma mom. Maim
gerefin pips la rim. Ante oat Ainesive. Fens MASA ire amoll EAd/AA MAIM
TomememMA deednen.
ALDERS





1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY. TEN SPOT CHECKS Page 2 or 12156
Spot dim k upstream end _ dmvsstream end X
PHYSICA L ATTR1BUTES
2 3 a 5 6 7 a 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA CO RR CO EA FA EA BR BR EA
Bank modification(*) NO NO RI NO NO NO NO RI RI NO
Bank feature0) SC SC SC SC NO NO VS VS NO SC
CHANNEL
Gunnel Substrate PE PE PE PE PE PE PE PE CO CO
Flow type RP RP SM RP RP RP VW RP SM SM
Channel modificatioNs) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Otannel taut) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA CO FA EA EA EA EA EA.
Bank m0000ation10 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) NO NO VS VS VS NO NO NO VS VS
F BANETOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE winos 5rn OF BANICTOP ILI SU SU SU SU SU SU BL BL XL BL
LEFT BANE-TOP SS S S SS S SS S
LEFT BANK FACE SSSS SS S S US
PJGHT BANK FACE S S SS S S S SS S
PJGHT BANK-TOP UUSS S S SS S S
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (R) SU IG SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE
LiverwonsAnasses/lichem / 1 I / / /
Emergent broad.leaved lambs I / / / /








997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I olf 4 12156
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See Nis manual far ddireith.,)
AltitudeOn1 115 Slope (m/km) 3 Flow category (1.10)
BOS Solid geology code 113 BUS On ft geology code 5 Planform category
Distance from sourceOml 25 Significant tribuary N Navigation?
Helen of source(m) 590 Water Quality class IS RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Pkasechea lona and 4th boo yrany correclims are needed
Reference site number_ 12156
Grid reference: SO 75005 River: TAFT 68
Date: 10102 /1997 Time: 14.00 Surveyor DC Acme& code: HIM
Adverse coalitions? No X Yes _
Bed of river visible? No _ Part _ Entre.
Duplicate pantographs: general character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from: Left _ Right X Channel _




_ gage X itisyrmnarical
Temaced milky? No X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unvegetated poim bar
Pools 0 Vegetawd point bar
Output created by 1FE, Wareham an 30/03/19911
TE NO. 12156 I 097 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY, 500a. SWEEP-UP page 3 or 4 12156
1997 RIVER 11A BITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12156
II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R L R LEFT BANK
Rankin,' height( ml
CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop !tight Imi31-0 Bantle!! width (mlleaf/mhed wcodland (IL) E Rough pasture1RP) 3.0
Banktop e Bank full ? Water width (m)onifewia plantation (CP) Improved/semi-improved grass (lc) E Y 16.0 Esallambkaatopked.hBeanigkhlitu(InitI ) v
Embanked height (ml OS Water depth (mlOrchard (OR) E ruedland rro OS OA
oce height above watielml AIf trashline lower thaa break in slope. indkale: 0.0landilwath )(OAR) Wetland leg bog. marsh. renWL)
Xunknewn _Red material at site is: consolidatednue (SC) / Oven warn (OW) uncordolidated_
Location al reasuresnens is: Mlle X run or glide _ other _11.herbs (T1-1) E Suburban/urban development (S111 ' /
Rock and sate (RS) NI ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Nene_ Weirs
Major Intermediate Miner Major Internniliate MinorBANK PROFILES





Vertical + we Reinforced . whole bank Bridges Deflectors
cep >45 E E Reinforced . lop oily Other
rale E / Reinforced - toe only ls woe impomded by weir/dam? No _ Ym. c3l% of site _ >33% of site X




11 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSE:::::baokmentu
Enhancernent _ Otb'erl:g
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None x






None Present 5 (>3.3%)
Shading or channel X _ _
Overhanging bake. X - -














Regularly spaced, single _ X Exposed hankside roots X _







EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Fallen trees X _
Coarse woody debris X _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS looms I . maks. 2. rbadadeolnek 3.. bralteit.4 n emend eliler,S.Issable.nocel
























- (Comments may bane been paraphrased°
Riffle(s) X _ Unvegetated mid.channel bar(0 X _ _ Other significan, observations: oak ntotaht strum sub num burbler weirs.
















Ponded reachIell X _ Discrete silt depositO1 X_ _
Discretemad de il(s) X _ _ Alden:, Non _ Preyeni X Extensive _ Diseased alders ' None X Present _ Extensive _
I
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page 1 01-4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION fSee OHS manual fo, dcjiniisontal
12157
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SpOT CHECKS Page ef





SOS Solid geology code 113
iss
SloPe HIV,km)
SOS Drmgwkly Cale 3 Planforrn category
4 Flow category 0-101
Len BANK
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 W
Disunce from source(km) 233 Significant tribuary l N Navigation' N Mornal RR RR RR RR RR RR BW BR BW BR
Bank modification(s) RI RS RI RI RI RI RI RI RS RIHeight of scurce(m) 590 Wain Quality class 13 RHS Segment WIM
[ FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please ched Joon and lid box if ony corrections ore needed




Reference site number 12157
flannel substrate CO CO CO CO CO P CO CO NV CO
Flow rype RP UW UW OW RP RP RP RP RP UW
/
Grid reface.,
Deo: 7(12 /1997 Time: 14.30
SO 70021
Surveyor




NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Atheist oanditions7 No X Yes _
Material
Surveyed foam Left _ Right X Channel X
EA EA BW EA EA GA EA EA RR BR
Bed of river visible? No _ Part. X Enure, _ Bank maddication(s)
NO VS NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SBBank feauref0
NO NO RI RS NO RI RS PS RI RI
Doplicae photograptn: general character? _ YesX F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yea Y LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANICTOP (LI SU SU SC SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANK.113p SS S S SS S SU BC PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
LEFT BANK FACE SS S S SSSSUB
_ shallow see concave/bowl
RIGHT BANK FACE SS S S SSS SUS
RIGHT BANK-TOP SS S SSSS SS B








&stollen broad leaved herbs / I/
Taneed valley? No X Yes _ Eanergem reeds/sedges/rushes I I 1
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Floating- leaved (oated)
Free-floating
Riffles 3 Unvegetated Point bar
Amphibious / / / /
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar Submeeged broad-leaved
Output created by DT., Warehmn he 30(03/1995 Submerged linear- ka wed
Submerged fine.leaved
Filamentous algae
TE NM 12157 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP.UP page, °Id 12157
II LAND USE WITHIN 511rnOF BANKTOP
	
L R L R
leaf/mixed woodland IBL) Rough pastum IRP)
oniferous plantation (CP) Improved/semi-improved MSS (10)
Orchard (OR) Tilled lard fIL)
landTheath (M11) Wetland leg hog. nan* tenX"I)
nab (SC) I / Open water IOW)
Il herbs alb Suburhanturban development (SU) E E
Rock and sera IRS/
BANK PROFILES
tuodhutmadIfled L R Artlfldslheodalled L R
Vet-twat/undercut Resectioned E E
Vertical • toe Reinforced - whelk bank E /
p ad5 / Reinforced - top only / E













Shading el channel X _ _
None PICSCIlt 11,33%)
None
_ _ Ovedsmging boughs _ X _
Resulesly spaced. single X _ Exposed bankside mots X _








EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES ,
Fallen OP% X
Coarse woody debris X _



















- X Unsegesated mid-channel bads) X _ _





X _ _ Mature island°, x
X _ _ Unregetawd side bar(s) x _
X
_ Vegetated side bal(s)
	
_ X
Ponied reachles) x _ Discrete silt depcnit(s) X







1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banbtop height(m) 33 Bankroll width In) 1E5 Banktop height (m) 3.0
Banksop n Baukk11) 7 Y Yraltr width (m) 143 Banktop Bankfull
Embanked height (m) ILO Water depth (tn) (us Embanked11601(M) 0.0
If hashline brat than break in slope. indicate: Mien above wate(m) • tido
Bed material at site is consolidated
-
unconsolidated %unknown _
Location of measurement is: riffle X run or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES










Is Water impounded by weldthi0 N° Yes. <3396 of site _ >33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT




Waterfalls >5m high _ Artificial WM, Inn: Fringing reed-bank
BraidaYside channels _ Natural open WILICT Floating mo
Debris dam Water meadow Marta _ Other
Leafy debris
_ Pen Mush _
P CIIOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or maw ofthe thattrel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Others 1 sada, I rlsadodnena.3.besesto amend elder. 5 . enuain. • meal
None _ Giant Ingweed _ Himalayan balsam _ lapanese knaweed E Other) _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS
' (COMments may have been parapOrasedt)
Maja impacts: LITITit HOUSING ROAD
Land Management:
Animals:
Other significani onsenaticos Falb *duty roan orihstary. fintippIng an Le
stow check s Sewer wok
ALDERS
Aldets1 None
°lumen alders? None X Posen _ Eclousiac _
1997 RIVER I1A BITAT SURVEY: TE SPOT CHECKS per el 4 121381997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12158
Sfon check 1 Is at upstream end X dunnWeam endA BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RH! manual for delin,non.1
PHYSICAL A ITRIBUlTS
Ahatude(m) 140 SNP. OnAml
•
Flow Cagey 0-10)
liGS Solid geology axle 13 RCS Drift geolog) code 5 Planform category
Distance from scurce(knO 22 Sigralicam tritaary ? N Narigatice
Heigh, of sourceIn0 0/0 Water Quakily Ons I RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Plea/. dye* form and del toe if any corrections are nadeel
Referera tin number: 12153
Geld reforms: SO 62133 RP/a: TAFF 74
Date: 7/12 /1997 lime: 14.45 Stover,: ZR
Advent conditiom? No X Yes _
Bed a ri
Duplicate PnceogrWer Fon/ character
2 3 4 5 k 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA es Es Es Es EA EA EA
Bank moditacariools) as RS RS RS RS RS RS RS Rs RS
Bank feature(s) NO SB NO NO NO VS VS VS NO NO
CHANNEL
Osmond substrate CO NV CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
Flow !type RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP
Ousel nmalscation(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Ounnel feasint0) NO NO NO RO NO NO RO NO RO RO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA CO CO EA CO RR BR BR
Balk aollestau(s) RS RS ItS ILS RS RS RI RI RI RI
Rita katare(0 NO NO NO NO NO VS NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Accred code: HDI


















LAND USE WITHIN 5/n OF BANK TOP (RI












SU SU SU SU SU SU St
B BLI.13 BB
S S S SS S
S S SSS S
S S SSSS
IE IC IC 711 TH TF) IG




SERCON survey in acidities'? No _
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow we
Terraced valley? No X Yea _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL
ank Lop height(m) 10.0 Bankfull width (m)
BmkioP • Bankroll ? • Wean width Iml 12.0
Embanked height (ml to WooerdepthOn) 0.3
11uashline loom than break in siase. indicate: Witla above wato(m)
Bed rnatenal site ecasolidatod
Location of =augment is: riffle
/4 ARTIFICIAL FEATURES





wain irtpauncled by weir/dam? No X




FEATURES OE SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls .5m 190 Artificial open ono
Braidebside chards Natural open wet



















Yes. 433% of she _ >33R ol site
lt 339b cc roam of Me thmneleboked with vegnatim? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Mann i • artnesa ramledesdan. enneR .
Weedcultmg _
Fringinveed-bank _




LIMBS teemed by IEE, Wareham on 30103/1998
TE NO. 12158 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 3110mSWEEPOP page 3 of 4
11 LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANICTOP









Weird (eg Ectonarsk lesXWL)
/ Open wan (OW)
/ StaburbanAidan development (SU)






toralAutatodIrkd L R A rtilldalhrndlfled
anal/undercut Rees:timed
Venical • me Reinfoced - whole Nu*
F.45 Reinfaced - top only
















None Preen E 03390
Shading of channel X _ _
Ovaganging boughs X
Espied bankelde nano _ X
Unkroales tree roan _ X
Falla Otel X
Comm vrtgalidebris X
K EXTENT OE CHANNEL FEATURES None _ Giant harmed _ Himalayan beam _ lap.= knotweed X Other7 _





Unvegatted mid-channel bens/ X _
Vegetated mid-ch./1nel bans) X _
Mature island(0 X _
Unvegnated side harts) X




Discrete sill deposit) X













R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS Ineament may lore been paraphrased!)
Major impacts. ROAD RAIL
Land Minutemen/
Animals: IIRRON
Other sognificam observances. nanny ans pram .1, Lec Teen mg Saks
01 RIMY be complhe.
ALDERS
Alders? None - Presort X Extensive - Diseased sites? None 11 Presera - Esr
Alutude(m)







CSer RAS normal furdr/iniaons)
150 Slope (nwl.n0 625 riew cater7 (1-10)
&GS Drift geology owe 5 Planforrn category
203 Significant villainy N Navigation'
590 Water Quality clan 1 RHS Segment type
Mate ant foort and sick Moqeay ceeenctaanodcesnceded
11159
Right _ Gunnel X
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page loll 12159
Soo Abed, I is at, upstream end X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A 9 ID
LEFT BANK
Material CC GA NV NV NV NV NV BR EA BR
Bank medirationo) RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RS RI
Bank feeture(n) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel substrate NV BE BO NV NV CO CO CO CO CO
Flow type RP SM OW SM SM RP UW RP SM Rp
Chamelinedillemiee(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feature01 NO NO NO NO NO RO RO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material CC GA NV NV NV EA EA CC CC CC
Bank recdillattion(s) RI RI 111 RI RI RS RS RI RI RI
Bank reatue(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4
BACKGROUND MAPRASED INFORMATION
Grid rein: SO 59345 Rim: TAFF 77
Dale: 7/12 /1997 Ture: 10.15 Solves: CS Accred code: Hill
Adverse conditions? No X Yes _
Bed or rim visibk? No _ Pan_ X
Duplicate phonographs:genend ChaaMer No _ Yes X
Surveyed born: tell
SERCON survey in addition? No _
C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow we
_ deep see















NV NV NV NV NV


















su sc 1G SU
S 5 a





121591997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bmktop heighilml 1(.0 Bankroll width (m) 133 Banktup height (ml
anktop Bonk full 7 V Water width (m) 103 Button • Bankroll ?
Embanked Wight OM 01 Water depth (m) Embanked height OW
If trending lower than Weak in dope, indicate: height above water010 21
Bed material at site comolidated nrcomolidated Xunkeown _
Location of measurernem is: riffle _ nin or glide _ other X
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Nes SOME Intermediate Miaor )1ajor Inteneaaaae Mira





Is mow impounded by weirMam? No _ Yes. <3 of site _ >33% of site X
EVIDENCE OE RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing Weed-coma _
Enhancement Other?
FEATURES OE SPECIAL INTEREST
Noce X
Waterfalls a5m hies _ Arnheid °P. -Ida Bog - Emmet lord-hank
Braidedhidle dIlaNds _ Nadal open water caT _ Flaunt nut
Debris dam
-
Wola meadam Mash _ Other
Leafy debris Ra Flush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 3311 et nom of the channel ckoked with vegeta-leo? NO X
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS gamut I nettles rkwewlewlem, 3 tesdrmA • gems clam • beable.• am/
None _ Giant bogwoxl _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese kixamed E canta _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISIICS (Comments may base bees paraphrased!)
Maas intham- ROAD RAIL INIX19119
Land Management: ARANDONFD LAND
Animals: DIPPER
Ocher significant obseratiOns: &Set Male. els wIdt gm • al *el.*
minim ann. Tawas Bea thusdeck elmwd brewers ma alba
ALDERS
Alan? None - Prams X Extensive Diseased alders? Nos X Nesent - Euensive -
NUMBER OF RIFILES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 1 Unmanned Pim hm
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Ositind eresled by DE. Ware's. an 303/1991
	
I 1TE NO 12159 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP PM 3 a
LAND USE WITHIN Mos OE BANKTOP
R
readied/mixed umodhord (DU Rough pasture (RP)
Loniferous plantation (CP) Improvedhemi-imoroved Ram 00)
Orchard (OR) Med Ind MI
codandthreth (MU) Weltand leg but- Am,* ital4
crab(SC) Open water (OW)
all herbs OH) Suburban/urban development (SU)
Rock and rem (RS)
BANK PROFILES
atunithmitodIfkd L 0 Artirklathasodllled
Yemen/undercut Resectioned
Venal ex Reinforced - motok bark
imp a45 Rein(orced - top only































Poo101 X _ _
Ponied reach(es) X _ _
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Neee Proem E1,33K1
Staling of elunnelj X _ _
Overhanging bonen X _ _
Exposed bankside roots X
Underwater tree mots X
Fallen trem X
Crane wcody debris X











1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKs par 2o11 121611
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 121641
Sp* check l int, upstream end X duentnew end
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION eke MIS manord for defiatrions1
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
A Imude(m) 165 SleptOnntm) 9 not carry (1-as
1 2 3 • 5 6 7 8 9 10
BGE Sobel geology code 62 RCS ORB peaty co& 5 PIanform category 2 LEFT BANK
Nuance from saucce0m) 19 Significant trihary ? N Naut.PWF? N Material CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC
Raab nseclificatim(s) RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI . RIHeide of numeral 590 Water Quality class LS MIS Segmem type s
Bank ketone/ NO VS NO VS VS VP VP NO NO NO
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please cheapen and lief box 1bug correction ore nonfat
CHANNEL
Reeves site Weber. 12160
Cannel substete GP CO BO CO CO BE BE BE CO CO
Flow epe NP RP RP UW SM RP RP RP RP RP
oid referees: SO 4051 Channel erodifitation(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Chanel levee° NO VB RO RO NO NO NO NO RO NOate: 412 /1997 Dow 1450 Surveyor ZR ROI
RIGHT BANK
Advase conlitens? No X Yes _ Medial CC CC EA EA EA BE BE BR BR BR
Bank moddeationel RI RI RS PS RS NO NO RI RI RIBOOM fiver viiible? No _ Part. X Enke. _
Bank (ewes/ NO SB NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NODuplicate photogrwew genenl tinter? No _ Ye X
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed from Left X Redu X Owed _







TeinCed valley? No X Yea _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffle 1 unvegetted Pee Mr
Pools 0 Vegetated Pee Mr
Output crested by IFE. Wareham ea 340111991
LAND USE WITTEN 5m OF BANICIT/P (L) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
IFFIBA4IC-113P SS SS SSSS5 S
LEFT BMX FACE BBSS SS BBBB
RICHT BANK FACE BBSSSSS BS B
RIGHT BAPIKTOP SS SS SSSB B B





&nape reedshedgedrebes / / / / /
Floating-Rand (weed)
FreK Roaring





ITE NO. 12160 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500en SWEEP-UP page 3 of • 12160
1997 RI VER HABITAT Mgt VEY me 4 44 12160
LAND USE WITHIN Sem OF BANICPOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R I. R
LEFT BANK CHANNEL





18.95 Banktop height On) 2.5
Reath Pasture (RP)
Bebop • Baden ?
Water depth OM
Conikrous plantation (CP) Improvedherni.improved grass (ICI
Embanked Might (m)
• 11.75 Bankrap • Bankroll ?
Med lint ailOrchard10R)
as OS OS
height above watallb) a
Embanked bright (m)
.
eartandTheath (MH) WNW,' (eg bog. manh. fen )(I'LL) If Residing hew than break " Slow. 'Skate. DA
(SC) Opet woo (04) Bed medal acute is: consolidated
_ unconaoliebred %unknown
in tarts ma SteintenAnban derelopment (SU) E E London of nosanement is: rine _ run or glide X ode _
Rock and wee (RS) / NI ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None /44ce lasennedissa Minor Major Intermediato MineBANK PROFILES
_ Weirsaturalennadtfied L R ArtIfIdallmadMed L It RealVIICall I
	
Betts
I Delkan/r:.::::isnSluiceReseemmed E EVenice/undercut
°Awes
E EVenical • aw ReinfoKed - whole bank
cep NII Reinfoned - top only
Mho
nide Reinforced . we only
Convene Artificial two-stage
Is weer impounded by weir/dam? No_ X matins Yea 43% of site _ >33% of rite _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT




Sd-back embeinents 0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Enhancement _ Other?
_
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
. Noe . X







Shadang of chest X _ _
Ow:rhea:tin  bourns X _ _













Regularly spaced. tinge X _ Fawned bankside roots _ X _ P CHOKED CHANNEL
Occasional clump _ Undeawana bee roots _ X _
Is 33% or roe of the chapel choked wee regnatito? NO X YES _Sanieorainuous
_ X Fallen trees X _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PIANTS (0there I .. nettles I a nnedowIrw.3 netted • nes dem • newel, • wealContemns ' _ Come woody debris X _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES Now _ Gent termed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knewted E Odle? _















Land Management. ABANDONED LAND
Animals•
ROAD
MIlles) X Ow/canned mid-chant-4 tore) X _
Oen signitionrobservgions: Lane used 8 welr et nal 4 nateRues)
_





X 1 _ Mame 'Wanks)
	
X - Emegetated side west
	





ALDERSfended mathesi X Discree silt deposes) X _


Decree Sand de it011 X _ Aldus? None _ Present X E Diseased alders? Nue X Nesem _ Emensee _
I
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Fogel or
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See /WS manna t for delimenmul
12161 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page I on




AlutodeIrnl 1/10 Slope Onelml
" wegerY (1-10I
BUS Solid geo/ogy code 111 DGS 01111geologY code 5 Planform enegory
LEFT BANK
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Distance Imm sotutelkm1 173 Significant tribuary ? N Navignion? N Material BR BR BR BR BR EA CA BR BR BR
Height of source00 590 Waxer (MARY dm IS NIS Segmeretime Bank moddicatioe(s) RI RI RI RI RI RS 11.1 R1 RI RI
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Plan rhea Pm an d be. V any norectiwu am sealed
 
Bank femur*/ NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SO NO
Reference site ember. 12161 CHANNEL
Cliannal subsonic CO CO NV BE CO CO BO CO CO BE
How type SM RP SM RP OW SM RP SM RP RPGrid edema SO 39069 Rim TAFF /13
Charnel nectilloationls1 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO DA NO NO
6/12 H997 MT.: 1330 CS Awned. Code: 11142 Ourtnel leamensl NO RO NO NO RO NO NO NO NO RO
RIGHT BANK
condaimes? No X Y e.
Material BR BR 13W BR BR BR CA BR BR BR
Hod a( rim visible? No _ X &Mt _ Bank modificaice(s) RI RI RI RI RI PJ RI RI RI
Doplkate photographs: gomend chins-ea? No _ X Basik feature/0 PB PB NO NO SB NO NO NO NO PB
F BANK"FOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCFURE
Surveyed (rom Lori X Right





Terraced ualRyl No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles I Unreganed pain bo
Pools I Vegemed Min bar




LAND USE W111034 5m OF DMIKTOP (L) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANK.TOP $S S S SS $ $S S
LEFT BANK FACE LIUS S SS S S S U
RIGHT BANK FACE US S 5 SS S UUU
RIGHT BANKTOP 5 5 S $ SS S SS S
LAND USE WMIIN 540 OF BANK TOP 01) $U SU SU $U $U SU SC SU SU $U
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE / / NV / NV
Linrworts/mmenlichens / /
Emergent broad.ka red herb.








TE NO 12161 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500en SWEEP-UP par Jail
1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY par 4 a 4
II II LAND USE WITHIN MIns OF BANKTOP L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
',thee nooltancl(BL) Rae pasture (DPI Beaten beight(ped OA Bankroll width (m1 210 Banking Might (rid 13.0
Coniferous planiationIC0 Iroprovedhemi.Improved gm. 11G1 Radom • Bak Nil ? V Water width On/ 11.0 Bathe, • Bankfull ? V
OrcharcH0141 Tilled land CIL) Embanked MO (m/ OA Wm depth IS 04 Embanked kith Do) OS
torlamIllmeh IMM Wetland (el bowmen,. (aXWL) If ern/trine Mem than break In slope. indium: /MEN gove wseer(m) • 9.0
nth (SC) • / Open men (OW) Bed TAWS 0 site is: comolidste4 unconsolidated %unknown _
all herbs (T111 Stsburban/urhan development (SU) E E Location of nwasurement is: riffle _ run glide X Mbar _
Rock and scree (RS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILES
Nom Major lommatiate Him Majew Indite Mira
Wein 1 Radians I
Venial • tee Mehra& - whole hank E E Beidges
040611
Venical/unclenui Resection& E E




,45 Reinforced - top only Other
Is wale impounded by weirMam? No _
_ Mowing
3% of site X >33% of site _Reinforced -Rrale e only
N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENTCmposite Artificial Mostar
Potted None X khvdeng Weedvnting -
II EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEA TUR7Set-back embankments





Waterfalls v5m hIgh _ MUIR& aPve sner - Bog _ Ringing med-bank _
None Present E0096)
Braidedeside channels _ Nanral ommata
_
_ _












_Shading of channel X _ _
Isolated/Railer& X X Ovatangiog boughs _ X
P CHOKED CHANNELRegulady spaced. sing
_ Exposed bankside nects X
_




- Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Maim i a maks.] a rhadadaidrea.3 lwaclumAa greet Mer. I . branbau• mw)Coarse woody debris X _
- -
None _ Gaut horned _ Himalayan balsam _ laparcer knomeed X OM? _EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
. R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may Inn been parmehndedll -• Noce Preen E033%)
Waserfall(s)
Nom Omen
_ x Marginal deadmier ROAD mourn2NW. "P.,.
Management:Cascadeesl _ X _ Exposed bedrock Land

_ X _ Exposed boulders XAnimals,_ 0117Elt GREY WAGTAILRapic101
Rifflelal X Untreated mid-channel WO X _ _ DM significarn obsenenions, Sh.14), •••therilma saplady oteilaal a. SatRuals1
- X Vegetated mid-channel bar( s) X _ _ hwelo.
Boil(s1 N _ _ Mature island's) x _ _
Glide(s) _ X Unvegetned side burls)
_ X _
Peva V _ X
-
Vegetated side bar(s) X _ _
S ALDERSPone& puttees,. _ K Dianne MI depends) X _ _
Alden? Now _ Pram _ Eneusien Diseased alders? None - Preeera _ Eitteraine _Discrete sand MI X _
12161
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4 12162
I A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See Rlirmanual for definitions)
AIfituderm) 75 51oPe lertml 7 Flow category (1-10)
SOS Solid geology code NJ BUS Drift geology code 5 Planforan category 2
Distance from source(km) 25.5 Significant tribuary ? N 'Navigation?
Height of source4m) 415 Water Quidity class 2 RHS Segment type
HELDSURVEY DETAILS Plea cheek for. wid ack bot hate, enenclianna are ended
Reference som number 12161
Grid reference: ST River:
Date: 11/02 /1991 lime: 11.22 &roger 1L Accred. ecde: P543
Adverse oondhions? No X Yes _
Bed of river viable? No _ Part. X Duke
Duplicate photographs: general chancier? No _ Yes X
Surveyed horn: Left X Right X Channel _
SERCON survey in addition? Yes 1"
C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ shallow me
t
Terraced talky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12162
Spot check 1 is at upstream end _ downstream end X
E - PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ID
LEFT RANK
Material CO BR CC BW EA EA RR EA EA RR
Bank modification(s) NO PJ RI RI NO NO RI NO NO RI
Bonk feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO PB NO
CHANNEL
morel eat000 co CO BO BO CO CO CO P CO NV
Flow type 12W BW BW CH RP' RP RP RP BW RP
Channel rweEfication(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel featme(s) RO RO RO RO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RICHT BANK
Material BR BR BR BO BR a a EA CS EA
Bank modification(s/ RI RI RI RI RI NO NO NO NO NO
Bank !mowers) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO EC NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCR)RE
LAND USE wrninq 5m OF BATIKTOP (L) SC TM BL SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANK-TOP SUS BUUUUU 11
VIET BANK FACE BS BBSSUSSS
RIGHT BANK FACE BBBUS US UR S
RIGHT BANXITIP SBBBBBS UUS
LAND USE WIWIIN 5m EMBANK TOP CR) SC SU SU SU SU SU BL SO SC BL






Riffles 4 Unvegetated point bar 2
Amphibious
Pools co Vegetated point bar 0 Suberamed broad-leaved






'997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY page 4 eta 12162
1. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
L R
LEFT BA/4K CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bonbon height(m) 1.75 Backbit! width00 2175 Ronk top height 3.0
Bonbon Bankfull ? V Water width On) 10.75 Bank top Bankroll
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Water depth (m) 0.3 Embanked height (m) BO
trashline lower than break in slope, indicate: height above watea(m)m IS
Bed material at site is: eardolidated X unconsolidated
_ unknown _
E E Location of measurement is: riffle X run or glide _ other -
14 ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intermediate Mina Major Intermediate Minor





Is water impounded by weiddom? N° X Yes. 43% of site te
N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging
_ Mowing Weeracurang _
Erbancerberd. _ Olbee
0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls odm high
"(kW Men wale Fringing reed-bank
Braided/Ode channels _ NattNII open water X Carr _ Floating nut
Debris dam Water meadow Marsh X Other
1...ty debris Fen Flush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 334, or more of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X
53 NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Sphere 1 • enthral rhertedenimnek3nbeadweA graend alderS • Inanble. • ewe)
Fr NO 12162 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: Soon SWEEP-UP Par 3 of 4
LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BAN KTOP
L R
nyiteaf/nured woodland OIL) / Rough pasture (RP)
Coniferous plantation (CP) Immoral/semi-improved grass OG)
Orchard (OR) Tilled land (IL)
rartand/Wath (MII) wetland leg bag, marsh. fenXWL)
rub (SC) / / Open water (17W)
all herbs (nil E E Suburban/mbn development (SU)
Rock end scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
tunl/unnsaddled L R Artificial/modified
Venicagunderon Resectioned
vertical • tue Reinforced - whole bank
ap >45 E E Reinfoettd-lrgrnrly
ode Reinforced - toe only
Composite Aniticial rwo-mage
Poached











None Relent E (733%)
Shading of channel _ X _
Overhanging boughs X
Exposed banksidelOWS X
Underwater We mon X
Fallen trees X _
Coarse woody debris X
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
' None Present E Plone ' Present E(>33%)
Waterrallts) Marginal dead...ter
Cascade( / X &paged bedrock
Rapidis/
_ X _ Exposed boulders
Riffle(s) X Unvegmared mid-channel bar(s) X _
Runts/ X Vegetate-0 mid-channel Mr(s) X _
Boiltra X _ Mature island(s) x
Glidels/ x Unvegetated side bar(s) x -
Pool(s) x Vegetated side bars)
_ X _
Winded rratchle0 X _ Discrete sardepoot(s) X _
Discrete sand it(i) - X - 

None _ Giant bottomed _ Himalayan balsam _ lemons knotrated X Other? _ '
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Cemmenas may lam been paraphrased!)





A Hers? None _ Present X Extensive - Diseased olden? None X Presem - Extensive -
1216312163
ate RIIS mansal fan definino.1
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CI1ECKs page 2 of 4
Spot chair I is al) upstruun end _ downstream end X
Slope (m/km)




BUS Solid geology code ILI
Distance fran sourcerkm) 27







No X Yes _
No _ Part X Entire.
121631997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500en SWEEP-UP page 3 crIATE NO. 11163


















Wetland (eg bog. marsh. fen)(WL)
Open waser (OW)
Suburban/uthan derelopmeni (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pace 4 of 4
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL
Banktop beigh(ml 5.0 Bankroll width (m) 30.0
Banktop 5 Bankfull
•
Water width (m) 20.0
Embanked height (m) go Water depth On) 0.45
If Intsblim Iowa than break in slope. inlicate: height above watertm)
Bed materiel as site is consolidated S unconsohdated











Reinforced - whole balk
Reinforced - top only


















































FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
%mulls >5m high _ Arufkial open masa






Grid refermee. ST 74963 Risen
11/02 /1997 Erne: 1530
Adverse conditions?
Bed or fiver skink'
Duplkate pbceographs) general character?




Terraced valley7 No X Yes
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Output crested by HE. Wareham an 3603/1998
Flo. =awry (I- ID)
5 Planform category 2
N Narigatico?





































FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Meese check f arm and tic* box If any cornertians are seeded
Reference Ott number 12163
No _ Yes X
Righi _
Yes Y












































CO CO CO CO BO
RP RP RP RP RP
NO NO NO NO NO
HO RO RO RO RO
EA EA EA EA BR RR a EA EA EA
NO NO NO NO RI RI NO NO NO NO




















Bank leature(s) NO NO NO
BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
CHOKED CHANNEL
11 33% or mar of the damsel choked with yegetalicaa NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Omen: 1 na011e.2 • ritadaderidno,3 benamA rand elikr.S• Mariable.• Ilskrt
None _ Giun breed _ Himalayan balsam _ lapanese knonweed X Oribe07 _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may ham been paraphrased:I
Major imparts) TIPPING mita POLLuTioN RAII. INDUSTRY




Alders? None _ Pram X [Monk), - Diseased alders? None x present - ElOentive _
L R
Is water impounded by weirMani7 No X







Y es <33% of site 7334 of site _
	


























Shading of channel _ X _
Overhanging Niue. _
Emoted bankside roots X
Right
11997RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page at4 12164
A 'BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS matrualfor definitiona)


1997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY: TEN spoT CHECKS page 2 of I
Spot check I is at upstream end _ dot.nsiream end X
PHYSICA L ATTPJBUTES
12164






I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10




Distance from somotIkR0 253 Significant tribuary ? N Navigation? N Material GS EA BW BO EA EA EA CC CO EA


Bank modificatton(s) NO NO RI RI NO NO NO RI NO NOHeight 01 soureefIM 415 Water Quaky class 2 RILS Segment type





NO NO PB NO NO NO NO NO NO EC
Reference site number 12164


Charnel substrate CO CO CO CO CO BO CO CO CO CC


Flow type UW itp uw Rp ar RP RP uw uw •
Grid reference: ST 64969 River: CYNON 7


Memel modinattiOMO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO A R












Adwase conditions? No X


mathi EA BR RR RR RR RR RR RR EA CC








Ban/ (eature0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO





P BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETAI1ON STRUCTURE




















shallow tee X caravan:owl


LEFT BANK FACE ULIUS US$ SS B


RIGHT BANK FACE UUBB BUS SS B


RIGHT BANK-TOP UB UV UUU UU U








G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE
asymmetrical Lirerworts/mossesiliebras /
Emergent Newel leaved herbs
Tenened valley? No X _ Ensagen reeds/sedges/rashes
Floating.leaved (tooled)
NUMBER OF RIFFLES.POOLS AND POINT BARS
Free-floating
Riffles 5 Unsegaated perm bar
Any4tibion
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar Submerged bmad-leased
Output created by 1FE. Wareham on 3W113/1996
Submerged linear-leased
Submerged fine-leaved
Filamentous algae I ///////
TE NO. 12164 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 a 4




II LAND USE WITHIN 50th OF BANKTOP
	
I. R
aadleaf/mixed woodland OIL) E E Rough Penne atm
('oniferous plantation (CP1 Improved/sani-inmcoved grass (IG)
Orchard (OR) flied land (TL)
owland/heath (AK) Wetland (elk. marsh. festXWL)
rub (SC) E / Open WNW IOW)
all hatn(TH) E / SubtutaMtrban development (W)
Rock md scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
turalhanmedflled L R ArlillelaYmodhled L R
Venicallundercut Resectioned
Vertical t ins Reinforced - whole bank
eep >45 E E Reinforced - 100 Only
rule Reinforced - toe mly
Cony/Nile Artificial two-stage
Poached








Shading of channel _ X _
Isolated/weltered _ _ Overhanging boughs X _
Regularly sPansd. single - - Exposed benkside toms _ X
Occasional clumps _
-








Coarse woody debris _ X
I K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Present E None Present E (>33%)I Waleffal/10 x Marginal deadCases-00(s)Rapidis) _ x Exposed bedrock x _ _x waterExposed boulders _
	
_ x _
Riffie(s) _ X Um/coated trid-channel bar(s) _ X _
Ren(s)
_ X Vegetated mid-channel bar(s) X _
-I BoiRstPonlIal x _ Mature islands)
	








Winded reach(es) _ X Discrete silt deposit) X _ _
I
Discrete sand X 

CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL. RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m) 23 Bank/till width (no 20.0 Bank.. height (m)
Bamboo Bankfull 7 Y Water width (m) 15.0 Banktop a Bank full
Einb•nted height (m) 0.0 Water depth (m) 0.3 Embanked height Im) Oil
If trabline Iowa than break in slope, indicate; height above water(m). IS
Bed material at sim is; consolidated S unconsolidated _unknown
Location of measurement is! oink X nm or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Majel lillennedille Minor Major Intermediate Minor





Is water inmounded by weir/dam? No _ Yes. c139, of site X 733% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing
_ Weed-cutting _
Enhancement _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls >5.n high _ Artificial open water Bog - Fringing reed-bank
Braided/side channeb _ Natural open water FloatMg mat
Debris dam Water meadow Other
Leafy debris Fen •
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS 1011wre 1 raedam Zn ellmsloihself..3••••ckm•l• grams min. bramt4e.•mmel
None _ Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knctweed E Other) _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Cernmenla may tune been paraphrased!)





Alders? None _ Present X Ex _ Diseased alders? None X Present _ Extensive _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED (NFORMATION (See R115manualfor
12165
Altitudelm) 105 M.P. (man° Flow ategorY 0-10)
DOS Solid geology code 83 RCS Drift geology code O Planform category
Distance frorn sourcean0 24 Significant Riding I N Navigation?
Height of murcelml 415 Water Quality class IS RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DerAlcs Please fired farm and fief har if any corrections are needed
Refeream site number: 12165
Grid mferencei ST 59979
Date: 10M2 /1997 Time. ILO? Surveyor IL Accredi code. PTO
Adverse cceditions? No X Yes _
Bed of rives visible? Part. X Entire. _
Duplicate photographs: general character? Yes X
Surveyed from: Len X Right
L_ 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12165
Spot check I is at: upstream end _ thwnstream end X
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 X 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material EA FA EA EA EA EA LA EA FA EA
Bank modification(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel substrate NV CO CO NV CO NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type SM RP RP SM RP RP SM SM SM SM
Cal ModificatioN0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel featungs) NO NO NO NO TR NO TR TR NO TR
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA BR FA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Bank rnodilicatiou(s) NO NO RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank !snorers) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WIEN 3m OF BANI(TOP IL) SU SU SU SU SU Th TH SU EL SC




C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM LEFT BANK FACE S S
_ shallow wee ooncare/bowl RIGHT BANK FACE S U S
RIGHT BANE-TOP B B
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BA.NK TOP (R) SU SU SU ill BL su SC TH TH TBdeep see




Terraced valley? No X Yes
Emergent reeds/sedges/rushes
Floating-keyed (mood)
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS Freeifloating
Riffles 1 unrested:4 PUB BB Amphibious
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar Submerged broadileaved
Submerged linear-RacedOutput created by ITE. Wards= on 30103/1998
Submerged line-leaved
Filamentous algae
E NO. 12165 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: rata. per sof
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12165












Improred/semiii mproved grass (101
mad lees (MI
Wetland leg hog, marsh. (enXWL)
Open water (OW)
Suburbanharbandevelopment (SU) E E
Reck and sate (RS)
BANK PROFILES
turalMemodIfled L R Artillelelimodilled
enicallundercut / Resectioned
Vertical toe Reinforced while bank
















EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E. (>33%.)
Shading of channel _ X _
Overhanging boughs X _
Exposed backside moo X _
Urdenvater tee rocas _ X _
Fallen trees X
Coarse woody debris _






















LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop heigholm) 2.0 Bankroll wkhb 15.75 Banktop height (m)
Bankum a Bankroll ? Y Water width (m) 9.75 Banktop n Bankfull 7
Embanked height (m) 0.0 Wares depth (nil 035 Embanked height (o)
If trashlIne lower Ownbreak in slope. indicate: height above water(M). 00
Bed maierial at site is: consolidated
-
unoansolidated %unknown _
local ion of measurement is: riffle X run or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intennediale Minor Major Interns:dime Minor





Is inter impounded by weir/dam? No _ Yes. dllb of site _ >33% of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing Weed-cutting _
Enhancement _ Other?







_ Artificial open YAW












Is 37% or more of the charmelchoked iiith vegetation? NO
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS an: 1as Zn dmdadengrm,>a meta amid elde,S•brable,• wore)
None _ Ginty hammed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese twined E Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS . (CommentS may ham been paraphrased!)









21997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I ef 4 12166
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (Sre RMS manual for definitions)
i
Altituale(ro1 105
BOS Solid geokmy code 93
SIM. fmAnsl 1.9 Flow category 0.101
805 D110 gmlogy code 0 Planftxm category
Distance from tawream1 223 Significant trilwary 7 N Navigation?
Height of wurce(m) 415 Water Quality class 1 RILS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check form and riot boo limy correction' are netted
Reference site number. 12166
III
Odd reference: ST 49990
	
10412 /1997 Tim: 1420 Swveyor Rive:5CYNONAIIrtd.. code: MNS9
Adverse ccaditicas? No X Yes _
Bed of river visible? No _ Pari. X Entire.
Duplicate phaographr general character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed front Left X Right _ Channel
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes V





Terraced valley, NO X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
RM. 4 unvegoaled OM bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output created by ITE, Wareham on 3010311991 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Page 2 M4 12166
Sp. check ltsarcpsTrramend X ...Matti end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Magna! RR RR RR RR RR RR RR BR BR BR
Bank modification(s) Rs E 1 RS RI RI
Bank (eature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel substrate BO CO CO CO P CO CO CO CO CO
Flow tyge SM SM UW SM SM SM SM SM RP RP
Channel modification0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel lemma) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
material RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR BR BR
Bank modificanoo(s) I R RI RI RI
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5in OF BANKTOP IL) SC SC SC TH TH EH TH TH TH SU
LEFT BANK-TOP Os s s s s s os
lir BANK FACE BBBBBBB BBB
RIGHT BANK FACE BBBBBBB BBB
RIGHT BANK.TOP . SSSSSS S SSS
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (1) SU SU SU SU SU SC EH TH TH TH










Submerged fine.leaved / RE/ /// E/
Filamentous algae
TE NO. 12166 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY S EEP-UP Page 3014
II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
L R
oadleallmixed woodland (IL) Rough pasture (RP)
Coniferous plantation ICF) Improved/smsimproved gnus (IO)
(kchard (OR) Tiled Land rit)
oodand/heath IMIL) Wetland leg bog. marsh. I...WE)
rub (SC) / Open water lOW)
all herbs(710 E E Subtutiar/wban development (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
turallunmedllled L R ArtIfIclal/modIfied
Vertical/undercut Resection:0
Vertical I. Me Reinforced -whole bank
eep >45 Reinforced - Top only
Mle Reinfomed - toe only
Composite Anificial Iwo-stage
Poacled
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSE:::::dentankmeW
	





















Funded reacbleo x _ _

12166
1997 RI ER HABITAT SURVEY p•ge 4 a J 12166
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
R LEFT BANK CHANNEL Faun BANK
Bankim heightirn) 23 Bankfull width OM us onntwo *ism co 23
Banktop 0 Bank full 7 r "taw wkIth (m1 16.0 BanMop . Sankt's/1? r
Embanked height ins) 4.0 Water depth (rn) 03 Embanked height WO 4.0
If caddie< lower than break in slope. indicate; height above water(m1 0 0-0
Bed material at site in: consolidated
_ unconsolidated %unknown
_
1 E Locifion of rreasurement is: ri(fle X run or glide _ Offien _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intermediate Mime Major Imennedate Minor
Weirs 2 Revetments 1R
Sluices Outfalls 2
Culvens Fords
E Bridges 1 Deflectors
Otha
Is water impounded by weir/dam? No _ Yes. <33% of site X .11% of soe
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing _ Weed-cutting _
E Enhancement _ Otter?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEttowf
None X
Waterfalls .5In high _ Artificial open water _ Bog _ Fringing radian&
Bnided/side channels _ Natural open water Floating mat
ebris dam Water meadow Marsh _ Other
leafy debris Fen Flush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more lithe dowel choked with vegetafion? NO X YES
_
NOTABLENUISANCE PLANTS (Mem 1 s00e62 a mailadeadre53. beseke.A • amnia Wan, . beimble.• mewl
Note _ Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed X Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS ICOmments may have been paraphrased!)
Major impacts: RAIL




Aldws? None X Present _ Diseased alders' None X Present _ Emenswe _
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left Right None Present El,33%)
Nme _ _ Shading ofchannel X _
Isolated/wagered X X Overhanging boughs X _ _
Regularly spaced. single _ _ Exposed bankside roots X
Occasional clumps _ _ Underwater tree room X _ _
Semi-continuous _ Fallen trees x _ _
Continuous
_
Coarse woody debris X _ _




Unvegetated mid-channel bar(s) - X -
vegetated md-channel harD) X - -
Mature islandOl
Unvegetated side bags) X
Vegetated side bar(s) X
Discrete silt deposals) X
Discrete mod 4c Ws) X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 4 12167
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Per 2.14
Spit clerk 1 is at: upstream ad X Jarmo.= adBACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS
Altitucle(m) WY SKR. (Wins)
&GS Solid seam code B3 liGS Drift geology cede
Disunce from sounellin) 21 Signilicam eilasary ?
Height of source(m) III WAN Quality clan
IS Flw" cReinrY (l -101
Planform caws"(
Nariganont
2 REIS Segmem tya
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10
LEFT BANK
Mataial RR RR EA FA EA EA EA FA EA Ek
ank onstlicatioM0 11.1 RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
- Bank fearan0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel subsume F P NW NV NV NV NV NV CO CO
Flow type SM RP SM SM SM SM RP SM RP RP
Channel nuclikation10 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Marna featunDI NO NO NO NO NO TR NO NO NO NO
RICHT BANK
Material RR EA CL EA EA FA RR RR EA EA
Bask malificaticeas) RI NO NO NO NO NO RI RI NO NO
Bank Gaels/ NO PB NO NO SC NO NO NO NO NO
F BANETOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WMON snionwurroew su SO IL SC SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BMW•TOP PBS S UUUUUU
LEFT BANK FACE BS UBS US US S
RIGHT BANK FACE REBUS S BS UU
RIGHT BANK-TOP BUUUS S BBB R
LAND USE WITHIN 3m OP BANK TOP MI SU SU SU BL BL SC SU SU SU SU
C CHANNEL VEGETATION 7YPES









Submerged finelare6 / /
Pdamenusso alpe
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please deft* Nem at2ad boo f Amy co...No*4S AN needed
Reference site number: 12167
Cad refereme: ST 37996 Rira• CYNON 16
Dalt IOW n9,7 lime: 13.30 Surveyor: IL
Adroit condition? No X Yes _
Bed of rive risible? No _ Pan X Entire
Dowlicase Nwasographs:general character? No _ Yea X
Surveyed from: Left X Right




Terraced talky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RITTIES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Uneegesaledpoglbes
Pods • Vegetated polo( bar
Output anted by WE. Wareham an 30/03/19911
E NO. 12167 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: SOOmSWEEP.UP page 3 e( 4 12167
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page • a 4 121671 11 LAND USE WITHIN Sem OF BANKTOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
L R L R
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
',tad woodland (BLI I E Rough pasture (RP) Banktop beight(m) co Bankfull width (m) 203 Banktop (reign (m1 43demos plantation (CP) Imporedisani-irramed pm (10) Beam. • Hankfull 7. N Wan width (m) 73 1112A10p• Bantfull 7 ItOrchard (OR) Tilled land (IL) Embanked Might OW 0.0 Water depth (m) es Einbanked heirs (n) to(MH) Wetland Wi bel• 'mak WOW° If trablia lows due break in slow innate: Sight above snea(M). LS
(SC) / E Opea nal (OW) Bed notain a Me is: comolkhted X ancomaidased
_ oarsman _
1herbs RH) E 12 Suburban/tuba develeanere (SU) E E Local= of meaureasent is: rime - tun or glide X other _
Rock and scree (RS) fel ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Nom Max Ireennedinte Mina Major Intermediate Minor
BANK PROFILES
_ Wn Revetments 1undAtamodlfled L R ArtIfIcalheollfled L R ei




p >41 E E Reinforce] - MP only -
Other
	
tk / Reinforced - Me nay Is rata impounded by ireinelam? No X Yes. 4356 of site _ .33•6 of site
	
sampan Artificial brostage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT






Set-back embankments 0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
ethancernere _ Ones?
I 1 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES X ,
. Waterfels a3ro Met _ Anificial elsetwan - Bog _ Fringing reed-bank _TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
BtaiderMide name's _ Nasal opas erata
_ Carr _
-

















Regularly spaced. single _ Exposed bankside roots X P CHOKED CHANNEL
Occasional clumps
_
_ Underwear tree moss _ K
_




Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Odor 1 • annet.7 • thsaaadm. 3 - bracksof . red db. ) • limla • asseelCanino= X X Cone woody debris _ X _
	
K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES ' None _ Giant horned _ Himalaya bah= _ Japanese kasha:ad E Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACIERIMCS " (Comment' may bare Wen paraphrased!)Noe< Present E , None Prese E (>73%Watefall(s) - X Magina1 dude
_ X Major impacts: UTTER SEWAGE RAIL
Cascade(s) X Ewan] bedrock X
_ Land Mumps/new

























_ Disatta silt defeSit(S1 X
_
S ALDERS
Discrete sand 10) X
_ Alden? Now - Prestra X Eltelnin DiSCaltd alders? None X Pram .. Eel
Yawn • ICC Reinforced - whole bank
2997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY mge 1 re 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual fordoemnoM)
12168
1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY: TEN SPOT 'GHEE
Spot shed 1 is as upstream erd x downstream end
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES .
Page 2.4 4 12168
Slope Onamt)
ecss Orin geology code
Significant winery ?
Altitude-1m) 110
BOS Solid geology cede 83
Dias foam snomefkm) 19.5
Advent conditions?
Bed of riva vkible?
Duplkate photographs: tenni chancier?















1 2 7 a 5 6 7 8 9 W
BR BR EA FA FA EA EA EA EA EA
RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO EM
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bo CL CL CL CI. CL CL CL P NV
SM Br RP SM SM 5M SM SM SM SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO' RO TR NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
BR BR EA EA EA CL EA BR SP EA
RI R/ NO NO NO NO NO RI RI NO
NO NO NO NO NO EC NO NO NO NO
Height of source(m) 415 Wathr Quality class IS RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please dia. kb IT Olth deli boa if any corrections are needed
Ref Cala int RS 12168
Grid refererce: SO 27004 Riven CYNON 19 '
Doe: 10102 11997 Erne: 1110 Survey.vs/ DS Accra/ cede: MNS9
No 31 Yes
No _ X Entire.
No _ Yes X
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Left X EMIR _ Channel _
LAND USE WITION 5m OF BANKTOP (1.) SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC
LEFT BANIC-TOP S S SSSSS S S S
LEFT BANK FACE BBSSSSS S S S
RIGHT BANK FACE BBS S S BS S B S
RIGHT BANK.TOP SS SSSSB B B B
LAND USE WITHIN SenOF BANK TOP (R) SC SC SC SC SC SC SU SU SU SU












SERCON stmey in adthdon? No _ Vat V
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM .
shallow roe
deep en
Terraced nIley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffle 2 Unmanned Point ber
Vegetated prier tm
Otitpul created by 1FE, Westin= on 300311998
/ I 1 /
12168
RIGHT BANK
Denim height On) 35
Bantam • Bankfull ?
Emboted height (n) ILO
iTE O. 12168 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500th SWEEP-UP pne 3 of 4

















Weiland (n hog, manh. feeXWL)
E E Open war 10W1
SohninVurban develoPowet (SU)
Rock and wree (RS)
L R A rdflillaProodlfled
Runtime/
Rein(orced - wbok bank


























1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY p.m 4 of 4
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL
BenkthP 3.0 Bankfull width 1m) 18.0
Banktop • Bankfull ? V Water width (m) ILO
Fanned heigN WO 0.0 WIWI depth (m) 0-2
11trains Iowa don break in dope. intim height Mace water(m) 16
Bed amnia] at the consolidated terwoesolidared Unknown -
locative o( ormorerram is:. riffle X rim or glide other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Nom Major Intennediate Mime Major Intemediste Minor





Is WS hrwatrahal by mirMant? No X Yes On of Me unto( site _
N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Now X Dredging _ Mewing Weedatmsng _
ethnics:mem _ Other?
0 FEATURESOF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nome X
Waterfalls >5m high _ Anificial open unser Fringing reed-bank
Braidedssidechannels _ Miami opal mates CAR _ Floating me/
Debris dm
_ Water meadow Manh _ Other
leafy debth. Fen Flush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Ia 334 ot lam the Maned dthkerl with unmake? NO X YES _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Men, I • went I • diedetatIl. Medal • nom bnoble, aro)










Nom Presou E (>339)
_ Marginal deadvaaer X _
_ Exposed halrock K _ _
_ Exposed boulders
Unvegetated mid-channel hags) X _
_ Vegmatod mid-channel turfs) _ X
_ Mature Ulandfal
Unvegetated side torts)
_ Vegetated sick NM) X
X Discrete silt deposals)
Lamm sand de il(s) 

R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Ceetunens may bam hem paraphrases/)
MM. hope= L(rTER RAIL MINnlaY MINING




Alden' None - PMAtIl K E Diseased alders/ None X Present - Ettentwe -
HP RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pep 1 el 4 12169
BACKGROUND MAPBASED INFORMATION ISee RHS demith,"”
Altitude(re) 115 SWF< (hnfittn) 2.5 Flo"' eatelm0 (1.10)
SCA Solid gecko cole 63 FIGS Drift polop code Radom category
Mont from stwoce(tE) II Significant Mktg, 7 N Navigation?
Height of scums( rril 415 Water Quality clam 13 RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Mame cliethIon 71as I tick Ira jaoy corrections an meaed
Mama site number 11169 .
Odd reference. SO 13013 River CYNON 11
Due: 10011 /1997 Tura. Surveyor IL Awned. code: IM17
Advent cornitions? No X Yes _
Bed a rimer risible No _ Put X Entire
Duplkate photographs. portal character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed how Left _ Right X Chime] _





Terraced valley? No X Ye _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Reflex I Vitro:owed point bar
Peels Vegetated Kim bar
thstpas created by IFE, Wareham ea 30103/19911
;
	
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Page 7 of 12169
Max ctatel I at ensnare end _ dowastram ant X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 5 4 5 6 7 0 9 10
LEFT BANK
Katona RR RR EA EA RR EA EA EA EA EA
ank modificatica(o) R1 NO NO RI NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO SC NO
CHANNEL'
Quasi substrata P NV CO P NV p P GP GP CO
Flow type RP RP UW SM RP SM SM SM RP SM
Ommel modificatIONSI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel leature0) NO NO NO TR TR TR NO TR TR TR
RIGHT BANK
Mamie] FA FA RR RR RR EA EA CI. RR FA
Bank modificaticet) NO NO RI RS RI NO NO NO RI NO
Bank (carnets) NO NO NO NO NO SC SC SC NO SB
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANXTOP (L) BL TH EL SC SC SC 111. BL BL SC
LEFF BANXTOP SUS S S S 5 SS S
LEFT BANK FACE UBUUUUS UUS
RIGHT BANK FACE SS UBBUS UBS
RIGHT BANX.TOP ULIS 5 US UUUU
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANK TOP 00 ni TM sc cc m BL SU SU SU SU
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES










Filarenton algae / /
X
O. 12169 199711IVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPWP pep I al 4 11169
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 o( 4 12169
II LAND USE WITTEN 501* OF BANKTOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL
Barthian width lin)
RIGHT BANK
kW/mixed «awised wi.) e i Rough past= HIFI Banktop Mettle%) 15
Woes wMAIral
ISO Bebop height MO 10
Tema plantation (CPI Irnmoved/stuni.improved pass 00) Banktop • Bagful] ? Banktop s Bankfull ?




0.15 Embanked height Ono
N
oriental. ME)
b (SC) E E Oren wafer (OW)
%wag In tog, manh, fen)011.1 II trashline Iowa tan break in slope, (Skate:
Bed made) et she it consMiclarcd x
height above *Mat./ •
unconsolidated _ unknowl; _
OA
1herbs cno E E SuburbeANrban development (SU) / E Location of mann= is: riffle X run cc owe _ why. _
Reck and sow (PSI M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
BANK PROFILES None Magee letarnadiate Minor MUOr Imennedime Minor
turaLtuansadMed L R AnIfIdaYmodllled L R
Sluices Walls IV enicaLtunclorni Raectioned /
Culrem Fonts
Vertical x toe I I Reinforced - whole heat E E
Bridges Deflectors
ep 745 E E Reinfaced . top only
Other
rale I Reinforced - toe only Is warn impounded by entiotlam? No X Ye...3344 site _ .3516 of site _
omposite Artificial two-stage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Poached None X Deedging _ Mowing
01 EXTENT OP TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESSE:6';:k alftnkinm.





Waredalls vInt high _ Artificial open woo
11.
I  
• - '' - ' . -1 None  Present E








' X . X
_
_ X  _ UnnTaated mid-charuml  bolo  X _
	
_ _ Exposed bedrock
Famsed  Walden.
Maginal  deadwaber
Exposed bankside  roots X
Undenvater  tree roots _ X
Fallen  met









P CHO:::  CRAG N:hentedEL -  Hinunis:::
 -  up...  En...4  E Oche,  -Thegint lud-Sek -
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS
Major impact!
tfts..:dimal'Irten”4-
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS  .
Is 374  or  more  of  the charnel  choked with  vegetation? NO X YES  _
LITTER  • SEWAGE
DIRK_MaXLMID  
(Wow I • maim,  1 x rlessemlrem  7 • brathem4 • Berne Men 5 • bremMet • need
' (Commute  may ham  Wee  penal:rased!)
_ -  
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Shading  of charnel  _ _ X




Overbangin  Wu&  -  X  
Leafy  detris
















x Uneedeuted side ber(s)
	






Boills) _ mature Blasts) X
Waged machlexl X _ _ Discrete silt depmfilsl x S ALDERS
Discrete ISM .01.) X Alden? None _ Present X eylenii VC' _ Disemed alders? None X Weser. _ Extensive _
I
_ Weirs Rereunents
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12170
A
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual ler definitimu)


1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY, TEN SPOT CHECKS
Sea check i is a upsucant end X downstream end












13GS Solid geology axle 83 BGS Drift geology cot 3 Planfccm category 2


























FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Pfau cher t fora and rid box Easy sow tau antral&


Bak featunds) NO NO NO NO NO NO SB NO NO NO
























1300 Surveyor IL Accred code MO


Camel rooddlcatisO) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Date: AM /1997 Time:























Material EA EA RR GS EA EA BR EA FA CC
Bed o( drew risible? No _ Pam X Enure.


Bank inglifiCatis(t) RI NO RI NO NO NO RI NO EM RI
Duplkate potographs: penteal chancier No _ Yes X


Bath featureO) NO NO NO SB EC NO NO SB NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURESurveyed from: Left X Riga
UND USE WITIUN 3m OF BANKTOP (L) SU SU SU SU SU Ell SU SU SU S(1
LEFT BANK-TOP UUUB BBB UUU
LEn BANK FACE S S UBSSUSUU
RIGHT BANK PACE SS BUBUB SS U
RIGHT BANK-TOP UUIJUUS UUS S
LAND USE vernar, 5ra OF BANK 10P (R) SU SU IG IC SG SC IG IG IC IG
G CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES










Plasmas alpe / /
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes I'
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow ea coneaveibewl
des ree X symmetrical
gage
Terneal Sky? No X Yea _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rifles 3 Uneepetated point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
output canted by NE, Persia on 30103/1991
TE NO. 12170 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 el 12170
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4 12170II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R L a LEFT BANK CHANNEJ. RIGHT BANK
owllathrixed woodlaM (BL) I / Rough passe (RP) Bathes beigluing 13 Baltall width (m) 133 Banktop height (m) 13
Conifers, PSIS. (EP) Impeovecaarri-improved pas (IG) E limbs • Bannon ? y Warn width (m) 03 Baku, • Bank full ? N
Orchard (OR) Tilled Lard (TL) Embanked Wight OW 0.0 Winer depth (m) 0.2 Embanked height OM 01
(MN) Wetland (eg bog. mank. fen)(WL) If Ratite lower than break in slope. indicate height thaw waser(o0 a 0.0
rub (SC) Open water (OW) Bed material it site is: consolidated X unconsolidaed
_ unknown _
11herbs Mil / Statthannirban Potosi/a (SU) Lecation of measurement is: iiffle X ma a gliele _ other _
Rock and suse (RS) II ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intansediate Minx Major Mira
BANK PROFILES
_ Weirs I Races 1turghisantellBal L R ArePadathatettElesS
Shakes OnfalisVertialallIderettt l Reseathad
Vertical a tee Reintaral • Neale bank E /
atdaastt FontC
Dellecars
p >45 E E Banton-ad . top only
Other
Se / / Rein/owed - toe only
Yes. <33% of site X >33R of sitell ',Kw incounded by web/darn? No _
Composite POPS Neonate N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Poached Nos X Dredging
_ Mowing Weelcutting _
II UTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURE'S: ISSrbwkenbaBkain 0 FEATURES OF SPECLAL INTERESTNes
Enhancement _ Otha?
x













Owitanging bouga X _
P aro ICED CHANNELRegularly speed. single - - Exposed bath* roots X _
00:asional clump
_ _
Underlies tree mitt X _ _





soap . saw 2 x thwakagra.3 sada,. • east ekler.l e ar'wths.• salNOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTSCoane woodier/gig _Cortices*
None _ Ohm horned _ Himalayan balsam _ Opines knoweed X Other, _EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
R OVERALL CILARACTERISTICS (Comments may hare heal paraphrased°None Preotnl E None Present 5(3)3%)
Major impacts: LITTER SEWAGEWaterfall(s) ' Marginal deaden=
Cacade(s) Exposed bedrock Land Managerwat:
_ Exposed bouldenR4S10 X Animals:
xmai) x Usti:Sated midsbamiel bags) X _
Other significant observations.Ra(t) _ K YeDetated mid.channel bar(s) X _
-
BPI(S) X _ _ Matwe islind(r) X _ -
Glidels) x Caracoled side bar( 0
_ x _
Paella) g _ _ Vegetated side bar(s) x _
-
S ALDERSPonied reach(n) x Discrete rill dePosids) x
_
Discrete rand itO) Alden^ None _ Preterit X Eve Diseased aids? None X Proem _ Entensin
Altorans) 130 Slept Intrni) 67 Fics, earn' (1-10)
BLS Solid denim cede LI RCS Pin geology code 5 Plantain category
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY rage 1 of 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RI1S manua( frr ddinSions)
12171 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 el 4 12171
Siva Check 1 is at uporearn end _ downstream end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 11 9 10
LEFT BANK
ance from source(km) IS Significant tribuary 7 N Navigation? N Maid CC RR BW BR BW BE EA EA FA EA
Helen of source(m) HS Wasp Qua ciBss 1.5 RHS Segra type Bank moddication(l) RI RI RI RI RI NO NO RS NO NO
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please. tiled lonacud lick b. I1any twncti..s are neded 0 Bank feaaire(41 NO NO VS VS NO NO NO NO NO NO
Reference a sae: 12171 CHANNEL
Chat! arta= CO BO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
Flow type RP RP SM RP RP NP RP RP RP SMdd reference: SO 3033 River: CYP1ON 23
Mal mollicasiords) NO DA NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Ea 9102 /1997 Thar HAS Stare: CS Awed. cede: HD] Oval feare(1) NO RO NO RO RO NO NO NO RO NO
RICHT BANK
Advent condition? No X Yes _
Maial CC CC CC CC CC FA EA EA EA EA
ed of river visible? No _ Part. _ Enke X Bank alificatieeds) RI RI RI RI RI NO NO NO NO NO
Nohow protogna real chat& No Yes X Ila feature01 PB NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANICTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed from: Left Rigas _ Dad X
SERCON slavey in additico? No _ Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
LAND USE Winnb13m OE BA.NICTONL) SU SU SC SC SC SC BL sc BL SC
LEFT BANK-TOP S S S S SS S
LEFT BANK PACE SS SS SSS
RIGHT BANIC FACE BBBBS SU
RIGHT BANK-TOP SS SS SSS
LAND USE WTMIN Sm OF BANK TOP (RI SU SU SU SU SC SC SC SC 111 BL
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES












Tona sae No X Ors _
NUMBER OF ROTLES.POOIS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Unregeradpoira bar
Prob VONlared point bar
Oalpot rated by tyt. Wareham ea 3003/1993
It NO. 12171 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500. SWEEPLIP page 3 et 4 12171
1997 RIVER I(AIIITATSURVEV pagn 4ord 12171
11 LAND USE WITHIN SO= OE BANKTOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L R L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
akar/mixed woodland (BO / / Rough pastore (RP) BInktOp height(m) 15 Bankroll width (rn) 11.0 Bamboo height On/ 2.0
Coniferous plata (CP1 Improvedhaimproved pus UG1 Banksop • Baskfoll ' N Watts oidth (m1 110' Bottrop a BACM011? Y
Ovrad (OR) Med lasal fTL) sneaks heed MO OA Warn depth (n) 0.11 franked height Cm) 01
04H) wets kg bog. marsh. (OME) If abline lowa dun break in dam indicate: height above wa(m). BO
nib (SC) E E Open waser10W1 Bed marrO1 azsite ir consolidued
_ unaselideted Eanoven _
all nob (no Suburban/urban davelapoanns (SU) I E Uall311 of cramement "Me gf _ oar _
Rock and scree (RS) M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Internaine Minor Major Intermak MinerBANK PROFILES
_ Wein 1 Revetnenrs Itundamealed L R ArtOdallscaloi I 12
Saes
Culverts
PalaVenial/undercut / Resection:0 E E
Fonts
Vertical • toe / / Reinforced - whole bank E E
Bridges Defaces
>45 / / Reinforced - top only
k water ingounded bY atam? No -
Ora
rale Reinforced - toe only Yes. c33% of site X >33% of site _
Composite Artifiaial PNO-Stage N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT





FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
EXTENT OE TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATIIRES • Nose X
Wan:stalls aSm high - AnisciiioP",*4, _
,
Fringing roahbankI TREESNow Left Right- _ ASSOCIATED FEATURESshadinga ch.tind SNone -Present E (53541_ Bnided/side channels _ Natal open waterDebris damLeafy debris - L . meadow Floating malOaIsolated/scared Overhanging boughs _ X
P CHOKED CHANNEL
_ _
Regularly spat single _ _ Exposed alai& roots _ X







EXTENT OF CHANNEL FE-MIRES
Polka Pen
_
NOTABLE NUISANCE MANES 100a 1 Evan. I . Sabana. hearkea.4 • ova ASO • brage.• amyl
None _ Giant horned _ Himalayan balsam _ Rosa kayoed X Other? _







MH(s) X Unvegetated onidebannd bar(s) X _
.40 af as a arroutrash.- 1Oarsignificant aerations:Rings)
_ X Vegetated midcbannel bar(s) X __
_
I Boi1(11Pal110 X _ - Mature isla3(s)_ X _ Umegetated side bar01 _ x
	







Prinded rea(es) X _ _ DhCrete Sill deposit(s) x _ _ S ALDERS
Hisao sand de it(s) x _ Alden? None _ Present X Extensive _ Manama allots? None % Present _ Eatensir
/997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4
A BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (See ARS manual SA defimlions
AM:Wet.) I40 Shaw Onliml 9 Flownut., 0-10)
BOS Sold geology code ILI BGS MO geology code Plan/cirri, category
Distance front source(km) 134 Signi(icant uibuny ? N Navigation?
Height of smaTe(m) 415 Want QUaleY clas IS PSIS Segment tyge
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Maw ch.M.SnA ..1kWT lava iltel (*.Waved A. nada,
Referera Ate toothed 11172
Grid rdaace: SH 994041 River CYNON 31 --
Date: 10/02 11097 Surveyor: DS Aural. code: MNS9Haw 9:10
Advent =editions? No X
Bed of river visible? No _ Pert _ Entire X
Duplicate ph:Mervin: genital character? No _ Yes X
Susveyed fmm: Left _ Right Channel X

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN sPoT CHECKS Page et T 12172
Spat check an. upstream nIXI _ downstream end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 5 6 7 ti 9 10
LEFT BANK
Menial EA SP EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA
Rant tord(cation0) NO RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RSA reasinets) SI NO NO NO NO NO SB NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Ouanel substrue CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
ItMo tyre RP RP SM RP RP RP RP RP RP RP
Channel nedfiertiools) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feature( RO RO NO RO NO RO NO NO RO NO
PJGHT BANK
Material RR SP SP EA BW EA EA EA. EA EA
Bank incidillesion(s) RI RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank fearan(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BANKTOP (L) BL SU IG SU SU SU SU 111, BL BL
LEFT BANIETOP S BS BSS S SS S
LEFT BANK FACE S BS SSESSSS
RIGHT BANK FACE EBBS S SS SS
RIGHT BANE-TOP SS BB BBBBBS
LAND USE WITHIN 5m, OF BANK TOP (R) SC SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU




Tamed alky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffle 7 Unvegetand PAM lar
Peels 0 Vegetated point har














ITE NO. 12172 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEPUP page 3 4 12172
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 nfl 12172
11 LAND USE WITHIN SOm OF BANKTOP
L R L R
madkehnised scedland (FIL) E Roues past= (RP)
°aileron plantation (CP) Immoveltherni-irnproved gan (10)
Orchard (010 Tilled land (IL)
oaland/hesth (MTh Wesley:(et bet Hank k9XWL)
(SC) I / Open new (OW)
all herbs (TM SuburbanAnten development (SU) E E
Rack lad mite (RS)
- BANK PROFILES
alumlhounodIfled L R Artificial/modified L R
Vertical/undercut Resectionod
Venial • toe Reinkeced ...Mk bank E E
als >45 / I Reinforced . top only
vale Reinforced . toe only
Cimmosite AllifiCial mo-suge
Patched











shin; nr cht _None Present E (>330.)
None
_ Overhanging boughs _ X
Regulady spaced. singk _ _ &posed bankside TOMS _
Onasional clumps _ _ Undone, tree roots _ X
SentI Continuouseontinams X X n
	
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Cne Hea br
	
ly deis X _ _





Non; Present E None Present E D. 96
Waterrall(si Marginal desiderata
CascWettl &posed bedrect
RaPidOl x _ Exposed boulders
Ftifile(s)
_ _ X Unvegeteed mid-channel MOH X _ _
Runts)
_ -
X Vegetated mid-chancl bu(s) X _ _
Boil(s) X -
_ Mature islandtsl x _
lide(s) X _ _ Unwanted side ba(s) _ x _poem0 X - _ Vegetated tide MOO x _
-
ieded reschall X _ _ Discrete sill depolids) x _ _
thseeele Sand 1.4(0. X _

L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
IEFT BANK CHANNEL 1101fT BANK
IHnkkols beigalml WS Bankroll width (m) 15.0 Banktop height (m) 2.0
Bank top a Bankroll ? V Water width Onl 10.0 Banktop eBankroll ?
Embanked height (ml OS Water depth (MI 0.2 Emtenlad Night (m• 0.0
tnshliee loom than break a Hort. indium: height above waser(m). LS
Bed attend al site is: consolidated K urconsolidated _ unknown _
Location of rreasuremem is: riffle X run or glide _ other -
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is Wolte impourded by weir/darn? No X Yes. <33% of site _ 633% of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Howie, Weed-corting _
Enhancement _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Nave X
Wm:Halls 65nt high _ Adirdal °Pena _ Bog _ Fringing retd-bank _
raided/side channels _ Natural open water _ Can _ Floating mai _







Is 33% or once of the channel choked Mt vegelation7 NO X YES -QNOTABLE NUISANCE Putas main Tomaim. 2 mayinalem.7.6rackmA • trend rtIrt.9• ban*. • nee
&se - Gant hereed _ Himalaya balsam _ Japan knotwecd E Otha? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may bane been paraphroolD
Major impacts: UTTER
Land Management: ABANTONED LAND
Anna'
Other significant oho. mions:
S ALDERS
Alders' Nor. _ Paseo. X Extensive _ Diseased Hans? None X Peesem _ Extensive _
FITT" Cara 0 -IR)
5 Planform category
Narigatkm?
15 RHS Segment type
Acemd. code: HIM
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY wee I of 4
1 A BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (See Rid Mined for definition°
AlboxleIrnl 145 Slra Ondtml
BOS Solid geology code II BCE Drift [taw/ cole
Diana Born sourceam) II Significant tribuary ?
Height cd aurratIm) 415 Water Quality clan
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please rhea lam and lid boat /c.r.d...* needed
Reference site number 12173
Ovid refaence: SN 164046 Rita CYNON 34 .
Due: 702 /1997 Tune, I3.00 Swayer DC
Adecrse condition? No X Yes _
Bed of river visible? No _ Pan. X Enure. _
Duplicane plawmpla. general elmetaat No _ Ye X 








Material EA CO BE EA
Bank nalsfication(s) PC NO NO NO
Bank fautre(s) SB VP PB SC
F BANKTOP LAND LISE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
of 4 12173
Spot check I is at. upstream end dwastream end X
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 2 3 4 3 6 7 I 9 10
LEFT BANK
Mama FA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA BE EA
Bag modificaucc(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank (eahne(s) SB EC EC EC SC SB SC SC SC SC
CO BO CO BO CO BO BO BO CO CO
SM RP RP RP RP RP TOV UW RP SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO RO RO RO RO MB RO RO
EA EA EA EA EA CO
NO NO NO NO NO NO
SC SC SC SC EC EC
Surveyed from: Len X Right X Channel X





Terraced valley? No X Y. _
NUMBER OF RIFFTLES.POOIS AND POINT BARS
Riffla II Unarmed paint bas





LAND USE WITHIN 3m OF BANK TOP fR)


















IC IC RP BL BL BE BL
SSS CCC
SS S SS S
CCCS SS S
CCCS SS S
BL BL BL BL RP RP RP
Vegetated rant Pm
Output noted by 1FE, Werrbarn on 380111998
/ / / / / / / / I
TE NO. 12173 FPO RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: SeemSWEEP-UP page 3 of 4 12173

















waited Tag bog. ma* foRwL)
Opm wager (Ova
Suburban/urban daubs:mum (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
I R A rIllkal/madlliad
E / Resectioned
Reinforced - whole bank








977 RIVER HABITAT am VEV page 4 of 4 12173
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop heitht(m) 13 &Nikkei width (m) 53.0 Banktop height 11511
Banklop a Rank(e)? V Want width OM II Banktop • Banklull
Embanked alga(.) OS Wane depth (m) OA Ent:gated beighS(M)
If imagine lower Ma break in slope. irclase: ha& above realm) a 05
Bed material al site is, masaidated unconsolidated Xunknown
LOC16011of nleasurtaleat is: rink X nen cc glide _ other _
M ARMICIAL FEATURES
None Major Ingentediata Mar Mao- Saadi= Mince





Is vata impounded by weidetan7 No X Yea. <33% of site _ >3391 of Me
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
NOM X Dredging Mowing
_ Weed-cutting
Oda?





Exposed bantaide roots _







Unser...led mickbannel bar(s) _ X
Vegetued miduhannel bads) X _
Mayne island(s) X
Unvegetaled side bags) X
Unarmed aide bat) X
Discrete silt dements) X























FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
WalerEalls >5m high _ Anificial open warn Fringing reed-bank
Braided/Ma cheetah _ Natural cc.. na Can _ Flaming am
ebris nun X Maw meadow Marsh _ Other
Leafy debris X Fat Rush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
13334 or more el thedame dated with vegetarian? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE MANES 10therm I moma 1 a rialainalza 3 sbnsflaaAs resod Sea T• brat... • two)
Nom X Gime hogweed _ Himalayan balom _ Japanese knoweed _ Nett _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Camments may bane bees PmPlumed1)





Alden+ None Pedant - Extensive X Diseased alders? None X Present - Extensive -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 13174 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY) TEN SPOT CHECKS page of 4 12174
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION ( HS manualfor defiswo,n)
Altiluderml 155 SlePe OnNx0 5 FI6w eon., ( I-10) 4
RCS Solid geology code 82 BUS Doh geology code 5 Plan/men category 2
Distance (rom sourocOm) 103 Significant mbar° 7 N Narigatice?
HeigN of scamodm) 415 WooerQwlay class ii REIS SeDnent type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Mose ched lom wed lid bar Vany correction an nada,
Refertowe ihe number 12174
Grid reenact SN 977152 Rived)
Dam 7/12 11997 Ilme. 1230 Surveyor DS Awed. ask: MN59
Advase conditiom? No X Yea _
Bet of rima visible? No _ Fin _ Entire. X
Depilate pbotograpley general Mai& Yes X 

Spot check I is at upstream end x
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
EA EA BR EA EA EA EA EA
EM NO RI NO NO NO NO NO
NO SB NO NO NO NO NO NO
CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
SM SM SM UW RP RP RP RP L1W RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO RO NO NO RO RO RO RO RO
Ex BE E. PE PE FA EA EA EA EA
Bank mexlillcmionf0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bank feature/91 NO SC NO NO PB NO NO SB NO PB
















Surveyed fmm: Leh X Right X Channel X
symmenica_ deep we
Terraced Iley, No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Rifles 6 Umegamed pant bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Output enneed by (FE Wertheim on 30100/199$ 



















SC SC SC SC IC IC IC SC SC IL
S S S S SS SS S
SSS S S S SS S
SSS S S $ SS S
55555555 SS
SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC SC RP
HEREON ntrwY 761617C No _ Yet Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
X shallow me
ITE NO. 12171 1 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 5011mSWEEP-UP pme 3 a 4 12174










Wetland (eg bog. numb. faXWL)
Opa vales (OW)
Subutbardurban development (SU)
Rock and save (RS)
I R
BANK PROFILES
aturalhatmedbled L B ArtillcIallmodIfied L
VerticalAmdercut Resectioned
Venial • toe Reinforced - wlmle bank
cep )45 E E Reinfoeced - top cedy
















Shading of channel _
Ormitanging base. -
Exposed banksida roots X
Underwater nee moo _
Fallen trees
Coarse weedy deb&
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Marginal dadvetta
_ Fy posed bedrock X
_ Exposed boulders X
X Unvegetated mid-channel bar(0 _ X
_ Vegetated midelunnel bai(s) X
_ Mame island(%) X
_ Unsegetated side bar(s)
_ Vegetated side bar(s) X
_ Discrete silt &maids) X
Disame sand '501











LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
anktop height(m) IS Bankibll width (1n) 14.0 Desktop height (nd
ant.top • Bankroll ? N Water wkiltp (m) 7.0 Banktop • Bank ftd1 ?
Embanked height (m) OS Water depth In) 03 Embanked &iglu Ord
If Bakke lower than break in dam •ekes: height than waterfm)* OA
Bed material a site is: consolidated
_ uncomolidated Ismknown _
Location of Incensement ' . Me X ma or glide _ other _
M ARIIFICIAL FEATURES
Nme 1447 Interrrediate Mthor /dajot Intermediate Mira





It water impounded by war/darn? No X Yes. <33% of site _ .3391 of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Noce X 179dging Mowing Weed-coming _
Oth.er7
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Won:dells aStat hi57 _ Anificial Pee wAto Fringing reed-bank
racbdaide channels _ Natal open watts X Fleming ma
Debris darn Water mesdcre Other
Italy debris Fes Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
h 33% or more of the channel dated with vegetation? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Othere 1-maks. 2 sebsd.destss, bradoed • mem) sad., ssbeonlk. • morel
Nom X Giant bagweed _ Himalayan balsam _ hpanese knotweed _ Other? _






Aklers7 None - Prelent - Extensive X Diseased olden? Noce X Present - patently. _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par 1 of 1 12175
997 RIVER HA BITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of .1 12175
BACKGROUND MAILBASED INFORMATION (See ANS manual for delbutionf I
Spot check lisacapscreslnrnd X downstream -
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Mandela° 150 SOW Milltm) 10 Plow cangay (I-10) 3
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 II
BG5 Solid wavy code 52 EOS Mit, geology <ode 5 Plantain categay 2
LEFT BANK
Distance (rem sourcefknO 9 Sinai-wax oibuary ? N Navigation? N Material EA EA PE BR CO PE EA CO CO CO
Height of vouree(ml 415 Wm Quality dna 1.5 RFESSegmem typo B Bank mcdilleatio(s) PS NO NO RS RI NO NO NO NO RI
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please rhea font aid ski bar Vany corrections are medal
Bank Naturals) NO EC EC SC SB SC SC FE NO NO
CHANNEL
Referer sne warner 12175
Ominel subsume SO BE NV BO BO BO CO CO CO CO
Flow nlle SM RP SM 541 RP BW RP UW RP RP
Grid reference SN 959054 Riser CYNON ID • • Charted modillation10 PS NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Date: 7112 11997 Ilme: 10.55 Surveyor DS Mani code AMP Channel (cabins) NO RO NO NO NO NO NO RO TR TR
RICHT BANK
Adverse cooditiora? No _ Yes X
Material BR EA PE BR BR BE FA EA FA EA
Bed of riontisaNe? No _ _ Ern in X Bank toodilicatiaNs) RS NO NO RI RI NO NO NO NO NO
Duplicate photogrmIto general character? No _ Yes X
Bank fealare10 NO SC EC SB SB SC SC SC SC SC
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed Irmo Len X Right X Owind X
shallow voe .
I IAND USE WITHIN 5rn OF BANK TOP TR)
RIGHT BANK FACE
RIGHT BANKTOP S CS S CS S SS S
TIT TH SC III SC SU SU SU SU SC
S S S SS CCCS










Taraced silky? No X Yes _ Brag= reedinedpohnihm
I
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS




Penis 0 Vegetated paint bar Sitheterged broad.laved
I
Output created by WE. Wareham on 300311993 Submerged lineankaved
Submerged linmkand
Name/eats algae
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes Y
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) RP Kr RP SU SU SU SU SU SU su
Ern BANK-TOP SS S S SS S SS SC PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
un BANK FACE BS SS SS CCSS
TE NO. 12175 I 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: Salm SWEEP.UP page 3 of (11 12175
II LAND USE WITHIN 50ns OF BANKTOP
	
I. R L R
oadlealmised woodland IBLI y I nigh pasan(RP)
Coalman plantation 1CP) ImporeePleniamprond masa (10)
Orchrd 1010 Illed Ind 1TE)
landAwath (MH) Wedand Ng boa.mink re
"XWia
nth (SC) E E Open wax (OW)
I berbs1TH) E E SubterbaTurban developosaa (SU) E 13.
Rock and wree CRS)
BANK PROFILES
turaMtameellfled L R AnMdsl/modIlled L R
velticalundasut ' E E RelectionN I
Venial a toe Reialaced . whole bak /
n45 I I Reinforced - top only
Me Reinforced . toe only
Campsite Artificial onomage
1 .11 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED PEATURES°S.NCk. enbakawa
Poached
Embanked
I TREESIsolstedhcattned  _ _
	
Left Riga  
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
swiss  a  ch.:id -Noon Prettent E (>33%)
None




Regularly spaced. single X X Exposed tenni& roots X _
Occasional neaps _ Unthaws ow moo X _I Seari-ozwainuaus _Continuous _ __ Coarse woody debris 1Enka tree X _
	
X _
1K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Nate Dresera E None • Prete& E (>33%)
Waterfall(s)' Marginal deadwata
Cascade(s) X _ _ Exposed bedrock X
Ralad(s) X
- X _ Emceed houlders
Rille1s) _ X Unvegetated midoluswel tar( _
Run(s)
_ X Vegetated mid-channel bar(s) X _ -
Bons) X _ _ Mature island(s) X _
Glide(s) X _ _ Unvegetated ale bins) X _
Pin10) X Vegetated side WO r _ _
Paneled reachns) X _ Discrete sill dePosit(s) X _ _
Discrete and 1101 X _

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I >41 12175
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop heigla(m) 5.0 Bmabbill wida (ml ItS Banktop height (m) ss
Naurp Baal all 7 V Wen Mdth 7.7 Banco• Bak full ?
&tam mot fro OA Water depth(m) 0.15 Embanked heigIn (n) 0.0
If tnalline Iowa dun break in slop. indicate: height strove ...Arafat). 0.0
Bed material a sin is: coosolitated
-
uoccesolidand %unknown _
loanian of meastatmera is: rine X run or gine _ other
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is snar rmpoanded by weirldam? No X Ye; <3351/ of site _ a33% of sile
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing Weed.attiing _
Enhaacesnatt _ LIMu?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
%tennis ahn high_ Artificial opea Water Fringing reed-hank _
Braidediside channels_ Naomi oPen water Carr _ Homan no




Is 33% or rose of the charnel chcemd with ngention? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Other= In man. rbolademens linetnal movum elder.5 enable, amorn
Nore X Giant horad _ Itimalaym balsam _ Japanese !mat _ Otha? _
• R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS IC...Mena may have been paraphrased))
Ma* impacts! 711PING LITTER HOUSING
Lard Mammal:
Animals:
Other significant observations: A bx Iftter.
DM.. meta
ALDERS
Alden? None _ Present X Extensive Diteased Xklers1 None X Present _ Extensive _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Pete 1 ell 1997 RI VER HABITAT SURVEY: IL SPOT CHECKS pate at • 12176
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See 15(5 ona.,.11f deinitions) Scot check I is at: spares'send X downstream end _
Abitade(ml 195 SloPe (WW) 02 Flow "story 11-101
1308 Solid geology cede 81 BCS Drift ;cobs/ cock Planform category 2
Distance from tourte(im, 73 Significant tribune, ? Navigation,
Heigh of sourcetml 415 Water Quality elan 1-5 ENS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Plane Meth forma and dal boa Ian, ONVOIGel ant needed
Reference site numbs: 12176
Grid reference: SN 951065 River CYNON
Date: VI 2 11997 Tune 15.1:0 Sumter DS Nared. cot MT459
MVO= C011ailkIlle No X Yes _
Bed either risibk? No _ Part _ &aim
Duplicate photographs: carrel character?
Surveyed Innen: Left _ Right




Terraced alk No _ Yes X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles II Unvegmand Paint hm
Pools 0 Vegetated point har
0.ipat crested by IFE, Waltham a. 10103/1998
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material co EA CA F.A EA EA FA EA EA EA
Bata modifirslien01 RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bnak kart) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel subarea CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
Flow wpe SW RP sr RP UW RP RP RP RP OW
awed nvolilletiords) NO PIO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Cal feattne(s) RO MI RO I R RO NO RO RO RO RO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA EA FA
Bank nrolificatio50 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO -
Bank feattre(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WIDEN 5en OF BANICTOP (LI IC IC IC BL DT IL WL RP IC BL
LEFT BANK-TOP S SS S SS
LEFT BANK FACE S S S 5 SS
RIGHT BANK FACE S SS S SS
RIGHT BANK-TOP SSSSUU
LAND USE WITHIN .5m OF BANK TOP 00 sr IC IC 1G 10 IC RP IC IC 1G
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE
Livawcathnotsa/licbeas LIME/ / // /E
tinregeeshmedleaved herbs








No _ Yes X
X Channel X
Yes Y
TE NO. 12176 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY s T-UP Pate 3 el 4 12176









































EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Nora Prams E (>M)
Shading of channel _ X
Overhanging bougtn _ X
Reposed banktide tow _ X
Underwater tree mots _ X
Palen sees X _











Exposed bedrock X _
Exposed budder, X _
Unvegetated mid-channel bar(s) X _ _
vegetated midcharual har(s) X _




Vegetated side ha(l) X _ _
Discrete till deposit(s) X
-




Bankum beight(ml 1.0 Bankfull width (ml 8.0
anktop • Bankfull ? V Wats, width MO SB
Embanked Might WO 0.0 Was depth (m) 0.2
If us:Aline Iowa than break in dem Skate: Night above waterind
Bog material sa Me it ecosolidsted unconsolidated
loesnon of measurement is: riffle X run or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Wee Maier Imermtdiate Minor
Is wars impounded by weir/dam? No X
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Drolging _ Mowing Weed-maths _
Enhancement _ Ochs?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls ske high _ Artificial ems cats Bog _
Braieledhile channels X Healing
mad-bah _
Debris darn Water meadow Minh _ ORes
Leafy debris Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
	
Is TM or mare of the chamel choked with vegetation? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Othert I • mules 1 ..assenadre.O. enclum • gravid Ida.). bramble, • awl
Noce X Giant bogweed _ Himalayan ball= _ Japanese !manned _ Other?




















Yes. <33 of tits _ >33% of tite _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY me 1 of 4 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHEC pop I eh 4 12177
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RAC maw fonlefinilito.)
SPA dwek 1 is at: upstream end X downtown end _
Alutude(m) 115
SOS Solid geology code II
Distance from murgelkm) 11
WAIN of nore(m) 419
Sloge (m1m)
DOS Drift geology code
Significant tibuary ?
WereQual ity class
10 Row ca.V.Y 0-101
9 Planrwrn category 2
NaAgui."?
RHS Serpent type 10
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Mar cher t form and lid box tf amy now are seeded
Refensee toe number 11177
&idrefcstsre:SN 90077 Rivas CYNON 44
11ate, 6/12 /1997 1140 Surveyor DC
Moose conditions?
Bed Merit visible?
Doplitae photon:in: gereral dumb?
Surveyed from: Left
SERCON surrey in sedition? No _ Yes
c PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow see
Accred. code: HD4
No X Yes _
No _ Fish _ Entire.




Tams. velley? No X Yea _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles II Dengetaled poke bar
Pools Vegetata0 Nim her

































1 2 3 4 5 t, 7 I 9 II
BO EA FA EA EA FA EA FA CS EA
RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO HO NO
NO SC SB NO EC EC NO EC EC NO
O BO BO BO CO CO CO CO BO BO
SM OW UW SM RP RP BW RP RP UW
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NLI NO RO RO RO RO NO
BO EA BO EA EA EA EA GS GS EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO RI NO NO NO
EC NO EC NO NO VP VP SB EC NO




SC SU IC IG SC SC SO IC SC BE
/ 1 / I 1 / / 1
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
TE NO. 11177 1 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: SOOesSWEEP-UP pm I of 4 12177
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 or 4 11177LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF DANKTOP
R






























%Want (eg bog. mai* (etaXWL)
/ Open water (OW)
Submbenhartas &topmast (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
L R
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Pivot E (>334)
Strange( chumel _ _ X
Overhanging boughs
_ X
Exposed bedside roots _ _ X






Coarse woody debns _ X _







thwesetardmid-channel tarts) X _
Vegetated mid-channel bas(s) X _





Discreie silt dewing.) X _
Discrete tam MO 

CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL EIGHT DANK
BanklOp height(m) 0.9 Fianna widih On) 41 Banktop height (m) 0.9
Banks" • Batalutl ? V Wager width On) 14 Banks.. ENNUI ?
Embanked (tile (m) 01 Waxesdepth (m) OAS Entanked reighs (m) OD
washke lower than break in slope. indicate: height above war-HON.. 0.0
Bed meterial at the is: consolidat unomoolidated Xtmknown _
Litt-ion of mettnan is: riffle _ nm or glide X other
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is wager impounded by wetedun? No X Yes, 034 of she _ >33% of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None 7( DredgMg - Mowing Weed-cutting _
Enhanormen _ Odel
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Witterfalls Am high _
-
AitilEisI Opts tor Fringing need-bank _
sided/side channels X NantraIopm water Oa _ Flowng Mat
Debris dem X Wet meadow Marsh _ Other
Leafy delais X Fen Bob _
e CHOKED CHANNEL
Ia 338 or mare of the channel choked with segeraion? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Otte I a omits. I • rhoderleatm.I. twain,. • red Ma. S • brable.• mord
Nom X Giant Sneed _ Himalayan balsam _ Opens kemtweed _ Ott? _




Oder signitkantobserrations: ST1V 11sdall ILLX15.
ALDERS
Alders? None - Prestos X Essemiee Diseased Alden' None X Present - Essensibt -
BANK PROFILES
uralhounedffied L R A rtlfklallosealed
vemcal/wOorus E E Ram-timed
veruce1 toe Reinforced - Made bank
.45 Reinferted - top only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
A1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY per I .14 12178 1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS Par 214 12178
Spot check tao, ',weans col X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material BR BR CA EA EA BW BW BE BW BW
Bank muctillcasia40 RI RI RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bani leautre(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO PB
Reference she ranter 12178 CHANNEL
Channel tubsinte BE BO BE NV CO CO CO CO NV. BE
Flow type RP RP CH RP SM SM 11W RP SM RPGrid reference: ST 68900 Riwr: RHONDDA I
Ounnel modificationN) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Dam: ILD2 /1997 Haw 13.15 Surveyor DS Waal escle: MN59 anal leahre(s) RO RO RO NO NO NO RO RO RO RO
RIGHT BANK
Adverse cosi:ions? No X Yet _
Material BR BW BW BW BR BW EA EA EA BR
Bed of river risible No _ Pall X Entire. _ Bank modificatioNs) RI NO NO NO RI NO NO NO NO RI
thwliense photographs: general Nasal rto Yes X Bank kature0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VECETATION STRUCTURE








LAND USE WHIN 5rn OF BMIXTOP (L) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANK-TOP BBBBBBB BBB
LEFT BANK FACE BS S S SS S SS $
RIGHT DMIK FACE BS S S BS S SS B
RIGHT BANK-10P BBBBU B BBBB












Filfornicas algae f I I I I I I I I
SMCON swvey in additioo? No _ Yes V.
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow we X concave/bowl
dow
sonsnarical
Tanned No X Yet _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 4 thweganed poirn bar
Pools Vegetated poini bar
Output waled by IFE Warthogs ao 30105I9M
1TE NO. 12178 I MI RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 or .1 12171
II LAND USE WITHIN 5.0w OF BANK"FOP
L R
roadies'/mixed woodlandIBLI Rough pasture (W)
Coniferous plantation (CP) Improved/sthe-Mproved grass (1G)
Orchard (OR) Twee LIS (IL)
kerlarellhadt (MID Wetland leg bog. marsh fenXWL)
cods (SC) Open sada (OW)
all herbs COO Sutarban/usban devebprnan MU)
Rock and scree OIS)
BANK PROFILES
'atreralMasondlIled L R A rOtleislithedilled
VerticalAndesrut Resectioned
Vertwal 0 Re Reinfored Nat bank




EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FTATURESS7d-Sck omkel'im"ft
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left Righl Noce Present E (all%)
None
_ - Shading of Owed _ X _
Isolatalhonered Owthangint bairn _ X _
Regularly spaced. tingle _ Eapased WaWside roots _ _ _
Occasicad chimps _ Unlawater tree thorn X _ _
USCCrilintian X X Fallen Sea X. _ _
COMMIX. Coarse woody debris X _,
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Present E Now Present E (.334)









_ X Unvegetated mid-channel barl0 X _ _
Rut/ _ Vegnated mid-chonel W(s) X _ _
RHI(s) X _- Mame !Hand(.) X _
Glide(s) X _ Unvertated side ha(s) X _
Dolls) X _ _ Vegetated side WO X _
Pante itach(w) X _ _ Own* sib deposh(s) X _
Discrete sand WO X _

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Par Id
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banton lewhilml 3.0 Bankroll width On) 30.0 Basildon height HO 5.0
Banklop • Baakfull ? V Wan width OW 15.0 Bankiop • Bankfull ?
Entomb:Weigh (W) 05 Wean depth On) Ike Embanks] Wight (n) OD
if trashlie Irma than Meek in slope. ialicta bight shove water(wIs 1.75
ed materia) a s te in:onasohdaed X owocaolidaled
Location of measurement ' Me X run or ride _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Majw Intetweliate Minot MEor Intermediate Mho'





II *Re, imPounded by weiddarn? No X Yes. <3391 of site _ >33% of sne _




MATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls n5m high _ Athficial open woo _ Bog _ Fringing reed-bank _
Braided/side clunneb _ NOUN open wata _ Carr _ Finning wa
Debria dam water meadow Other
Leafy debris
_ Fat Rosh _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 3394 a more or the charnel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Mama Is maim. 2 a riskandeas. lain,. • pal Aster, O. tsble. •
None _ Giant langsvoal _ Hinylnao balsam _ laplana tool-weed X Otter/ _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS ICeasoesta way haw bear paraphrased!)




i . risk s. l i ,. • l st r, . ts l . •
ALDERSS




SPOT CHECKS wig 2 ." 1217912179A
(See RUE manual for definisia
199: RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY, T
Spot cheek I is at upsuearn end _ downstream end
PHYSICAEATTRIBUTES




65 SKr ImArn) 7
113 BGS Drift geology emit


23 Signifiers tribuary ? N










NOfleas that fors cod rid boa orany screen:as am waled
EA BR BR BR BR BR BR
NO RI RI RI RI RI 11.1




RHS Serre9 twe 2
0
Altitude( m)






CO CO CO CO CO CO CO BO CO BE
UM RP RP UW IIW RP RP UW 15W SW
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RO NO RO RO RO RO RO RO RO NO
Grid mfattace: ST 57906
Orr 11.92 11997 Dime, 1111
Meese coritiom?
Bed of firm visible?







Aorred. cede: 11F4.1Stamm, IL
No X Yes
CO EA EA CO 3E BE
NO NO NO NO NO NO
VP NO NO NO NO NO
Martial BW EA BR BO
Bank ordificatia01 RI NO RI NO
Bank featunds) SB SB NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
_ Pan. X Eaitt






























S S S SS S
SU BL BL BL BL BL BL
1
I/ I /III





Terraced valley? No X Yea _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffla . 3 Unnersated poim bar
P994s Vegetred point bar
Oral treated by IFE. Wareham ea 3W031199/1
1
E
ITE NO. 12179 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 5111ImSWEEP-UP par 3 of 4
L
TREES ASSFIFIATED FEATURES
Len Right Norm Present E 03390
None Sto‘ang of <Morel _
IsolaledisCanensi Ovatianging boughs X
Regulady "red. single _ EXpared Nail& mots X
Occasional Orme X Unifentalei Dee tours X
Sari-oantinoms Fallen tem
Continuous on woody debris X
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES 

I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
anktop height(rn) LO Bankroll width OM 35.0 Rankles. heir (Is)
Desktop • Balla ? N Wasp width (m) (5A Banks,• Beaton ?
Embanked heigls (n) 0.0 Warr depth (m) OAS Embanked !eight
If trashline Iota da break is skre. Skate, height that arrealm) I.5
Bed material a she it consolidaled
•
unconsolidated _ unknown _
Lecation of measures.= is: We X rtanor glide _ War _
M ARI1FICIAL FEATURES






Is masa irmounded by seiddarn? No X Yes, <33% of site _ 933% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT




Waterfalls ahn high _ Astridal men eater Bog Fthring reed-bank
BoidediSide channels _ Marna open rata Crr _ Floating at
ebris dam Was meadow Marsh X Pie
Leafy debdi Ft. Flush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 3316or pare Of de channel choked with segerrioal NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (01basi I • moles, s rIsIsilatigrat. baktaA • grad eHrr. I • hrarable, • owe)
Nome _ Gar harmed Haalayan balsam _ lipase Lammed E Other? _











Waland (eg bog. musk IenXWL)
/ Open ewer IOW)
/ SuborbasNirban developers (SU)
Rock and sent IRS)
BANK PROFILES
aturaVasmodMed L R A illflelaRmodkied
truer/undercut Resectioned
Vernal • re Reinforced • whole bank
eep .45 E Reinforced • swanky





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES












None Pineal E (>33S)
Marginal Madura x _
Exposed bedrock x _
Exposed boulders x _
Unregetated 0.MS-channelbas(s) X









Discrete sard I(s) X
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS
Major impacts: LITTER SEWAGE ROAD HINDIG
Land Management PARKLAND
Animals. DIPPER
Oahe- significant observatiOM optic aa ha hat seat
ALDERS
(Consmappla may bare bees ponpbrelied!)
Alders? None - Pince X Extensive Diseased alders? None X Preseri - Emma -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par 1 or 4 12180
I A BACKGROUND BIAP-BASED INFORMATION (Sec 01/.5manna/ for definition°
Slope Imam/ 7 Flow category (1.10)
ROS Drift geology code 5 Planform category 2
Significant tribuary ? N Navigation?
Water Quality class 3 RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please checkfono ood sia boo gaol come thou a r, needed
Reference site number 12180
Grid reference: ST 44101 River: RHONDDA 7 •-•
Date 1132 /1997 Tine 15.25 Surveyor: DS Accred. aide MN59
Advent orarlithro? No _ Yes X
Bed of river risible No _ Pats. X Entire. _
Duplicate plettographst general character? No _ Yea X
Surveyed from Left _ Right X Channel _
SERCON survey in widiticm? No _ Yes 1(
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow see X ogmave/bowl
deep see SYmmerical
_ gage -asyntmenical
Terraced milky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Unvegetated point Dar
Pools 0 Vegetated Poiat bar
Output mated by TEE.Wareham on 30103(1998

997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKs page 2 of 4 12180
Spot check I is at upstream end X downstream end _
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material BR CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC BW
Bank moddicauceK0 R/ PJ RI RI RI RI RI RI RI NO
Bank frature(s) NO NO NO NO PB PB NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel suhstrate CO BO CO CO NV NV NV NV NV NV
Flow type RP UW UW RP UW UW RP RP RP RP
Channel mcdflcatior4s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel feature® RO RO RO RO NO NO NO RO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material EA EA EA EA FA EA EA EA EA FA
Bank modificaton(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NK NK NE
Bank featurOs) NO NO NO NO NV NV NV NV NV NV
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANK-TOP BBBBBBBBBB
LEFT BANE PACE BBBBBBB BBB
MOW BANK FACE SS SS SSS SS S
RIGHT BANK-113P •BBBS BBBBBB
IAND USE WITHIN 5mOF BANK TOP (R) SU SU SU SC SU SU SU SU SU SU
G ClIANNEL VECETAT/ON TYPES




















ITE NO. 12180 1997 RIVER IIABITAT SURVEY: 500enSWEEPOP of 4 12110
1997 RIVER IIABITAT SUR page 4 o( 4 12180








/ Rough pasture (EP)
Improved/semi-improvedgrass (tO)
Tilled land (IL)
Wetland (eg bog...oh Ie.NWL)
/ Open wain (OW)
/ Sulgurban/urbandeveloOrme (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
aluralAmmodMed L R ArtIfIclal/roodIfied L R
erticaVundercut Rmectioncd
Vertical * toe Reinfomed - whole bank
eep >43 / E Reinforced . soponly
ntle Reinforced . toe only
Composite Artificial two-stage
Poached
PI EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATUR:Saked. Seebeck embankments
I TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURESIsolated/scaered _ _ erLeft Righttt Shading of channel _N.'ne Present E (>33%)Ovhanging boughs _ X _None
Regularly Raced. single - - Exposed bedside roots X _ _ P CHOKED CHANNEL




EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES '
_ X
- -
Coarse woody debris X
Fallen trees X _
_
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Phenol a mule; I obwandeadree Iv Irreekeue- graved eiger.“ bramble.flea.)
None _ Giant hogwted _ Himalayan halsen _ Japanese knotweed X Other? _ '
Is 3391or moreof the channel'choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
-















_ X Unvegetated mid-channel had sl X _ _ Otha significant observations: N. ram sert....Snared (ma tun .1 antRun(s) _ X Vegetatedmidehanrel bees/ X -










fronded melees) X _ _ Discrete silldeposals) X _ S ALDERS
Discrete mod de h(s) X _ Alders? NOM _ Present % Extensive Diseased alders? None X Present _ Extensive
I
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banter, heigh0m) 4.0 Bankfull width Irn) 30.0 Banktop height On) 5.0
Banktim Bantle° 7 V Water width Oti) 22.0 Bruelop Bankfull
Embanked height (e) 0.0 Water dep.'s (m) a Embanked height (m) 03
If trashline Iowa than break in slope. indicate height above water(M). 0.0
Bed material at site is: consolidated streonsolidated _ unknown X
location a MaSOMINIII in dole _ run or glide _ other X
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intermediate Minor Major Intenrodiate Minor





Is walesinmounded by weir/dam? No _ Yes.e33% of site X >33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging
Enhancement
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None . X
Weedoming _
Watafalb a5m high _ Artificial open rata Fringing reed.bank _
Braidedhkle damsels _ Natural reen water _ nOCing Mal
_




1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1114
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (Sre RI1S summedlo/ definitional
Allplude0711 • 55 SloPe Wks") 3 nvies caving 1-101
13GS Solid geology cede 53 BGS Offs geology code 5 Madams category
Grid relays.: ST 34910 Rita: RHONDDA III
Dme: 11/1/1 /1997 1430 Sursowl IL Awed_ ark: PTO
Adverse coecktions? No X Yes _
Bed of river aide? No _ Part X Entire.
Duplicate photograpts general character? No _ Yea X
Surveyed Irons Lefl Right X Chanel _
SERCON survey in saldilion? No _ Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow ree X concareAsowl
synnirical
nymmetrical
Terraced 'AIR)," No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unsegetated Pam b. •
Pools 0 Vegetated print bar a
Clospos mated by 1FE, Wanham en 3093/1998
12181 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2114
 
Spa cheek 1 Is at upstream end X do-rerun end
12181
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES













F.A FA BR BE BR EA EA BR CC RR
NO NO RI NO RI NO NO RI RI R1
NO NO NO NO VS NO NO NO NO NO
CO CO CO NV CO NV co CO CO CO
RP RP UW SM RP SM et UW kr 1./W
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO TR TR NO NO NO NO NO
CS CC EA BR BR BR BR BR FA EA
RI RI NO RI RI RI RI RI NO NO
6
Bank (eaturt(s) NO NO NO SB NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE





LAND USE. WITHIN Im OF BANE 10P (R)


















SU SU SU SU su su su su su
Distance Irom samx(km) 211 Significant niboany7 N Nay iption?
Heigh, or source(n0 540 Water Quality class 3 ENS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS loran rhea lonti ant Hick boa i any rotrentom a,00eedod
Reknonce site ournbes: 12181
TE NO. 12101 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 5000, SW EP.UP par 3 of 4
BANK PROFILES
alonlhminodilled L R A rdrIcIalAnodllied
Rmenioned
Venal • toe Reinforted - odds bank
eepo'lS E E Reinforced . top a*





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
	
Errs Rigs None PON= E(,'G%)
Nan Shading of channel _
Isolnedhcattered Oventmging bass& X _ _
Regularly spacal sirtgk _ Exposed bead* roots X _ _
Oonssional clumps Underseas. nee roots X _
Serni-condaton X X Fallen mses X
OmSnimos Cone woody debeis X
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Nobe Presen( E (>33%)
Mel)na) desolater
Exposed bedrock
Exposed boulders X _
Unregetsted midshanrel bal(s) X
Vegesased min-channel bar(s) X
Metope idand(s) x _
Unregetased side bar(s) X
Vegented side basal
••••••• silt deposh10 X
DisCrere sand KO X _
1997 RIVER IIA RITA T SURVEY page 4 or 4 12181
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Bann. heighl(m) 5.0 Bankroll with Banktop hIfli On1
Bishop • Beltran 7 N Wan width (rat IRO Desktop 5 Bankroll 1
Enbankel height (ns) to Weser depthlml OA Embanked height (m)
If sashline lower Shanbreak in slopt. indicate, height above water(m) 25
Bed material at tin is: vomited K 1111:00SOlidated
Location of mean/amens is: riMe X non or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






17 male impounded by ••II/da•7 N° X Yes. UPS of site _ >MS of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing Weedststung
Enbancemem Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls y5m high _ Artificial 017019/Na _ Bog _ Rifting reed-bank
Braided/side channels _ Neural Opea water Carr _ Fioatis1 mo
Delseis dam Water naive Marth _ 0117er
Leafy debris Fen Fhisb _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is DS or sae MIS channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Ogles 1 Nstlea. Ii rbuidemea. bndatuA ade•O• woe*. • loon)
None _ Glans Isogreed _ Himalayan balsam _ lam= knOweed X 01.27771. _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Camments may haw been paraphrased!)
Major impacts: LEITER ROAD HOUSING
land /•••••••••:
Animals:
Oda significam observations: Urea. r1e.
ALDERS
Alden? None _ Resent X Extensive _ Diseased amen? None X Present ['menthe
II LAND USE WITHIN SOnsOF BANKTOP
mallealhased woodland OIL) /
•
Rough pasture (RP)
aMlemus plantation (CP) Impeovedhani-impored gran(I0)
Orclutd 1011 DES Mod Ms
oadaSlien/I (M11) Wetland (eg bog. mesh. renXWL)
MSC) E I Open waser(OW)
all herbs GIB Suburban/urban derelopmeM GU)















1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Page 1 arr 12112
BACKGROUND MAPHASED INFORMATION (See Ma ntatwal for defioniem)
AltiAtcle(m) 95 Slope Onlk.) 5 Flow category 0101
BUS Solid geology cede 83 BUS Dnfi geology code 5 Planform category
Distance horn source(lm) 19 Significant tribuary ? V Nao igauon?




Please check farm and rick box irony con-ergo. are needed
Reference me number. 12152
Grid ramose: ST 27913 River: RHONDDA 13-
1202 /1997 Time: 13.45 Surveyor DS Acne& cede: MN59
Adverse conditions? No _ Yes X
Bed of river visible? No _ Part X Entire. _
Duplicate PhMottraPhs: gmAtill c in" Yes X
Surveyed from: Left
_ Right X Channel _




Tirrayed ;alley? No Yes
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 4 Unvegeuted point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated pont bar
Output treated by WE. Wareham an 30/03/19911 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12112
Spot check I is at: upstream end X downsueam end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 4 3 6 7 g 9 IA
LEFT BANK
Material BR BR BE BR BR BR BR BR BR BR
Bank molification(s) RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI









AR BO BO BO NV BO 50 BO BE BE
VW SM UW FF RP RP RP RP RP SM
RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO RO RO RO RO NO RO NO
BR BR BR BR BR GS GA GA GA BR
RS RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RS RI
Bank Rabat/ NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCIURE
LAND USE WITHIN Stri OF BANKTOP (L) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANK.TOP BBBB BBB BB B
LEFT BANK FACE BBBBBBB BBB
RIGHT BANK FACE BB BB BBB BBB
RIGHT BANK-TOP BBBS SBBBBS
LAND USE WHIIIN 3m ()FRANK TOP CR1 SU SU 50 su su su su su su sc
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES










Filamentous algae / / / /
11. NO 12112 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY SWEEP.UP Pt 301 12182
LAND USE WITHIN 50n OF BANKTOP
L. R L R
roadlearlmixed woodland IBLI Rough pasture (RP)
issiferotts &swim (CM Improvedhemi-improved gnu (IG)
Orchard(0R) Ttlled land fn.)
norlanWheatb (MH) Wetland leg bog. marsh. feaRWL)
tub ISCI / Open water (OW)
all herbs Mil Suburban/urban derelopmme (SU)
•
E




vandal • toe Reinforced - whole bank E E
cep >45 Reinforced - top only
role Reinforced - toe only
Composite Artificial two-uage
Poached
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURESS::::demb'kineou
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left Right None Present E (>33%)
None _ _ Shading of channel X _ _
Isolatedscattered X X Overhanging boughs X _ _
Regularly spaced. single _ &posed bankside roots X _
Occasional clumps _ Underwater See mou X _
Semi-continuous Fallen trees x _
Continuous - - Carte woody debris X
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES'
None Present E None Present E (>33%)
Waterfall(s)
_ X _ Marginal deadwaler
Cascade0) X _ ExPosed bedrock
Rapid°,
_ X Exposed boulders
Riffle/ 4 X _ Unyegetated mid-channd bo(s) X


&mils) _ X Vegetated mid-channel W(s) X
-
Boil(s) X _ Mature island(S) X







_ Vegetated side bads) X


Tended reachleal _ X _ thscret silt &Resnik) x


Discrete mad Ms) X
 
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 4 of 4
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop height(m) 4.0 Bankfuli width (m) 16.5 Banksop height (ml 6.0
Bantams - Bankroll ? r Water width1m) 163 Banhop a Bank full ? N
Embanked height DO to Water depth OM • Embanked height (m) 0.0
- If tnshlire lower than break in slope. indicate: Might above wataln) 0 2.5
Bed material at tite is: consolidate:I_ unconsolidated
_ unknown X
Is:cation or measurement is: riffle _ run or glide X ether _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Maks Intermediate Minor Major Intertrediate Minor





Is water two-Jaded by wet/dam? No _ Yes. <33% of site _ 533% of site _





FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Noce X
Waterfalls rIm high _ Artificial open water Bog _ Fringing reed-bank _
Braided/side channels _ Native open water Hoehn mat





Is 37% or more of die charnel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Otbersi I Nettles I rhedetleadmis bream,. • gruand Met. .belmble.• mere)
None _ Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ laparese kootweed X Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Coalmines may have been paraphrased!)
Major impacts: LITTER SEWAGE ROAD mouscry
Land Management:
Animals, DIPPER
Other significant observations: Mend Yrs R13 te R12 am ba4 ann..
ALDERS
Alders? None X Present _ Extensive _ Gs...SSW] alders, None X. Present _ Extenove _
(See RIIS manual for defrlitiona)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY TEN SPOT CIWCKS page 2 of 4
Spot check I is n uppreat. end X downturn cod
PHYSICAL ATIR1BUTES
105Altittale(m)
BGS Solid geology code 83
Distance from amate0.1













































CO CO BO BO BO
RP UW RP RP UW
NO NO NO NO NO
RO RO RO RO ISOAccred, cede: MN59
Riser RHONDDA Ic•
&my. DS
No X Yea _
No _ Pan. X Entire,
SERCON survey in addition? No _
C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow see
No X Yet _Tamed ralky?
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Uinvertated point batKink, S -
vaned ptem hrPores 0












Is water impounded by worldamt No _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banns Mishi(s) 3.0 Bankfull width (ml 20.0 Sankt°. leis. (.1 3.0
Bank.. • Bankroll 7 V Wats width Dal 10.0 Bantu.. Bankfull ? If
Embanks height (.) 0.0 Water depth (m) 0.45 Embanked bright 00 OA
If tangier lower an break in dope. indicate height above waterInd • LI
Bed material St site hi ostoolidated X mansolidated
Local. of nkassurement is, riffle X run as glide _ odes _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES


















Nate X Dredging Mowing _ Weed-cutting _
Enhancemat _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPEC1A L INTEREST
None X




NO X YES _Is 33%ot roste MY= diva choked with snake?
ASSOCIATED FEATURES




Exposed bankside trots X
Undo-watts Ina mots X
Palma ma X
. Coarse woody debits X
None Present E00396)
_ X _Marginal deadwater
(Commtata may MY beta paraphrased!)R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS
Major impacts: TIPPING LITTER RAIL HOUSING
Fad antenna, ASAMIONED LAND
Animals,
Other significant observational
Alden? Hen - Pram X Eatensim - Diseased atom^ Non. X Pram - Extensive -
Gid altars ST 	
Date: 11102 11997 lime 15.30
Achene conefitions?
Bed of rine visible?













1 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
EA EA EA FA EA EA EA RR EA EA
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI NO NO
6
2
WONQuality class 3 RHS Segment type
Please dee ...tonna del box f any correction, on needed
12113
Bank feature01 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO PB
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
X Right X Channel
Yea Y





LAND USE WITTEN SciaIDE BANK TOP (R/












SU SU SI/ SU SC SC
BBBSS
S S S S S
S SS SS
S SS SS
SC MH MI1 SU SC SC






1997 RIVER 11A RITA T SURVEY gat 4 of 4
CHOKED CHANNEL
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Meant 1 ...a 2 • rawleadreet. beads, flaw dairy • Yale, morel ,
- _ PaPosed bedrock
X Exposed Midden
X _ Unvegetated sold-cheat hal X
_ X Vegetated rtud-clannet bar(%) X
_ _ Mature islandIal X
Unvegetated aide ba(s) X
_ _ Vegetated side NOP X
_ _ Discrete silt degosids) X
Discrete sand Mt X






















/ Wetland leg bog. ash. faXWL)
Open wane (OW)
Sulteararbast develop...1SM











Reinforced . top only
















EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Yet X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY par I a 4
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS n,mnssaL
AbitudeOrd 125 , Slope (Mauna
RGS Solid geology ode 83 DOS PM geolop oak
Distaee from antrosa.m) ISA Signifies eibuary ?






3 °ON FwegarY (1-10) 5
5 Pbrialein category 1
N Navigation? N
3 REIS Segrnem type 5
997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page I of 4 111214
Spat check 1 is at: upsweam end X downstream end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 3 • 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material CC RR BR BR BR BR BR BR EA CO
Bank modification(s) RI RI R1 RI RI RI I1.1 RI NO NO
Bank Seme(.0 NO NO PB NO NO NO NO NO NO PB
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Ffrakt cheekfameand ad hoti ayany corner/mu me needed 0 CHANNEL
Reference the manta: 111114 Gunnel substrate CO CO CO BO BO CO CO BO BO BO
Flow awe UN RP RP RP RP BW RP RP UW UW
Grid reference: SS 999921 Rive: RHONDDA 19- flannel modificasketsa NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Oiennel feaertas) NO TR NO NO RO RO NO NO RO RODate: 892 /1997 Tune. 12.11 Stemma: 1L Maud. code: PF43
RIGHT BANK
Achene conditions? No X Moeda! EA BR CO CC CO CO BR CO CO CO
Ban! medfwatioa(s) NO RI NO RI NO NO RI NO NO NOBed et/ rine visible? No _ Pat _ Entire. X
Bek feabant) NO NO EC NO NO NO NO SB NO EC
Dwiseate pbatographa general chaser? No _ Yes X BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE wrnoN 5m OP BANKTOP (L) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANHTOP BB UBBBBBB LI
LEFT BANK FACE UBBBUBBBSS
RIGHT BANK FACE SS BS SUBSS U
RIGHT BANK-TOP UBUBBSS US U
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (R) SU SU EH SU SU SC SU SU SC TII
&need MA' Lefr X Right Cluncel _
SERCON sumo in addition? No _ Yes
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
	
Mallow am X concave-Hag
_ deep me
- Ear
Twat valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffle 4 UnnenaiSM bm
Pooh 0 Vegetated point lwr













Filamentous Ape f ////////
TE NO. 11111 I 997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 5170enSW EEP.UP pege M F
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 444 11184
11 IAND USE WITHIN Mus OF BANKTOP
L R
nadleaffnmed weelland OIL) / / Rough mouse IRP)
Condenso emotion (CP) Improvedhemiamproved Dem 110)
Orchard (OR) Tiled Sad (IL)
awland/hesth (MN) Wetland leg bog. nwsh. WOOL)
axeasC) / E Open water IOW)
all herbs (TH) 1 E Suburban/urban dembreent (SU)
Rock and some (RS)
BANK PROFILES
turallunmollfleal I R ArlffIdeUmollfled
Vertical/unclerce Resectiarted
Vertical • tee Reinforced - whet MI
p a45 F 1 Reirdomed - top only
sale Reinforced - toe only
Convene ArtiFicial Iwootage
Pechora





Regidady %Wed. tine. _




EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
,. .
None Present E Now Present E (933%)
Waterfall1s) - marginal *Mama
Coat(s) X _ _ Eared beekoct x _ _
Rapid(s)
_
x _ &posed boulders
_
%MOO _
_ x unvega.xdanid-channel bra° X _ -
RurrOl
- _
x Vegetated mid-channel beds) X _ _
Bolas) X _ _ Mame island01 X _
MONO_ X _ Unvegmated side bails) _ X _
Pnol(s) X _ _ Vat:toed tide bel(s) X _ _
Winded reachlesa X _ _ Discrete till *reside) X _ -
Otiontit sand aWsI x

L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LETT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banknop heigri(m) 33 Omaha!! width (m) 215 Banktop height Mg LO
BanDop • Bankroll ? N Water width (m) 93 BasnktoP• Be93331? x
Ext.ked height (m) 0.0 Water depth (m) 0.4 Embanked heigN On) 0.0
If eashline Iowa than break in dope. ashram: height above watering • 0.0.
Bed material et site is: consolidated X urcoesolideted
Lccation of measurement iv riffle X run cc glide Sao _
IN ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






h water impounded by weir/dam? No X Yew e33% of _ site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing Weeemming
_
Enhancement Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls Men high _ open *Oa Fringing red-bank _
Breaded/side channels _ Natal open wales Carr _ Floating mo
Dens' dam
_ Wma meadow Minh _ Other
Leafy dads
_ Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
	
Is 33%ot more of the chancel choked with tregeaticm? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Blebera lw maks. I • moiloksIno.3. bradanol apal elder.f• bramble. • men1
None _ Hem heaved _ Himalayan balsam _ Japaneseknopmed X Other/ _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Ceounents may have beta paraphrased!)
Major impacts: LIMP ROMs
Land Managereent
Animals:
Otlw •ignifment ObStrr•lialr lamas ildwIstrasts.
5 ALDERS
	
Abe& Hose _ Prelas K EVIVISiCK _ MMUS Aden? None X Preset _ twerain
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Now
Shading of channel X
Overhanging loughs X
&peal tenkside moo X
Underwater me mou X
Fallen Owe X
Coarse woody debris X
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 2 of 4 12135
Spot check 1 is at upstream end X .downstrcam end
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material CC CC CC GA RR RR BR CC EA EA
Bank roodificationTs) RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI NO NO
Bank rem...v(a) NO PB NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel substrate CO BO CO CO BO BO P CO CO BO
Flow type IHY RP RP RP UW RP RP RP RP RP
Channel modificaticeda) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel reature(s) RO RO RO NO RO RO RO RO RO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material CC CC CC EA EA EA BR EA BR EA
Bank moddication(a) RI RI RI NO NO NO RI NO RI NO
Bank feature(a) NO NO NO PB NO NO NO NO NO NO
BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) SC SC SC SC SC SC SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANK-TOP SS S SSSBBBB
LEFT BANK FACE SS S SS S BBS S
RIGHT BM4K. FACE SS S SSSBSS S
RIGHT BM4K-TOP BBBBBBBBBB
LAND USE WITHIN 5ra OF BANK TOP 01) Sal SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES











1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12185
A BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (See RtIS manual fordefrunc.$)
AlutudeTml 1-30 SIM. foam) 5 Flow category:0-101 5
BGS Solid geology node 83 005 Drift geology code 5 Pleform categmy 2
Distance fmni source(kut) 15 Sigmficant uibuary ? N Navigation?
Height of source(m) 540 Water QUalitySlan IS RH) Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please cheek form and lick box afneycm,rsrhms are needed
Reference sae number 12185
Grid reference: SS 995931 River RHONDDA 22
Due: 1502 /1997 Time: 1155 Surveyor: DS MN59
Adverse condimms? No X Yes _
Bed of river visible?
Duplicate photographs: general chancier? No _ Yes X
Surveyed Dam Left X Right X Ounnel X
SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
	




Tined Talky? No X Yea _
NUMBER OF RIFT1ES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 5 Linvegetaled Penn bar 2
Pools . 0 Vegetated point bar
Output created by HZ Wareham en 30/013/1993
IT. NO, 12185 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 98An SWEEP.UP page 3 sis4 12185
/I LAND USE WITHIN 50m OE BANKTOP
L R L
mdleal/Msed vecodland (IL) / / ROLIgh paslare (RP)
Improved/send-improved gram 00)Coernifou pls antation (CP)
Tilled land (TL)Orchard TOR)
(MH) Wetland (og bog. Malik HOWL)
b (SC) E / Open water TOW)
I herbs (TH) I / Suburban/urban derelopman (SU) E E
Rock and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
turalhanmodhled L R L R
venicaUundercut Resectioned
vertical toe Reinforced . whole bank E E
ep s45 E / Reinforced top only
lie Reinforced . toe only
Composite Artificial mo-atage
Poached






Shading of channel _N°ne Present H (>33%)Now
Isoladedhcattered
_ Overhanging boughs X _ -
Regullorly speed, ningk _ _ Exposed bankaide mots X _





EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Niles noes X
Cotne woody debris. X .
NooS Present E None 'Present E1233561I Waterfall(a)Cascade(a) XRapid(s1 X Marginal deadwater_ Exposed bedrock K _ __ Exposed boulders X _X 
x _
Riffle(s) _ X _ Unvegetased mid-clunnel harTO X - -
Rut)_




X _ _ Mature island(s)
X _ _ Congealed side bar(s) x






Fended textiles) X Disome silt deposiZTO X _
DiserMe sand cic ills) X _

997 RIVER HABITATSURVEY page 4 of 4 11185
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop Imight(m) 8.0 Bankroll width (m) us Banktop height KM 9.0
Banktop o Banking V Water width Im) 9.75 Banktop o Bankroll ?
Embanked height (m) 01 Water depth Tml OA Embanked height1ml OD
If trashline lower than break in slope, indicate; height above water(m) a IS
Bed material at site is: consolidated unconsolidated %unknown _
Location of memurement is: riffle _ run or Hide X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None Major Intermediate Minor Major Intermediate Minor





Is Water impounded hy iveir/dam? No _ Yes. <33% of site X n33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing Weed-cutting _
Ethancement Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls >5m high _ Artificial open water Bog _ Fringing reed-Sank _
Braided/side channels _ Holund open wenn Cart _ Rotting mat
Debris dam Water meadow Other
Leafy &brie Fen Flush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
la 33%m mon of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANES (Other= I narks. I nnbadodendn.s,3a beadentA spinout &kr, 5 a Tremble.. owe)
Nooe _ Giant Iterated _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese Untamed X Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may have been paraphrased!)





Alders, Nor. _ Present X Extensive _ Diseased alders' None X Present _ alertly
	1997 RIVER IIA RITA T SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 1 of • 12586
Spot check t is at: upstream end X damson= end
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES














Gs co so EA co co so so cot Bo
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI RI
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CO co CO BO Bo co NV Co co co
LIW UW RP UW UW UW RP RP RP RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RO NO NO RO RO NO NO NO NO NO
CO EA FA CO CO CO BR BR BR BR
NO NO NO NO NO NO RI M RI RI
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pn . I ore 12186
IA BACKGROUND BIAPDASED INFORMATION (See SH5 mama/ for akar) -
Ake/Adam/ 135 Mae (rans) 5 Flow eaterrY 0-101 . $
IICS Solid geology ode V HOS Drift geology oak 5 Planform memory 2
Disine from saNce(km) 13.5 Sienna:are Maury ^ N Navigation? N
Height of earce(m) 510 Water Quality class 13 RI45 Serial type 5
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please Ana form and Hot box4 I wur correnion oN anded 0
Reference site number: 12186
Grid refeeence: SS 995945 River: RHONDDA 25
Date: 11102 11997 Dme: 1010 Samar IL Maned. =de: IWO
Adresse coedit:oat? No X Yes _
Bed a am visible? Pre X Emir. _
Duplicate Plmagalbe peon Oman& No _ Yes X
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURESurveyed front: Left
_ Right X Channel X





Termed valley, - No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles $ Unvegdated point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated paint bar
Output created by WE. Wareham oa 3010311998
X concave/boa
symmetrical
LAND USE WITHIN 5ro OF BANKTOP (L) SU SU 511 SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANKTOP UUBBBBB BBB
LEFT BANK PACE UUSSS 5-5C 5
RIGHT BANK FACE s s scut/Bees
RIGHT BANK.TOP UUUUUUUUUU
/AND USE WITFIN 5m OF BANK TOP (RI SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU











Mammas algae / I
LE NO 12116 1997 RIVER HABITAT SLIR VEY. 500as SWEEP-UP Per 3 of • 12186
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page on 121111II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
	
L ft L R
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANKnaleafinderl noodled HILl E / Rough pasture (RP/
Banklep beigiu(m) ILO Bankfutl width (m) 123 Banktop height (m/ 33'onerous plantation (CP) Imp(ovedhendimproved grass OG)
Baba • Bandar r. Water width (m) 113 Batton .. Bad full ^ riOrchard (OR) Tilled lad (TL)
Embanked aisle(m4 Bo Waco depth ON 03 Embanked height (m) 05orlandTheath (MID Wetland (eg hol. mink knXVir")
If kiddie lower Shanbreak in slope. Indicate: aight gore water(m) • 1.5rub ISCI Opm water (ovo
Bed maul at an is: consolidated X unconsolidated




None Majce ISITIOlia Mar MajNr Intermaim Mince
turadamodIlled L R ArtIlleladmallerl L II
_ Weirs Revetments 1
Kalardocut I Reseed:ad Sluices dank
Venial . tee Reinforced . Wane bank / E adverts Ford
Bridges 2 Deflectorsep >45 E E Reinforted - soponly
Other 2Me / Reinforced . soeonly
Is water impounded by weirIdam? No X Yes. al% o( site _ 533% of site _unmade Altilkil wastage





PIEXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIA D FEATURESSE::::khednablannas 0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTERESTEduncement _ Oda)
NaZetfalls b5rn high
_
TREES Artificial open nom X
Calse:sh --
Fringing reedbank _I Noe<l/oLoadlscattered _ __Left Right
	
_
sh.6.1 a diairei -None ROCA E O33%/

















_ Raced badirde tom X _ _ P CHOKED CHANNEL
Occasional clumps. _ _ Utak:mate/ tree eons X _
I Contimmus
Seraccainuoss
EXTENT OF CHANNEL MATURES
X _
x
Crane nceny debris X _
Fallen dm X _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS
la 33% or mire of the charnel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
(Odom I • make 2 • thogadtanno a bradae • /Mai Alas arable. awn)
NW. - Oidl Waned _ Himalam balsam _ Latta tnotweed E Olhal _
• None Preleht E None Present E(>119,) R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS
Mace impacts:
(Commune may have been paraphrased!)
Riffled)


















Run(s) Other significant anavations:_ X _ Vegetated micleannel las) X _ _ Tee area In hallamerm se era, sit a
I




X _ _ Unweaned side MHO






x _ S ALDERS
Diserese sand ins) X -
Alden? Nike - present X Extensive - Diseased alas? None X Present - Extensive -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4 12187
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See RHS manual foe definthons)
Altitude( rn) 45 Slog. (Wan) 4 Eli; cwrepry (1.2n)
ROE Solid geology code 51 IIGS Drift geology oak 5 Plantorm convey
Disuse Iron scume(kun) 123 Signal-cam tritautry N Navipticul
Height of soures(M) MO Water Quality class I.5 RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check form and ;id boa fo,nycoreecdo.uorenrded
Ramona site numbec 12187
	
997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS logs or • 12187
	
spoi check I is au upstream end _ downstream. end X
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
	
2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 10
LOT BANK
Material RR EA EA EA FA EA Ek EA SP SP
Wail modifkation(s) IU NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI RI
Bank fouuns(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel abate co co co co co co co co co co
Flow type RP RP SM RP RP UW RP RP UW RP
River RHONDDA nCeid refenwse: SS 984951 Channel Irodilientioo(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Channel reasons) RO NO NO NO NO NO MB NO RO NO
RIGHT BANK
Adverse conditions? No X YeS _ Material CC FA EA EA EA EA EA RR RR SP
Bed of liva No _ Pen. _ Sugars X Batg nxidslication10 RI NO NO NO NO NO NO RI RI RI
Bank feature® SB NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NODuplicate pholographs, general chancter? Yes X




Date: 12.92 /1997 roe: 9.35 Surveyor: DS Arco& code MN59







Tonged valley No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unregetated wird bar 0
Pools • Vegetated wird ha 0
Outpa greeted by IFE Wealsom en 3010311998
IAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BMOCTOP (L) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANK-IEW S B 15.0 BS S BBB
LEFT BANK FACE SSSSSSSSSS
MGM BANK FACE BS SS 5 5 SS 5
RIGHT BANK-TOP OBBB BB
LAND USE WITHIN Sin OF BANK TOP (R) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE








Submerged fineleaved / / /
Fdamenious algae //////////
ITE NO. 12187 997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500111SWEEP-UP page 3 e( 4
If LAND USE WITIHN 5Ons OF BAN ICTOP
	
L R
madleaf/mised woodland1BL) Rough pasture (RP)
oniferous plantation (CP) Improvethemi-inprorod grass (J0)
Orchard (OR) TRW told (II)
Itierbol/brath1MH) Wedard leg bog. mush. (enXWL)
cosh ISC) Open wan (OW)
all labs MD SubobanAntan dewlopmseit )SU)
Rock end scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
atundluawatlfled L R ArallelaThandbled
enical/undersig Rewetioned
Vertical • tee Reinforced - whole bank
p 6.43 E E Reinforced - top only
auk Reinforced me only
Murat' mangeonwaite
Poached
EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEA11111.SetESEnth:Lkkedemb"katnU
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES




Shading of Channel X
_
_
Isolatedhcammed Overhogmt bessess X - -
ItegolthY Speed. singk _ Emma] backside roma X
_
Occasional Cheops - Untrovatee sow mots X
_
Saecomemea X X Fallen Oen x
_
Ccetineul
- Cone woody debris X
_ 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page lot 4 12117
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Beaky. beigmwS Is BufangterfawBidwith(thml,m.I 23.0 Banktop height (M) 3.5
Banktop • Bankfull ? V 15.0 Bulldog 4 swgrus7 N
Embanked height (n) 0.0 Water depth (a) Fads:Wed height (un) OA
It srashline lows then Sal in asps. indicate, to- hag16........dove6dveZtmi) •
Bed masoial a We is: comdidned














Ir ear impounded by twisMarta Yes. <33% of site X 6334 of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Note X Dredging




WaerhIls >len high _ AMTIcin saw *OR - Bog _ Ringing reed.bank _
Braidedhlde ehesmels _ Natural open water
_ Floating mat
_
Debris dam_ Water meadow Marsh _ Other
_
Leafy deals Fen Flush _
P CHOKED CHANNEL
	
Is 33,4 or mon of the shawl elided with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS 10nues I ENS I opwieugno.3 • breskerw owed Aden S• brable, • on.)
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES None _ Giant horsed _ Himalayan Wham _ Ivan's knows:el X Odser? _
	
Now Proem E None Peeled E (>33i) R OVERALL CHARACTESHSTICS (Cacusab may ban Imo parqtrned!)Watertall0) Mninal dodwater
_
166or impeets: unix I Mete RAIL petleleCasca160 X
_
_ Exposed bectreek X
_
_
LAM Management:SVM(s) X _ _ Exposed boulders
Animals:Rille(s) X
_ Unweaned micIchannel MT(n)
RunIs)











_ Unwgetated side SOH _ X
_
Poo110 X




_ Discrete silt deposig 0 X
_ S ALDERS
Deserve sand it(0 X
Alders? None _ Proem X Es10115ire Diseased skiers? None X Present _ Ell...lain -
	1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHEC Pate bid 1218.5
	
Spot check i is at: upstream end X downstream end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
4
2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ( 9 IP
LEFT BANK
Matemal BR BR BR BR BR BR BR BR BR BE
Bank moddlcation(s) RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI RI R1
Bank feature(s) No sat N0 NO No VS SB NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Charnel suburate CO CO NV CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
Flew type UW RP RP RP RP UW RP UW OW UW
Channel mcdificadem(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
entitle! leattue(s.) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Mtuerial GA BR EA BR BR BR BR BR BR BR
ank modifkatioo(s) RI RI RI RI RI RI R1 RI R/ RI
Bank feakin(s) NO NO NO SB NO NO NO NO VS NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
i A
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page b Id
BACKGROUND MAPDASED INFORMATION (Ser RHS manual Mr deimmunar
A Iniude(m Slope (rn/k rn) 6 Flow category (1-10)
105 Soled geology code 82 Bus Drift Polon, code 5 Planform ealegmY
Distance Morn smartelkm1 9 Significant tribtaary N Navigation?
Height of source(m) 540 Water Quality class 13 RHS Segment type
)1ELD SURVEY DETAILS Please check km and rici ba rlany corrections ore needed
Reference site marker. 12188
Grid reference SS 961946 River RHONDDA 35
Da: 3112 /1997 Time: 14.40 Surveyor CS Accred. cede 1.1D2
Adverse conditions'? No X Yes. _
Bed of rims Gable? Pert. X bake.
Duplicate phomographr general character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from: Left X Right
_ Channel _
SFRCON some,' in addition? No _ Yes Y LAND USE wrnaN Ma OF RANICrOP SU SU SU SU SU SU su So SU SU
LEFT BANK-TOP • BBBBBPREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
shallow yet concavdbowl LEFT BANK FACE BBS BB a
RIGHT BANK FACE SBBS B e
RIGHT BANK-TOP BBBBB a





Terraced valley? No Yes Emergent reedshedgevinahrts
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS Floating-leaved (rooted)
RUT. 3 Unvegetated point bar Free-lioating
Amphibious
Pools 0 Vegetated Rim bar Submerged broad-leased
Ourpor melded by 1FE, Wareham on 30/113/1998 Submerged lirear leaved
Submerged fine-leaved
Filamentous algae
1TE NO. 12188 1991 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500m SWEEP-UP page 3 of 121811
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY PP 014











Wetland leg bog. manh. BOWL)
Open water (OW)
Suburban/urban derekopirem (SU)
Rock and save IRS)
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
anktop height's) 23 Bankroll width ( my ILO Banitop height (m)
Banktop 5 Bankfull ? N Water width (m) Ito Banktop a Bankfull
Embanked height (m) 0.0 W.I.de/Ns (m) • Embanked height OM
trashline lower dun break in dupe. indicate: height above wat(.). to
Bed material at site ir consolidated unconsolidated Xunknowis _
Location of measummeat is: riffle X run or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES






Is warm imp:undo:I by weir/dam? No X Yes:JIB& site _ >33% of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing
_ Weedmittung _
Enhancement _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterfalls Am high _ Anificial open water Bog _ Hinging reed-bank _






Is 33% or name of the channel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Other. mules. 2 thedatleedra bracken.. stoned Nana • brsoble, • warm
None _ Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ Japanese knotweed X Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTMS (Comments may hare hem paraphrased!)
Major impacts, ROAD BOUSIDC
Land Management:
Animals: DIPPER
Other significant observances: Fmt Pawing deer dame, • May fimm & bead..
ALDERS









Vertical t- toe Reinforced - whole bank
Deo sd5 Reinforced - top only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E(>3316)
Shading of channel X
_
_
Overhanging boughs X - -
Exposed Milani& roots X
_
Underwater tree room X
Follem trees X
































_ Vegetated side harfs1
DISCeele glit deg.s.qs)
DiSCrete S3nd de it)
None Present E (s-3316)
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of if 12109 1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VEY: TENSPOT CHECKS par 2 of 12119
BACKGROUND MAP.BASED INFORMATION (See MS Nam. foe defruNNW
Spa cbeek I is at: upstream end X downstream en1 -
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Altitudelmi
. 170 Spa NUX.)
 
Flow category (I-10)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 II)RCS Solid geology cot L2 HOS Drift geology code 5 Planform cetera
LEFT BANK
etain Dom sance(km) g Sirulicare Snug ? N Navigation? Material BR BR CC EA EA CC BR EA
Heigh of sourcelm) 540 Water Quality class IS RHS &genera type Bank modiWnsion(S) RI 11.1 el RI RS RI RI NO
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please died front...5d lid bar .(I any correction i ac t needed 1.183
Bank feantm(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNELReference site number 12159
Charm' subetrate CO NV e CO NV CO P CO
'
Flow type RP RP ap RP RP RP RP RPGrld reference SS 951974 River RHONDDA 11
Chanel nnalitaional NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Date: 2/12 /1997 Time: 1200 Surveyor ER Acne& code: 1-1131 Channel featuras) NO RO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RICHT RANK
Mean conditinas? No _ Yes X
Material BR BR CC BR BR BR EA FA
ed of river visible No _ Pax. X Enthe. _ Bank minaliatioas) RI RI 111 RI RI RI RS NO
uplicate phonapaphs, penal chaser? No _ yes X Bank hamn(s) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed from. Len Riga X Channel X
LAND USE WITHIN Sin OF ['Aroma (1) su SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT RANK/TOP B B B SS BS
LEFT RA.NE FACE R B S SSSS S
RIGHT BANK FACE S 5 $S SS S
RIGHT BANK-TOP S S S S SS S
LAND USE WHICH 5st OF BANK TOP (R) SC SU $U S1J SC SC SC 1G
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES

















Tanned 'talky? No X Yea _
NUMBER OF RIFFLE& POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unvegetated Wad b.
Pans 0 Vegetated Pan b.
Output created by WE. Wareham on 3093111998
TE NO. 12159 1997 RIVER HABITAT SUR VE1',500re SWEEP-UP pap 3 of II 12159 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY Pala '(4
1189
-mh 1SCI / Open wain 10W)
Lccancoof measurement a riffle X run or glide _ ocher _all arta (111) SubtataMeten development (SU) E E
IRS)Rink act M ARTIFICIAL FEATURESscree 

None Major Reermedlase Minor Man Intern:0m MinnBANK PROFILES
_ Wein Revenants 1atUn.01.0000.0ed L R Anillefalarroffillet1 L R
Sluices Outfalls
Venial/oder= Reinitiated E E Ciients Fords
Venial • we Reinforced . whole bank E E Bridges 2 Oefleams
cep a15 / Reinforced - toP ady Other
nth Reinforced - toe ordy Is rata impounded by weir/darn? No X Yea. <33% of site _ >33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENTComposite ArtiriCial IWO- Var
Weed-cutting _None X _ MowingPoached
1 ! EXTENT OF TREES ANT) ASSOCIATED FEATURESSE7t-banckkedenth:okineS
EnCISagncillMent _ Othul
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
BWrsonaN4:41/416:rtyd:briiald:.3:ntacts14h7 Arm-- - - Hont:iimagmf:d-bank _







None Present E (>339)
Shading of asneel X _ _







Regularly spaced. 4060 _ - Exposed ',abide roots _ X
X Is 339. or more of tlw channel caked with entwine? NO X YES _
Genasional chaps






EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
Fallen trees X _
Coane Nadia:Nis X -
- Q NOTABLE NUISANCE MAIM Marro 1 • sea 1 - apees4e.dran Mackene • Deese deer. l• bewabl4 • weal
None _ Ginn Spruced _ Hinelayan Slum _ Japanese kW:tuned X Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may have been paraphresedt)















Animals: DIPPER GREY WAGTAIL
Other significant observations:Rif Rea) X Unagetaled mid-channel bar(s) X _ _ Ddikat sena N. acorn la nee dean] a S.




K i _ Mamie Sandal
X
	
_ Unvegetated side bads)
X _
Glidnal X _
X _ S ALDERS
Pao:4 mean) X _
Yeltaned skle hat)
On till OrDORIII/ X _
X _ A00,0 000e _ Prt3C10 X Entrain _ Diseased alders? Nene X Present _ Euernive _'Inane land -RD
II LAND USE WITHIN San OF BANKTOP L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
L R L R LEFT RANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Ranktop hightail 33 Banal width On) 143 Nan" height NO 175madleaanned woalland OIL) Rough Panne (RN
Baktop • Ratan ? Y Water width (m) 7.5 Backup • Bakal] ? Ncondemns Platalien WTI Irrproveasemi-improned grass OG)
Ernanked Neigh( On) 0.0 Water depth (m) 0.4 Embanked height (m) eoGrawdlIORI mos us 111..)
If Dahlia Iowa than break in slope, indicate: height Rion waarNO - 0.0arlandniegh1MH) Wetam (4gbog. mank BOWL)
Bed mania" al the isi canolulated
_ unnanolidaied %unknown _
A1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 or 4
BACKGROUND MAMBASED INFORMATION „sago/ definitions)
12190
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS PIP lol l
Xret Check I ts a. upstream end _ downstream end X
E . PHYSICAL ATTRiBUTES
12190

















BR BR BW BR BR
RI RI RI RI RI
NO NO NO NO NO
Alvan cLA4 km and aleSbar If any corActions eve needed
12150
River RHONDDA 42
Awed. oat: 1102Surveyor: CS
Yes X
No _ Pan. _ Ent ire. X
_ Yes X
1124ht X nuanel _
Altitude(m)





Grid reference; SS 9M96.5
am: L.12 nal Time: 10.35
Adrahe ecamOtions?
Bed of river visibk?
Duplicate photographs: general charmer?
Surteyed fran: Lob
CHANNEL
Channel saline P CO CO CO CO
Plow type RP VW OW OW UW
aums enorifiettica(s) NO NO NO NO NO
Chas= kattim(s) NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material CC CC CC EA CC
Balk mothficatton(s) RI RI RI RI R/
Bank feame(s) VS NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND °SHAND YEGETAIION STRUCTURE





LAND USE WITHIN 5111OF BANK TOP DO












SERCON survey in addition? No _ Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ shallow nee concave/bowl
X symmetheal
Tanced ram? No X
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 1 Unsegeoled Point bm
Pools 0 Vegaaed point bac
Osiwat coated by IFY. Want= au 33/0311998





SU SU SU SLI SU
NV NIP NV NV NV
/ 1 /
ILE MI. 12190 1997 RIVER HABITAT SLIRVEY: 500emSWEEPoUP mge 3 44 12190
997 RIVER HA BRAT SURVEY me dlof 4. 11190
II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
R
=died/mooed woodland (BL) Rough pasture (RP)
'coniferous plantation (CP) fropouredhemi-improsed gran 1101
Orchard (OR) 1111edlaNd C11.1
MR) WalamMeg bog. mash feuXWL)
one (SC/ Open wars (OW)
all hats (THI Subarbsalmban &mica.= (MD E E
Rock and scree (RS)
BANK PROFILES
ammVummotfilled L R AnItIclallmeelltkd L R
VatealAmdercul Remaimed E E
Vertical • kV Reinforted - whole lank E E
eep >43 Reinforced - lop only















None Present E (>33%)
Shading of Fhwel X
Ovabangiag boughs X
Exposed bankside nom X
Undernter tree mots X
Fallen nem
Coarse weedy deb/is X




























LLFT BANX CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Xylklop bright/mil 1.0 Bankfull width On/ 90 Banktop height (m)
Ratikko9 • Bankfull V Water width (m) 1.0 Bankom • Bank ful)
Embanked Nei& OM 0.0 Water depth (M) • Embanked height (m)
If =Nine lower dm break la slope. indicate: height Robore mua(m) • 0.0
Bel manial a she is: comegidased
_ oncoesdidated %unknown
Imation of enaMlallent is: riffle X non melds
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Note Major Imermediase Minor Major IntamaGate Minor





Is water impounded by weir/dam, No X Yes. e.3391 of sire _ N33% of site _
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X DrecItiog
_ Movaimg Word-cm/mg _
Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Wain/alb ,5m1/11h - Artificial open weer Ringing leedXsolk _
Braideollaide channels _ Nazi open wan Car _ FloatiaS
ebris. dam Water meadow Odes
Laary debris Fom
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% a moo of tle Mame <baked with regetaica? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NULSANCE PLANTS (Othem 1 aatkeL2 • obakelathae.3 akcatem gra= Mob t.bwnmbk. cmml
Nom _ Giant =guyed Ifimalayan balsam _ )apanese Imotweal X Otlex? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (CMameses may ham Was paraPkramdl)
Major impacts: Lmim rorrtmcm ROAD 110u0100
Land Managemem PARKLAND
Animals,
Other significant obsmanionc Spotelecks laweeembla.tribmary Nem
um= mra seam say wale= Was memspa nem 4. Ns mem Is amml Me ea =Wm
ALDERS
Alden? Nene X Present - Emeosibe - Diseased alders? None X Preen' • Extensive -
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKSPar or 1219/
Spot check 1 n ar upstream end X downstream ad
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
2 I 1 5 6 7 8 9 10
LEFT BANK
Material BR BR CC CC CA CC GA GA RR BR
Bank modilkatior(h) RI RI RI RI RI RI 111 RI RI
Bank fenee(0 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Channel saws= CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO BO
Flow lyre RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP BW
Channel enedifletiOn0) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Gunnel feature(s) RO RO RO NO NO NO HO RO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material BR BR NV NV GA CC GA GA GA RR
Bank modificarice0) RI RI RS RS RI RI RI RI RI RI
Bank fearer,/ NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY per 1 or 4 12191
A BACKGROUND XIAP-BASED INFORMATION (see RHS mamaalfri. *Amnions)
Altitude/MI 195 Maw Into° II Flowcalegory(I-101
RCS Solid geology code 112 BOS Drill geology code 5 Planform category
Distance from mam(k m) 43 Significant XiXtilly Y Navigation/
Height of source(m) 560 Water Quality class 13 RIM Sanwa type
nELDSURVEY DETAILS Plane eked fon. antic* box ipmy coney/au are needed -
Meese Um ember 12191
Orld refenwee: SS mon RIver RHONDDA 44
Date: 102 /1997 Time: Surveyor: ZR Accret code: HD I
Adrase conditions? No X Ye _
Bettor rim that? No _ Pam X Eau,
_
Duplicate plaograple: penal Data? No _ l'et X
Surveyed from: Left X Riga+ X Channel X




Terraced valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Ur/nap, mat bar
Droll 0 Vegetated nein. bar
Output crested by IFE. Wades on 30/01D99/1
LAND USE WETIRN 5m OF BANKTOP (L) SU 511 SO SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
LEFT BANKTOP SSS SSBSSUU
11)TT BANK FACE • II 5 S 5 BS SOB
RIGHT BANK FACE /2 P 555BS S•B
IUGHT BANXTOP BS 5 5 5 II BS BS
LAND USE WTIIIIN 5400F BANK TOP (R) SU MH MH MN MU SU SU SU BL SU
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE NV NV / /










1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY pace 4 or 4 12191
II LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP L CHANNEL DI ENSIONS
	
I. R L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
maker/mired micdard (BL) / Rough pasture IRP) Baton height( ml 23 Bankroll width Ira 161 Banktop Might OM 2.5
oniferan plantarion ICE) ImproverVanikimprored inn (90) Bantry • BanIrMl? Y Water width (m) 6.2 Bebop. Rattail 7 •
Ordeal (OR) Tilled boa(ILI Entenkeiheight010 01 Wee demi (al 035 Embanked twigs (m) DO
caladdwath (AH) E wettand (es bon_nme. fenr/VId If tnadite lower dun break in dope. Mae: height Mow wata(m) a OD
Bed manna at tilt is: amolidased uncenolidaled %unknown _
club ISCI / Open wino (OWI _
Location of measuremem is: riffle run or glide X other _all herbs MO Suburban/urban development (SU) E /
NI ARTIFICIAL FEATURESRock and scree (R5/
NoneBANK PROFILES
Weirs
Major Intenrediste Nina Major Ironrosiute Kim
EeneEneats_annaintamneuud L R Aralletal/modllkd L R
Sluices Outralb 3
enicalturdeva Resectioned E E
Culerta Fords
Venial • me Reinforced . whole bank E E Bridge 3 Deletes
ett) ax45 Reinforced / top only Other
rale Reinforced / ine only Is water impounded by weirldarn? No X Yes, 0391. of site _ >3396 of site _
Om/mac Artificial two-nate N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Poached None X Dredging




anbankrorm FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Other?
I J EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES None X







Shading of chime! X
_
_






















P CHOKED CHANNELReplarly spaced. single _
_ Exposed bankside rows X
Occasional clang -
_ Underwater int rows X
_ I. 33% a one a the Mend Clinked With yertation7 NO X YES _
I
Smi-coaimous





_ Coarse wondy debris X
Polka tree x _
	
_
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLAN'S tOnem / normal a riaideserm l traclaA .P.I.1.14".$ s la",.. • ....)
None _ Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsam _ hpanese twined X Other?
_





















_ X Unregethed ovidwhareel baHO Other tenificant Meaner/v. Lart a WS me ema 57 /rite ren SemRun(s) X
_
_ Vegetated mid-channel bade X
_
_

















S ALDERSPonded reachles I X
_
_ Discrete silt &cosign/ x _
EXWITle sand de iiel X_ Alden? Num _ Prescat X Extensive Diseased alders? None X Pnesont _ Extensive _
I
ITE NO. 12191 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY S EEP.UP page 3 on 12191
1991 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY met 1 of 4 12192 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CIQCKS page 2 al 4 12192
BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION !See RHS mamma for SPA cheek 1 int] upstream. end X elowmtream end _
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTESAlIDUL1COD 10
BC'S Solid :Soo aide
Dinance fmrn source(km) ID
Height of souroOrn) 330
Adverse coolitken?
Bed of rim visible?
MOO= phatognpla general Mender?
Slope Borlon)
BGS Drift geology code
Significam nituary ?
Wares Quality clan
10 now ',floe), (1-ill 3
3 Planked cruegmy
Na6gatim?











2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
BR BE F.A EA BO BR EA BO BO BO
RI NO NO NO NO RI NO NO NO NO
NO NO 90 NO NO NO NO NO NO EC
BO BE BE BE BO BE BO BE BO CO
RP CH RP CII RP RP RP RP RP RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RO NO RO NO RO RO RO RO RO RO
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Please (Met lona and rick box if any coneetleru an needed
Mama xile rumba 12192
GI0 Mosso ST 79917 River NAME CLYDACH 1
Da 13102 /1997 Dire. 14.43 Surveyor. a PF43
	
No X Yes
BE BE BR EA BR BE EA EA BO BO
No _ Pani X Entire. Bank modificasion(s) NO NO RI NO RI NO NO NO NO NO
	
No _ Yet X
Bank Maisret0 NO NO SB NO NO NO SC NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
Surveyed frant Lefr X Right X Ostend





LAND USE WITHIN MOE BANK TOM)












BL BL SO SU BL BL BL BL BL SLI
UUSSS SS U
S S UUS UBB
USUS US S B
S SSUUUS U
SU SU BL BL BL SU SU SU St) 1G
SERCON =my 6 addition? No _ Yes Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM




Tamed 'talky? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unregetated point bar
Pools VegOD/11 OR Sr
oxipaa mated by WE. Waltham an 3003/1998
































SWEEPUP par 3 4
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Pres= E (>31%)
Shading o( channel _ _ X
Ovalunging boughs X _
Exposed bankaide roots X _ _
Underwater tree rem _ X _
Fallen trees X
Corse woody dad. X _ _
None Present E 003%)
Marginal ehadwater
&posed beekock
&pose! boulders _ X
	
161vegoared mid-chanitl bax0) _ X _
Vegetaled mid-channel bee(.) X -
Mature island(s) X
Unsegetated side harts) X
Vegetated side buil) X
Discrete silt depasit(s) X
Discrete sand il(s) X
1997 RIVER IIA B1TAT SURVEY MD 4 o( 4 11192
L CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Barte0 hashOm) 2.25 BarAfell lei= On) IRO Banktop Wight MI LS
Banks= a Bankhdl ? Wag:width (m) LS Bank top • Baneful] ?
Endue= heighi (m) 0.0 Woo de;ab (m) 013 EmbanQd teighOrm Os
It =MI= Iowa than break in slope indicate: hight above warealm). 125
ed maanial at site is: consolidated 1111C011101idated %unknown _
Lecation of measurement lai tine _ run or glide X other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
None MO. Intermediate Mims Major Interned= Minor





Is wato imp:undo] by wor/dam? No X Yea en% of site _ 6134 of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing
_ Weed<utting _
Enhancement _ Other?
1 0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Now X
Warerfalls65en tagh _ Mificial open warm Fringing reed-tank _
Btaideedside =melt _ NiamO open water Carr _ Fleming as
ebris dun Warm meadow Other
Leafy 63trris Far
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or more of the (=noel choked with vegetation? NO X YES _
Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANIS
None _ Giant horned _ Himalaya balsam _ Japan= knotweed X Other? _
R OVERALL CHARACTERISTICS (Comments may bare bow paraphrase)





Alders? None _ Priesem X Estonire _ Doe.= =en? None X Present _ Euernire _
II 1AND USE WITHIN SOm OF BANICTOP
R
'AM woodland WU E E Roath 6131Ure(RP)
saps= plantation ICP) ImpromMeni-unprove0 pass (IG)
Orclued (OR) mod land (It)
0411) Wabod (eg bog. =Ms fenXWL)
ISC) Open watr IOW)
it herbs rno / SuburnanAntran development (SU)
Rock and scree (RS)
R A ttlfklalImodified
Resectioned
Reinforced - whole bank
E Reinforced - top only





EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES .
1219)997 RIVER 11ABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page 1 of 412193
Spa check I n a upstream end X dOWOONIT Cod
PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
105A hatalcon)
BGS Solid aology cede 33
Dam= from sourceaml 13
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page 1 of 4
A BACKGROUND S1AP.BASED INFORMATION (See A•HS ffineuel for definitimul
SloPe




15 Plow category 0-101
5 Planform category
N Nodule&


























Dazes INO2 /1997 Tend 13.30 Surveyor:



















F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
ed of dyes visible? No _ Pad x
Duplicate peompaan: scrod chancier? No _ Yes X
Sweeps! fmne Left X Right X Chanel X
2 3 4 5 6 7 3
EA EA EA BR EA EA EA
NO NO NO RI NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CO BE CO CO CO BO
RP SM RP RP SM RP
NO NO NO NO NO NO

















LAND USE WITHIN Sm OF BAN1CIOP (L) BE BL BL BL BL BL BL BL IG
LEFT BANK-TOP SS S S S
LEFT BANK FACE SSS BS
RIGHT BANK FACE SS S S
RIGHT BANKTOP BBBBU
LAND USE WITHIN 5ro OF BANK TOM) SU SU SU S7J SU 1G IG IC BL
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE










SERCON astray in addition? No _ Ya Y
PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
X shallow vet conease/bowl
deep wee arteretrical
Tampa Talley! No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 7 Unseat/tad point ha 4
Pools 0 Vacated point bas 0
Outpla created by IFF, Wareham on 30103/1993






















Wafted (eg bog, ninth. fenXWL)
Open water (OW)
SubusbaMarban develeg0e001SU)
Rock ansl scree IRS)
ft ArillkielinedIffeel
Re/calmed
Reinforced - whale bank
E Rcinfixted . soponly









Eaposea Sakti& roofs _
Underwater toe mots _
FLOC, Ref











• H 1AND USE WITHIN 50on OF BANKTOP
R



































LE1T BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Hendee heighelml 3.0 Booklet! width Ind 253 Rados, height mil
Banktop e BankfUll ^ V Water midst' OM 73 Bankusp • Bakke% 1
Ettkookedheigttollol on Watet &Pd. NN 025 Endadaed height (m)
If eashline lower than break in slope. inked, heighl above 01010)0 115
Bed material asshe is, consolidated
-
unconsolidated %unknown _
Lesko of measurement is: riffle X run or slide _ other _
14 ARTIFICIAL FEATURES










Is water impounded by weirldun? No X Yes. c3396 of site _ .33% of sne
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nom X Dredging Mowing
_ Weed-coiling _
Entoncenmot _ Oft&
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalls 35m high _ Artificial open wean Ringing nsed.bmk
Braidaftside channels Natural open wawa Coos _ Elwin mft





Is 3391m more of the channel choked with stateliest? NO X YES _
0 NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS Kamm 1 amaloa. Is rhomdearew, bnekee,4 • trese.104.5.3.55.....•mer0
None _ Giant hogweed _ Himalayan haunt _ Japanese knotweed X Oda? _
R OVERALL CFIARACTERISTICS (Commen(0 ray have been Pealdremdl)
Major impacts: TunN LirrE LW IftlarsTRY
Land Managemens:
Animals:
Other signiecam obsereationd Localsrayon thouNthoyhal asks Nat sp.
dots Ws mu remarry eresPhd Imps madam dna. ma dot
ALDERS
Alden? None pascal X Ellensive _ Diseased Alert? None X Poesent _ &satire _
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECKS page I of 4
(997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY per I of 4 12194 Spy cheut I esat. upstream end X dorthmeam end _
A BACKGROUND MAPBASED INFORMATION (See ENS mammal for *Path., PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
12194
9 10
Alutudelst 130 Slor ImAml 17 Flow category (I.10) 2
OS Solid geology cak 53 BUS Dun Panty code 5 Plankern category
mura from onme(Em) I Significant bibury ^ N Navigator.?
Height of smartIml 350 Wt.Quality class 3 RHS Segment type
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Ream check foss ood lick boo any comedian, ore needed
Reference site number: 12194
Grid retrace: ST 62942 River, NANT CLIMACII 7
Dates 1102 /1997 Time: 12.06 Surv JL Armed. Dade PF43
Advase conditicm? No X Ea _
Bed of am visible? No _ Pal. _ Wirt. X
Duplkase pbstograptn: general character? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from Left X Right
_ Channel X





Terraced valley? No x yes _
NUMBER OF RUMS, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 3 Unvegetated point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar
Ontpul created by IST..Wardum ea 30003/199g
oxicav mimed
asymmetrical
1 I I 2 3 4 ryi 6 pi
LEFT BANK
Material BO EA BR BE BE BE BE BE CO EA
Bank makfication(s) NO NO RI NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Bard. featunts) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CHANNEL
Clime substrate CO CO BE BE BE P BE BE CO P
Flow tyre RP RP RP RP RP RP RP RP UW OW
Chamel moddicalion(s) FO NO NO NO NO NO CV CV NO NO
Charnel katute10 NO RO RO NO RD NO NO NO NO NO
RIGHT BANK
Material BR BR BR BE BE BR BE BE CO BR
Balt moddicatiorisl RI RI RI NO NO RI NO NO NO RI
Brit featurels) NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
LAND USE WEIHIN.Nn OF BANKTOP (L) SC IC IC IG IC 10 SU SU BL BL
LEFT BANK-TOP UUUUUUB BS S
LEFT BANK FACE SS BS S BOBS 5
RIGHT BANK FACE UUUS SBBBUU
RIGHT BANKSOP UR B UUUB BUB
LAND USE WITHIN 5m OF BANK TOP (R) SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU SU
C CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE










iTE NO. 121M 1997 RIVER HABFTAT SURVEV: 500m SWEEP-UP IMP 3 di 12194
It LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP
	
I. R
Imadleatmised woodland IOU E / Rough pram (RP)
Cmilerms Munro. (C71 ImproredhaM.inmand grass 00)
Orchard(0R) Tilled land (IL)
ostandfreanI0M10 Wetland in boti mu* fmkvil-)
cab (SC) Om Water (OW)
all herbs cm) SulashanAntan devtlernall
Rork and saes (RS)
BANK PROFILES
aturayunmodlfled L R ArlIffelallmodltled L R
Venicaturdercul E E Res.:Mimed
Vertscal • tee Reinforced - whole bank
try AS E E Reinforted tep ady





1 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
TREES ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Left Right None Pram E (>3391)
None




Regularly spredaingk _ Exposed bantakle mob X 7
Occasional charms _ Underwater nee tom _ X
SanitaMmous X X Fallen mom X _
Continuous
_ _
Coane woody debris X _
EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Proem E Nene Present E 033%1
Wararall(s) X Marginal deadmter X _
Cascade(S)
_ X _ Exposed bedrek _
KARIM.)
_ X _ Exposed boulders X
Riffles/
_ X Unvegetated mid-channel bar(s) X _ _
Rut)
_ X Vegetated mitchnvel bats) X _ _
FloiKs) X
_ Mature Wend(s) X _
Glick(s)
-
X _ Unvegetated side ba(s) X _
PoolIO
5 - - Vegetated side Mels) X _
Punded rutile,) X
_ DIscrett Silt deposit(s) X _
Discrete eand de it(s) X - - 

1997 RIVER HABITAT SLR vEY page 4 all
I. CHANNEL DIMENSIONS
LEIN BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Barth, heights° 4.0 EDAM! width OW 12.0 hanklop height Im1 3.0
eam, • Bankfull ? N Water widdulml 53 Bastrop BanUull ?
Embanked Might (m) 0.1) Wake depth(m) 01 Embanked height ON ILO
If Mediae lower Wm break in abut inIcar height above mkt.) • Ii
Red =fetid at sae is: consolidated unconsolidated %unknown
Location of measureorm is: nth X nut or glide _ Mkt _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Nome Ma* laremedim Minor Maja Intermedime Minor





Is wren imPOunded by weiddam? No _ <3PX of Me X 5334 of Me
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging Mowing Weed<uning _
Enhancement _ Other?
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None X
Waterftls .S5rn high _ Anificiai apes watt, _ Bog - Fringing need-bank _
Braidedtside channels _ Natural opal wales _ Floating mat
Debris dam Water Meadow other
Leary debris Pen
P CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 3394 or nme of the channel choked with snemtIon? NO X YES _
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS (Others 1 • raider, 2 • cOMmlorksa., • bnekeet • peed elder.)• bramble, • mal
None X Giant hogansed Himalayan ballasts _ Japanese trammed _ Other? _






Alders? None S E None X Prenens _
	1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: TEN SPOT CHECK Page 2 a 4 11195
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEy F. 1 oil
Spry cheat I n arupstream end X downtrearn end
A BACKGROUND MAP/USED INFORMATION (Ste RHS.104t4101100d4 Itiiiemul
E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Altitudelml 145 SloPe OwInt1 15 Flaw category (1.101 2














EA BE BR CO BR FA CO CO CO BR
NO NO RJ NO RI NO NO NO NO RI
NO NO NO NO NO NO EC SC NO NO
BO BE CO CO CO BE CO CO CO CO
RP RP RP RP CII RP BW LIW RP R.p
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
RO NO NO RO RO RO RO RO RO RO
BO BE EA CO EA BE EA BR CO CO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI NO NO
NO NO NO SC NO NO PB NO SC NO
F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE
005 Solid geology code 113 BGS Drift geology code 9 Planform Emmy
Distmoe Born smate1L01 6 Signifiram Dibuary ? N Navigazion7
Height el sourcelml MO Water Quality class 0 RHS Segment lyre
FIELD SURVEY DETAILS Meat* client Pim endrel bce if 00,YowjecEMm m "mad
Reference site nambar 12195
Grid referarce: ST 55949 River NANT CLTDACH
Date: 13,02 11997 Tore 10.10 Surveyor. JL P143
Adverse conditions? No X • Yes _
Bed of riva visible? No _ Pan. X
Duplicate phonerapbt germ! charmer? No _ Yes X
Surveyed from. Left X Right _ Channel X
LAND USE WITHIN Im OF BANKTOP (L/ SU SU SU SU SU BL IG IG IG 1G
LEFT BANK-TOP BB BBUS UUUU
LEFT BANK FACE SUUSSUBSS U
RIGHT RANI< FACE S USUSUSSSS
RIGHT BANK-10P S UUS BUUUUU
LAND USE WTHIIN SonOE BANK TOP (RI BL IG 1G IC SU BL IG IC IC IG
CHANNEL VEGETATION TYPES
NONE I / /










SERCON survey in adelltles7 No _ Yes V
C PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
_ shallow vee coneaw/bowl
syntrreoical
Vege
Tamed valley? No X ye _
NUMBER OF RIFFLES, POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles 2 Unvegetaled point bar
Pools 0 Vegemdpoimber 0
001an4 anted by IFE. W anima ea 30/0.41993
TE NO. 12195 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY: 500e.SWEEP.UP Me 3 or E
 11195 1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY WV 4 of 4
LAND USE WITHIN 50m OF BANKTOP I. CI1ANNEL DIMENSIONS
L R LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANKL R


Bala. heightan) 3.5 Banlrfull width (m1 12.0 Banklop height Im) 4.0'mid wooRanclIEL) E E Rough psalm (RP)
Bank top .. Bankfull ? r Water width 1m1 5.0 Beldam a Bank lull 7 Nonifermas plantation (CP1 Iroprovedlimth-irrgaroved grass1101 E E
Orchard10R/ Tilled land (a) Onbanked heigN (m) 0.0 Water depth 1m1 0.15 Embanked height (no OS
II trasbline lower Man brok in dom.Indicate: height above waterDO • 0.75
onlandAreb11411) Welland (eg bog monk NOWL) I
Bed Material a he Is• emisolidated- unconsoklaced %unknown _
nab1SC) Open water (0W) 0
Location of measurement is: "Mk run or glide X oder _
II herbs ITHI / / Sulierteaurban develaporm (SUE E I
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES
Reck and KM (RSI
None Major InettranState Minor Major Imemedine Miner
BANK PROFILES
_ Wein ReVCIIIMIll I
harsletiamaddled L R ArIlfletallmodMed L R Sluices Outfalh
V enicalhadocut / / Resectioned Olivetti Fools
	
Bridges 2 2 DeflecionVoted a me Reinfirced - whole bank
Is water impoun1x1 by weirldarn? No X Yes. cl31, of site _ EH% of sire _Nle / Reinforced - toe poly
Composite Artificial twOEMEe
N EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
Nem Xnting
-




0 FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
EManommit _ Oder?
-1 1 EXTENT OF TREES AND ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Waterfalls .5m high _ Artificial open WAICI Fringing reed.bank _

















Rendarly spaced. singk _ Exposed bedside roan X _ _
Is 3391 emcee of the channel dvoked with vegetation? NO X TES _Omar:real clamps _ _ Underwaser tree rom X
Soni-continmas
_ _ Fallen bees X Q NOTABLE NUISANCE PEAKS 10there I woes 1 • rhsemera..3.1mermal a armed eider.S. bromine, weal
Continuous X X Come weedy debris X
Nem X Giant horned _ Ma an balsam _ Japanese knotword _ Otha? _
K EXTENT OF CHANNEL FEATURES
None Present E None Present E (>3390






_ X ... Earned booMen
X _
Marginal &admire




Otha signikant obsernciars, Sward mom et aims niet M.Riftle10 _ X _ Unvegetated trackhowel MHO X _






X _ _ Mature islan301
X
	









Forded reachIcs1 X _ _ Discrete silt deposit) X _ _ Addeo? None _ Patient X !intensive 0 ceased alders., Num X Present _ LcoorlloeDiscrete sand de it(0 X _
Otherp a45 E E Reinforced - top only
1997 RIVEN HA BITAT su 14VET: TEN SPOT CHECKS Me 2 5(2 111% I
1997 RIVER HABITAT SURVEY page I of 4 121% Spot check I is afl upthear erd X downstream end _
A BACKGROUND MAP-BASED INFORMATION (See Nis manual fur defingioa I E PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
%De (m/krn)










Odd refacnce. ST 49966
Date: 13/02 /1997 lime: 11.00
Adverse oaxlitions?
I '''.Bed Of river visible?
'. Duplicate pholographs: general character?
' Surveyed from: Left
SERCON survey in abdition? No _
I c PREDOMINANT VALLEY FORM
X shallow ree
IT
20 Flow category 0-101 1
9 Planform category 2
Navigation?
























2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 io
EA EA EA EA EA BE EA EA EA SP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
o CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO AR
RP CH RP RP SM RP UW CH RP SM
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO CV
RO RO RO RO NO RO MB RO RO NV
EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA SP
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO RI
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
BL BL 1G SC I/G IG IG 1G BL SU
SS US IJUULIS B
SS 5 SSSS SSD
SS SSSS S SS B
S SSSS S SS B
SC BL BL BL BL BL BL BL BL SU
I/ ///////
spy
Terraced valley? No X Yes _
NUMBER OF RIFTLES. POOLS AND POINT BARS
Riffles Umegetated point bar
Pools 0 Vegetated point bar




PleOle chea arm and tid boo if any corrections are needed
Rirec NANT CLYDACH 13
Surveyor: DS %/led, code: MNS9
No X
No _ Pan. _ Eolinr, X
No _ Yes X











F BANKTOP LAND USE AND VEGETATION STRUCTURE




Wawa leg bog. marsh- klIXWL)
Open weer (OW)
SuburbanIurban development (SU)
Rock and scree (RSI
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
None Present E (>33%)
Shading of charnel _ _ X
Ovahanging boughs - - X
Exposed bankside roots _ X
Underwater tree roots X _
Fallen trees _ x
Coane woody debris _ X




Unvegetated mid-channel har(s) _ X _
Vegetated mid-channel bar(s) X _
Mature island(s) x _
Unvegetated side bar(s1 X _
Vegetated side bar(s1 X _
Discrete silt deposil(s) X _
DiSCrete sand de it(s) X -
LAND USE WITHIN 50ni OF BANKTOP
R














Reinforced . whole bank
E Reinforced . top only

























LEFT BANK CHANNEL RIGHT BANK
Banktop heightim) 43 Bankroll width (mu 11.0 Bank:lop height (ml
Banktop a Bankroll ? N Water width (ml 5.0 Bank top a Bankroll ?
Embanked height (m/ 0.0 Wale: depth (m) 0.15 Embanked Wight Dm
If trashlinebWer than break in slope. indicate: height above waser(mlo 0.75
Bed material aosite is: consolidated unconsolidated XunknoWn _
Location of mcavflement is: riffle X ntn or glide _ other _
M ARTIFICIAL FEATURES





Is water impounded by weithban/ No X Yes. <33% of site _ >33% of site
EVIDENCE OF RECENT MANAGEMENT
None X Dredging _ Mowing _ Weed-cutting _
Enhancement _ Other'
FEATURES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
None
Waterfalb >5m high Artificial open water Bog _ Fringing reed-bank
Braided/side channels Natural open water Can _ Floating mai
Debris dam Water meadow Mash _ Other
Leafy debris Fen Flush _
CHOKED CHANNEL
Is 33% or name of the channel choked with vegemion? NO X YES -
NOTABLE NUISANCE PLANTS 10therst I • mates, I ethndadmera. 3 a brackens. Dyad elder. I .brnrable.• amyl
None X Giant hogweed _ Himalayan balsarn _ Japanese %coned _ Other? _









None Major Itnerinakate MinorMajor Intermediate Minor
ALDERS










Irtsaure of Freshwxer Ecology
lawlure of Hydrology
htcuure of Tencstnal Ecology
lossutc of Vigo low & Ertyrronmemal Microbiology
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